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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It is our pleasure to present to you the November 2013 Issue of International Journal of Advanced Computer Science
and Applications.
Today, it is incredible to consider that in 1969 men landed on the moon using a computer with a 32-kilobyte memory
that was only programmable by the use of punch cards. In 1973, Astronaut Alan Shepherd participated in the first
computer "hack" while orbiting the moon in his landing vehicle, as two programmers back on Earth attempted to "hack"
into the duplicate computer, to find a way for Shepherd to convince his computer that a catastrophe requiring a
mission abort was not happening; the successful hack took 45 minutes to accomplish, and Shepherd went on to hit his
golf ball on the moon. Today, the average computer sitting on the desk of a suburban home office has more
computing power than the entire U.S. space program that put humans on another world!!
Computer science has affected the human condition in many radical ways. Throughout its history, its developers have
striven to make calculation and computation easier, as well as to offer new means by which the other sciences can be
advanced. Modern massively-paralleled super-computers help scientists with previously unfeasible problems such as
fluid dynamics, complex function convergence, finite element analysis and real-time weather dynamics.
At IJACSA we believe in spreading the subject knowledge with effectiveness in all classes of audience. Nevertheless,
the promise of increased engagement requires that we consider how this might be accomplished, delivering up-todate and authoritative coverage of advanced computer science and applications.
Throughout our archives, new ideas and technologies have been welcomed, carefully critiqued, and discarded or
accepted by qualified reviewers and associate editors. Our efforts to improve the quality of the articles published and
expand their reach to the interested audience will continue, and these efforts will require critical minds and careful
consideration to assess the quality, relevance, and readability of individual articles.
To summarise, the journal has offered its readership thought provoking theoretical, philosophical, and empirical ideas
from some of the finest minds worldwide. We thank all our readers for their continued support and goodwill for IJACSA.
We will keep you posted on updates about the new programmes launched in collaboration.
Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, as
well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations.
We hope that materials contained in this volume will satisfy your expectations and entice you to submit your own
contributions in upcoming issues of IJACSA
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Implicit Sensitive Text Summarization based on Data
Conveyed by Connectives
Henda Chorfi Ouertani
Information Technology Department
College of Computer and Information Sciences, King Saud University
Riyadh,Saudi Arabia
Abstract—So far and trying to reach human capabilities,
research in automatic summarization has been based on
hypothesis that are both enabling and limiting. Some of these
limitations are: how to take into account and reflect (in the
generated summary) the implicit information conveyed in the
text,
the author intention, the reader intention, the context
influence, the general world knowledge…. Thus, if we want
machines to mimic human abilities, then they will need access to
this same large variety of knowledge. The implicit is affecting the
orientation and the argumentation of the text and consequently
its summary. Most of Text Summarizers (TS) are processing as
compressing the initial data and they necessarily suffer from
information loss. TS are focusing on features of the text only, not
on what the author intended or why the reader is reading the
text. In this paper, we address this problem and we present a
system focusing on acquiring knowledge that is implicit. We
principally spotlight the implicit information conveyed by the
argumentative connectives such as: but, even, yet …. and their
effect on the summary.
Keywords—Automatic summarization; implicit data; topoi;
topos; argumentation

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, text summarization has become widely used on
the internet. Users of text summarization are countless. They
can be simple internet surfers searching for different news, elearners looking for specific educational materials or scientists
exploring particular publications… Text summarization can
help those users identify, in a short time (by reducing a large
amount of information to a summary), which documents are
most relevant to their needs. But, there is widespread
agreement that summarization that reduces a large volume of
information to a summary preserving only the most essential
items, is a very hard process. Indeed, the human
summarization is the process that given a document one tries
to understand, interpret, abstract it and finally generate a new
document as its summary [1].
So far and trying to reach human capabilities, research in
automatic summarization has been based on hypothesis that
are both enabling and limiting. Some of these limitations are:
how to take into account and reflect (in the generated
summary) the implicit information conveyed in the text, the
author intention, the reader intention, the context influence,
the general world knowledge ... Thus, If we want machines to
mimic human abilities, then they will need access to this same
large variety of knowledge [2].

Most of Text Summarizers (TS) are processing as
compressing the initial data and they necessarily suffer from
information loss. TS are focusing on features of the text only,
not on what the author intended or why the reader is reading
the text. Thus a TS system must identify important parts and
preserve them. In this paper, we will focus on acquiring
knowledge that is implicit in the data and how to preserve it
when generating the summary. The system we present
generate argumentative text based on the implicit stored data
conveyed by the “argumentative connectives” such as
nevertheless, therefore, but, little, a little... When those
connectives appear in sentences, they impose constraints on
the argumentative movement. This movement is based on
gradual rules of inference denoted by “topoi” [3]
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we give an
overview of the state of the art on text summarization. Section
3 reports on the theory of Argumentation Within Language
(AWL) on which is based our implicit extractor. In section 4,
we describe our system architecture. In conclusion, we
summarize the contributions of this paper and introduce future
research directions.
II.

TEXT SUMMARIZATION

A. Types of summarizers
Text summarization is now an established field of natural
language processing, attracting many researchers and
developers. We can distinguish two types of summarizers
based on the volume of text to be summarized:
-

Single Document Summarization (SDS): If
summarization is performed for a single text
document then it is called as the single document text
summarization
Mutli Document Summarization (MDS) :
If the
summary is to be created for multiple text documents
then it is called as the multi document text
summarization

-

B. Summarization techniques
Techniques may vary depending on the summarization
type. When considering the Single Document Summarization,
we can cite the most important techniques:
-

Sentences extracting: This technique relies on trivial
features of sentences, such as word frequency, presence
of keywords, and sentence position, or a combination
of such features [4], [5].
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-

Identification of the relevant information: permitting to
generate a textual summary from the facts that need to
be included [6], [7].

However,
when
dealing
summarization, we can talk about

with

Multi-document

-

Extractive summarization: this technique involves
assigning scores to some units (e.g. sentences,
paragraphs) of the documents and extracting those with
highest scores [8].

-

Abstractive summarization: this technique usually
needs information fusion, sentence compression and
reformulation [4].
III.

articulators” such as nevertheless, therefore, but, little, a
little... When those articulators appear in utterances, they
impose on constraints on the argumentative movement. This
movement is based on gradual rules of inference denoted by
“topoi”. According to [11] and [12], a topos is an
argumentative rule shared by a given community (which need
have no more members than the speaker and the hearer).
Topoi are the guarantors of the passage from the argument to
the conclusion. Topoi are used to license the move from an
argument to a conclusion.
A topos (singular of topoi) is:
-

Presented as general: in the sense that the speaker
implicates that the topos holds for other situations. It is
not particular for the situation where it is used.

-

Presented as shared: in the sense that the speaker
considers that the topos is accepted at least by the
audience.

-

Gradual.

HOW CONNECTIVES ARE AFFECTING SENTENCE
ORIENTATION

A. Introduction
In order to show the importance of the connective on the
orientation of the sentence and on its general meaning, we
used LSA tool (http://lsa.colorado.edu/) to compare two
apparently same sentences. LSA is a theory and a method for
extracting and representing the contextual usage meaning of
words by statistical computation. LSA measures of similarity
are considered highly correlated with human meaning
similarities among words and texts. Moreover, it successfully
imitates human word selection and category judgments [9].

The canonical form of the topos includes two
argumentative scales: the argument (antecedent) and the
conclusion (consequent).
Each scale is marked on “plus” or on “minus” from which
the next topical forms are concluded:
// + P , + Q//,
// - P , - Q//,
// + P , - Q// and
// - P , + Q//.

Example 1:
Let us consider the two following sentences:
1) The weather is beautiful but I have to work
2) I have to work but the weather is beautiful
With LSA the two sentences will be represented with the
same semantic vectors (fig. 1.) because for LSA the words like
I, to, but … are ignored and the word order is not take into
account.

If we believe // + P , + Q//, we necessarily believe // - P , Q// and in the same way for (//+ P , - Q// ; // - P , + Q//)
To illustrate the presentation above, let us consider the
utterance

(1) The weather is beautiful but I have to work.
The antecedent uses a topos such as //plus weather is
beautiful, plus we want to go out//, the conclusion uses a topos
such as //plus I have a work to do, minus I go out//. The use of
“but” in the utterance influences its argumentative orientation
and the all utterance orientation will be the orientation of the
conclusion.
Let us now consider together the two sentences of
example1: According to the AWL, the two sentences have
opposite argumentative orientations.

Fig. 1. Comparison of
http://lsa.colorado.edu/

two

sentences

similarity,

Comparison

from

But we agree that the two sentences argue to two different
conclusions. So, it is definitely the impact of ignoring the
connective but.
B. Argumentation Within Language Theory
The Argumentation Within Language Theory (AWL) [10]
has been concerned with the analysis of the “argumentative

Indeed, for the sentence 1, if the antecedent uses topos like
//+ beautiful weather, + outing// and the conclusion uses topos
like //+ work, - outing// then the presence of “but” imposes
that the sentence have the argumentative orientation of the
conclusion i.e. “- outing”.
However, for the sentence 2, and with the same reasoning,
its argumentative orientation is “+ outing”
To end this illustration, we note the importance of “but”, in
the sense that it imposes the argumentative orientation of the
sentence. This importance of connectives was already
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revealed by different works on Natural Language Process such
as in [13] “interclausal connectives carry meaning, they
connect textual meanings at both local and global levels and
they mark discourse continuity and discontinuity both in the
text and as inferred by the reader”
Connectives can shape the actual meaning of the text, they
can also serve as efficient markers for instructions in the
communicative process established between writer and reader.
After this short outline on the theory of the Argumentation
Within Language, in the next section we give a description of
the architecture of an Argumentative Single Document
Summarizer (ASDS).
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section gives an overview of the ASDS architecture
and describes the functions of its various components. The
global architecture is represented in Figure 1. It is composed
of three layers of software : the Data pre-processor, the
constraints generator and the summary generator.

Identify all sentences S={Si} of the document d.
Calculate sentences score with respect to their
importance for the overall understanding of the text. This
ranking is based on key words and connectives.
Sentences with connectives are weighted contrary to other
sentences.
Key words are determined by their frequency in the
document.
A Word-Sentence matrix is generated, where the column
represents the sentences and the row represents the words.
Words with maximum frequency are considered as key words.
Calculate the score for each sentence using a formula using
the key words weight and connectives weight :
Score(Si) = Cw*Ww
S1

S2

…

….

Sn

W1
W2
..
…
Wn
Ww
Cw
Score
Where Cw is the weight of connectives and Ww is the
weight of key words.
-

Fig. 2. ASDS Architecture

The pre-processing layer aims at extracting connective
elements. ASDS uses GATE [14] a natural language
processing system.
The generator constraints layer Generate constraints based
on the connectives constraints and the topos base. It permits to
annotate the relevant sentences in the text. In our work we
consider the sentence as the basic extraction unit. The
connective constraints determine the type of argumentative
relation between the argument and the conclusion - whether an
argument-conclusion relation or argument-anti-argument
relation- The topos base is used to link arguments to
conclusions. This base allows the comparison of two
arguments across scales (since a topos is gradual as discussed
above).
We notice that the proposed summarization is focused on
single document texts where argumentation takes an important
place. The summary generator aims to filter sentence
according to the constraints predetermined by the constraints
generator. The algorithm below gives the different steps of
summary generation :

Rank the sentences in the decreasing order of
calculated scores.
Apply connectives constraints on sentences including
connectives to generate conclusions.
Top ranked sentences and generated conclusions are
combined in sequence as document summary.

V. FUTURE WORK
In the present work, we showed the role of connectives in
argumentative texts when dealing with the orientation of the
whole text. The analysis of these connectives indicates the
existence of specific values intentionally assigned to them by
the writer named topoi. As future work, we plan to investigate
the topoi base. Many works need to be conducted especially
how this base will be initialized and how it will be updated.
We would like to continue the implementation of ASDS to
apply our approach. Moreover, choosing argumentative texts
to be used as input to our system needs further investigation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we showed the role of connectives in
argumentative texts when dealing with the orientation of the
whole text. The analysis of these connectives indicates the
existence of specific values intentionally assigned to them by
the writer. For example But was shown to be functioning in
sentence to impose constraints on the conclusion intended by
the writer. Some recent trends of investigation support
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different roles for these connectives in the construction of
summaries of argumentative texts. In this context, we present
the architecture of ASDS, an Argumentative Single Document
Summarizer. ASDS is based on topoi which are gradual rules
of inference. Topoi are the guarantors of the passage from the
argument to the conclusion.
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Abstract—This research was aimed to develop a learning
resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1
entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” in order to
determine the quality of learning community and to examine the
satisfaction of the sampling group which was chosen using
specified sampling method. The tools used in this study consisted
of 1) learning resource for the Saleng community under the
bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances”,
including video clips, posters, leaflets, and exhibitions; 2) the
quality assessment forms; and 3) the satisfaction evaluation form.
According to the quality assessment of the learning resource for
the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 by the panel of
6 experts, the mean score for the quality in terms of contents was
4.83 with S.D. of 0.29, or at a very good level. As for the quality in
terms of media, the mean score was 4.47 with S.D. of .63, or at a
good level. Afterwards, the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” was used by the sampling group of 30
persons. The satisfaction towards the learning resource was 4.71
with S.D. of .64, or at the highest level. It could be concluded that
the learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge
of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” can be
used as a practical instructional tool for the community.
Keywords—learning resource; Saleng community under the
bridge of zone 1; repairing electrical appliances

I. INTRODUCTION
The communities under the bridge in many parts of
Bangkok are places where many homeless lived. Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration and National Housing Agency
have collaborated to provide over 700 families of these people
with 3 plots of land which are not far from their previous
places. These are the community under the bridge at PrachaUtit 76, Toong-kru District (Zone 1), the community under the
bridge at Poonsarp, Saimai District (Zone 2) and the
community under the bridge at Onnuch, Prawate District (Zone
3). The community under the bridge of zone 1 is located at
Pracha-Utit Road Soi 76, Toong-kru District, Bangkok which
is about 10 kilometres away from King Mongkut’s University
of Technology Thonburi. This 13-rai* (*1 rai is equal to 1,600
square metres) plot of land houses 182 families at the moment.
There are public areas such as sports field, playground, and
pre-school development centre to hold meetings and activities
among family members. The majority of people or over 70% of
them work as itinerant junk buyers, in other words, they buy

and collect unwanted or faulty electrical appliances, litter,
empty plastic bottles, paper and the like and then they classify
and sell them later. The majority of people are poor and their
educational level was not high. They use saleng or threewheeled pedal cart as their vehicle and as such, their
community is sometimes called “Saleng Community” which is
one of many disadvantaged communities in Thailand.
In 2011, King Mongkut’s University of Technology
Thonburi (KMUTT) conducted the research study entitled
“Community Research Project to Reduce and Solve the Social
Inequality in Bangkok: A Case Study of Community under the
Bridge of Zone 1, Toong-kru District, Bangkok” [1] with
National Institute of Development Administration and
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration in order to examine and
analyse the current situations and requirements of the
community. The results from this research included 15
developmental policy plans which had been amended by the
community commission and the community people.
Recently, from August 2012 to January 2013, the
researchers have participated in the project entitled “GoodHearted Vocation Teacher to Support Itinerant Junk Buyers”,
which was funded by Siam Commercial Bank PLC in order to
improve the living quality of those people. In this project,
teachers from electrical and automobile departments as well as
recycling specialists have taught the community members so
that they could apply the knowledge to their profession. The
research outcome shows that the community expressed their
satisfaction at a high level and such research project was the
first runner up of the national SCB Challenge Community
Project Award granted by Siam Commercial Bank PLC [2].
The committee recognises the importance of community
development with the aim that the community will develop
continuously and that the demands of the community members
under the bridge of zone 1 will be met as a way to enhance and
extend the above-mentioned research project entitled
“Community Research Project to Reduce and Solve the Social
Inequality in Bangkok: A Case Study of Community under the
Bridge of Zone 1, Toong-kru District, Bangkok”.
Therefore, the researchers would like to develop the
learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of
zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” (how to
repair fans, irons and rice cookers) so that there is a learning
centre for the community. In this project, the researchers
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developed video clips entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances”, posters to provide them with knowledge about
how to maintain electrical appliances, exhibition about the
history of the local community and leaflets with information
about the community so that the community members could
use this knowledge to support their career by repairing
electrical appliances to increase the value of old junk, resulting
in more income for the community members. Moreover, the
exhibition about the history of the local community and the
leaflets would become the centre of attention for those
interested and visitors to know more about the community.
II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Objectives
1) To develop a learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances”
2) To assess the quality of the learning resource for the
Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to
Repair Electrical Appliances”
3) To examine the users’ satisfaction towards the learning
resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1
entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances”
B. Research Hypotheses
1) The quality of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” would be at a high level.
2) The users would express their satisfaction towards the
learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge
of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” at a
high level.
C. Expected Outcomes
1) There would be a learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” with a high level of quality.
2) The learning resource for the Saleng community under
the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances” could help the community members to repair the
electrical appliances.
3) The research could be used as a model to develop a
learning resource for other communities.
III.

B. Population and Sampling Group
The population in this study consisted of 500 persons who
live in the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 [3].
The sampling group in this study consisted of 30 persons
who worked as itinerant junk buyers or Saleng pedal cart
riders. They were chosen using specified sampling method out
of those who previously participated in the research entitled
“Good-Hearted Vocation Teacher to Support Itinerant Junk
Buyers”.
C. Expert Panel
The expert panel consisted of those who have skills and
knowledge about how to assess the development of the learning
resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1.
They were chosen using specified sampling method. They had
qualifications and they were voluntary to be in the expert panel
of this research.
1) Experts in media: Experts in media ere those with at
least a Masters degree or at least five years of working
experiences. They have knowledge, experiences and skills in
the development of learning resources, media production,
publishing industry, print design, colour scheme and
proofreading in order to assess the quality of the learning
resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1
in terms of media. There were three experts in media.
2) Experts in contents: Experts in contents were those with
at least a Masters degree or at least five years of working
experiences. They have knowledge and understanding about
steps and procedure to repair electrical appliances, which in
this case are fans, irons, and rice cookers, and about the
history of the community. There were three experts in
contents.
IV.

TOOLS IN THIS RESEARCH

The tools used in this research for the development of the
learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of
zone 1 were as follows:
A. The Learning Resource
 Video clips entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances”
 Posters about how to maintain electrical appliances
 Exhibition about the history of the community

RESEARCH SCOPE

A. Contents in the Learning Resource
The contents in the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” would include an introduction to the
tools for repair, how to repair fans, irons, rice cookers
according to the conditions, and how to maintain electrical
appliances. There would also be an exhibition about the history
of the community and the leaflets with information of the
community.

 Leaflets about the information of the community
B. The Quality Assessment Form
 The quality in terms of contents with Likert’s 5-rating
scale
 The quality in terms of media with Likert’s 5-rating
scale
C. The Satisfaction Evaluation Form
 The satisfaction evaluation form for the sampling group
with 5-rating scale
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V.

PROCEDURE FOR TOOL DEVELOPMENT

A. The Development of the Learning Resource
The development of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 began with (1) the
identification of media format and genre and (2) the
specification of the learning resource based on the demands of
the community. The outcome was that the community would
like to see the learning resource as a way to learn more entitled
“How to Repair Electrical Appliances”.
B. Research Plan and Development
1) The research objectives of the learning resource for the
Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 were identified.
2) The research scope and the preliminaries were
determined.
3) The research duration was set.
C. Development according to ADDIE Model
1) Stage 1 Analysis: The learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 was aimed to address
the need of the community. Therefore, the demands of the
community needed to be analysed and surveyed in terms of the
topics, the information of the community and the location for
the learning resource. According to the resolve from the
analysis and survey, the community members would like to
have the topics to cover how to fix fans, irons and rice
cookers. As for the information about the community,
according to the interview with the community committee and
Toong-kru Office, it was agreed that Dutdao-Learning Centre
Building would be used as the location for this research.
2) Stage 2 Design: The data were gathered and
summarised in the form of dummy table which included the
topics in the learning resource for the Saleng community
under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances”. Afterwards, it would be assessed by the expert
panel and revised accordingly.
3) Stage 3 Development: After a conclusion was reached,
many drafts would be drawn about the contents. The data and
the articles as well as the information of the community would
be gathered in order to create video clips, posters, exhibition
material and leaflets. Another dummy table would be drawn
and assessed by the expert panel before the implementation in
the next stage.
4) Stage 4 Implementation: The software was chosen for
the development of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances”. Many applications were needed and
these included software for magazine publication, image
editing, graphic design, video editing and digital magazine
before we could develop the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances”.
5) Stage 5 Evaluation: The expert panel was invited to the
learning centre of the Saleng community under the bridge of
zone 1 in order to assess the learning resource entitled “How
to Repair Electrical Appliances” in terms of media production,

contents and quality. They were six experts in total. The
learning resource would be revised according to the
suggestions and comments by the expert panel in order to
improve the quality, contents and media production.
D. Test or Experiment
The learning resource for the Saleng community under the
bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances” was used by 30 itinerant junk buyers who were
chosen using specified sampling method. Afterwards, they
filled out the questionnaire and the data would be analysed.
E. Analysis
The data would be analysed to improve from the learning
resource for the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1
entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances”.
VI. RESEARCH RESULTS
The learning resource for the Saleng community under the
bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances” was developed and contained the following
aspects: video clips, posters, leaflets and exhibition. These
were shown in the figures below.

Fig. 1. The learning resource

Fig. 2. The learning resource center before and after the development

A. Quality Assessment by the Expert Panel
The quality of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” could be summarized as below:
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TABLE I.
THE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BY THE PANEL OF EXPERTS IN
CONTENTS AND EXPERTS IN LEARNING RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Quality Assessment

Item

Mean

S.D.

Meaning

1. Contents

4.83

0.29

Very Good

2. Learning Resource
Development

4.47

0.63

Good

According to Table I, the quality assessment in terms of
contents was 4.83 with S.D. of 0.29, or at a very good level.
The quality assessment in terms of learning resource
development was 4.47 with S.D. of 0.63, or at a good level.
B. Sampling Group’s Satisfaction
The sampling group in this research consisted of 30
itinerant junk buyers who were chosen using specified
sampling method who previously participated in the research
project entitled “Good-Hearted Vocation Teacher to Support
Itinerant Junk Buyers”.
TABLE II.

THE SAMPLING GROUP’S SATISFACTION TOWARDS THE
LEARNING RESOURCE

Item

Quality Assessment
Mean

S.D.

Meaning

1. Video clips

4.68

0.72

The Highest

2. Posters

4.71

0.63

The Highest

3. Leaflets

4.63

0.70

The Highest

4. Exhibition

4.79

0.50

The Highest

4.70

0.64

The Highest

Average

According to Table II, , the sampling group’s satisfaction
towards the learning resource for the Saleng community under
the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances” was 4.70 on average with S.D. of 0.64, or at the
highest level.
VII. RESEARCH DISCUSSIONS
According to the research results, the learning resource for
the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled
“How to Repair Electrical Appliances” contained video clips,
posters, leaflets and exhibition in order to increase the
understanding entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances”
which included fans, irons and rice cookers. There was also
information about the community. These results could be
discussed as follows.
A. The Assessment by the Experts in Contents
The quality of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” in terms of contents was 4.83 on
average with S.D. of 0.29, or at a very good level. This was
because the contents in the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” were accurate and suitable for the
community. This comment is in accordance with the research
study entitled “Community Research Project to Reduce and
Solve the Social Inequality in Bangkok: A Case Study of

Community under the Bridge of Zone 1, Toong-kru District,
Bangkok” [1]. The contents of this learning resource also
complied with the research study entitled “Good-Hearted
Vocation Teacher to Support Itinerant Junk Buyers” [2] which
was approved at a national level. Therefore, the contents were
accurate and complete.
B. The Assessment by the Experts in Learning Resource
Development
The quality of the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” in terms of learning resource
development was 4.47 on average with S.D. of 0.63, or at a
good level. To accomplish this result, the researchers applied
theories about how to create video clips and how to choose the
right angle for each context. There were also principles in
graphic design and digital publishing and theories about how to
run an exhibition in terms of layout and material presentation.
The aspect of video clips in this research was in accordance
with the research study by Petchthai Kerdchote and Sopa
Meeyai [4] who developed the video clips to increase the
public relations of the Department of Educational
Communications and Technology, Faculty of Industrial
Education and Technology, King Mongkut’s University of
Technology Thonburi and found that their video clips were of
good quality and could be used for intended purpose. As for the
printing aspect, the quality of the learning resource in this
research was at a good level, similar to the research by
Weeranan Homdok [5] who researched the publishing set for
the public relations of the Masters degree in Educational
Technology and Mass Media, because it followed the right
approach to publication. Moreover, the quality of the exhibition
in this research was at a good level and it was in accordance
with the principle of Payungsak Prachusilpa [6] about the
exhibition design so that the exhibition could be designed to
meet the objectives of the sampling group.
C. The satisfaction evaluation
The sampling group of 30 persons showed the highest
satisfaction towards the learning resource for the Saleng
community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair
Electrical Appliances” with mean score of 4.70 and S.D. of
0.64. This was because the contents of the learning resource for
the Saleng community under the bridge of zone 1 entitled
“How to Repair Electrical Appliances” were accurate and
suitable for the community. The contents would involve the
information of the community and how to repair electrical
appliances in a step-by-step approach, which is similar to the
principle by Narumon Kitpaisarnrattana [7]. To analyse the
satisfaction, the data were analysed using SPSS for Windows
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences for Windows) and this
is similar to the research by Jittima Puttacharoen [8] who
examined the learning achievement and the satisfaction
towards the webpage contents and found that the sampling
group showed the highest level of satisfaction.
VIII. SUGGESTIONS
A. Suggestions for application
1) The learning resource for the Saleng community under
the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
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Appliances” could be adopted for the self-study approach
aimed at adults outside the formal education system or those
without an opportunity to study the specialized discipline.
2) The learning resource for the Saleng community under
the bridge of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical
Appliances” could be distributed on an online social network
to gain broader usage.

[5]

B. Suggestions for further research

[8]

1) There should be research into the development of the
learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge
of zone 1 about how to repair cars and household accounting.
2) There should be a study into the factors which affect the
learning resource for the Saleng community under the bridge
of zone 1 entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” in
an online social network environment.
3) The posters could be developed to teach skills in a stepby-step manner.

[6]
[7]

W. Homdok, Publishing Set for the Public Relations of the Masters
Degree in Educational Technology and Mass Media, Faculty of
Industrial Education and Technology, King Mongkut’s University of
Technology Thonburi, 2010, p. B.
P. Prachusilpa, Design for Exhibition, Compact Design, Bangkok, 1992,
p. 1.
N. Kitpaisarnrattana, Users’ Satisfaction towards 7 Types of Service in
Chulalongkorn University Library, a Master’s thesis in Communication
Arts, Chulalongkorn University, 2002, p. B.
J. Puttacharoen, Learning Achievement and Satisfaction towards Web
Pages with Different Contents and Presentation Styles, a Master’s thesis
in Education, Kasetsart University, 2000, p. B
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Fig. 3. Video clips entitled “How to Repair Electrical Appliances” and “How
to Fix Fans”
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Abstract— Image fusion is becoming a challenging field as for
its importance to different applications, Multi focus image fusion
is a type of image fusion that is used in medical fields,
surveillances, and military issues to get the image all in focus
from multi images everyone is in focus in a different part, and for
making the input images more accurate before making the fusing
process we use Genetic Algorithm (GA) for image de-noising as a
preprocessing process. In our research paper we introduce a new
approach that begin with image de-noising using GA and then
apply the curvelet transform for image decomposition to get a
multi focus image fusion image that is focused in all of its parts.
The results show that Curvelet transform had been proven to be
effective at detecting image activity along curves, and increasing
the quality of the obtained fused images. And applying the mean
fusion rule for fusing multi-focus images gives accurate results
than PCA, contrast and mode fusion rule, Also, GA shows more
accurate results in image de-noising after comparing it to
contourlet transform.
Keywords—Multi-focus image fusion; Curvelet transform;
genetic algorithm Introduction

I. INTRODUCTION
The driving forces in today‘s manufacturing environments
especially with recent rapid developments in the field of
sensing technologies are quality improvement and cost
reduction. The quality of many raw materials, parts, and
products can be measured by visual inspection. However, the
Inspection by eye is costly, subjective, qualitative, inaccurate,
eye-straining, and time consuming. For high speed and real
time applications, manual inspection is not possible. The result
of the use of these applications is a great increase in the amount
of data. As the volume of data grows, the need to combine data
gathered from different sources to extract the most useful
information also increases. The technique which performs this
is Image fusion that is widely recognized as an important tool
for improving performance in image based applications such as
remote sensing, machine vision, medical imaging, and optical
microscopy and so on.
Image fusion is a process of combining set of images to
integrate complementary and redundant information to provide

a composite image which could be used to better understanding
of the entire scene and will be more informative and complete
than any of the input images. When a lens focuses on a subject
at a certain distance, all subjects at that distance are sharply
focused. Subjects not at the same distance are out of focus and
theoretically are not sharp. It is often not possible to get an
image that contains all relevant objects in focus. One way to
overcome this problem is multi-focus image fusion, in which
one can acquire a series of pictures with different focus settings
and fuse them to produce an image with extended depth of
field.
In the past years Genetic algorithm was used with image
fusion for solving optimization problems such as used for
estimating the weights of the weighted average Pixel level
weighted average [4], then GA used for solving optimization
problems for image fusion in another manner in which it is
used for determining the best size of the block in [5],
Michifumi Yoshioka presented an approach based on genetic
algorithm for minimizing noise from original image. Most of
algorithms proposed in literature are either noise dependent or
threshold governed. In real time environment the type of noise
in the image signal is unknown. So applying an algorithm
specific to noise, will never be successful under these
conditions. These disadvantages can be reduced by using a
hybrid filter that consists of de-noising filters [1], In recent
years image fusion had been used for many applications and
many techniques had been used for achieving this one of the
most popular techniques was Pyramid [7] and wavelet [6] are
the most widely studied and used multi-resolution image fusion
schemes. There are many types of pyramid and wavelet
decomposition algorithms in recent years; however, not much
research has been conducted on fusion rules. wavelets
transform can only reflect "through" edge characteristics, but
cannot express, To overcome the limitation of the wavelet
transform, Donoho et al. has proposed the concept of Curvelet
transform, which uses edges as basic elements, possesses
maturity, and can adapt well to the image characteristics.
“Along edge characteristics” [8]. Moreover, curvelet Transform
has anisotropy and has better direction than wavelet can
provide more information to image processing [9] [10].
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We introduce in this paper a multi focus image fusion using
curvelet transform and image de-noising using Genetic
algorithm (GA). The basic idea is to apply the GA to filter
sequence to get the best filter sequence for de-noising the input
images. And then using the curvelet transform as a tool for
fusing the two images to get a more focus fused image.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
proposed fusion approach and an introduction of using GA for
image de-noising. Section 3 the experimental results of the
proposed approach, performance analysis showing the results
of applying the quality measures and its graph and comparison
with other schemes then it is followed by conclusion in section
4.
II. PROPOSED IMAGE FUSION APPROACH
In our proposed approach we first used Genetic Algorithm
(GA) as a de-noising tool, Then this de-noised image which
comes from applying GA to the Hybrid filter entered to the
next stage which is applying the image fusion process using
curvelet transform to the two input images to obtain one fused
image which is better in it’s focusing from the other two input
images.
Block diagram for our proposed approach is illustrated in
(Fig. 1)
A. Image de-noising using GA
A variety of algorithms have been evolved from nature. GA
is one of the simplest and most popular evolutionary
algorithms. Genetic Algorithms called as (GA) are based on
natural selection discovered by Charles Darwin. GA makes use
of the simplest representation, reproduction and diversity
mechanism. Optimization with GA is performed through
natural exchange of genetic material between parents.
Offspring’s are formed from parent genes. Fitness of
offspring’s is evaluated. The fittest individuals are allowed to
breed only. GA are being used in different applications such as
function Optimization, System Identification and Control,
Image Processing, Parameter Optimization of Controllers,
Multi-Objective Optimization, etc.
Hybrid filter is a sequential filter where different filters are
arranged in a sequence to obtain a noise free image. Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is one of the performance
indices which determine the quality of the image.
Here we used PSNR as our fitness function for the GA
which is directly proportional to the value of PSNR. Better the
value of PSNR better is the quality of image.

Fig. 1. Block diagram for image fusion using Curvelet transform and denoising using GA

Fitness Function:
The problem objective function can be defined as follows:
Objective = Max (f)
(1)
Here PSNR can be defined as:
PSNR = 10 X log10 (

Selection: After applying the fitness function to the initial
population we apply the selection function to select the highly
fitness function chromosomes to be used for the next new
generation and here we use the roulette wheel selection type for
reproducing the new generation.

(2)

Where y (i, j) in PSNR can be defined as:
(2)
(1)
1
y (i, j) = I5(W5 * [...[I2(W2 * [I1(W1 *y1)])]])
(5)

(3)

The sequence of the equation starts from 1 and ends by 5
y1 is the initial corrupted image and * represents convolution.
3- Wk is the filters applied and I k is the Boolean operators. Where k
varies as 1 ≤ k ≤5.

yk  1, if Ik  1; 

yk, if Ik  0. 

Initial population:

De-noising using GA begins with initial population P0 with
size µ and number of genes (filters) in a chromosome with size
gnum, so we have the initial population is a matrix µ * gnum.

(2552  M  N) )
 (x(i, j) - y(i, j)) 2

Ik(Wk*yk)= 

(4)

In above equation, I k=0 will imply that no convolution will take
place and I k=1 will imply that image yk will be convoluted with the
filter Wk to give a new image yk+1.
Constraints:
Ik ≥ 0 and Wk ≥ 1 where 1≤ k ≤ 5
Ik  {0, 1}, Wk  [1, 5]
Wk can be Mean, Contourlet, Average, Pyramid and Gaussian filters
depending on the value Wk from 1 to 5.
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Crossover: After individuals are selected, reproduction
involves crossing the individual’s chromosomes to produce
their offspring’s chromosome. Crossover is a random process,
we use a single point crossover by choosing Pc where

Curvelet transform is a tool for representation of curved
shapes in images. The concept of curvelet transform is based
on the segmentation of the whole image into small overlapping
tiles and then applying ridgelet transform on each tile.

0≤ Pc ≤ 1.

Here we are using wrapping algorithm based curvelet
decomposition.

Mutation: By mutation individuals (chromosomes) are
randomly changed. These variations (mutation steps) are
mostly small. They will be applied to the variables of the
individuals with a low probability Pm where 0≤ Pm ≤1.
(Fig.2.) Shows the flow diagram of how GA used to denoise a corrupted image Firstly, corrupted image and the
smoothing filters are passed as an input to the GA function. GA
analyses the system quality by comparing the values of the
fitness function obtained by various sequences. GA uses SNR
or PSNR as the fitness function for evaluating the best
sequence of smoothing filters. After the completion of the first
iteration, new set of sequences are created by the process of
crossover and mutation. Mutation operator is used to avoid the
local minima trapping of the algorithm. The probability of
selection of a sequence from the set is directly proportional to
the value of its fitness function. The new set of sequences then
replaces the previous set. The process continues until the
stopping criterion is achieved. The sequence, that gives the
maximum value of SNR or PSNR, is said to be the best
sequence. This sequence is passed as input to the Sequence
Application Function. Sequence Application Function applies
the filters on the corrupted image in that sequence. The
resultant image is the noise removed image.

The wrapping discrete curvelet transform is implemented using
the following steps:
Step 1: FFT of the image is taken and the resulting Fourier
samples is divided into collection of digital corona tiles as
shown in “Fig. 3”.
Step 2: For each corona tile, the tile is translated to the origin.
Step 3: The parallelogram shaped support of the tile is wrapped
around a rectangle centred at the origin.
Step 4: The Inverse FFT of the wrapped support is determined
and finally the resulting curvelet array is added to the collection
of curvelet coefficients.

Fig. 3. Curvelet Transform

Fig. 2. Image De-noising using Genetic Algorithm (GA) applied to
Sequence Hybrid Filter

B. Image Fusion by Curvelet Transform:
1) Curvelet Transform

Fig. 4. Curvelet Coefficients of Tiger image
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2) Fusion Rules
There are a variety of techniques that have been reported as
valid image fusion processes. Some of these are Statistics based
and Wavelet based.
Some of the popular fusion techniques based on statistical
analysis of the images are max or min and mean, Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) and contrast.
Assuming that images are collected simultaneously with
accurate registration, images can be fused element wise, taking
the maximum, the minimum, and the mean values.
The figures illustrated below show the registered and fused
images using different fusion techniques like max or min,
mean, Principle Component Analysis (PCA), contrast and
wavelet based.
In our approach we use the popular mean fusion rule, as by
applying the quality measure PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio) it gives the highest PSNR (Peak signal to noise Ratio).
III.

EXPERMINTAL RESULTS

Techniques for performing image de-noising and image
fusion vary widely depending on the specific application,
imaging modality, and other factors there is currently no single
de-noising filter that can de-noise all types of noises and there
is no single fusion method that yields acceptable results for all
types of applications. The present research work proposes an
approach that is more general and can be applied to a variety of
image data. The performance of the proposed research work
was analyzed using various experiments.
This section presents the experimental results obtained
during performance analysis.
A. Data Set
The proposed approach was tested with six pairs of images
(Fig. 5.). Each image is used as a representation of different
scenes. All set of images represent the situation where, due to
the limited depth-of-focus of optical lenses in cameras, it is not
possible to get an image which is in focus everywhere.
Objective image quality measures play an important role in
various image processing applications. There are different
types of object quality or distortion assessment approaches.
The fused images are evaluated, taking the following
parameters into consideration.
Seven quality measures were used during experimentation
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach of image
fusion using curvelet. They are Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Normalized
Absolute Error, Normalized Cross Correlation, Maximum
Difference, Average Difference and Structural Content.

Fig. 5. Test Images

The following table is for the parameters used when using
the GA:
TABLE I.
Parameters
µ
Pc
Pm
Itrnum
Gnum

PARAMETER SETTING FOR DE-NOISING USING GA
Definition
Population size
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Number of iterations
Number of genes
(filters)

Values
25
0.4
0.01
20
5

A. Performance Analysis
The visual results of applying our approach are illustrated
in the following figure:
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TABLE II.

THE BEST PSNR ALONG 20 ITERATIONS USING GA
Best_PSNR

Num_Iterations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Fig. 6. Visual results of the approach

By applying the quality measure PSNR to set of images
these are the result of the image de-noising using the GA which
show that GA gives the best PSNR value as it is an
optimization function. The next table [Table 2.] gives the value
of the PSNR after each iteration by applying 20 iterations to the
clock image, we found the best PSNR was 38.7426 and it was
stable after iteration number 9 till the 20 iteration.

By applying quality measures to the set of dataset images
these are the results of the image fusion approach using
curvelet and mean fusion rule with RMSE, PSNR and
Maximum Differenece.
TABLE III.

1-Tiger

119.5014

27.3571

Maximum
Difference
80.8271

2-Newspaper

1.4926e+003

16.3913

199.3773

3-Flower
4-Clock
5-Pepsi
6-Book

86.6267
94.4028
20.1524
38.6760

30.8525
28.3810
35.0875
32.2564

53.4359
72.6575
34.6182
83.0727

Image

38.8
38.7
PSNR

THE RESULT OF APPLYING RMSE, PSNR, MAXIMUM
DIFFERENCE TO DATASET

Genetic_de-noising

38.6
38.5

38.2302
38.5201
38.5201
38.5201
38.5201
38.5201
38.6701
38.6701
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426
38.7426

RMSE

PSNR

best_PSNR

By applying Quality measures to different fusion rules for
the six set of images these are the result tables and its graph:

38.4
38.3
38.2
0

5

10

15

Generations

20

25

1) The first table is for the Pepsi Image by applying the
Fuse mode, PCA, contrast and fuse mean using curvelet
transform, and its graph of these results.
Pepsi Image

Fig. 7. Genetic performance using PSNR
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TABLE IV.

THE RESULT OF APPLYING DIFFERENT FUSION RULES TO PEPSI
IMAGE USING DIFFERENT EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

MSE

PSNR

MD

Fuse mod

323.7387

23.0289

83

PCA

242.8457

24.2775

98

Contrast

65.0607

29.9976

91.8697

Fuse mean

53.4359

30.8525

86.6267

Flower Image

Pe ps i Im age
160

Fusion rule values

140
120

TABLE VI.
THE RESULT OF APPLYING DIFFERENT FUSION RULES TO
FLOWER IMAGE USING DIFFERENT EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

MSE

PSNR

MD

Fuse mod

126.7544

27.1012

81

PCA

150.8274

26.346

60

Contrast

25.1908

34.1184

45

Fuse mean

20.1524

35.0875

34.6182

Fuse mod

100

PCA

80

Contrast

60

Wavelet

Flow er Im age
350

Fuse mean

40

300

Fusion rule values

20
0
MSE

PSNR

MD

Quality m e as ure s

Fig. 8.

3) The first table is for the Pepsi Image by applying the
Fuse mode, PCA, contrast and fuse mean using curvelet
transform, and its graph of these results.

Graph of table 4

250

Fuse mod

200

PCA

150

Contrast

100

Fuse mean

50
0

2) The first table is for the Tiger Image by applying the
Fuse mode, PCA, contrast and fuse mean using curvelet
transform, and its graph of these results.

MSE

PSNR

MD

Quality m easure

Tiger Image
TABLE V.
THE RESULT OF APPLYING DIFFERENT FUSION RULES TO
TIGER IMAGE USING DIFFERENT EVALUATION FUNCTIONS

MSE

PSNR

MD

Fuse mod

174.9141

25.7026

87

PCA

179.1189

25.5994

90

Contrast

122.7919

27.2351

80.633

Fuse mean

119.5014

27.3571

80.8271

Fig. 10. Graph of table 6

B. Comparison with Other Schemes
From the tables of the previous section, The fusing of the
images using curvelet and mean average fusion rule, we see
that by applying the MSE for all the fusion rules the best MSE
that give the low value which is the fusion mean, and for the
PSNR the best value is the one that give the greater PSNR
which is also fusion mean, but for the last one which is MD the
best one is the one with the smaller value and it is the second
one on this.

Tiger Im age

The below figures show the difference of the result of
applying mean average and the wavelet for fusing the two
images of the clock image.

200
180

Fusion rule values

160
140

Fuse mod

120

PCA

100

Contrast

80

Fuse mean

60
40
20
0
MSE

PSNR

MD

Quality m easures

Fig. 9. Graph of table 5

Fig. 11. Fusing using curvelet with mean average
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V.

FUTURE WORK

The future scope for this approach is using it with one grey
scale image and one colored image and get the same result that
is quite better than any others. And further future work we can
use other datasets and analysis.
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Fig. 12. Result of fusing using wavelet

Contourlet Transform that is seen as a discrete form of a
particular curvelet transform had been used as a tool for image
de-noising and it had been shown that it a good tool for this.
Now comparing the GA and the contourlet for image denoising and using the PSNR as a quality measure to get the one
that is better we had been given that the best PSNR is for GA
which gave 38.7426 and contourlet gave 33.5483 by these
results as an example for applying it to the Clock picture Image
A and gave 35.0965 by applying contourlet for clock picture
Image B.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a new approach by applying GA as
a de-noising process, and showed that it is a much more benefit
as a de-noising techniques than the other techniques that we
used for comparison, and then used image fusion using curvelet
transform using mean fusion rule as a much more good method
for fusing than other fusion methods and rules and applied to
two grey scale images.
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Abstract—The purpose of this document is to provide an
overview on the growth on mobile phone and PDA devices and
use in business-oriented modern day life style. The explosion of
smartphones in enterprise and personal computing heighten the
concerns of security and privacy of users. Now a day’s use of
mobile is in every walk of life like shopping, trading, paying bill
and even using internet banking. But with these facilities some
draw backs are also there. Recent studies have shown that
applications can host new types of malware. This discussion
explores smartphone security through several research works
and how user himself can avoid from data hacking and other
insecurities.
Keywords—Smartphone; PDA; security; business-oriented;
applications

I.

INTRODUCTION

The main intention of this manuscript is to give an
impression on the growth of mobile phone and PDA devices,
which are now indispensable for our business-oriented modern
day lifestyle. This document also put emphasis on those
technology risks that are associated with using these devices as
well as available safeguards to diminish any problems. This
information will help organizations to improve their levels of
security and to decrease such occurrences concerning the use of
these handheld wireless devices. It can be envisioned that the
more mobile devices continue to accelerate, the more
sophisticated applications can be predicted. [9] Internet
connectivity has helped accelerate the tendency of mobile
phones from ‘voice-centric to data-centric’ networking
systems. These two worlds are gradually converging to support
each other. [7]
Since security concerns have supreme importance in fiscal
transactions or a mobile payment, that’s why it is important
that the attacker present in this application are examined by
taking a holistic view of the vulnerabilities. [6] The increasing
demand and functionalities of the hi-definition Smartphone
category of mobile devices will make an attractive target for
malware writers and infiltration of malware on mobile devices
can raise serious business and safety concerns. [13] Moreover,
Not sufficient security in wireless connection may tempt to
numerous unlawful attackers including but not limited to
hacking, fraud of system integrity, surveillance and loss or
stealing of the device itself [14] In contrast, the security of
handheld devices cannot be maintained without users’
involvement. Users must be instructed about what measures to
follow and what precautions to take while they use

organization-issued equipment or a personally owned one.
When taking full advantage of all the facilities afforded by cell
phones or PDAs, it is important that the user should have a
good knowledge of the security safeguards. [9]
On a related note the current economic environment and the
advent of new technologies has interested organizations in
availing the Cloud storage services provider model. Cloud
storage providers can suggest cost-cutting measures by using
equal storage capacity to meet organizations’ needs to initiate
transitional cost-savings measures for their customer base. [21]
From 2010 on a majority of the cellular networks started
undertaking switch-over from the existing third generation
communications systems (3G) to the fourth generation systems
(4G). This (4G) system mostly incorporates broadband IPbased heterogeneous multimedia services that let users use
diverse networks on an anytime and anywhere basis. [22] The
4G system is a modified version of third generation mobiles
and certainly is a ‘must have’ gadget for the organization. [18]
II. THE COMMONLY USED MOBILE FEATURES
In today’s high-tech business-oriented lifestyle cell (or
mobile) phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) have
turn into indispensable. For the most part these small and
economical devices are being used for making calls, sending
short text messages and supporting Enhanced Messaging
Services (EMS). They can also be used for Personal
Information Management (PIM), i.e. phonebook, calendar, and
notepad, etc. These tiny devices can perform a whole array of
functions that previously could only be done on desktop
computers. Computers generally perform many functions such
as sending and retrieving e-mails, web browsing, retrieving and
modifying documents, delivering and making presentations,
and can access available data from remote servers. Currently
mobile device are now being equipped with built in devices
like camera, GPS receiver, removable media card incision, and
also are host to a vast assortment of wireless interfaces,
including but not limited to, infrared, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi),
Bluetooth connectivity, and more than one type of cellular
interfaces, etc. [9]
Research and advances in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) have resulted in today’s high-end smart
phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), which now
possess fairly equal processing power and memory storage
capacity that was previously the hallmark of Personal
Computers (PCs). Today’s smart phones converge with fullfeatured mobile phones in that they function much like
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computers. Users can now make phone calls and run
applications, besides accessing and stockpiling useable data
communications from shared networks and the Internet. In the
meantime the memory cards of cell phones are now
approaching the maximum of 8 GB capacity, which aims to
provide adequate space to stockpile business information. Since
highly developed mobile phones have the capacity to connect
to the Internet and access websites and also have e-mail and
multimedia set-ups, mobile devices are increasingly more
“data-centric” compared to when they were traditionally
“voice-centric” networks. [13]
Mobile manufacturing companies are taking the initiative to
install those potential mobile enabling applications on mobile
podiums, for instance Symbian™, OS, Microsoft™ and
Windows™. Owing to the improved capacity, induction of new
applications, available service support on cellular as well as
local-area networks along with Bluetooth connectivity, the
business community has an ever-increasing demand for mobile
devices. These full-featured devices are improving workers’
output by giving them ready access to the information they
require. Even though these devices can boost competence and
productivity, they also possess some inherent threats to
organizations. What if the classified corporate and private data
goes astray or a device is stolen? The types of threats that
appear in the shape of spam, malware infections, and hacking
will be discussed in the proceeding chapters. [13]
A. An overview of device transformation
The evolution of mobile telephony can be traced back to the
continuous socio-historical development of the landline phone
industry. One major reason for the acceptance of telephones at
the beginning of the 20th century was “security”. However,
with the emerging American economy “business concerns”
became yet another good reason for acquiring a landline phone.
From1910 onwards the social use of the telephone became
another factor for acquiring a landline phone. It is pertinent to
mention here that the main disparity between the social setting
of the early days of both landline and mobile telephones was
the fear of breach of confidentiality, resulting from neighbors
trying to ‘snoop in’ on their next door neighbors’ conversations
or business rivals abusing switch boards, etc.
Gradually, handheld devices began to appear in different
shapes and sizes. The first cell or mobile phones appeared in
the United State of America in 1978, after AT&T Company
carried out its test communications under the auspices of the
Federal Communications Commission in Chicago, Newark and
New Jersey simultaneously. The device then had the weight
and size of a brick and was restricted to voice communications
only. From then on phenomenal improvements have been made
in the appearance and performance of handsets, and the
infrastructural capacity of their networking. By and large the
capacities of these devices may vary but at the heart of
technology there are certain similarities as well. In 1993 Apple
introduced its very first PDA, “the Newton”. Battery powered
and compact in size PDAs are intrinsically designed for
mobility as they stockpile a user’s data in the form of solidstate memory rather than putting it on a hard disk.
Nevertheless, certain vulnerabilities are accredited to the use of
PDAs as preserved data in unpredictable memory may be lost

and/or erased if the device is re-organized for some reason. In
many ways, PDAs are akin to handheld (PCs) and are not used
for telephony. Mobile phones on the other hand, are much like
PDAs apart from an important disparity in that they support
more than one radio interface to cellular telecommunications
networks. Moreover, mobile phones have a different legacy as
well in that mobile services have enabled “follow me
anywhere/always on” telephony”.
What makes cell phones different from the rest of the
handheld devices is their ability to communicate through
cellular networks. In cellular networks - as their name suggests
- cells play a pivotal role in reprocessing radio frequencies in a
restricted radio band by allowing more and more calls to
happen. Taking an example from the U.S.A. where a diversity
of digital cellular networks is thriving which pursues dissimilar
and incompatible sets of standards, it is evident that virtually
everyone in that country is now covered by a digital network of
some kind. [18] Two leading digital cellular network operating
in the U.S.A are Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSm). Common
cellular network are Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
and integrated Digital Enhanced Network (iDEN). iDEN use
proprietary protocol while other follow standardized open
protocols. Last but not least a digital version of the ingenious
parallel standards as designed for cellular telephone service
also subsists in the field and to date has been referred to as
recognized as Digital Advanced Mobile Phone Service (DAMPS). [9]
B. Some common trends in mobile devices
The omnipresent exploitation of mobile systems, extensive
use of the Internet as well as the speedy development in
wireless technologies [18] in recent years is the contributing
factors that have improved the functions and characteristics of
mobile handheld devices. In particular, cell phones have
witnessed those features which were once only accessible in
high-end smart phones and gradually introduced into more
basic phones. For instance, LCD screens have progressed from
the colorless display to grayscale and finally to high resolution
colored display technologies along with built-in cameras
which, some time ago, were considered a scarcity. Today,
however, they are just as ordinary feature. In the same way text
messages have converted to chat messages and then
multimedia messages and more enhanced messages, i.e. EMS
and now ending with e-mail. At present mobile devices are
expected to develop into more complex, powerful,
communicative functions at high-speed and having better
processing capabilities and greater bandwidth, apart from
having the facility of “always on” connection such as those
existing on desktop computers. As a consequence of the said
developments, cell phones are becoming more of a depository
for a wide range of private and organizational data and the core
is changing to packet data as opposed to voice data. [9].
With the advent of broadband interactive multimedia
applications in wireless devices the plethora of new trends and
functionalities has overwhelmed certain device features. A few
have been discussed in the preceding paragraphs and this does
not include simple icon-menu, touch-pad, and artificialintelligence-based natural languages. The said devices and
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communication systems have also developed especially
designed software to curb any instances of encroachment,
namely:
 Invasion detective system - detects intruders and takes
defensive measures upon the information it has,
 Anti-virus software - restrains malicious codes and
offers support for reliable servers and applications.
 Almost every individual device will perform as:
 personal organizer - alarms, clocks, calculators, time
zones, flash lights, calendars, dictionaries, compasses,
video and music player, pocket PCs with office-type
applications (for example, Blackberry).
 Gauge meters - to measure temperature, air pressure,
humidity, and heartbeat, etc.
 virtual keys - to secure ID cards, digital cash, tagreaders, remote control devices, pagers, locating
sensitive devices, etc. [18]
In such devices there is still room for new applications by
new invigorating platforms such as Android. Android is a
relatively new and dynamic platform that possesses some of the
most sophisticated phone applications and is theoretically in
conflict with iPhone. Android is striving hard to launch as
many operating systems as possible whilst iPhone intends to
get the best users experience by imposing restrictions to its
hardware and software standards. [19]
From 2010 a majority of the cellular networks started
switching over from the existing third generation
communications systems (3G) to the fourth generation systems
(4G). This (4G) system mostly incorporates broadband IPbased multimedia services in diverse networks. 4G systems
represent a modified version of third generation mobiles and
certainly have an edge over them. Their basic objectives entail
higher transmission rates, larger storage capacity, higher
frequency and greater bandwidth, better coverage and conduit
features, cheaper access costs, higher quality of service with
lower system costs, and a single yet omnipresent, multifunctional and multi-band intelligent device that can handle a
variety of contents. [18]
C. An insight into futuristic devices what technologies may
prevail
As mobile devices accelerate in terms of services offered,
the more sophisticated applications can be predicted. For
instance, like “Google Earth”, today the Global Satellite
Positioning (GPS) system has enabled wireless devices to run
applications for designing software that can provide a full
socio-historical account of an image or video of any building
besides indicating its geographical location. Software can even
detect whether an apartment house on a boulevard is for rent or
sale, or whether it is mortgaged and even who owns it. If a
picture has some text the enabling technologies of these
devices can translate it into English. These devices have
supermarket applications and can scan products’ barcodes;
iPhone has the same applications. [9]

In Europe drink and potato chips vending machine services
initially started using mobile applications for immediate
purchases. In recent years, Telstra, one of Australia's leading
telecommunications provider companies, has taken the
initiative by carrying out an exclusive "dial a coke" on trial
basis where everyone can purchase a coke by making a phone
call from a “Telstra mobile” to a number on a coke vending
machine. By utilizing location sensitive mobile applications a
person may find the nearest petrol and/or gas station or
comparing prices when they go shopping, etc.[17]
The futuristic wireless devices can be envisioned to
perform endless business functions such as:
 Electronic wallets - mobile phones may be used to hold
credit cards and other monetary information for making
electronic transactions. For this purpose mobile
handsets are basically used as a security coupon
registered with the user’s identity. When the transaction
is done its verification directly corresponds to the user
either by a phone call or SMS. In some parts of the
world they can practically be used to buy small-value
things such as tickets, public transport, parking fees
and/or retailing machinery, etc. [9]
 Speech recognition and converter - while the data
available on mobiles continues to accelerate and mostly
mobile devices have become “data centric” instead of
“voice centric” , voice leads the field and will remain a
dominant form of communications. New built-in
technologies in the wireless devices can now translate
verbal communications into transcript form to shun the
use of alpha-numeric key pads, etc. [18]
 Speech fusion - this innovative technology can translate
e-mails into understandable verbal communications in
order to listen to the received e-mails. This system can
be dubbed the “automated interpreter”. [18]
 Optical/Visual character recognition - wireless handheld
devices can also assist and enhance learning. As its
name implies, visual features of these phones may
convert any hand-written content to a typed-written
format with a high degree of precision and with the help
of its built-in learning apparatus. [18]
 Voice activation - the enabling technologies of wireless
devices can bring voice-control to steer websites and to
replace a long chain of chronological input with an
automatic “voice-menu-driven” phone system. [18]
 The expanding functionalities of mobile phones have
opened the door to refined applications. In this context
Android is exceptional in that Google is aggressively
developing its Linux-based mobile phone operating
system. Google has formed an alliance of hardware,
software, and telecommunication companies to
consolidate Android development. As long as
fragmentation issues can be avoided, Android phones
are well ahead in the development stage since Android
devices are tailored for specific hardware and user
interface upgrades. [19]
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D. Some examples of user-related success stories
Mobile phone-enabling technologies and similar
applications have widely been accepted in Australia. Australia
is a country where a substantial amount of revenue stems from
subscribers using mobile phones. In recent years, the trend of
sending text messages has increased considerably and this has
implications for M-commerce users. An empirical study
indicates that approximately 300 million text messages are sent
by 11.5 million mobile phone users on a per month average
over Australia’s three leading mobile networks. Nevertheless, it
is widely believed that the inception of a third generation (3G)
mobile networking system is the driving force in expanding Mcommerce applications.[17]
Application writers and operators are working on new
business models which are able to generate a sufficient amount
of revenue that can pay for new high-speed wireless networks.
The billing systems, however, have been identified as a
significant factor in retarding M-commerce services and
applications to an extent. Rapid technological progress is the
answer to these issues, and it is envisaged that M-commerce
will be much more widely accepted in the future. [17]
Another important issue that needs the attention of mobile
network operators is to decide and What the importance of
emerging world of M-Commerce if it is restricted for businessto-business or business-to-consumer and/or consumer-toconsumer transactions or will expand their services to act as a
reservoir for offering credit for airtime, or for goods and can
provide loans or billing services to intermediary companies. To
capture the small business market, operators can carry
transactions between consumers and business for cash
withdrawals, payments through mobile phone for soft drinks,
car wash, train tickets as well as for larger dealings through
debit card, VISA™ and MasterCard™, etc.[8]
1) Swissair
IBM has developed an application through which they can
facilitate the Swissair’s preferred passengers by sending
updates for their flights. Passengers get all updates on mobile
screen and subsequently printed on their boarding passes, i.e.
departure time, gate and seat number etc In case of any changes
in the flight schedule the passengers receive automatic updates
on their phone display.[8]
2) Woolwich
Woolwich was the first British bank who introduces
internet banking for customers using WAP. With the help of
this they can manage their bank account personally. Customer
services make sure to customer that their transaction safely
transmitted from WPA phone to Woolwich server. [8]
III.

E-BUSINESS TRENDS THROUGH MOBILE DEVICES

Mobile commerce or M-Commerce as its name implies can
be defined as “the use of handheld wireless devices to
communicate, interact, and/or conduct business transactions
using high-speed connection to the Internet." [17] M-commerce
is gradually becoming a leading force for doing business and in
society generally. For more than two decades there has been a
persistent “push” for moving forward technologies and a
common “pull” of public demand for low-cost, high-speed and
cost-effective communications and for an omnipresent access

to information on a “follow me anytime/anywhere” basis that
has
transformed
the
telecommunications
industry.
Consequently, Internet access and high computing capacity of
wireless devices has heralded the induction of new broadband
interactive multimedia applications. Apart from the fact that the
wireless web market is still in its infancy stage, M-commerce is
likely to evolve dramatically in the coming years due to the
emergence of 4G systems integrating many wireless networks,
for example WBAN, WPAN, WLAN, and WMAN. [18]
The developments in M-commerce applications are
relatively more complicated than those concerning e-commerce
and therefore require specialized knowledge. Regarding the
present state of technology all technological requirements such
as high-speed access and low power devices plus business
requirements cannot be achieved all at once, because there are
interests in the value chain that are clearly in conflict with each
other. Amongst those M-commerce applications which are
considered highly personalized, context aware and location
sensitive the most inspiring of them all include digital cash (for
micro payments), human-to-machine communications (from
still to moving objects for access, safety, asset and logistics
using RFID).
A. Mobile banking services
The broad dispersal of personal mobile phones in general
and dependability on mobile communication technologies in
particular have made mobile solutions suitable for an array of
financial services including mobile banking and other
micropayment solutions. Mobile banking services have won
the confidence of their users because there is an absence of
time and place restrictions as well as the need to make a
physical effort. [2] In Australia, lawmaking and enforcement
regimes are working at both federal and state levels to control
and regulate mobile commerce. Different regulatory bodies
have also been set up especially for the banking, credit and
telecommunications industries. [17]
Banking services make it possible for users to retrieve
information on their account balances using SMS. However,
the new wireless devices using GPRS applications can now
support many banking services, for instance transfer of funds
between accounts, stock trading, and can verify direct
payments through a phone’s micro browser. Characteristically,
mobile banking services are the modified edition of Internet
banking services offered by each respective bank which are
designed and financed by a banking industry syndicate, for
instance Mobey forum and ECBS, etc. Now WAP replace
GPRS, people can pay their utility bills, to do shopping and
connect to solo market where pay can be made using WAP
services. For secure business transaction user can change their
passwords and WTLS. [2]
Mobile networks are being upgraded with WAP, GPRS and
UMTS applications and other enabling technologies to deliver
next-generation multimedia services. Consequently, customers
are now able to check their account statements, transfer of
funds, and they are also notified of larger payments. Generally,
they have immediate and full control over their online finances.
The next generation of mobile banking services will improve
their user-friendly image including motivated instructions,
direct access, safety issues and immediate transaction
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processing with minimum costs. The banks will receive more
customer confidence and increased dependability by providing
them with a secure form of instant banking. Customers will
have less low administrative costs, facing no branch
restrictions, and modernized call centers with lower handling
charges. [8]
B. Other financial services ranging from macro to micro
payments
One M-commerce application that is likely to emerge
concerns mobile payments and how they can be further
classified into macro and micro payments. [2] Macro-payments
is of $10 whereas; micro-payments is of $10 or less. One major
distinction is that for macro-payments, confirmation is required
through a trusted financial organization that has to be
performed over unrestricted wireless and/or wired-line backed
networks besides invoking all defensive and safety measures.
In contrast, micro-payments are utilized through an operator’s
communications systems or entail a cash card in addition to
(user’s ID card that stores the classified information such as a
user’s covert confirmation key) for making instant payments
over short distances using Bluetooth, Infra-Red, RFID, and
UWB technologies, etc. [18] Mobile macro payments are done
for bigger purchases either electronically (including ecommerce, mobile ticketing, gaming, etc) or on manned and
unmanned POS (i.e. restaurant bills, retail shopping, etc.). On a
related note macro payments are facing staunch opposition
from conventional payment instruments. Nonetheless, solutions
have been developed for user confirmation while making
macro payments which provide opportunities for many
different services including but not limited to passage control,
digital signatures, etc. [2]
The success stories in Europe and Japan as to the sale of
wireless services and related products indicate that consumer
becoming acclimatized to making small values purchases of
digital content. In this context Apple’s decision to offer 99¢
MP3 downloads back in 2003 would have been signaled the
beginning of a new epoch for micro payments. It can be
envisaged that in the future micro payment providers will be
confronted by mobile payment systems that have some intrinsic
advantages that can persuade them to keep their transactional
costs low. Whether any micro payment provider can achieve
this critical mass or whether micro payments system is ready
for takeoff is debatable. [2]
C. Security mobile phones in the usage in business
It has been resolved that the mobile handheld devices are
productivity enhancing tools and bring many benefits for the
enterprise but at the same time they are also devoid of many
risks for organization’s security as a considerable amount of
confidential corporate and personal data can amass on a
wireless handheld device having enough potential to seek the
interest of an attacker. The more the capabilities and
functionalities of these devices increase, the more the
associated risks increase. [9] Another security risk that is very
common with wireless devices is that it provides a favorable
setting for unauthorized users since it is rather difficult to track
the users having no fixed geographic position hence, they can
go online and offline with a practiced ease. Because of their
small sizes one more risk that is very typical with mobile

devices is the risk of loss or theft. Though the accumulated data
on a lost device is proprietary in nature and can not be
recovered however, there is a persistent risk that any malicious
finder of the lost device can hack into the proprietary corporate
systems such as, email servers and file systems and the like. [1]
Today mobile phones have become indispensible for doing
business and to watch consumer activity. They have become
the most cherished communication devices in the modern
world. An enterprise can directly contact peoples lives when it
is equipped with WAP enabled phone applications. Up to now,
SMS services have provided an easiest and simplest way to
communicate one on one basis over a mobile network.
However, the WAP experts predict that mobile handheld
devices will soon to become the universal personal interface to
information as well as services. It is envisaged that WAP
technologies will not only enhance the users interest in
adopting the existing internet applications i.e., electronic
banking but will also let those innovative mobile technologies
to control their additional dimensions. Nevertheless, it is
important to be familiar with the initial implementations of
mobile Internet access which will not be the same with which
most of users are familiar. Mobile screen do not have colours it
has just tiny graphics capability, but this is not an issue because
mobile screen has coloured graphics built in video cameras.
GPRS technology will be crucial for enabling the users to stay
online via high speed data transferring Technology, without
plunging into the formalities of dialing up. To cote Jeff Bezos,
the chief executive and founder of Amazon.com supporting mcommerce, “If you look five to ten years out, almost all of ecommerce will be on wireless devices.” [8]
D. Probable and persistent threats, theft and loss of data due
to asynchronization.
Being tiny in size and portable “anywhere anytime”, mobile
handheld devices are regularly lost or misplaced or stolen.
Unless the proper measures are taken, gaining access to the
missing and/or gone data will be too difficult to do, making it
difficult to save and access classified data. Today, software has
been developed and installed in almost all modern handheld
devices besides the above-mentioned data collection websites,
to recover the removed data from flash memory
synchronization. Generally, manual resetting of mobile devices
is used to clean up data and restore its original settings before
selling it. From a rational viewpoint it appears as if the cleanedup data has completely vanished but it has actually been
preserved somewhere in the device and marked as unused
space. Alternatively, a way to evaluate the risks associated with
handheld devices is to compare them to desktop computers.
The risk profile of handheld devices is incomparable to that of
desktop computers. Nevertheless, the supplementary threats
follow from two main sources: firstly, size and portability; and
secondly, accessible wireless interfaces and associated services.
[9]
Organizations will have to put a ceiling on the access to
information resident on a mobile device. This will mean
frustrating unauthorized access to data by erasing or encrypting
the same data on the device. Or it may be necessary to issue a
command from a long distance. On the other hand encryption
and data wipe solutions are the best safeguards against data
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being lost or stolen from the mobile. [14] On a related note
phone flasher units have been designed to rewrite and restore
the memory of different types of cell phones and can easily be
purchased online, etc. [9]
One more step in preserving precious data placed on a
handheld device is to back up the contents on a regular basis.
For instance, data can be synched and/or linked to a desktop
computer as a principal means for having backup data. Backing
up is only effective if the memory card is kept away from the
device. Both device and card can be lost or stolen
simultaneously, severely compromising the benefits of such
data protection. [9]
E. Unauthorized access to e-mail content by vicious hackers
Access to the device and its contents have not escaped the
clutches of malicious hackers through forgery and speculating
the verification of a user’s identification such as PIN or
password and/or by bypassing the whole verification system. It
appears that a good number of cell/mobile phones and PDA
users seldom utilize appropriate security mechanisms built-in
to their devices, and if they do so they usually inadvertently
apply those settings that can be easily bypassed and/or invaded.
Having some inherent vulnerability, cell phones are prey to
malicious hackers if they are not properly secured. [9] In
wireless networks before an attacker attempts to track a target,
targets can very simply come into an attacker’s proximity.
Wireless devices pass through many different and practically
unreliable networks from which service is derived and data can
be swapped over. Consequently the information can be stolen
or corrupted without the user knowing how or when it was
done. Quite often a service may be interrupted and
subsequently disengaged. Similarly, communication can
become sporadic and then restored on a regular basis without
having regard to re-authenticating principles. However, a
simple attempt at “revitalizing” the browser to reinstate
connection may accidentally invite some risks. [1]
Malicious hackers can find the middle ground wireless
connections. An example refers to airline passengers who
randomly check their stock portfolios at departure lounges and
do business from their mobile phones and a malicious hacker
creeps into their favorite financial online site by using a DNS
system that drags information to the malicious hacker’s site. [1]
On a related note “Blue jacking” as suggested by the name is a
method of attacking Bluetooth-enabled mobile devices. “Blue
jacking” begins when an attacker hijacks users’ Bluetoothenabled devices by sending spontaneous messages which are
subsequently used to persuade the user to act in response in
some manner and the new contact is added to the device’s
address book. These messages cause harm when a user
responds to “blue jacking” that is sent with a harmful intent.
[13]
“Blue bugging” on the other hand, utilizes a security error
in the firmware of some older Bluetooth devices to obtain
access to the device and its commands. This attack uses the
instruction without informing the user, and permitted the
attacker to access data. [13] In 2004, Nicholas Tombros
pleaded guilty to obtaining unauthorized access to wireless
computer networks in order to send spam emails advertising
pornographic websites using his laptop connected to insecure

wireless access points. This was the first case that was
prosecuted under the US CAN-SPAM Act 2003. In light of the
above, mobile and wireless security needs to be addressed by
users and technical experts as well as law enforcement agencies
in order to control or suppress criminal misuse. law
enforcement agencies need to be well aware of the ways in
which criminals have begun to take advantage of the
vulnerabilities of these new forms of information and
communication technologies, for example in the case of
“Wikkileaks” and ‘Julian Assange’s “anti-spam and
defamation” charges. [15]
F. The factors that drive mobile hacking
Mobile phone hacking is done for reasons of economic
gains and viruses allow a burglar to access passwords and/or
corporate data amassed on cell phones. Invaders can maneuver
from a victim’s phone for making calls or send messages and
this offense is commonly dubbed “theft of service”. As the
users of mobile devices are now making macro and micro
payments and conducting other financial transactions over their
cell phones, these devices are becoming an easy prey to
attackers.
Business and finance experts have predicted that such an
activity will boom in the next few years. Presently, mobile
phone users store their credit cards and other financial
information for making electronic transactions by using
electronic wallet software. Mobile devices are becoming likely
targets due to their extensive use, given that there are millions
of prospective targets. They possess several vulnerabilities such
as not being well equipped with antivirus software. Another
pitfall is that mobile devices compared to desktop computers
are more exposed to the outer world and hence face the perils
of hacking. Since mobile devices are primarily built to make
communication as easy as possible on an “anywhere anytime”
basis therefore, “phone users want to communicate, and viruses
want to be communicated.” [4]
The entire mobile banking system needs to be evaluated
because threats like spoofing, tampering, denial of service,
information disclosure, disclaimer and elevation of advantages
and the like are occurring on mobile phone banking systems. In
order to protect the sensitive data that resides on the phone
device it has become vitally important that such sensitive data
is encrypted during data communication and when the same is
stored on the phone and/or kept in external memory cards. In
the United States of America the instances of stealing credit
card records by hacking through a wireless connection started
appearing in 2003.
The three suspects of this conspiracy allegedly used a
laptop that hacked into the “Michigan Lowes Store’s” wireless
network in the early morning from a car parked outside the
building, gaining access to the company’s central data centre in
the North Carolina and seven other Lowes Stores across the
country. They intended to install a data capturing program used
to process credit card transactions, thus enabling them to steal
credit card details. In 2004, one of the three suspects was
sentenced to nine years imprisonment whilst, his collaborator
was awarded 26 months of imprisonment in addition to two
years of court administered release. [15]
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G. Onslaughts on SMS, MMS and emails
A modified version of pagers’ SMS services does the same
job as mobile phones GSM- and CDMA-based technologies to
send concise text messages to mobile phones having little data
storage capacity. They are not considered a useful means for
spreading mobile viruses but they do allow an influx of
damage-causing viruses when a massive amount of SMS traffic
flows between different wireless devices. MMS is a highly
developed form of SMS for those cell phones that are properly
equipped with GPRS-based technologies and can carry up to 50
Kbits of data which is enough for many viruses. Today, most
cell phones can run e-mail applications. However, it would be
somewhat difficult for a virus author not to write mobile
malware application using e-mail attachments to pass on to
wireless devices as happens in case of desktop computers. The
damage in that way would not be as widespread in that unlike
SMS and MMS, most people do not use their cell phones to
read e-mails. [4] By and large, users deem it appropriate to
install antivirus software in their computers yet these
precautionary measures are still not prevalent in the cellular or
mobile phone setting. Since most cell phone users are not
aware of the prospective mobile malicious code they are not
prepared to protect their phones from any attacks. Some mobile
companies have started to install antivirus software in their
phone sets such as Japan’s NTT DoCoMo via the new
Symbian-based FOMA 901i phones with McAfee’s VirusScan
technology. Nokia has launched two phones having a Symantec
Client Security software preloaded onto the memory card and
can be subsequently upgraded via its Symantec LiveUpdate
system. [4]
Mobile wireless devices have a larger attack facade
including but not limited to Bluetooth connectivity, Wi-Fi, and
supplementary cellular communications interfaces and
furthermore protocols for web transactions, electronic mail (emails), instantaneous messaging (chat messaging) and SMS,
EMS, and MMS messaging. Conversely, the cellular channel
encryption that ends at the radio interface is not sufficient to
systematize the back-to-back privacy requirements of an
organization which requires application-level encryption to be
used over the network in future. [9]
The risks involved in using mobile wireless devices may
include:
 Wireless devices are vulnerable to attack from a virus
emerging from SMS trafficking, Bluetooth connectivity
and\or PCs. For instance, a security vendor company
“SimWorks International” recently identified that the
first Symbian virus is dispersed through MMS
messages.
 Frequent file conversion using Bluetooth connectivity
between mobile devices and PCs has made malicious
code occurrence more manageable, but made data theft
or device damage more likely.
 Spam messages - whether they are done for the purpose
of marketing and/or fraud - are considered to be the
biggest carriers of a virus.
 There is an inherent risk in eavesdropped or accessed by
unscrupulous users. Some users store personal data in

their devices. Sometimes people reveal sensitive
information on mobile communication. [16]
Some recent empirical studies have indicated that ‘Trojans’
and not worms or viruses are the main enemy. ‘Trojans’
technically speaking do not need any transmission vector and
purely depend on the user’s inquisitiveness to download them
onto their wireless devices. ‘Trojans’ camouflage themselves as
utility programs and/or popular games and consequently users
install such programs without knowing what they are; a
spyware capable of recording their incoming and outgoing
SMS messages and also snooping on their dialed numbers and
received calls. Another ‘Trojan’ using malware (like PbStealer)
can filch sensitive and classified data like the user’s PIN from a
user’s cell phone. Such an attack has to be taken seriously
bearing in mind the fact that there are some J2ME based
schemes that can store sensitive data, i.e. a user’s private key
that is persistently stored or retained, etc. ‘Trojans’ are a big
risk regarding the security of the m-payments system in that
these transactions need an authentication through SMS
messages. The huge potential for SMS fraud for the purpose of
financial gain is obvious. [6]
H. Electronic eavesdropping, voice mail recordings and voice
messaging hacking.
Most cells phone users feel comfortable if their phones
cannot be eavesdropped some unscrupulous listeners.
Likewise, any such endeavors to access and overhear from the
air is yet another probable risk that needs to be avoided. The
problem of ‘electronic eavesdropping’ occurs by installing spy
software onto a device for collecting discreet information via
another phone and/or server. This sort of application exists in
some specific phone models and is frequently advertised as a
means to check on the activities of a spouse or children. The
most important feature is their capacity to distantly switch on
the microphone and listen to and/or record conversations. Cell
phones having certain vulnerabilities can consent to the spy
software being subjected to such active communications
interfaces e. organizing a Notebook computer at a legitimate
access point in a busy public spot can permit data to be stolen
from unsuspecting customers. [9]
Since the communications between a handset device and
cell tower are cautiously designed with safety and privacy
issues they will be exploited by wily attackers. Scientists and
researchers in Israel and the USA have explored effective ways
to break the encoding/programming system for GSM-enabled
cell phone networks to facilitate eavesdropping. With reference
to the networking structure, a more focused yet targeted
approach is that while having conversations with their
subscribers, cell phones can be secretly personalized to allow
eavesdropping by networking companies. [9] Some social
aspects of eavesdropping also persist and this has led to the
advent of ‘Flexispy’ spyware to assist people probe possibly
cheating partners. This application can be used and applied by
distantly activating the device’s microphone to overhear
something. As the capabilities of ‘Flexispy’ are mostly being
employed to monitor the activities of spouses and unruly
children yet the same also has the potential to be used in the
corporate world to keep a check on the activities of the
workforce. Sometimes ‘Flexispy’ spyware logs information
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from the device to a central server without the owner’s prior
knowledge. Once the software is installed, a hacker can read
private messages, examine logs from any computer connected
through the Internet and may also overhear confidential
conversations and thus compromise intellectual property rights,
etc. [14]
Specific utility programs exist to record the voice data of
the calls made by the user. With little modification a hacker
very cunningly convert it into a voice recording spyware. The
same can be combined with another Trojan such as PbStealer
to send the recorded data via Bluetooth. This malware can
obstruct the working of some security schemes that use voice
recognition apparatus for verification, as the hacker may replay
the message recorded with the help of this spyware. The abovementioned attacks have to be taken seriously as the recent case
involving mobile phone hacking by the News of the World
newspaper testifies. [6]
I. Unwanted spam and instance of malware
Of all the transmission channels, communications networks
are the simplest way to transport viruses and other forms of
malware to handheld mobile devices. There are many instances
of infiltrating malware into wireless devices. For example they
can be received while being synchronized with desktop
computers and through infected storage media. Malware can
also be spread in a number of ways, including but limited to:
 Internet Downloads – A user may be at a risk of
downloading any corrupted file. As a camouflage tactic
the file can either be a game, security patch, utility
program or any other useful application posted from
somewhere as a free download. Downloading of
legitimate content can also create problems if they
possess intrinsic vulnerabilities that malware can
exploit.
 Messaging Services – Generally, malware tainted
attachments may be affixed to electronic mail (e-mails)
and MMS messages that are transported to a cell phone
device. Instant Messaging (IM) services that engage
many phones are yet another means to transfer malware.
The users have to make a choice to open the attachment
and subsequently install the same to invite malware to
corrupt the device.
 Bluetooth Communications – Bluetooth connectivity
is the most convenient method to hook up devices for
sending messages or reshuffling files between them.
However, the communications via a Bluetooth device
may be positioned in various forms: it becomes
discoverable whenever it lets a device be noticed by
another Bluetooth-enabled device; and it becomes
connectable whenever it permits the device to respond
to messages retrieved from connected devices until
finally switched off. [9]
Mobile phones are exposed to unwanted SMS text
messages, e-mail and/or voice messages from advertisers. No
matter what sort of inconvenience their removal may cause,
however, charges may apply for any interconnected events.

For example, a per-message tax is levied on each SMS
message received and/or a further charge is levied for those
messages above the outer monthly limit of a service package.
On the other hand, downloading of data may cost extra charges
if the attachment has visual images, which means that the
charges will remain high. Mobile spam has a tendency to be
used fraudulently and the aim is to convince users to make a
call or send text messages to taxable service numbers by
adopting a modus operandi based on the concept of social
engineering. Conversely, spam may also be used to convince
users to disclose their private and confidential data such as
passwords, financial details or other sensitive data via web
pages, e-mail, or text messages, or to download malware
attached to the message or through a web page. Thus spam and
fraud complement each other. As stated above that Instant
Messaging (IM) and multimedia messages (MMS) are the most
convenient method for spreading malware through spamming.
Denial of service is also considered to be yet another leeway
using spam techniques. [9]
By utilizing the foregoing delivery methods the user
generally has to give approval for the malware to be installed
and properly executed. An array of malware behaviors and
their following consequences are quite extensive. Thus,
malware can possibly overhear user input or otherwise filch
sensitive information, tear down stored information and
subsequently halt a device from working properly. Some
malware can also pull together wireless communications fees
against a subscriber, i.e. by sending SMS messages or making
calls to chargeable tax numbers. The proliferation onto other
handheld devices or even with PCs can also be done by
malware and virtually compromise the entire communications
network. Below are some distinct yet importantly identified
malware categories:
 Spoofing – Malware provides spurious information to
the user to activate an action in the name of security.
 Data Interruption – Malware that resides on the
device’s applications is susceptible to interruption or
access data residing on the phone’s memory,
respectively.
 Data stealing – Occupant malware on the device is able
to collect and send data out of the device.
 Backdoor – Malware resident on the device is able to
put forward deliberations to improve functionality that
lets an attacker gain access.
 Abuse of Service – Occupant malware can execute
those functions which can cause higher than expected
service provider costs for the user and thus cause
embarrassing financial losses.
 Accessibility – Malware resident on the device impacts
on the availability or reliability of either the device or
the data in it.
 Network Access – Malware resident on the device uses
the device for more than one unlawful and unauthorized
network activity such as port scanning or using the
device as a substitute for network communications.
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 Wormable – Occupant malware uses available
technologies to publicize itself in a semi-autonomous
manner. [9]
One virus (Commwarrior-B) has appeared on Symbian
Series 60 phones and it spreads via MMS message attachments
and/or Bluetooth. MMS recipients were asked whether or not
they wanted to open the attachment, while Bluetooth recipients
were asked if they wanted to accept the file and subsequently
run it. The moment the virus is installed it starts finding other
Bluetooth-enabled devices to infect. These viruses illustrate
that the ways of imitation are many. A classic Trojan (Brador)
sends the invaders an email message that contains the IP
address of the device as a warning that the backdoor on the
tainted device is now activated. The invaders in this way can
connect to the device, view and download files or even upload
new malicious codes. [9]
J. Electronic tracking
Some cellular carrier companies have acquired the expertise
to track a device’s location through the development of
‘location tracking services’ for registered cell phone users.
These allow users and their friends and family to be connected
with each other 24 hours a day. As for the organizations these
services are also made public to keep an eye on their
employees’ whereabouts and hence improve productivity.
Before the tracking service is activated some carrier companies
issue a warning for the user that they are about to commence
the monitoring, while giving the user an option that he/she may
conclude the service if deemed appropriate. Nevertheless other
service providers issue no such warnings of monitoring to their
customers, if the process of registration is completed. On the
technical side radio isolation bags containing metallic fibers
create a ‘Faraday cage’ that frustrates radio frequencies and
prevent tracking. However, they make normal use of cell or
mobile phones impossible and the battery to deplete quickly.
[9]
Of the many security-related technologies being used,
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) can spot objects and
users; locations. It is very likely to become an important and
core technology in today’s global mobile communication
systems. This technology has particularly proved useful for
organizations that have many functions such as retail, supplies,
accounts, design, etc. [11] Tracking services have their own
vulnerabilities such as the possibility of clandestinely
registering someone else’s phone for monitoring purposes. For
instance, if the system contemplates completing the registration
process in that case a phone will require a sign of
authentication. In other words, an SMS must reply with an
authenticator code, but uses a code value that is not distinctive.
One more approach that can also be utilized includes and is not
limited to an online SMS access to engineer the response
required to complete registration, etc. [9]
IV. IS INCREASED USE OF MOBILE PHONES IN
WORKPLACES RAISING PRODUCTIVITY ISSUES?
A statistical survey on the use of mobile phones in the
workplace indicated that by the end of 2010 the number of
people using such phones was 850 to 1000 million and rising.
An estimated speedy growth of smartphones and their bulk

consignments on a yearly basis now that they are being used
more than ever by employees are the key factors which are
forcing businesses to ponder their impact on organizational
security. The increasing demand of mobile phones in the
workplace is creating productivity concerns because the
increased functionalities of these phones are being shadowed
by more risk factors. Other empirical surveys have shown that
the smartphone market will surpass the laptop market within a
couple of years; the global shipments of smartphones will
double at the rate of 30% compound annual growth within the
next two years. From employees’ perspectives the use of
smartphones and PDAs will enable major business transactions
to be done on a “follow me anytime/anywhere” basis without
the need for desktop computers. From the business point of
view besides voice telephony, employees can use these
wireless handheld devices for the following functions including
but not limited to:
 Send and retrieve e-mails where a transaction needs a
prompt response,
 Send and receive instant messages (IM) for a quick
chat,
 Use vertical applications for administration and
business strategies such as Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), Customer Resource Management
(CRM) and Sales Force Automation (SFA),
 Scan barcodes for prices of goods using high definition
smartphones like iPhone, etc.,
 Browse web pages,
 Download and share files on the Internet and via
Bluetooth connectivity,
 Use Personal Information Management (PIM) for
keeping records of phone book contact information to
prepare agenda items and convene meetings,
 Store confidential personal and corporate data, etc. [13]
It is important to state here that many companies have
started to value access to the above business applications on
mobile handheld devices, namely: Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
and/or Sales Force Automation (SFA). These applications
invariably contain some classified and sensitive data that will
not only be useful for customer dealings but can improve the
worth of their future business operations. Consequently, such
mobile applications have transformed the purpose and meaning
of PDAs and mobile devices which are no longer an optional
gadget but a much needed business tool. [13] All of the above
mentioned functionalities mobile handheld devices meet the
criteria of being the most effective method to raise the
workforce’s efficiency as well as improve an enterprise’s
security and privacy risks. [13]
Mobile devices also have certain drawbacks such as any
violation of safety setting on the device can be expensive for
the organization. The increased number of mobile phone users
and global Internet connectivity has diminished the prospects
of the conservative “fixed” boundaries for organizations since a
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network protected by a central firewall is no longer enough for
today’s hi-tech lifestyle. [13] Users frequently move beyond
these boundaries are they have become more susceptible to
data theft and similar threats. Moreover mobile devices are also
more vulnerable to carrying viruses, spam and other malware,
which can be released through the network when the user is
connected behind the network firewall. Portability of these
compact tiny devices is yet another drawback attributed to
these devices as they can be lost or stolen very easily,
compromising the data accessed or stored on them. Major
security risks due to mobile devices can hamper productivity
and create hazards for a business; this generates the following
problem scenarios:
 loss of a company’s classified and sensitive data and
intellectual property (IP) due to theft or loss of mobile
devices,
 loss of employee productivity due to malware and
malicious codes,
 loss of intellectual property due to spyware,
 fraud and lost productivity due to hacking, etc. [13]
A. Theft or loss of mobiles may endanger a company’s
confidentiality policies
Statistics show that on a yearly basis hundreds and
thousands of cell phones and PDAs are stolen and/or
misplaced. [9] However, the worth and price of the hardware
and software of a lost device becomes unimportant and
irrelevant compared to the worth and price of the data residing
on the device. Lost data always remains susceptible to tainted
reputations, cut-throat business strategies and possible legal
action, etc. People - whether they are general customers,
patients, investors, entrepreneurs and business people - put
their trust in those companies managing their private and
sensitive information. In this context some national
governments have developed specific legislation, amendments
and/or regulations requiring those companies to protect and
administer data from any leaks. [13]
The Australian government has enacted various laws and
regulations to cope with different types of content, including
personal information. At the federal level the most important
statute is the “Privacy Act 1988” which protects personal
information and how it is handled by private sector
organizations and government agencies. The Act also has
relevance to how consumers who use m-commerce services
may have their personal information and private details
collected and used, particularly by advertisers and service
providers including telecommunication operators which
already handle a huge amount of private information regarding
subscribers to mobile phone services. An individual's privacy
rights have also been described in the form of Ten National
Privacy Principles (NPPs) which define the parameters of such
organizations while collecting, storing, using, disclosing,
protecting and transferring customers’ personal information,
etc. In the case of contravening any of the provisions of the
said law(s) for releasing any private and corporate information
severe penalties can be imposed. [17]

Organizations should take precautionary measures to
protect their valuable data by restricting any unauthorized
access to the data stored on a device in case the device is
misplaced and/or stolen. In this case encryption and data
restoration policies or data wipe-off solutions may provide the
best defense. Only data-driven policies cannot completely
eradicate all types of risks pertaining to mobile theft or loss of
data; it can only persuade employees and managers to remain
vigilant in minimizing the risk of data leakage and compliance
violations that may hamper a company’s reputation. [13] A
study conducted by the Readers Digest organization in 2007
suggested that in many of the world’s largest cities an
estimated 32% of lost phones are never recovered. A cell
phone following its reactivation could be used arbitrarily to
make international calls that the original subscriber must pay
for. If the lost device is able to be restored to its original
settings manually or and is reused easily, the contents of the
user’s data may be expunged. [9]
B. Threats posed by malware may hamper employee
productivity
It has become abundantly clear that today’s viruses and
worms are a routine hazard for desktop computers, but the
increasing demand and functionalities of hi-definition
smartphone mobile devices makes them an attractive target for
malware writers. There is every likelihood that the infiltration
of malware on mobile devices can increase business and safety
concerns. One major attack relating to mobile handheld devices
appeared in 2000 and from then on viruses and malware have
threatened the most popular mobile operating systems such as
Symbian OS, and Windows Mobile3, etc. The built-in email
and text messaging faculty of smartphones has made them an
easy prey to viruses, as improved functionalities simply
increases the risks. Malware can easily be disseminated via
built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity through peer-to-peer
communication for mobile devices. The viruses can influence a
mobile phone’s built-in messaging facility and PIM data so that
it is sent to other mobile phones. [13]
Some viruses infect other devices that sustain MMS text
messaging service if they act in response to the retrieved
messages, like the infamous Mabir virus. Offenses like fraud
and economic loss are also associated with mobile malware.
Mobile malware can disturb the whole Symbian OS system by
sending premium-rated messages of which the user has no
knowledge. Futuristic mobile spyware may use such unlawful
methods that were once considered the domain of desktop
computers. For instance, SMS spam disseminates through junk
text messages and can reveal users’ confidential and private
data through SMS-based phishing attacks which at times is
known as “smishing.” [13]
Wireless handheld devices have a tendency to create a
security gap in an organization’s security firewall. It has been
observed that employees who carry their own devices
(employee owned equipment) will definitely try to synchronize
them with their office terminal (organization-issued equipment)
and/or use their own devices to get connected to the terminal’s
Internet. [9] Many employees would like to improve their
productivity by synchronizing their mobile handheld devices to
their laptops. Organizations have to protect their mobile
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devices in the same way as they protect desktops and laptops.
Since mobile handheld devices operate from networks outside
the controlled boundaries of an enterprise they can obtain
access to the organization’s network which causes the whole
IT-based system to become infected. Such devices need to
install anti-malware software to curb the risk of infection,
which are not limited to Viruses, Trojans, Spyware, etc. The
persistent danger remains that once malware gets installed on a
device the same can not only steal the private and sensitive data
residing on the device but may reduce productivity levels and
escalate expenses for organizations. [13]
C. Economic issues: customer receipts, taxation and running
costs
For organizations it is important to know what kind and
model of devices are being used that can maintain their security
policy and improve productivity without putting an
unnecessary burden on their economic policies. [13] An
omission in checking mobile handheld devices can cause
financial losses so care must be taken when managing credit
cards, which remain under the holders’ control. If an
organization’s mobile phone is lent to a non-related person it is
at risk of misuse and activation of malware and unwanted
services such as mobile tracking, etc. Organizations may have
to pay huge expenses regarding toll calls and if confidential
data is misplaced. Tax laws in a number of countries have
provided with a limited number of the services offered by
mobile companies free of charge up to which a tax or surcharge
is levied on each and every transaction hence, an
organizational-issued mobile if becomes a prey of the clutches
of an unscrupulous user may incur heavy losses to the
organizations’ reserves, etc. [9]
It is always best not to keep any confidential information on
a mobile handheld device such as financial accounts.
Verification mechanism can be thwarted by hackers and
therefore any sort of authenticating data such as PINs,
passwords, user IDs, and financial details should not be placed
on a device’s memory. If so such sensitive data should be
retained only in an encrypted form. Most of today’s
smartphone devices like Symbian and iPhon support built-in
encryption capabilities by providing a “wallet” that stores
personal information when needed. Nevertheless, where the
device is an organization-issued device then the aforesaid
should comply with the company’s policies. [9] Large
organizations are also endorsing new productivity enhancing
policies which have proven to be commercially viable and costeffective. For instance, in some countries international food
chain companies and sky shoppers have provided their
employees with printer applications attached to their handheld
mobile phone devices, particularly those associated with supply
and delivery departments that issue billing receipts to
customers to keep financial records. This is financially
beneficial to companies so that they can check any billing
irregularities. However, this practice is not suitable for smaller
organizations such as Third World enterprises which cannot
afford such expensive devices supported by a whole integrated
workstation system. [9]
It is abundantly clear how mobile handheld devices are
becoming indispensable for today’s organizations to improve

productivity. However, their global acceptance is only
happening gradually because they are not integral to all aspects
of organizational infrastructure. One core issue which is being
faced by the organizations is how to differentiate between the
“employee-owned equipment” versus “organization-issued
equipment”. At the outset, it seems practically workable to let
“employee-owned” cell phones and PDAs to be used for
business purposes in a cost-effective way. Nevertheless, it is
difficult to develop the capabilities to control and handle these
devices. More importantly, security concerns for cell phone
handheld devices range from those that are commonly linked to
computer equipment because they operate from platforms
outside the restricted boundaries of “fixed” devices.
Furthermore, a number of safeguards are invariably available
for desktop and networked workstations but are not commonly
available for a wide range of handheld devices. On the other
hand “organization-issued devices” can be administered as the
basic functionalities of these devices are known, their
configurations can be sporadically managed in accordance with
company policy. It is therefore suggested that the said
functionalities can let organizational applications particularly
those developed for PCs be more easily extended to the mobile
platform. [9]
D. Fraud and lost productivity are likely hacking targets
Malware, Spam, Trojan as well as unwanted content are
considered harmful for mobile security systems and susceptible
to being attacked through hacking and/or denial of service, etc.
Viruses take advantage of the limitations and vulnerabilities of
mobile phone operating systems before initiating any attacks.
For instance, one known malware called “Skulls” attacks all
links on a mobile handheld device by neutralizing its
applications. Consequently, if a device becomes infected with
this kind of malware, the user cannot send any e-mails or
instant messages; in fact all symbols on the phone device are
replaced with the skull image of the “Skulls” virus. These
threats can be alleviated by adopting and implementing
industry best practices. IT administrators in large organizations
can recommend integrated practices for protecting mobile
devices from any sort of security-related risks. Advances in
technology have led to improvements in security which is a
three-fold system in that it involves people, events and bluechip technology. All these elements need to be considered to
create the best security system possible. Some of the prevailing
policies have been discussed very briefly in the above sections
but in a different context. [13]
The focal point of these integrated best practice policies
should be how to protect handheld device from unscrupulous
users and for this purpose Password protection is considered to
be the most effective barrier to protect data intrusion. All
mobile devices must have a power-on-password enabled
facility so that phone users can be identified with their
respective device. Nevertheless, a vigorous mobile security
plan would empower administrators to execute reliable and
integrated policies for all devices from a single location. For
instance administrators are required to be proficient in
preventing all brute force log-on attempts, i.e. multiple
attempts with different login/password combinations and the
like. [13] On the other hand, encryption is still considered to be
the first line of defense against any invasion of a phone to
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prevent loss of data or theft. It is also important to protect data
in transit (travelling data e-mails, etc.) during “device to
server” transmission. There are some security protocols which
help ensure that data is properly and safely transmitted. Of
these, the “SSL” protocol protects data in transit because it is
very economical and simple to implement and does not need
any new client software on a mobile device. In contrast, VPNs
also secure data in transit but they are expensive, have a
propensity to drain battery life and require a client software.
Administrators should be properly skilled to configure all
forms of data encryption and how to use algorithms. [13]
Anti-malware and anti-spam solutions should be updated on
a regular basis so that new prototypes for notorious malware
can be discovered and dealt with. Moreover, mobile phone data
has to be scanned immediately including data residing on
mobile devices and on external memory cards whenever they
are inserted. If the administrator deems it necessary a manually
scan the devices then this should be done. [9] By and large,
malicious programs can easily be disseminated to cell phones
via communication channels, i.e. MMS or Bluetooth
connections. Whenever, a message or contact is received on a
mobile phone from an unknown number it deserves to be
treated cautiously. Regularly received MMS messages or emails even from a familiar number and/or address, containing
an attachment to be installed can become susceptible to a
malicious program. [9] Whenever possible, Bluetooth settings
must be constructed with the utmost security by sending phone
users prior intimations regarding the incoming link requests
and obtain their verifications before they take place. Most of
today’s smart phones offer this service to manage Bluetooth
functionalities by allowing only selective profiles which are
required to support activation with another mobile handheld
device. It has been suggested that device pairing should not be
done at public places, but instead in places that are radio
isolated and/or in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)-free
environments. This will deter the chance of being monitored or
recorded over the air thereby using them to restore protection
keys that may be used while eavesdropping. [9]
V. SAFEGUARDS AND PREVENTIONS
Mobile handheld devices are productivity enhancing tools
even though they do have serious security problems. Yet
organizations are still reluctant to realize their significance as a
vital component of a particular organizational infrastructure.
Without delving into the advantages and disadvantages of
employee-owned tools as well as organization-issued tools, the
“control factor” of these wireless devices is rather difficult to
ascertain as they are not controlled by approved platforms visà-vis “fixed devices”. [9]
Since the security concerns pertaining to cell or mobile
phone devices intrinsically vary from those of the desktop
computers, many safeguards which are invariably available for
desktop and other networked computers in the workplace are
not as accessible for all kinds of mobile handheld devices. The
reason behind this is that on the whole organization-issued
devices are much easier to manage because the traits of these
“fixed” devices are already identified; their prototypes can be
easily managed and joysticks can be installed when needed to
enhance the level of security, in conformity with the company’s

policies. However, a workable suggestion would be that the
said attributes of the organizational applications for desktop
computers can be extended to mobile platforms as well. Our
discussion will include an appraisal of the range of safeguards
available for mobile handheld devices, and how they eradicate
the associated risks for the organizations. [9]
A. User-oriented measures for maintaining security
The security of handheld devices cannot be maintained
without users’ involvement. Users must be instructed about
what measures to follow and what precautions to take while
they use organization-issued equipment. For instance,
numerous built-in configuration settings and security
prototypes of handheld devices are seldom used. Taking full
advantage of all the facilities afforded by cell phones or PDAs,
it is vitally important that the user know all the security
safeguards. [9] By and large, user authentication methods are
available on a majority of devices such as PINs and passwords
though they are considered to be the first barrier to any
unscrupulous access, yet have certain pitfalls. For users it is
rather difficult to understand and analyze the plethora of
documents involving all the features and options available on a
handheld device for authentication, as it entails accurate and
secure choices. [9] Users should prevent keeping any sort of
confidential data on a handheld device since the authentication
mechanism is not devoid of certain weaknesses and can easily
be bypassed or wrecked and/or recycled from the deleted data.
Even if confidential data is kept on detachable memory cards, it
should be kept away from the device unless required. When it
becomes imperative to keep the sensitive data on devices, it
should be kept in encrypted form since most of today’s smart
phones do support built-in encryption capabilities to meet this
requirement. [9]
Yet another simple protective measure against various
forms of malware that users can employ is just to simply turn
off Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, infrared, and other wireless interfaces,
unless absolutely needed. This is because Bluetooth devices are
prone to escalating risk factors due to mobile malware,
particularly in crowded surroundings such as airports, sports
events and/or music concerts that proffer a target-enriched
environment. Immobilizing a wireless interface also has the
advantage of extending the battery life of the device. In
addition to the above, automatic connections to cellular data
services, that is, GPRS or EDGE systems, are also better to be
turned off while not being used. Staying offline brings many
fringe benefits as well since it averts the risks posed by
malware infection and it can also thwart an infected device
from sending contaminated data to other parties. If a phone
device automatically connects to data services it can also be a
direct warning that the phone has been infected by malware
and is now attempting to spread itself through various
applications. [9]
In case the device is misplaced or stolen the user can take
precautionary measures even from a distance, such as disabling
service, locking the device and/or completely wiping out its
contents by immediately reporting the incident to the cellular
carrier company. In this regard GSM carriers in many countries
have taken a quantum leap as they can now register the
identifier of the phone, for instance International Mobile
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Equipment Identity or (IMEI) in a global database that prevents
it being used elsewhere. It is, however, important to
understand regarding the whole reporting system prior to the
incident what kind of information is essential. Stolen devices
may accrue substantial charges that the subscriber of the phone
must pay until the device is reported as stolen. A copy of the
filed police report may be required for phone charges to be
dropped. [9]
B. User authentication and physical control on the mobile
device
Of all the available safeguards concerning the security of
mobile handheld devices, users’ authentication techniques are
commonly available in many devices, for example PINs and
passwords. Although these knowledge-based authentication
techniques are not infallible and have certain vulnerabilities,
they are considered to be the first line of defense against
unauthorized users’ access. There are three main categories of
users’ authentication techniques commonly being used for
authentication:
 proof by knowledge ( passwords),
 proof by possession ( tokens, i.e. smart cards),
 proof by property (fingerprints).
The aforementioned techniques can be used either alone or
in tandem with others. However, using more than one type of
authentication technique is also feasible and affords better
protection. Passwords on one hand are believed to be the oldest
and most popular form of proof-by-knowledge technique for
handheld devices. Likewise, smart card authentication is best
known for its proof-by-possession technique. Having
entrenched the computer chip operating system, programs and
data storage systems, these credit card-sized security tokens
have become an integral part of the internal security
infrastructure of some organizations, which are extending the
already installed smart cards to handheld devices. Smart cards
are able to transmit users’ security identification and policy
rules to a device that administers users’ authorization and
permissible behavior. Passwords fingerprints are also
considered to be the oldest proof-by-property technique that
involves the biometric system. This technology is relatively
complex compared to the rest of the above two and therefore, a
small number of mobile handheld devices have built-in
fingerprint-based technology authentication. [9]
The proof by knowledge technique (passwords) can be
divided into two categories, where the former enables users to
choose a series of displayed images and the latter refers to
sketch a series of lines over a network or follows the icon
pattern. The former, however, is being applied in various
commercial security products for handheld devices. The most
notable development in proof by possession (smart cards)
technique is that now wireless smart cards insert a radio
frequency chip or in a more compatible mode; some
manufacturers have introduced removable media as well. [9]
Organizations must adopt concrete and meticulous policies
regarding passwords and PINs for cell phones and PDAs in a
back-to-back and composite manner. Nevertheless, there
should be restraints on using the same password for a handheld
device which is to be used for network access or access to other

devices and applications. In case the password is erased from
memory, different techniques can be utilized to recover the
same from various handheld devices. This infers collaboration
access to the network or other devices in turn. Various
authentication techniques incorporate a time-out feature that
can automatically lock the device the moment it reaches the
verge of a stipulated condition, such as a screen saver, etc. At
times these techniques can be rather irritating, but they are
meant to help protect a misplaced or stolen device or until the
owner recovers it. [9]
Keeping physical control of a mobile handheld device is
also vitally important. Like all precious possessions these
devices should not be left unattended. The contents and
confidential data that resides on a device’s memory also be
jeopardized if an unauthorized and dishonest user gains access
to it. It is dangerous to let else to use the device as it
inadvertently invites malware and/or activation of unwanted
services, such as mishandling while retrieving messages and/or
taking unwanted calls. Sometimes, even a slight change in the
security settings of the device can expose it to other types of
threats that remain unnoticed because the user does not know
what kind of changes have been made in the security settings.
[9]
C. Minimized functionality of devices and decrease data
exposure
The more the augmented functionalities and innovative
technologies are taking place the more the proportion of risk is
mounting. To cope with this problem the most viable solution
could be to decrease the number of functionalities offered by
them except those which are particularly needed.
Consequently, one good paradigm for getting the desired
results is to minimize the wireless interfaces unless urgently
required and by rendering all those superfluous features
inoperative through configuration settings. However, in certain
circumstances some features may also be removed permanently
to avoid their involuntary reactivation. Likewise, reducing the
use of attached applications and/or plug-ins may also provide
desired benefits. As these applications do have certain
vulnerabilities, if they are installed they can get into the user’s
content and compromise the programming interfaces of the
device. It is therefore vitally important that prior to the
installation of any such applications their advantages and
disadvantages have been evaluated. [9]
Cellular service agreements and subsequent service settings
are yet another method to manage or simplify the functionality
issue. If data service is eradicated for the activation of voice
service only the same may avert full access to the Internet,
which is be considered to be an appropriate solution. On the
other hand, it can be possible to have the carrier restrict access
to international destinations which are not being used or
blocking other services. An example concerns various cellular
carriers who offer to block subscribers’ text messages initiated
directly from the Internet because this is a major cause of
disseminating wireless spam. It has been suggested that it is
better not to keep sensitive and private data on mobile devices.
This is because the whole authentication system can be easily
avoided and deleted information may be restored from a
phone’s memory. Regardless of how convenient it is for
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subscribers to verify their online financial records and/or to
other devices via PINs, passwords, user IDs, and account
numbers on wireless handheld devices, it should be avoided.
Classified and sensitive data can also be stored on detachable
memory cards but the same should be kept separate from the
device. Moreover, matters pertaining to labeling and tracking
of sensitive data residing on these devices can also divert
attention. [9]
D. Restoration of back-up data and installation of preventive
and detection software
It would be a catastrophe if someone starts using handheld
devices as the sole depository for keeping important
information. The device may be misplaced or stolen or
damaged accidentally. For protecting the precious data residing
on a device it is safer to restore back-up of data on a regular
basis. For this reason, data can either be synchronized with a
desktop computer for keeping a back-up or for any possible
dual purpose. Alternatively, this back-up data can also be kept
on the memory card but the card can only be supportive if it is
kept detached from the handheld device. The chances of
restoration of back-up data will be further narrowed down if
both the device and the card are lost or stolen simultaneously.
[9]
The operating systems and built-in technologies of mobile
handheld devices are far more complex than desktop
computers, and hence warrant extra security controls for the
prevention and detection of attacks against them. In this regard
the installation of “Prevention and Detection” software for
defending and protecting against any kind of malware
onslaught has become indispensable. Consequently, a large
range of such equipment is now available for a number of
today’s handheld devices, especially, for smart phones and
PDAs that may be used to supplement the already existing
built-in security mechanisms in them. It should be mentioned
here that these “add-on” security software systems do have
certain vulnerabilities and they should be evaluated very
carefully. These types of equipment generally contain one or
more of the below mentioned capabilities:
 User authentication alternatives, including biometrics
(proof by property) and token-based (proof by
possession) techniques,
 Firewall and Intrusion detection system,

erasure

 Inspection and access perimeters for devices,
 Firewalls to curtail the type and origin of network
traffic,

 Intrusion detection systems to obstruct denial of service
attacks, etc. [13]

 Antivirus and antispam (anti-malware),
card

Mobile handheld devices also require a complete firewall
protection to curb unauthorized access. Firewalls are best
known for their cautious scrutinizing capabilities and once set
in motion, they can restrict mobile traffic. Moreover, private
firewalls are also indispensable for obstructing port scans that
the attackers usually use to discover vulnerabilities when a
device is linked to a public network. Firewalls also supposed to
be the first barrier against any abuse of un-punched security
holes in a device operating system and/or client applications.
Thus, businesses must install a comprehensive firewall and
intrusion detection systems with pre-defined security standards
which can further be modified by the administrators in a
particular workplace environment. An intrusion detection
system (IDS) while implemented on a mobile handheld device
can negate service attacks by identifying the prototypes of
network traffic. On a related note, a better solution is where
administrators are authorized to establish an exemption list to
supersede security level settings or by blocking certain types of
network traffic. For instance, administrators should be
empowered to prohibit certain types of protocols, ports, and IP
addresses from inspection because in a particular
organizational setting users may have different levels of
requirements and usage. The following measures will enhance
the level of mobile security:

 Easy-to-deploy firewall solutions with pre-defined
security levels to be modified by the administrator, and

 Content and memory card encryption,

 Content and memory
technology), and

infection. Once malware gets into a mobile device it may not
only drain off all private and classified data, but may also
severely compromise productivity levels and augmented
support expenses. Anti-malware software works by finding
solutions to scan all the upcoming mobile threats by not having
them installed on the device. Commercially available software
such as Flexispy has the same application. To be more precise,
the most effective anti-malware and anti-spam solutions should
obtain updates periodically, about all new prototypes for
already identified malware with the lowest amount of users’
and/or administrative intervention. It is suggested that data
residing on a device’s memory has to be scanned
instantaneously, including the data residing on external
memory cards whenever they are inserted. [13]

(wipe

off

 Virtual private networking. [9]
Organizations must consider how to protect mobile
handheld devices. Although these wireless handheld devices
are controlled on the networks which are outside the ambit of
organizations’ “fixed” boundaries, when they connect back to
the network they may pollute organizations’ whole IT systems.
Extending equal protection to mobile handheld devices with
those of the desktops and laptops, these devices must have antimalware software installed on them to reduce or eradicate

E. Solution Methods (I-clouds)
A major global IT problem refers to disk storage and
particularly its operating costs, which have been estimated as
representing nearly 30-50% of gross capital expenditures per
annum in many enterprises. Against this background,
enterprises must manage effectively the costs of storing data,
especially unformed data. Therefore, to address this need,
Cloud storage services have emerged and become fashionable.
[21] Nevertheless, the current economic state of affairs as well
as the advent of new technologies has ignited the interest of
organizations in Cloud storage services and/or provider models.
Cloud storage providers can suggest cost-cutting measures by
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using equal storage capacity to meet organizations’ needs, such
as transitional cost-savings measures for their customer base.
[21]
Cloud storage services/providers are commonly known as
“Cloud Backup” which makes back-ups of enterprise archives
online automatic, while data is safely stored externally in data
centers and is easily recovered. For example, if an unfortunate
fire incident happens at any workplace or home both computers
and disks (i.e. CD-ROM or tape, etc.) can be damaged. With
Cloud Backup this threat is eradicated. A number of platforms
are being supported by Cloud Backup such as:
 Windows___ Windows Vista, Windows XP, 2000
Professional, Server 2000/2003,
 Linux_____ and its most popular versions RedHat,
SuSE, Debian, and its supportive system like Ubuntu,
all with Java 1.5 or higher,
 Mac OS X, etc. [19]
Security has been the core issue in the developing phase of
Cloud Backup. Data is first encrypted and condensed and then
it is sent to and stored on a Backup Server in a fully secured
data center. This involves a fully secured (SSL) network
connection that makes the Cloud Backup service as safe as
online banking. Nobody can enter the data stored at data
centers except the subscriber. In other cases, the moment the
data enters into an insecure setting like the Internet, it is
vulnerable to hackers. An answer to this is Cloud Backup
which encodes data (in encrypted form) before it leaves the
terminal and subsequently decodes it while it is restored on a
workstation. [19] This is why security and accessibility issues
come first when companies choose to transfer their sensitive
data to the Cloud Backup system, via the Internet. [21] The
market for Cloud Backup services is rapidly growing owing to
the huge amount of private and corporate data now being
stored on desktop computers and laptops and more recently on
smartphones. Smartphones have the equivalent storage capacity
of their larger counterparts. [20]
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The omnipresent exploitation of mobile systems, extensive
use of the Internet as well as the speedy growth in wireless
technologies and the broadband interactive multimedia
applications in recent years have helped improve the functions
and characteristics of mobile handheld devices. [9] The said
devices and communication systems have also developed
especially built-in software to curb any instances of
encroachment. [18] Though mobile devices can provide many
productivity benefits for organizations and businesses, these
devices are subject to security risks such as malicious codes
and communication attacks, theft of data, spam, etc. [15]
Security concerns become vitally important vis-à-vis financial
transactions so that the assault vectors in this application need
to be examined with due diligence. [6] Therefore, mobile
security must be tackled by both the users and law enforcement
agencies to reduce the risk of criminal misuse. [14] In this
economic environment new technologies have made
organizations very interested in “Cloud Backup” because it
creates automatic back-ups of enterprise archives online, while

data remains safely stored in data centers and can easily be
recovered. [19] Enhanced wireless security and the broad
exploitation of 4G systems in the coming years will enable
mobile commerce to become the best way of doing business.
[18]
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Abstract—Energy simulation tool is a tool to simulate energy
use by a building prior to the erection of the building. Commonly
it has a feature providing alternative designs that are better than
the user’s design. In this paper, we propose a novel method in
searching alternative design that is by using classification
method. The classifiers we use are Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree,
and k-Nearest Neighbor.
Our experiments hows that Decision Tree has the fastest
classification time followed by Naïve Bayes and k-Nearest
Neighbor. The differences between classification time of Decision
Tree and Naïve Bayes also between Naïve Bayes and k-NN are
about an order of magnitude. Based on Percision, Recall, Fmeasure, Accuracy, and AUC, the performance of Naïve Bayes is
the best. It outperforms Decision Tree and k-Nearest Neighbor
on all parameters but precision.
Keywords—energy simulation tool; classification method; naïve
bayes; decision tree; k-nearest neighbor

I.

INTRODUCTION

Energy simulation tool is a tool to simulate energy use by a
building prior to the erection of the building. The output of
such simulation is a value in kWh/m2 called energy
performance.
The calculation of the building energy
performance must be carried out by developers as part of
requirements to get permit to build the building. The building
can only be built if the energy performance is below the
allowable standard.
In order to get building energy performance below the
standard, architects must revise the design several times. And
in order to ease the design work of the architects, an energy
simulation tool must have a feature that suggests a better
alternative design.
Since the alternative design search is actually a
classification problem, hence in this paper we propose a novel
method to search alternative design by using classification
method. The classification methods used in here are Decision
Tree, Naïve Bayes, and k-Nearest Neighbor. We will then
compare the performance of these three methods in searching
alternative design in an energy simulation tools.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the classification methods we use in this study.

Section 3 explains the data preparation followed by the
experiment in Section 4. The result and its discussion are
presented in section 5 and 6 respectively. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
II. CLASSIFICATION METHOD
Classification is the separation or ordering of objects into
classes [1]. There are two phases in classification algorithm:
first, the algorithm tries to find a model for the class attribute as
a function of other variables of the datasets. Next, it applies
previously designed model on the new and unseen datasets for
determining the related class of each record [2].
Classification has been applied in many fields such as
medical, astronomy, commerce, biology, media, etc. There are
many techniques in classification method like: Decision Tree,
Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor, Neural Networks, Support
Vector Machine, and Genetic Algorithm. In this paper we will
use Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and k-Nearest Neighbor.
A. Decision Tree
A decision tree is a flow-chart-like tree structure, where
each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch
represents an outcome of the test, and leaf nodes represent
classes or class distributions [3].
The popular Decision Tree algorithms are ID3, C4.5,
CART. The ID3 algorithm is considered as a very simple
decision tree algorithm. It uses information gain as splitting
criteria. C4.5 is an evolution of ID3. It uses gain ratio as
splitting criteria [4].
CART algorithm uses Gini coefficient as the test attribute
selection criteria, and each time selects an attribute with the
smallest Gini coefficient as the test attribute for a given set [5].
The advantage of using Decision Trees in classifying the
data is that they are simple to understand and interpret [6].
However, decision trees have such disadvantages as [4]:
1) Most of the algorithms (like ID3 and C4.5) require that
the target attribute will have only discrete values.
2) As decision trees use the “divide and conquer” method,
they tend to perform well if a few highly relevant attributes
exist, but less so if many complex interactions are present.
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B. Naive Bayes
Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume that there are no
dependencies amongst attributes. This assumption is called
class conditional independence. It is made to simplify the
computations involved and, hence is called "naive" [3]. This
classifier is also called idiot Bayes, simple Bayes, or
independent Bayes [7].
The advantages of Naive Bayes are [8]:
 It uses a very intuitive technique. Bayes classifiers,
unlike neural networks, do not have several free
parameters that must be set. This greatly simplifies the
design process.
 Since the classifier returns probabilities, it is simpler to
apply these results to a wide variety of tasks than if an
arbitrary scale was used.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Number of Floors: 1; 2; 3; 4
Window U-value: 0.1; 0.7; 1.3; 1.9 W/m2K
South Window Area: 0; 4; 8; 12 m2
North Window Area: 0; 4; 8; 12 m2
East Window Area: 0; 4; 8; 12 m2
West Window Area: 0; 4; 8; 12 m2
Door U-value: 0.1; 0.7; 1.3; 1.9 W/m2K
Door Area: 2; 4; 6; 8 m2

Since the data is very big, representative training set must
be selected. Besides that the training set must be as small as
possible. With the above considerations in mind, 5 candidate
training sets created. They are with different number of data.
The candidate training sets are:
 Training set 1: 2827 data

 It does not require large amounts of data before
learning can begin.

 Training set 2: 4340 data

 Naive Bayes classifiers are computationally fast when
making decisions.

 Training set 4: 6819 data

C. k-Nearest Neighbor
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is a method to
classify an object based on the majority class amongst its knearest neighbors. The k-NN is a type of lazy learning where
the function is only approximated locally and all computation
is deferred until classification [9].

 Training set 3: 5405 data
 Training set 5: 8630 data
To select the best training set, an experiment using the three
classifiers is carried out. The experiment is done by means of
Weka data mining software. For this experiment we use 10fold cross validation. The results are depicted in Fig. 1, 2, and
3.

k-NN algorithm usually use the Euclidean or the Manhattan
distance. However, any other distance such as the Chebyshev
norm or the Mahalanob is distance can also be used [10]. In
this experiment, Euclidean distance is used. Suppose the query
instance have coordinates (a, b) and the coordinate of training
sample is (c, d) then square Euclidean distance is:
x2 = (c – a)2 + (d – b)2

(1)

III. DATA PREPARATION
In classification method, training set is needed to construct
a model. This training set contains a set of attributes with one
attribute being the attribute of the class. Then the constructed
model is used to classify an instance.
For this experiment, there are more than 67 millions of raw
data available. This data comes from combination of 13
building parameters with each parameter has 4 possible values
(413 data).
The parameters and the values used in each parameter are
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wall U-value: 0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25 W/m2K
Wall Height: 2.5; 3.0; 3.5; 4.0 m
Roof U-value: 0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25 W/m2K
Floor U-value: 0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25 W/m2K
Floor Area: 70; 105; 140; 175 m2

Fig. 1. k-NN performance on different training sets.

Fig. 1 shows performance of k-NN methods using the five
training sets. The classifier shows the best performance when
using training sets 1 and 2. However, k-NN performance has
better precision when using training set 2 than training set 1.
Fig. 2 shows performance of Naïve Bayes classifier using the
same training sets. Naïve Bayes performs best when using
training set 2. This is shown by the highest correctly classified
instance and precision, and the lowest incorrectly classified
instance.
Meanwhile Fig. 3 shows no performance difference on
Decision Tree when using the training sets. From this result,
training set 2 is chosen as the working training set.
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ROC curve is a usual criterion for identifying the prediction
power of different classification methods, and the area under
this curve is one of the important evaluation metrics which can
be applied for selecting the best classification method.
An ROC graph isactually two-dimensional graph in which
True Positive Rate (TPR) is plotted on the Y axis and False
Positive Rate (FPR) is plotted on the X axis [13]. It depicts
relative trade-offs between benefits (true positives) and costs
(false positives). One point in ROC space is better than another
if its TPR is higher,FPR is lower, or both[14]. ROC
performance of a classifier is usually represented by a value
which is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The value of
AUC is between 0 and 1.
The experiment steps are as follows:
Fig. 2. Naïve Bayes performance on different training sets.

1) Enter user data. Values of all 13 parameters are
entered.
The application then calculates the energy
performance. For instance the energy performance of the user
data is X W/m2. The energy performance is calculated using
the following formulas:
Le = 1.0 * (wa – wina – da) * wuv + 1.0 * wina *
winuv + 1.0 * da * duv
(2)
Lu = 0.9 *ra * ruv

Fig. 3. Decision Tree performance on different training sets.

IV.

EXPERIMENT

To carry out the experiment, a simple energy simulation
tool using the three classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree,
and k-NN) is developed. For the Decision Tree we use C4.5
algorithm and for k-NNwe use k = 11.We did an experiment
using 10 data and for each data, a classification time and
performance values are recorded. We should mention here that
the time we use is classification time only (without training
time). The reason is that K-NN is lazy learner that does not
need training. Hence to be fair, the time we use here is only
classification time.
Except classification time, the output of the experiment is a
confusion matrix. Using confusion matrix, performance
parameters of a classifier can be calculated. The performance
parameters include: precision, recall, accuracy, F-measure, and
area under the curve (AUC).
We use AUC in this experiment because Provost et al.,
1998 in [11] state that simply using accuracy results can be
misleading. They recommended when evaluating binary
decision problems to use Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) curves, which show how the number of correctly
classified positive examples varies with the number of
incorrectly classified negative examples. This is supported
byEntezari-Maleki, Rezaei, Minaei-Bidgoli [12]who state that

(3)

Lg = 0.5 * fa * fuv

(4)

tl = Le + Lu + Lg

(5)

TL = 0.024 * tl * 3235

(6)

Lv = 0.33 * 0.6 *fa * wh * 0.8

(7)

VL = 0.024 * Lv * 3235

(8)

IG = 0.024 * 4 * fa * nof * 208

(9)

SG = 356 * (swa * 0.75) * 0.9 * 0.67 * 0.9 + 150 *
(nwa * 0.75) * 0.9 * 0.67 * 0.9 + 210 * (ewa * 0.75) *
0.9 * 0.67 * 0.9 + 210 * (wwa * 0.75) * 0.9 * 0.67 *
0.9
(10)
EP = (TL + VL) – 1.0 * (IG + SG)

(11)

where:
Le = exterior loss
wa = wall area
wina = window area
da = door area
wuv = wall u-value
winuv = window u-value
duv = door u-value
Lu = unheated space loss
ra = roof area
ruv = roof u-value
Lg = ground loss
fa = floor area
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fuv = floor u-value

Bad. A data is included in FP if it has energy performance
greater than X W/m2 but has class Good. Meanwhile a data is
included in FN if it has energy performance less than or equal
to X W/m2 but has class Bad.
6) Select alternative design. Of all data included in TP,
the one having the best energy performance will be selected as
the alternative design.

tl = thermal loss
TL = transmission loss
wh = wall height
VL = ventilation loss
IG = internal gain

V.

nof = number of floors

RESULT

The classification times of the three classifiers that are used
to classify 10 data are shown in Fig. 4.This figure shows that
Decision Tree has the fastest classification time followed by
Naïve Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbor. The differences between
classification time of Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes also
between Naïve Bayes and k-NN are about an order of
magnitude.

SG = solar gain
swa = south window area
nwa = north window area
ewa = east window area
wwa = west window area
EP = energy performance
2) Setting classes of the training set. Every data in the
training set having energy performance less than or equal to X
W/m2 is set to class Good, and those having energy
performance greater than X W/m2 is set to class Bad.Note that
the attributes of training set are: Wall U-value, Wall Height,
Roof U-value, Floor U-value, Floor Area, Number of Floors,
Window U-value, South Window Area, North Window Area,
East Window Area, West Window Area, Door U-value, Door
Area, Energy Performance, Class.
3) Create working data.The working data is created by
querying on the raw data. Since there are 13 parameters,
there will be 13 queries. The condition on each query is taken
from the value of the respective parameter on the user
data.The queries are done one after another. It means that the
data resulted from a query will be queried again by the next
query.This is done 13 times.Note that the attributes of working
data are:Wall U-value, Wall Height, Roof U-value, Floor Uvalue, Floor Area, Number of Floors, Window U-value, South
Window Area, North Window Area, East Window Area, West
Window Area, Door U-value.
4) Classification. Data from working data is taken one by
one. This data is then classified against the training set using
one of the three classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, kNearest Neighbor). The classification time is recorded
starting from the beginning until the end of the classification.
After the classification, the energy performance of this data is
calculated. Note that the data resulted in this step has the
following attributes: Wall U-value, Wall Height, Roof Uvalue, Floor U-value, Floor Area, Number of Floors, Window
U-value, South Window Area, North Window Area, East
Window Area, West Window Area, Door U-value, Door Area,
Energy Performance, Class, Classification time.
5) Create confusion matrix. Count True Positive (TP),
False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN).
A data is included in TP if it has energy performance less than
or equal to X W/m2 and class Good. A data is included in TN
if it has energy performance greater than X W/m2 and class

Fig. 4. Classification times of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree.

The average precisions and recalls for k-NN, Naïve Bayes,
and Decision Tree are: 0.819 and 0.543; 0.799 and 0.794; 0.779
and 0.663 respectively(Fig. 5 and 6). Since F-measure is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall, hence to know which
classifier is the best in terms of precision and recall, we can
calculate the F-measure value (Fig. 7). The average F-measure
value of Naïve Bayes is the biggest among the three, that is
0.780. Decision tree has average F-measure of 0.676 and k-NN
of 0.543. Therefore we can say that Naïve Bayes is the best in
terms of precision and recall followed by Decision Tree and kNN.

Fig. 5. Classification precision of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree
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Fig. 6. Classification recall of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree

Fig. 9. Area under the curve (AUC) of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision
Tree

VI. DISCUSSION
As stated in the previous section, the experiment we carried
out reveals that Naïve Bayes outperforms Decision Tree and kNN. It is the best in all performance parameters but precision,
they are: recall, F-measure, accuracy, and AUC. This result is
similar to previous studies.
When comparing Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree in the
classification of training web pages, Xhemali,Hinde, and
Stone[15] find that the accuracy, F-measure, and AUC of
Naïve Bayes are 95.2, 97.26, and 0.95 respectively. This is
better than Decision Tree whose accuracy, F-measure, and
AUC are: 94.85, 95.9, 0.91, respectively.
Fig. 7. F-measure of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree

Naïve Bayes is again the best in accuracy (Fig. 8). Naïve
Bayes is the most accurate classifier compared to Decision
Tree and k-NN with the average accuracy of 0.737.
Meanwhile the average accuracies of Decision Tree and k-NN
are 0.589 and 0.567, respectively.
The last parameter for comparing classifier performance is
area under the curve (AUC). In this parameter Naïve Bayes is
also the biggest among the three classifiers (Fig. 9). The AUC
of Naïve Bayes is 0.605, followed by Decision Tree 0.585 and
k-NN 0.570.

Li and Jain [16] investigate four different methods for
document classification: the naive Bayes classifier, the nearest
neighbour classifier, decision trees and a subspace method.
Their experimental results indicate that the naive Bayes
classifier and the subspace method outperform the other two
classifiers on the data sets. Their experimental results show
that all four classification algorithms perform reasonably well;
the naïve Bayes approach performs the best on test data set1,
but the subspace method outperforms all others on test data
set2.
Other studies in references [17] - [20] also obtain the same
results when comparing performance of Naïve Bayes and
Decision Tree.
A Naive Bayes classifier is a simple classifier. However,
although it is simple, Naive Bayes can outperform more
sophisticated classification methods. Besides that it has also
exhibited high accuracy and speed when applied to large
database [3]. Moreover, it is very fast for both learning and
predicting. Its learning time is linear in the number of examples
and its prediction time is independent of the number of
examples [21].Naïve Bayes classifier is also fast, consistent,
easy to maintain and accurate in the classification of attribute
data [15]. And from computation point of view, Naïve Bayes
is more efficient both in the learning and in the classification
task than Decision Tree [22].

Fig. 8. Classification accuracy of k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree

The reason for good performance of Naïve Bayes is
described by Dominggos and Pazzani [23]as follows:“Naïve
Bayes is commonly thought to be optimal, in the sense of
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achieving the best possible accuracy, only when the
independence assumption holds, and perhaps close to optimal
when the attributes are only slightly dependent. However, this
very restrictive condition seems to be inconsistent with the
Naïve Bayes’ surprisingly good performance in a wide variety
of domains, including many where there are clear dependencies
between the attributes.” In a study on 28 datasets from the UCI
repository, they find that Naïve Bayes was more accurate than
C4.5 in 16 domains. They further statethat: “the Naïve Bayes
is in fact optimal even when the independence assumption is
grossly violated, and is thus applicable to a much broader range
of domains than previously thought. This is essentially due to
the fact that in many cases the probability estimates may be
poor, but the correct class will still have the highest estimate,
leading to correct classification”. Finally they come to
conclusion that “the Naïve Bayes achieves higher accuracy
than more sophisticated approaches in many domains where
there is substantial attribute dependence, and therefore the
reason for its good comparative performance is not that there
are no attribute dependences in the data”.
Frank, Trigg, Holmes, and Witten[24] explain why naive
Bayes perform well even when the independence assumption is
seriously violated: “most likely it owes its good performance to
the zero-one loss function used in classification. This function
defines the error as the number of incorrect predictions. Unlike
other loss functions, such as the squared error, it has the key
property that it does not penalize inaccurate probability
estimates as long as the greatest probability is assigned to the
correct class. There is evidence that this is why naive Bayes’
classification performance remains high, despite the fact that
inter-attribute dependencies often cause it to produce incorrect
probability estimates”.
Meanwhile Zhang [25] explains the reason of good
performance of Naïve Bayes as follows:“In a given dataset,
two attributes may depend on each other, but the dependence
may distribute evenly in each class. Clearly, in this case, the
conditional independence assumption is violated, but naive
Bayes is still the optimal classifier. Further, what eventually
affects the classification is the combination of dependencies
among all attributes. If we just look at two attributes, there may
exist strong dependence between them that affects the
classification. When the dependencies among all attributes
work together, however, they may cancel each other out and no
longer affect the classification”. Therefore, he argues that “it is
the distribution of dependencies among all attributes over
classes that affect the classification of naive Bayes, not merely
the dependencies themselves”.
Similar to the result of our study, previous studies also
show that k-Nearest Neighbor is worse than both Naïve Bayes
and Decision Tree. In their study to classify arid rangeland
using Decision Tree and k-Nearest Neighbor, Laliberte, Koppa,
Fredrickson, and Rango[26] obtain that the overall accuracy of
Decision Tree (80%) is better than that of k-Nearest Neighbor
(78%). Pazzani,Muramatsu, and Billsus[27] find that in
identifying interesting web sites, the naive Bayesian classifier
has the highest average accuracy with 20 training examples:
77.1 (standard deviation 4.4). In contrast, backprop is 75.0
(3.9), k-Nearest Neighbor is 75.0 (5.5), and ID3 is 70.6 (3.6).
The only study which shows that k-NN outperforms Decision

Tree and Naïve Bayes is by Horton and Nakai[28]. However,
they do not have a solid answer as to why k-NN performs
better on this task.
The performance of k-NN in this and previous studies is the
worst among the three classifiers. Since k-NN uses number of
nearest neighbor k as one of the parameter in classifying an
object, then this value might affect the performance of the
classifier. In their study using k-NN to classify credit card
applicants, Islam,Wu, Ahmadi, Sid-Ahmed[29] find that the
best performance of k-NN is when k=5. Using this k value, kNN outperforms Naïve Bayes. Using bigger and smaller k
value, the k-NN performance is worst. Meanwhile, Batista and
Silva [30] study three parameters affecting the performance of
k-NN, namely number of nearest neighbors (k), distance
function, and weighting function. They find that for all
weighting function and distance function, the performance
increases as k increases up to a maximum between k = 5 and k
= 11. Then, for higher values of k, the performance decreases.
Based on this study, we use k = 11 in this experiment. And the
reason why we choose the upper boundary is because larger k
values help reduce the effects of noisy points within the
training data set [29].The choice is also based on our
experiment onk-NN performance with different k values. The
k values we use are: 11, 21, 31, 41, and 51. The experiment
use 10-fold cross validation. The result is shown in Fig. 10.
The figure shows thatk-NN reaches the best performance when
we use k = 11. For k values greater than 11, the performance
decreases. Since we have not tested the k values smaller than
11, hence it is worth trying to use those values in the future
work.
Beside low performance, another weakness of k-NN is slow
runtime performance and large memory requirements [31].
The k-NN classifier requires a large memory to store the entire
training set [32]. Hence, the bigger the training set, the bigger
memory requirement and the larger distance calculations must
be performed. This causes the classification is extremely slow.
This is the reason why the classification time of k-NN in our
experiment is very big, the worst among the three classifiers.

Fig. 10. k-NN performance on different k values.

The fast classification time by Decision Tree is due to the
absence of calculation in its classification process. The tree
model is created outside the application, using Weka data
mining tool. And the model is converted into rules before
being incorporated into the application. Classification by way
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of following the tree rules is faster than the ones that need
calculation as in the case of Naïve Bayes and k-NN.
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel method to search alternative design in an energy
simulation tool is proposed. A classification method is used in
searching the alternative design. There are three classifiers
used in this experiment namely Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree,
and k-Nearest Neighbor. Our experiment shows that Decision
Tree is the fastest and k-Nearest Neighbor is the slowest. The
fast classification time of Decision Tree because there is no
calculation in its classification. The tree model is created
outside the application that is using Weka data mining tool.
And the model is converted into rules before being
incorporated into the application. Classification by way of
following the tree rules is faster than the ones that need
calculation as in the case of Naïve Bayes and k-NN.
Meanwhile k-Nearest Neighbor is the slowest classifier
because the classification time is directly related to the number
of data. The bigger the data, the larger distance calculations
must be performed. This causes the classification is extremely
slow.
Although it is a simple method, Naïve Bayes can
outperform more sophisticated classification methods. In this
experiment, Naïve Bayes outperforms Decision Tree and kNearest Neighbor. Dominggos and Pazzani[23] state that the
reason for Naïve Bayes’ good performance is not because there
are no attribute dependences in the data. In fact Frank,Trigg,
Holmes, and Witten[24] explain that its good performance is
caused by the zero-one loss function used in the classification.
Meanwhile Zhang [25] argues that it is the distribution of
dependencies among all attributes over classes that affect the
classification of naive Bayes, not merely the dependencies
themselves.
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Abstract—Coordination in multi-agent system is very
essential, in order to perform complex tasks and lead MAS
towards its goal. Also, the member agents of multi-agent system
should be autonomous as well as collaborative to accomplish the
complex task for which multi-agent system is designed
specifically. Contract-Net Protocol (CNP) is one of the
coordination mechanisms which is used by multi-agent systems
which prefer coordination through interaction protocols. In
order to overcome the limitations of conventional CNP, this
paper proposes a modification in conventional CNP called
updated-CNP. Updated-CNP is an effort towards updating of a
CNP in terms of its limitations of modifiability and
communication overhead. The limitation of the modification of
tasks, if the task requirements change at any instance,
corresponding to tasks which are allocated to contractor agents
by manager agents is possible in our updated-CNP version, which
was not possible in the case of conventional-CNP, as it has to be
restarted in the case of task modification. This in turn will be
reducing the communication overhead of CNP, which is time
taken by various agents using CNP to pass messages to each
other. For the illustration of the updated CNP, we have used a
sound predator-prey case study.

as well as in many other fields. It is widely being advocated for
use in networking and mobile technologies, to achieve
automatic and dynamic load balancing, high scalability, and
self-healing networks.

Keywords—Multi-Agent
System;
Coordination;
Communication Language; Norm-based Contract Net Protocol;
utility parameters

There are numerous issues related to CNP, which have been
modified and added later on to it. One is presented by Sun and
WU in [6] , in which they have modified CNP by adding the
concept of norms to conventional CNP and have termed it as
Norm-based CNP by removing the limitation of conventional
CNP of being inefficient to handle specialized interactions and
hence, coordination.Another one is presented by Elmahalawyin
[21], which is called Round Contract Net Protocol (RCont),
which is modification of CNP using an acquaintance model.
There are many versions of modifications available to CNP,
and discussion of all them requires in itself a complete book.
This paper is basically contributing to the modification of CNP
by modifying one of its rules or phases, i.e.in the task
processing phase, modification can be done at the level of
manager agent for the task which is already being allocated to
contractor agent corresponding to the changes in requirements
of set of tasks which are to be performed by manager agents,
which otherwise can only be performed by task repetition and
restarting CNP from the beginning once again. This in turn will
reduce the communicationoverhead or the time of processing
required by CNP.

I.
INTRODUCTION
A multi-agent system (MAS) can defined to be a system
comprised of multiple interacting intelligent agents [14] inside
surroundings (environment). It can be accustomed to solve
troublesome issues and problems that are not possible for a
private agent or a monolithic system to unravel. So, it is having
tremendous applications in any problem-solving domain as
explained below. Intelligence is basically ability to reason,
learn, act and react. Multi-agent system carries with and within
it, its surroundings and agents. Generally multi-agent systems
research refers to software system agents actively functioning,
in order to achieve the goals of a multi-agent system or their
individual goals. However, in a multi-agent system the agents
could equally well be robots or human-beings. A multi-agent
system may contain combined human-agent teams.
A. Applications of MAS to real world
Multi-agent systems [13] are applied in the real world to
graphical applications such as computer games. Agent systems
have been used in films as well. They are also used for
coordinated defence systems. Other applications include
transportation, logistics, graphics, GIS , disaster management

In MAS, a single agent alone is not sufficient to solve any
complex problem for which actually the MAS are designed, as
it has not sufficient resources, information or competence.
Therefore, in order to achieve the goals of the system and
hence performing the tasks of the system, agent has to
coordinate (cooperate) with rest of the agents of the system.
And in order to ensure coordination (cooperation) [15], agents
communicate with each in MAS by using various
communicative acts of communication languages[1][2] like
FIPA-ACL (Agent Communication Language), KQML
(Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language), FLBC,UCL
(Universal Communication Language), FACL (Form-based
Agent Communication Language), and DBACL (Database
Agent Communication Language). Also, this communication is
governed by a set of protocols and coordination mechanisms.
One of the best and oldest mechanisms used for coordination is
CNP (i.e. Contract Net Protocol) [11][12].

In addition to this, this modification is also studied
comparatively in the agent communication languages, FIPAACL and KQML. To demonstrate the implementation of this
modification; a predator prey case study is used. This paper is
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organized as follows. Section II is related to introduction of
various coordination mechanisms used in MAS, Conventional
Contract-Net Protocol (CNP), Norm-based Contract Protocol,
as well as description of the limitations present in both of them.
Section III is related to description of various agent
communication languages, hence highlighting various
importance differences between all of them. Section IV is
related to the brief description of predator-prey case study and
work done by us for modification of CNP by using proposed
approach, and results derived out of this modification. Section
V summarizes the conclusions.
II.

COORDINATION IN MAS

A. Coordination
Coordination [15] comprises of a set of mechanisms
necessary for the effective operation of Artificial Agent
Societies (AASs). It is also defined as other process of
managing dependencies between activities. Amongst its
fundamental components, are the allocation of scarce
resources; communication between the agents about
intermediate results, coordination goals, capabilities and plans,
status of the different aspects of the environment as well as
providing some meta-level information. Coordination is
required and is normally available also in cases in which there
is not full cooperation amongst the agents or groups of agents.
In a human society, for example, competition is constrained by
consumer protection, various government agencies and
antitrust laws. People and organizations antagonistic to one
another may interact via prescribed legal channels.
Coordination theory can be defined as a set of axioms,
mathematical and logical constructs, and analytical techniques
used to create a model of dependency management in AASs.
B. Types of Coordination in MAS
According to Bergentti and Ricci [16], there are basically
three main coordination approaches used in any MAS for
managing coordination amongst a set of agents and they are
based on the use of
 Tuple centres;
 Interaction Protocols; and
 Semantics of ACLs
In our case, for exercising coordination in MAS, agents are
using Contract Net Protocol (CNP), which is one of the best
approaches used for coordination, and is described in
subsection below.
C. Contract Net Protocol (CNP)
In multi-agent system, in order to accomplish any task
agents need autonomy and collaboration (in terms of
coordination). Contract net protocol (CNP) is coordination
mechanism often used in a multi-agent system so as to
coordinate amongst a set/group of agents. The original
Contract Net Protocol (CNP) , was originally developed by
Smith and Davis [11].
CNP works like a business market where manager agent
asks for bids from the contractor agents and then awards tasks
to suitable contractor agent. In CNP, tasks are accomplished by

breaking them down into sub-tasks by manager agent and then
asking for bids for those sub-tasks from the contractor agents.
Contractor agents replies with bids or refuse within a given
deadline. Once deadline is reached, manager agent awards the
task to the most suitable contractor agent having lowest bid.
Another minor modification of CNP is FIPA-Contract-NetProtocol [5], in which there is addition of rejection and
confirmation communicative acts. For the detailed study of
CNP, the readers can refer[5].
Various limitations of Conventional CNP are in the form of
attributes like responsiveness, load balancing, and fairness,
utilization of resources, communication overhead, robustness,
modifiability and scalability [17]. Although, all of them cannot
be improved at the same time by enhancing CNP because this
enhancement in itself will become a very complex problem.
Here in our paper, we have tried to update CNP by modifying
its rules used in communication to decrease the communication
overhead, which will in turn increase the efficiency of CNP.
This updated version of CNP is basically implemented using
the predator-prey case study by modifying the rules of
communication for predator agents.
III. AGENT COMMUNICATION IN MAS
For achieving collaboration and hence coordination in
MAS, agents interact with each other. And, for communication,
they use various communicative acts of agent communication
language (ACL), as; possibility for different agents to interact
in an open environment heavily depends on the adoption of a
common, standard Agent-Communication Language. The two
most-widely used ACLs in practice are KQML and FIPAACL. But neither have yet been considered as standards as they
are not capable of letting heterogeneous agents communicate as
there are numerous other agent communication languages like
Universal Communication Language(UCL), Database Agent
Communication Language(DBACL), Formal Language For
Business Communication(FLBC), Form –Based ACL(FACL)
) available for agent communication. These languages are
actually application-specific languages, as their use varies from
application-to-application. Like any other communication
language, an Agent-Communication Language (ACL) also
includes the definition of the syntax and the definition of the
semantics.
Definition of the syntax is the way in which single words
are put together and the definition of the semantics is the
meaning of the communicative acts. By means of an agentcommunication language, an agent can coordinate,
communicate and exchange knowledge with other agents
despite differences in their hardware platforms, operating
systems, architectures, programming languages and
representation and reasoning systems. Language is assumed to
be the fundamental component of every interaction or
communication. In a multi-agent environment, agents “talk” to
each other by using an agent communication language.
For implementation of modified CNP, we have used a
predator-prey case-study[3]. And, we have studied it
comparatively, being implemented in FIPA-ACL and KQML
languages. Therefore, this implementation and comparison will
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be incomplete without a brief introduction to these languages,
which is described in subsections.
A. FIPA-ACL
The FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) Agent Communication Language (ACL) is based on speech act
theory [13]: messages are actions, or communicative acts, as
they are intended to perform some action by virtue of being
sent. The specification consists of a set of message types and
the description of their pragmatics (linguistics), i.e. the effects
on the mental attitudes of the sender and receiver agents. Every
communicative act is described with both a narrative form and
a formal semantics based on modal logic. The specifications
embrace steering to users who are already familiar with KQML
in order to facilitate migration to the FIPA- ACL.The
specification also provides the normative description of a set of
high-level interaction protocols, including requesting an action,
contract net protocol and several kinds of auctions [4][5].
B. KQML
KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) is
complementary to work on representation languages for
domain content, including the DARPA Knowledge Sharing
Initiative's Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)[9]. KQML
has also been used to transmit object-oriented data, and a wide
range of information can be accumulated using it. KQML is a
language for programs which use to communicate attitudes
about information, such as querying, stating, believing,
requiring, achieving, subscribing, and offering. KQML is
indifferent to the format of the information itself, thus KQML
expressions will often contain sub-expressions in other socalled content languages [10].
All the communicative acts, which are used by agents in
MAS for interacting with each other, are governed by a set of
rules and regulations, which are termed as agent
communication protocols, as described in the next subsection
below:
C. Agent Communication Protocols
Communication protocols [4] are widely recognized as a
major and efficient concept to support many forms of
interaction among agents, such as information sharing, task
sharing, resource sharing, and coordination of actions, conflict
resolution or commitments. When a set of agents interact
through a protocol, each one is assumed to know when it may
or must perform a communication act and what will be the
effect of this performance[7][8]. Thus a protocol is a
behavioural structure defined by:
 a set of (types of) communication acts feasible by
agents;
 a set of roles that are played by agents;
 a set of behavioural rules stating under which
circumstances an agent playing a particular role may or
must perform a particular communication act. When an
agent engages in a protocol, it chooses a role and
commits to obey the protocol's rules.
Here, in this paper, for illustration of communicative acts
and hence communication in FIPA-ACL and KQML, we are

using once Contract Net Protocol (CNP) and then later on, its
updated version in predator-prey case-study which is described
in next section. Also, after this the comparative results of CNP
and its updated version in both FIPA-ACL and KQML are
analyzed graphically using various parameters used in CNP
and these communication languages.
IV.

WORK DONE

A. A Predator-Prey Case Study
We have used Predator-Prey case study for implementing
the Contract-Net interaction protocol (FIPA-CNP) in FIPAACL and KQML languages, using their available per
formatives (communicative acts), once using CNP and then its
updated version, which is presented by us. The reason for using
Predator-Prey system as a case study for studying the
interaction in multi-agent systems is because it is very difficult
to implement a real-world multi-agent system and study agent
interaction in it. So, a directed test-bed or toy-domain like
predator prey system is selected as a case study.
The Predator- Prey system is a pure-pursuit domain which
involves multiple goal-oriented predator agents, prey agents
and environment. The goal of predator agents is to chase and
capture prey agents before it reaches the goal. The prey agent’s
goals are simply to evade the predator for a period of time, or
to find and enter a goal square before they are captured. In the
course of achieving goal, predator agents need to communicate
with each other for passing information in space as they can
communicate with each other about prey’s location and form
good strategy of capturing it. For the coordination between
predator agents, we have used Contract-Net Protocol
implemented once with conventional rules and secondly, using
updated rules for decreasing the communication overhead in
FIPA-ACL and KQML both. Both predators and prey
cooperate to solve their “goals”. The game takes place on an
arbitrarily sized grid of squares [3].
Each predator or prey agent initially was completely
autonomous. We have achieved this be writing and defining
separate JAVA classes for both predator and prey agents. Later
on, also they are also given ability to communicate through
communicative acts of FIPA-ACL and KQML. Both of these
are briefly described in the previous section. For
implementation of these predator and prey agents, we have
used JAVA-based platforms JADE (Java Agent Development
Environment)[18][19] and JATlite [20].
B. Description of Updated-CNP
The conventional Contract-Net Protocol [11], coordinating
the communication of contractor and manager agents,
comprises of five phases as described below, In this we have
also added our additional step to make it updated and efficient
in its last and fifth phase which is also described after the
description of CNP:
1) Task Announcement:This phase is related to task
announcement preparation by the manager agents for issuing
them to every agent. This phase comprises of subtasks such as
task abstraction, bid specification and expiration time
specification. Task abstraction is the description of
information related to tasks in abstract form which are to be
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performed by contractor agents, for instance task name, task
content description, bid specification is specifies the
mandatory requirements which are to be fulfilled by
contractor agents in order to be eligible to bid. Expiration
time is the deadline for accepting the bid. This phase is also
said to formulate in general, CFP(Call for Proposal).
2) Task Announcement Processing : In this phase,
according to the type of the task, the manager agent maintains
a rank-ordered list of announcements that have been received
and have not yet expired. Only those announcements which
satisfy the bid specification criteria, will be one, to be
allocated a rank and order in the list.
3) Bidding :This phase is related to contractor agents, in
which they evaluate the tasks which are announced by
manager agents and bid accordingly, if they meet all the
necessary requirements specified in bid specification critieria.
4) Bid Processing :This phase is performed at the end of
manager agent, who after receiving all the bids from the
qualifying contractor agents, will evaluate them according to
the task specification template, and then will process all the
bids by ranking them. Then, from the ranked list or set, bids
with the lowest cost are selected and tasks are allocated to
them. This is further done, by informing to the contractor
agents who had sent those bids, that their bids have been
selected, and these particular set of agents will be now
responsible for performing that particular set of tasks
allocated to them. This all is performed by manager agents by
making use of announced award message.
5) Contract Processing, Reporting Results and
Termination : This is the last and the final phase of CNP,
which actually marks the completion of CNP and its usage by
contractor and manager agents for their task completion. In
this phase, all the contractor agents who are allocated
contracts, they are working for it, to complete the task
allocated to them by means of the contract. During the
processing of the contract, an information message is used for
the general communication, whenever, it is occurring at any
instance between the contractor and the manager agents. Also,
in addition to that according to our updated-CNP, the task
modification if any is required at the manager agent will be
done be the same in the form of step 5 a) mentioned below,
and for this again, manager agent will be informing
contractor agent by making use of information message:
a) Task Modification in CNP:While the contract is
processed by contractor agent in CNP, an interim report is sent
by contractors to the manager agent, which will be
summarizing work in progress or partially executed tasks
which are being performed by the contractor agents. After, all
the tasks are completed, a full report called final report is
being submitted by contractor agents to manager agents,
which will be containing a summary of all tasks which are
allocated to contractors , there deadline, along with the time of
completion.
But before, the final report is to be dispatched by contractor
agent, the manager agents can send task change request to the

contractors, if any change in task processing is required, i.e.,
any time before tasks are accomplished and results are sent
back to the manager. Hence, this will be saving extra efforts
incurred by task repetitions, if in case task change is done and
again the commiuncation between the managers and the
contractors is to be started from scratch. The changes in task
can be anything from a contract setup between contractor and
worker agents, or changes in bidding specification, as managers
are only communicating with the eligible agents. Therefore,
with this repetitions and hence wastage of efforts can be saved
by changing requirement of tasks or terminating task execution
at all. This will save communication overhead, which occurs in
case of Conventional CNP if task repetition is done.
C. Implementation with Case-Study
We have implemented the predator-prey case-study, once
with conventional CNP and then with updated CNP in both
FIPA-ACL and KQML langauges. In case of old CNP it is not
possible to change tasks once they are allocated to all predators
to capture prey but in updated CNP we are asking some of the
predator agents to change their goal and capture a specific prey.
In Predator prey system, an agreement of predators is
intially done with environment where environment sends out
prey's details while tasks of capturing prey are still in process.
Environment can change the task of capturing prey to revoke
chasing prey and work on something else like ignoring some of
the preys (this is specifically in the case of stronger predator
agents) and going after only a specific prey, which is more
dangerous than others. In our implementation, it is the same set
of predator agents, out of which few are working as manager
predator agents and rest as contractor predator agents. All the
feedback related to the prey agents in this case is provided by
an environment. So, the initiation of CNP is between predator
agents only. In case of old CNP it is not possible to change
tasks once they are allocated to all predators to capture prey but
in updated CNP, we are asking some of the predator agents to
change their goal and capture a specific prey.
For the implementation of the above mentioned case-study
and checking the performance of conventional and updated
CNP in both FIPA-ACL and KQML languages, we have
implemented predator and prey agents and hence system, once
in JADE and then JATlite, these agents are communicating
using communicative acts of once FIPA-ACL and then KQML.
The coordination between predator agents for speeding up the
process of prey-catching is done using CNP and updated-CNP.
After the implementation, the performance is analyzed
comparatively using graphs.
D. Results
The comparison of CNP and updated CNP by using three
parameters, i.e., Updated Tasks, Tasks Repetitions and
communication overhead in terms of time elapsed is illustrated
in graphs, which are giving the summarized results of the
execution of the predator-prey case study created with JADE
and JATlite platforms for FIPA-ACL and KQML
languages.The first set of graphs is related to performance of
CNP and updated-CNP in case of predator-prey case study
implemented in JADE, in which communication between
predator and prey agents is done using FIPA-ACL
performatives.
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Graph1 in Figure 1 shows performance of CNP and
updated-CNP for FIPA-ACL, while updation of tasks is done
from the side of manager predator agents for contractor
predator agents while CNP is being processed. Taken a set of 5
tasks, 2 were changed during execution.As, updated CNP
accommodated almost all task changes immediately as
compared to Conventional-CNP, so time was saved while
processing of coordination between a set of predator agents,
trying to chase and catch a prey.

means present in conventional CNP for task modification, only
task repetition can be performed.

Graph 2 in Figure 2 shows the performance of CNP and
updated-CNP when task repetition was performed by
contractor predator agents, the requirements corresponding to
those tasks changed while CNP was in execution, so they were
rescheduled by manager predator agents in conventional CNP,
but in updated-CNP this change was absorbed within the
protocol communication.
Graph 3 in Figure 3 shows the comparative performance of
CNP and updated-CNP in terms of time taken for
accomplishment of tasks after execution of tasks (5 tasks),
including the changes made in tasks in between task execution.
The second set of graphs is related to performance of CNP
and updated-CNP in case of predator-prey case study
implemented in JATlite, in which communication between
predator and prey agents is done using KQML performatives.

Fig. 1. Performance of CNP and updated CNP for task changes during CNP
execution for FIPA-ACL.

Graph 4 in Figure 4 shows performance of CNP and
updated-CNP for KQML, while updation of tasks is done from
the side of manager predator agents for contractor predator
agents while CNP is being processed. Taken a set of 5 tasks, 2
were changed during execution. As, updated
CNP
accommodated almost all task changes immediately as
compared to Conventional-CNP, so time was saved while
processing of coordination between a set of predator agents,
trying to chase and catch a prey.
Graph 5 in Figure 5 shows the performance of CNP and
updated-CNP when task repetition was performed by
contractor predator agents, the requirements corresponding to
those tasks changed while CNP was in execution, so they were
rescheduled by manager predator agents in conventional CNP,
but in updated-CNP this change was absorbed within the
protocol communication.

Fig. 2. Performance of CNP and updated CNP for task repetition during CNP
execution for FIPA-ACL.

Graph 6 in Figure 6 shows the comparative performance of
CNP and updated-CNP in terms of time taken for
accomplishment of tasks after execution of tasks (5 tasks),
including the changes made in tasks in between task execution.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
Coordination and Communication are two vital parts of
MAS for its proper functioning, i.e. for performing a set of
complex tasks and in order to fulfill its goals. For exercising
coordination in MAS, it uses a set interaction protocols, CNP is
one of them. The motive of CNP is to enhance communication
between a set of agents (in the form of contractor and manager)
which are using it. In case, if the task modification is required
at the end of contractor agent for the task which is allocated
by manager agent, then, it is only possible in conventional CNP
after the termination of the protocol. Because, there is no

Fig. 3. Performance of CNP and updated CNP in terms of time for CNP
execution for FIPA-ACL
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Here, in this paper, we have proposed and implemented an
updated version of CNP, called updated-CNP. In updated-CNP,
we have added an additional step into a conventional CNP, by
the means of if any changes are to be made in task which is
allocated to contractor agent by manager agent can be modified
during the processing of the task before the final report of
completion is send by contractor agent. This is save the
overhead of restarting the process of CNP execution between a
set of agents who wish to coordinate in order to achieve a
certain objective. This will in turn improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of protocol, in case there is frequent change in
requirement set of manager agents, which, in turn requires task
modification for contractor agents.

Fig. 4. Performance of CNP and updated CNP for task changes during CNP
execution for KQML.

VI. FUTURE WORK
In future, this work can be extended for other agent
communication languages like FLBC, UCL and DBCL to
know the performance of CNP and updated CNP, in case of
application specific case studies. Then, comparison can also be
performed for all these languages to check the relative
performance of CNP and updated CNP in these languages.
In addition to this, scalability, load balancing,
responsiveness, fairness, utilization of resources, robustnessand
other limitations can be worked upon this using updated-CNP
which we have demonstrated in this paper for different case
studies depending upon the use of CNP in that case study.
Also, all of these cannot be improved at the same time by
enhancing CNP, because this enhancement in itself will
become a very complex problem. Therefore, incremental
enhancement of CNP can be done by removing one limitation
at a time.
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Abstract—Secure function evaluation (SFE) is the process of
computing a function (or running an algorithm) on some data,
while keeping the input, output and intermediate results hidden
from the environment in which the function is evaluated. This
can be done using fully homomorphic encryption, Yao's garbled
circuits or secure multiparty computation. Applications are
manifold, most prominently the outsourcing of computations to
cloud service providers, where data is to be manipulated and
processed in full confidentiality. Today, one of the most
intensively studied solutions to SFE is fully homomorphic
encryption (FHE). Ever since the first such systems have been
discovered in 2009, and despite much progress, FHE still remains
inefficient and difficult to implement practically. Similar
concerns apply to garbled circuits and (generic) multiparty
computation protocols. In this work, we introduce the concept of
a blind Turing-machine, which uses simple homomorphic
encryption (an extension of ElGamal encryption) to process
ciphertexts in the way as standard Turing-machines do, thus
achieving computability of any function in total privacy.
Remarkably, this shows that fully homomorphic encryption is
indeed an overly strong primitive to do SFE, as group
homomorphic encryption with equality check is already
sufficient. Moreover, the technique is easy to implement and
perhaps opens the door to efficient private computations on
nowadays computing machinery, requiring only simple changes
to well-established computer architectures.
Keywords—secure
function
evaluation;
homomorphic
encryption; chosen ciphertext security; cloud computing

I. INTRODUCTION
Many security systems at some point employ trusted parties
(e.g., trust-centers, smartcards) to perform computations on
secret (confidential) information. Trying to get rid of such
trusted instances in a security system is often difficult (if not
impossible), and one possible solution is to emulate the trusted
party by a collection of instances rather than a single one. Such
distributed computations usually rely on secret-sharing
techniques, capable of function evaluation such that only a
permitted specified set of coalitions can learn any secret
information or results of the computation. The work of
Gennaro[1][2] and [3]made significant contributions to the
theory in this area known as secure multiparty computation
(SMC). Its practical usefulness, however, is somewhat limited,
as it isoften tied to a vast communication effort and intricate
additional security precautions (e.g., pairwise confidential
channels, broadcast channels, etc.). Furthermore, it is a special
case ofthe more general problem known as secure function
evaluation (SFE), in which a single (potentially malicious)
instance is made to compute some function on externally

supplied (potentially encrypted) inputs. This is the area where
this work falls into, and on which we will exclusively
concentrate us in the following.Commoncomputational models
upon which SFE is based are Turing-machines or circuits,
where the appropriateness of each model depends on the details
of the SFE technique. We will base our construction on Turingmachines, drawing strongly from circuit complexity models to
ease life in cryptographic matters.
Related work: One famous approach to SFE, leaving the
computations with a single not necessarily trusted entity,is
provided by Yao's garbled circuits (GC) [4]. Here, the
computational model are circuits, which are good for hardwareimplementation (as well as theoretical treatment), yet
somewhat difficult to apply in a generic fashion to handle
inputs of arbitrary size. Despite much progress in this direction
[5]-[7] as well as on applications of GC for SMC [8], [9], only
uniform circuits can be set up effectively in practice, in which
case they are essentially equivalent to Turing-machines.
However, there is so far no analogous concept of a garbled
Turing-machine.
Without doubt, the most powerful (and recent) solution to
SFE is fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). In brief, this is
(or can be) a trapdoor one-way automorphism
where is a ring or a field, and is the keyspace. We denote the encryption
of under the key
as
hereafter. The central property of FHE is its
compatibility with arithmetic operations in the sense that for
any two plaintexts
and any key , we get
and
. That is, arithmetic manipulations done to ciphertexts
identically apply to the underlying plaintexts. It is easy to
imagine that such an encryption enables any kind of data
processing given ciphertexts only, which is exactly what secure
function evaluation means.While it is usually simple to get a
homomorphic property w.r.t. addition or multiplication (e.g.,
standard encryptions such as RSA or ElGamal are
multiplicatively
homomorphic;
in
general
group
homomorphic), homomorphy w.r.t. both operations is intricate
and has only recently been achieved [10]. Since this
breakthrough, FHE has evolved into a major research branch of
cryptography, with many interesting results [11]-[18].
Our contribution in this work is to show that despite the
theoretical beauty of FHE, it is nevertheless an overly strong
primitive for secure function evaluation. To this end, we
investigate the weaker notion of public-key encryption with
equality check (PKEET) [19], and show how the functionality
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of a basic (single two-way infinite tape) Turing-machine can be
implemented with simple homomorphic encryption that allows
equality checks. We call the resulting computing model a blind
Turing-machine, since it works on encrypted tape content only,
doing its transitions by virtue of equality checks, and
manipulating the tape content using the homomorphic
properties of the encryption in charge. Hence, the TM does not
see (in plaintext) any of the content that it processes.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: we start from
the PKEET system of [19], which is secure under adaptive
chosen ciphertext attacks, and as such cannot be in any sense
homomorphic. To restore the homomorphic property in the
framework of [19], we describe a generic technique (based on
[19]) to construct a homomorphic public-key encryption with
equality check (hereafter abbreviated as HPKEET) from any
additively homomorphic encryption. We prove it secure under
(non-adaptive) chosen ciphertext attacks (stronger notions are
provably unachievable for any homomorphic encryption in
general). Section II formally introduces the respective models,
with the construction of HPKEET and its security analysis to
follow in section III. Blind Turing-machines (BTM) are
introduced in section IV, based on a brief review of how
conventional Turing-machines (TM) are formally defined.
Security and complexity of computations on such blind TM are
studied along a sequence of subsections.
In section VII we report on a practical implementation of
the encryption. Remarks on future work and open problems
follow in section VIII.
II.

DEFINITIONS

We write
to denote a uniformly random draw of an
element from a set . We let
denote the length of in bits
(assuming a canonical string representation, if is a group
element). Our treatment in the following is non-uniform. That
is, we consider the complexity of an algorithm as the size, i.e.
the number of gates, of a circuit representing the algorithm. To
handle inputs of varying length, a circuit (e.g., adversary) of
complexity is thus to be understood as a sequence of circuits
(circuit family)
, whose size is a function
,
whenever the circuit
has input gates. Besides circuit
complexity, section V will heavily rest on time-complexity
considerations. To distinguish the two notions from each other,
we will refer to circuit complexity simply as complexity, as
opposed to time-complexity, always carrying the prefix „time“.
To further clarify which concept is in charge, we will speak of
circuits to mean circuit families and circuit complexity, and
algorithms when we consider time-complexities.
A public-key encryption scheme is a triple of
circuits
. The circuit generates the secret and public
key pair, denoted as
. Forhomomorphy, assume
that the encryption function
is defined on a
cyclic plaintext group
, keyspace
and
cyclic ciphertext group
. Abbreviating the encryption of a
plaintext under the public key by
, we require
group homomorphy under identical public keys, i.e.,
for all
.
The function
decrypts a ciphertext upon
given the secret key ; denoted as
.

Security of an encryption is commonly defined in terms of
indistinguishable ciphertexts under differently strong attack
scenarios. However, an indistinguishability requirement is
obviously useless once we endow an encryption with
comparison facilities for plaintexts that work on ciphertexts
only (as we attempt here). To fix this, we additionally introduce
an authorization function (circuit) that outputs a (secret)
comparison key, hereafter called a token, which enables
comparisons, while any party not knowing the token will be
unable to distinguish any two given ciphertexts. In that sense,
we consider two different kinds of attacker (following the
framework of [19]), both of which are given all system
parameters and public keys:
Type 1 attacker: This one can do ciphertext comparisons,
in which case we can only ensure the cipher to be one-way but
not indistinguishable.
Type 2 attacker: This one does not have the authorization
token to do comparisons, thus security against this (weaker)
attacker can properly be defined in terms of
indistinguishability.
Onewayness under chosen-ciphertext attacks is defined in
the usual way by giving oracle access to
to the attacker
, indicated as
, and engaging in the following
experiment
with the challenger.
Setup phase: the challenger creates

.

Query phase: the attacker (adaptively) chooses a number
of ciphertexts
and retrieves
from the
challenger for
.
Challenge phase: challenger chooses a plaintext that has
not been returned in the query phase, and submits
to the adversary.
Guess phase: attacker outputs a guess
The advantage of

in

We call the encryption
adversary
of complexity
than queries has an advantage

-

.
is

-OW-CCA1-secure, if an
and submitting no more
.
-

Indistinguishability under chosen-ciphertext attacks is
defined by the following experiment
. As before,
we assume oracle access to decryptions under :
Setup phase: the challenger creates

.

Query phase: the attacker (adaptively) chooses a number
of ciphertexts
and retrieves
from the
challenger for
.
Challenge phase: the attacker generates two messages
, where
and
. The
challenger receivers
, chooses
, and returns
.
Guess phase: attacker outputs a guess

.
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The advantage of

in

We call the encryption
adversary
of complexity
than

queries has an advantage

requires only simple additional measures in elliptic curve
settings.

is

-

-IND-CCA1-secure, if an
and submitting no more
-

.

Comparisons can be done by allowing decryptions of either
the plaintext or a hash-value thereof (not revealing the plaintext
as such). To this end, we define a commitment-like hashfunction that acts on the same plaintext group as the encryption
does. For security, we require the discrete logarithm problem to
be difficult on this group. Formally, let
generate the
group
. We call
a
-DL group, if
for all circuits
of complexity
.
A. Asymptotic Security
For generality, we give concrete security statements here in
terms of the security parameters
, leaving their obvious
respective asymptotic formulations aside. Throughout the rest
of this work, we confine ourselves to stressing that all
parameters, in the asymptotic formulation, would depend on a
(common) security parameter
that usually controls keysizes, group structures or similar (consequently, it goes as a
parameter into the key-generation circuit ). As an example,
the asymptotic version of
-OW-CCA1 security would
read as follows: for every polynomials
there is a
negligible function 1
such that the encryption is
-OW-CCA1 secure. All results and
definitions to follow can be restated in a similar manner.
III. THE ENCRYPTION SCHEME
Our encryption scheme will allow comparisons by attaching
a keyed hash of the inner plaintext to the ciphertext, where the
key for the hash is also encrypted2. Comparisons then need the
permission by the originator of the ciphertext, who must
provide the decryption key to disclose the hash-key. This key is
obtained by an authorization functionAut. The comparison
procedure com then simply compares the “decrypted“ hashes.
To distinguish the components of our HPKEET-encryption
scheme (KeyGen, Enc, Dec, Aut, Com) from that of the
underlying OW-CCA1 and IND-CCA1 secure encryption
, we use a different notation hereafter. Moreover, we
assume that the plaintext group
is such that DLcommitments to
are well-defined; that is, we can
compute
for a generator of
and some value
.
This is trivially satisfied for prime order groups over the
integers (say, if
for some prime ), and
1

Negligibility of a function is defined in the usual way, by requiring for
every
the existence of a constant
so that
as soon as
.
2
This proposal is as well found in [19], where it is instantiated in an insecure
manner under an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack scenario (CCA2). We
consider a similar instantiation (equally well not IND-CCA2 secure), but
prove it secure in the weaker model of (non-adaptive) chosen-ciphertext
attacks (IND-CCA1).

KeyGen: Create
and
. Put
and
. Choose two (distinct)
generators
of . The system parameters globally known to
all instances are
and .
Enc: Given the message
, the encryption is
by choosing an integer
and returning
.
Dec: If the given ciphertext cannot be parsed as an
element
, return
. Otherwise, put
and
verify
if
Output
upon a match, and otherwise.
Aut: To authorize a third party to do comparisons, Aut
extracts and returns the token
from the secret key
.
Com: Given a token and two (syntactically correct)
ciphertexts
, compute
and output the result of the comparison
in .
Notice that a trivial instantiation of the above scheme by a
symmetric (e.g., AES) or deterministic (e.g. plain RSA)
encryption would be insecure. Even though comparisons are
easy in that case (ciphertext equality implies plaintext
equality), such a scheme would not be indistinguishable, and
thus fail to achieve the security that we desire against a type 2
attacker.
A. Homomorphy
Let two ciphertexts
for
be given, and consider their component-wise product in
, which is

This is a valid ciphertext if and only if the underlying
encryption
is additively homomorphic. Unfortunately,
we cannot instantiate
as a Paillier-encryption, since
this works over a composite modulus
for which
is
not cyclic (in general). An “almost” compatible IND-CCA1
secure encryption, except for its multiplicative homomorphy, is
found in Damgårds version of ElGamal encryption [20].
Changing the multiplicative homomorphic property of
ElGamal encryption into an additive one is easy by encrypting
commitments
instead of , if the plaintext space is only of
“tractably small size” (e.g., polynomial size in the security
parameter) to let us recover from
efficiently. While this
requirement is easily met in our application to Turingmachines, we stress that care has to be taken in the encoding of
in order to avoid trial opening of commitments (and thus
breaking the encryption) during an invocation of Com, if the
token (secret key to decrypt the randomizer) is available
(through an invocation of Aut). We take a closer look at this
now.
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B. Security Analysis
We start with a (well-known) necessary condition for
security to avoid brute-force plaintext search.
1) Offline Message Recovery
Plaintext discovery by trial encryptions and checking
equality with the given ciphertext is essentially unavoidable,
but can be made infeasible if the plaintexts have high minentropy: recall that a random plaintext over a set
has
min-entropy
, if is the largest number such that
for all
.
Lemma 1.
any circuit
plaintext

If an encryption function
of complexity , we have
for any given ciphertext
has min-entropy

is such that for
, then the

(1)
Where is the complexity of computing an encryption,
and
measures how much circuitry is required to stringcompare two ciphertexts.
Proof.If the lemma were wrong, then a circuit can do
encryptions (of complexity
) and comparisons (of
complexity
) to determine the correct plaintext. From the
geometric distribution, it is easy to obtain the number of trials
until the success probability becomes
. Constraining this
number to be less than
(assuming the circuitry
to be divided equally into blocks that do encryptions and
comparisons), gives the stated min-entropy bound.
Lemma 1 is a necessary yet insufficient condition for
security. Its asymptotic counterpart (i.e.,
when
is the security parameter) is a standard requirement for
security of deterministic or searchable encryption (cf. [21])
against polynomial time-bounded attackers. We establish
security of the encryption as such in the next section, and
postpone a discussion on how to practically assure condition
(1) until section IV.B.
2) Chosen Ciphertext Security
As the encryption comes with comparison facilities, we
modify the OW-CCA1 and IND-CCA1 games appropriately,
by letting the attacker submit Aut-queries besides decryption
requests. To distinguish the experiments concerning HPKEET
from that on the underlying cipher
, we denote these
extended versions as
and
, i.e.,
security under chosen ciphertexts and equality checks. The
definition of
is the same as that of
,
except for a slight modification in the query phase:
query phase: the attacker submits no more
than queries of the giving
for (adaptively)
chosen ciphertexts or
, for an authorization query.

By construction, our encryption is a humble application of
on two stochastically independent quantities and , along
with a product of two commitments thereof. Hence, the
reductions establish only a slight advantage over that in
breaking
. Formally, we have
Lemma 2.

Let
be defined over an
-DL-group
of plaintexts, where
is the
maximum complexity of an encryption or decryption, and
is the total complexity of one exponentiation with
inversion and multiplication in . If
is
-OW-CCA1-secure,
then
the
corresponding HPKEET scheme is
-OWCCA1-secure.

Proof.Suppose the existence of an attacker
and complexity
queries. We construct an attacker
follows:

with advantage
and making

that wins

-

as

given

from
,
sets
and obtains
on its own.
It then simulates
for , answering the -th query
(for
) as follows:
 Dec-queries on an incoming HPKEET ciphertext
are forwarded as decryption challenges
to the OW-CCA1 challenger, which returns
. Then,
goes on by
decrypting
using its own secret key
into
, and returns
if
in
, and
otherwise. We stress that the keypairs
and
for encrypting the payload
and the randomizer are in any case chosen stochastically
independent. Hence,
actually acts properly if it
generates
by itself, and receives the other
pair
from an external source (the OW-CCA1
challenger).
 Aut-queries are answered faithfully by responding with
.
In the challenge phase, the complexity of
is thus
dominated by simulations of half of the decryption of
challenges from , which is
.
To ease notation, let us incorporate all information from the
query phase of
into the circuit , which in the
guess phase of
computes its output upon a given
ciphertext
. Observe
that , in an information-theoretic sense, does not provide any
information on
, and uniquely determines
from
.
Therefore, in any
execution in which at least one
Aut-query has been submitted,

Obviously, we cannot apply the same change to
, so we define this experiment exactly identical to
.
-
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for some circuit . Obviously, one could convert from the
inputs
to
(and
back) by choosing (or decrypting) the randomizer and doing
(or inverting) the remaining operations. Hence, the complexity
of is bounded from above by
, where
and
are the complexities of an encryption/decryption
(maximum thereof), and an exponentiation with inversion and
multiplication in . The advantage of is the probability of
guessing
correctly either from
or
alone, or
from both. From the union bound and by assuming that is an
-DL-group, we get

, for
. Observe that a unique
value
exists for which
. For
to be a
valid HPKEET ciphertext, should equal
, which is
most likely not the case. We can fix this by exploiting the
indistinguishability of encryptions under as follows: as is
-IND-CCA1-secure,Lemma 3lets
us replace
by another circuit
that has complexity
– and delivers the decision
so that
(2)

extracted from
extracted from
The complexity of

is thus
.

In the challenge phase of
, upon incoming of
,
can therefore run
in place of
, to
discover from the OW-CCA1 challenge
, with
an advantage
contradicting the security of
.
Likewise, we establish IND-CCA1-security of HPKEET by
virtue of the following well-known concrete result on how
indistinguishability implies semantic security.
Lemma 3.
If
has
-indistinguishable
encryptions, and
has complexity
, then
is
-semantically secure where
semantic security is defined as follows: for every
distribution
over messages, every functions
(of arbitrary complexity) and
every circuit of complexity
, there is another circuit
with complexity
so that

Lemma 4.
Let
be defined over a group
of
plaintexts, where
bounds the complexity of an
encryption or decryption, and
is the complexity of one
exponentiation with inversion and multiplication in . If
is
-INDCCA1-secure, then the corresponding HPKEET scheme is
-IND-CCA1-secure.
Proof.Besides a few modifications that we describe now,
the line of arguments is completely analogous as in the proof of
Lemma 2, except for the important difference that the
adversary is not allowed to issue Aut-queries in
.
Assume an attacker with -advantage in
. The
complexity of
during the challenge phase is (as before)
. Upon the incoming challenge
in
,
embeds it in a HPKEET ciphertext
-

Observe that
for some random
,
which means that this second parameter to
– in an
information-theoretic sense – does not provide any additional
information on . So, there is another circuit
, no more
complex than
, such that
Now, we can construct an attacker
that wins the IND-CCA1 game as follows:
invokes
on input of the IND-CCA1 challenge , and output whatever
guesses. Inequality (2) tells that the result of
differs
from that of
(on a syntactically correct input) with a
probability of less than . Moreover, would by assumption
guess correctly with an advantage of at least . So by the
second triangle inequality, and with the abbreviation
, we get

where
has complexity
,taking at most queries, which contradicts the assumed
IND-CCA1-security of .
IV. BLIND TURING-MACHINES
Informally, a blind Turing-machine (BTM) is a normal TM,
having its tape alphabet and transition function encrypted under
a homomorphic public-key encryption with plaintext equality
checking. The transition between states is made by
homomorphic manipulations, and the choice of the current
transition is made upon plaintext comparisons. We describe the
construction over a sequence of subsections to follow.
A. Definitions
We start with a standard two-way infinite tape Turingmachine
, working over a tape alphabet with
being its state-space (including the halting state), and
being the initial state. The mapping describes the state
transitions in terms of transforming configurations of the TM to
one another. A configuration is a tuple
, describing the fact that the machine is
currently in state
, with symbol
under its head, and
with
being the words to the left- and right of the
head. The transition function
is a finite set
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of transformations
, i.e.,
moves to state and modifies the tape content toward
and . Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to
deterministic TM here, as there is no conceptual difference in
the nondeterministic case, except that we work on a transition
relation rather than a function (as will become clear below, the
necessary changes to define blind nondeterministic TM are all
obvious).
We abbreviate configurations as and write
as a
shorthand of
. A computation of
on an initial
configuration
is a finite sequence of configurations
that ends in a halting state
and output configuration . The number of steps is called
the machine's time-complexity, which normally depends on the
size of the input (polynomial mostly, if we are after efficient
algorithms).
Notice that for our purposes, we do not distinguish moving
steps (where only the head is relocated) from substitution steps
(in which the current symbol on the tape is replaced by
something else). Also note that it is difficult to hide the head
movements from the execution environment of the TM (e.g., a
universal TM), yet it is necessary to “decorrelate” the head
movement pattern from the tape content to achieve
confidentiality of the overall computation. Otherwise, the
movement of the TM discloses the tape content length and
perhaps even reveals the current action that is been carried out
(by virtue of some characteristic moving sequences, as would
perhaps be the case for pen-and-paper multiplication or
division by repeated subtraction which reveals the quotient via
counting the number of subtractions, regardless of whether or
not they are encrypted).
In section V, we will look at necessary precautions to
prevent leakage of information from the Turing-machines head
movements alone (quasi as a side-channel to the data as such).
Note that similar concerns may apply to garbled circuits as
well, as the way in which circuit gates (whether or not they are
garbled) are interconnected may already leak partial
information about the circuit's potential functionality. Still, we
emphasize that our main goal in this work is to protect the data
being processed. Hiding the algorithm itself from the execution
environment is subject of future considerations and outside the
scope of this current work.
B. Encoding of States and Tape-Symbols
Take a conventional TM
. Let HPKEET
operate on the plaintext space
and ciphertext space , and
fix an (invertible) encoding
, so that we can
encrypt both, the state and current tape symbol.
Computations are usually done over relatively small
alphabet, say bits
) or radix-10 numbers (
). Moreover, the number of states can be expected to
be feasibly small as well (otherwise, the representation of
could not be handled by the universal TM in feasible time).
Hence, if
for some security parameter , then
high min-entropy in the sense of (1) can be assured by
sufficiently large
and by assigning random and unique
representatives from
to each element of
, in order to
thwart trial decryptions succeeding in polynomial time.

C. Construction
Our blind TM works over ciphertexts only, and does its
transitions using a proper „encryption“ of the original state
transition function in . To this end, we extend
toward
and define the blind TM as the pair
. Here, the -accent is used to denote
the „encrypted“counterparts of the respective elements in 's
description. We stress that the description is technically
complete but to this extent insecure, as the head movement
pattern may leak information about the tape content. For the
sake of a complete description at this point, however, we
postpone the necessary details on security to section V. A blind
TM works exactly as a normal TM, but employs HPKEET to
do transitions over encrypted configurations as follows:
1) Encrypted configurations: given a configuration
of , the respective encrypted configuration
(under the public key , which we omit in the following
to simplify our notation), is defined as
Where
are the encryptions of the tape content under
in electronic codebook mode.
2) Transition functions: for each pair of consecutive
configurations
of , the transition function for the blind TM is created
from as
Where
and
, both computed in
. So, unlike the transition of the TM, a blind TM
encrypts only the “difference” between the current and next
configuration, in order to enforce re-randomization via
homomorphic manipulations on the ciphertexts. Hence,
actually doing a transition is now a two-step process:
a) We invoke Com with the token
on the
current (encrypted) configuration of the BTM to match the
states and symbols, and retrieve
b) We create the new configuration from the current
one
by computing in
,

so as to resemble 's original move via the homomorphic
properties of Enc, which is easily verified to be

Doing tape manipulations by other means than
homomorphic transformations for the sake of stronger INDCCA2 security is potentially insecure, as we will discuss in a
little more detail in section V.A.
Based on this construction, it is a trivial matter to decrypt
and recover the tape content by virtue of
, and we omit
the details here. However, note that like in a setting of fully
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homomorphic encryption, the state transitions require the token
as an “evaluation key”.
V. SECURITY OF BLIND COMPUTATIONS
By construction, an execution of a BTM produces a
sequence of encrypted configurations, enjoying a one-to-one
correspondence to the respective sequence of configurations
arising from an execution of
. However, to retain
indistinguishability in experiment
, we ought to
equalize the length of computations on inputs of equal length,
and make the head movements indistinguishable over different
inputs. To this end, we must transform the given Turingmachine accordingly before turning it into a blind TM.
To equalize the length of computations, we restrict the
time-complexity bound of
to time-constructible functions.
We say that a function
is time-constructible, if there
is a Turing-machine
, which for every input of length
takes exactly
steps for its computation on
(not
necessarily saying that it computes anything useful). For
example, every polynomial function is time-constructible (but
also exponential functions, sums, products and compositions of
time-constructible functions retain this property).
Furthermore, we must logically decouple the tape content
from the head movement pattern to avoid leakage of
information via tracking what the head of the blind TM does.
Turing-machines whose head movements are a function of the
time only (hence independent of the tape content) are called
oblivious TM. Besides theoretical interest in these for the sake
of constructing circuits, the following well-known theorem will
help to establish security of blind computations:
Theorem 1.
(Pippenger and Fischer [22]) Any Turingmachine that runs in time can be simulated by an
oblivious Turing-machine in time
.
A naive yet constructive approach to create an oblivious
TM from a given one is to mark where the head of the tape is
and then scan the tape to locate the head marker in each step.
This yields a suboptimal time bound of
for a running
time of on the original TM, and Theorem 1 gives in fact the
optimal bound.
So, given a Turing-machine whose time-complexity is a
time-constructible function, we first transform
into an
oblivious Turing-machine , running in time
, which is
again time-constructible by some Turing-machine
. Then,
we let our blind TM run
in parallel to
on a second tape,
so as to equalize the length of its computation, while running
the oblivious TM
to do the actual computation with head
movements that are independent of the data. This proves the
following (intermediate nevertheless important) statement:
Theorem 2.
Let
be a Turing-machine, whose time
complexity is a time-constructible function. Then there
exists a functionally equivalent Turing-machine
with the
following property: given any two input words
of
the same length
, a computation of
takes
identical head movements on both,
and .

We can now turn to the task of lifting security assurances
that hold for HPKEET towards security for an entire
computation on a blind oblivious Turing-machine. Notice that
so far, we considered security only for one message to be
deciphered (as in
) or recognized (from two given
ones, as in
). Security of a computation of a blind
TM, however, requires a slight change to the experiments, in
the sense that the challenge-phase in both games now itself is
repeated a number of times that equals the time-complexity3
of the underlying TM . Omitting the obvious details on the
changes to the experiments here for brevity, let us directly turn
to the respective security conclusions about HPKEET under
many encryptions (each one of which arises along the
emulation of by a blind TM).
Lemma 5.
If HPKEET is
-IND-CCA1 secure
for a single encryption, then it is
IND-CCA1-secure for encryptions, when
bounds the
complexity of an encryption using HPKEET. Given the
additional hypothesis that all random encrypted plaintexts
have high min-entropy in the sense of Lemma 1, then the
system is also
-OW-CCA1-secure for
encryptions.
Proof (sketch).Indistinguishability is shown by assuming
the existence of a pair of (with probability
)
distinguishable -tuples, and constructing hybrids to infer
distinguishability in the single-message case with probability .
To this end, the distinguisher must emulate encryptions of no
more than (fixed) input messages, which enlarges the circuits
(and yields the modified complexity-bounds).
Onewayness is analyzed in a similar fashion, but is slightly
simpler in the details: if a circuit exists that upon input of
ciphertexts ouputs one of the underlying plaintexts with
probability
, then a new circuit
can be constructed to
correctly answer a single challenge in
as follows:
randomly constructs
challenges
(adding
the complexity
), and invokes
on these
challenges along with the given challenge
. With
probability
,
outputs one plaintext
from the
ciphertexts. The chances for this to be
are
,
contradicting the presumed OW-CCA1-security of HPKEET.
We stress that onewayness is analyzed under the
assumption that plaintext comparisons are possible. Therefore,
we must assume high min-entropy of plaintexts, but cannot –
and in fact do not – rest on a secret encoding (as described in
section IV.B, as this would prevent the constructed machines
from emulating proper encryptions (for the same reason,
security of multiple encryptions fails in the secret key
paradigm). For one-wayness to be assured, however (and
fortunately), we do not need the encoding function in the
technical arguments, since it is easy to generate random
plaintexts whose min-entropy is high, even if these do not lie in
the image of the encoding function that the honest party
3

Note that we do not need the space-complexity here, as we only need to
count (bound) the number of modifications on the tape, which is bounded by
the number of transitions, which is the time-complexity.
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potentially uses. Under the additional min-entropy assumption,
trial decryptions under a complexity bound
or better
) are ruled out.
Since a BTM basically produces a sequence of ciphertexts
rather than a single one, it is a simple matter to instantiate the
concrete security parameters of HPKEET based on Lemma 5.
Theorem 3 assumes an oblivious Turing-machine to be
available, which is assured by theorem Theorem 2.
Theorem 3.
Let be an oblivious deterministic Turingmachine with time-complexity . If HPKEET is
OW-CCA1/IND-CCA1 secure, then the execution of the
BTM constructed from is
-OWCCA1 secure. Furthermore, if
is time-constructible by
another Turing-machine
, and if the oblivious BTM
emulates (on two parallel tracks on its tape) the executions
of both,
and
, stopping not before both executions
terminate, then the execution is also
-IND-CCA1 secure.
Note that the apparently awkward mix of time-complexities
and circuit complexities that appears in the above statement is
actually meaningful, as the time-complexity merely determines
how many ciphertexts an execution of an algorithm will
provide to the cryptanalytic circuit (being an adversary of type
1). Hence, the circuit complexity is somewhat proportional to
the time-complexity.
A. (In)security of Non-Homomorphic Transitions
Encryptions with equality checks have been designed
earlier [19] under the stronger notion of security against
adaptive chosen ciphertexts (OW/IND-CCA2), which makes
the encryption necessarily no longer homomorphic. Doing a
transition by a humble replacement of the current tape
ciphertext (encrypted symbol) by another is possible, yet

removes the indistinguishability property of computations,
because an (encrypted) symbol will always and necessarily be
replaced by the same symbol, even if the computation itself is
different. As a consequence, distinct plaintexts
, even
if they are equally long, can be distinguished by an external
instance upon different sequences of configurations. This can
be done without the Aut-token, so that the computation would
be insecure in our modified IND-CCA1 game (where the
challenge phase includes multiple ciphertexts), and hence be
insecure in an adaptive chosen-ciphertext scenario too.
VI. PUTTING A BLIND TM TO WORK
With the ground prepared in previous sections, we now
give the complete picture of how a blind TM is created and
envisioned to work in a potentially hostile environment. Let
Alice be the honest party who wishes to have her data
processed externally by a service provider (SP), having a public
key
. Alice has her own secret/public key pair
.
For the sake of practicality, let us assume that Alice uses
Damgårds Version of ElGamal encryption for
, which
is multiplicatively homomorphic and known to be CCA1secure [20]. To change the multiplicative homomorphic
property into an additive one, Alice encrypts commitments
instead of , so that the HPKEET ciphertexts now take the
form
. Assuming that the tape
alphabet and number of states of her TM is feasibly small,
recovering from
is doable via lookup-tables. This adds
an additional commit/decommit stage– shown dashed – in Fig.
1, where the overall process is sketched, including locations of
type 1 and type 2 adversaries.
To have the SP process her data using a Turing-machine ,
while not learning anything about it, Alice performs the steps
below.

Fig. 1. Usage scheme of a blind Turing machine
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1) She constructs an oblivious Turing-machine
that
simulates and on a second track/tape (obliviously) runs the
machine
that takes exactly
steps to terminate for
an input . This is to equalize the length of computations and
head movements, regardless of the actual input. Call the
resulting Turing-machine (again, for simplicity).
2) She constructs a blind Turing-machine (code) from
as described in section IV. In doing so, she prepares the
tape content (data) in a three steps:
a) Encode each tape symbol and state by the function
(to assure high min-entropy).
b) Compute a commitment to each encoded state and
symbol (to make the multiplicatively homomorphic encryption
additively homomorphic; this step can be omitted if
is additively homomorphic already, hence is shown dashed in
Fig. 1).
c) Encrypt the commitment under the public key
.
3) She then sends all information to the service provider,
potentially under the eyes of a type 2 attacker (cf. section II),
against which Theorem 3 assures IND-CCA1 security.
4) She submits the authorization token
in
encrypted form (under the public key
) to the service
provider. Observe that the encrypted authorization token plays
the role of something like a “license” to execute the given
Turing-program, which would otherwise not be possible.
The service provider executes the (encrypted) code, i.e.,
runs the blind Turing-machine on the encrypted tape content,
and returns the encrypted tape content. While doing so, the SP
may attempt to learn information from the execution of the
BTM or the intermediate tape contents, in which case the SP
becomes a type 1 attacker (cf. section II), against which
Theorem 3assures OW-CCA1 security.
The decryption of the ouput tape content is done as the
encryption, only in reverse order, and by virtue of lookup tables
to „decommit“ the decrypted commitments
, if there has
been a commitment stage during the data preparation. The
results are finally available after decoding (function
).
TABLE I.

COMPLEXITIES (IMPLEMENTATION-RELATED)
Object/Action

Complexity

KeyGen

HPKEET
Aut
Com
transition selection
blind TM
Tape manipulation

It is as well imaginable to let the program come from a
different instance (entity in the system) as the data, given that
both instances have agreed on a common encoding. This
scenario would be, for example, useful when a software is

provided by some vendor , and shall be executed on data that
the customer owns, while protecting the intellectual property
of the software vendor. If the execution of the software shall be
outsourced to an SP, then
and
both submit their
authorization tokens to the SP, while and agree on some
common encoding to have the data compatible with the code.
The SP then acts as usual to compute the results in privacy. The
customer
can in that case only receive and decrypt the
results, while being itself unable to execute the program as
lacks 's authorization (token).
Another variation could be encrypting the data under
someone else's public key, to make the results available to
another (third or fourth) party, which sees neither the input data
nor the code.
VII. PERFORMANCE AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS
Assuming that the universal blind TM can select the proper
transition based on the comparison facility of HPKEET, there
would be no change in the asymptotic complexity of any
function, whether it is computed on a conventional or blind
Turing-Machine. More concretely, however, if a function
on a value
can be computed in
time
, then a blind TM can compute the same result in
time
, where is a constant time bound needed to
manipulate a state (via homomorphic operations on the
ciphertext). A similar argument can be made for the change in
the space-complexity, since tape symbols are now encoded as
group elements, thus multiplying the required space as well by
a concrete constant factor.
Practically, a blind TM will need more time to complete its
computation than a conventional TM since it has to find the
proper transition based on invocations of Com. However, this
can easily be accelerated if the selection is done by a hash-table
taking the commitment
of the current tape symbol (being a
HPKEET ciphertext
) as the key for
hashing. The transition can then be obtained from the hashtable in roughly
steps, as the commitments can
reasonably well be assumed as being uniformly distributed
(hence ideal for hashing).
Table I shows an overview of the actions involved when
computing on ciphertexts, including actions that refer to
HPKEET alone, taking into account that tape symbol
commitments are encrypted, decrypted and compared (with the
obvious changes to the formal descriptions given in section III).
Here, the symbols e, i and m stand for exponentiation,
inversion and multiplication inside the group . The notation
“
” where
refers to executions of the
respective algorithm implementation of the encryption
underlying HPKEET.
A (not very much optimized) Java implementation of our
HPKEETcryptosystem based on Damgård's version of
ElGamal encryption brought up some runtime estimates on a
3.6 GHz computer with 8 GB RAM and 64 Bit Windows 7, as
shown in Table II. The numbers are based on an average of 100
invocations of Enc, Dec and Com for key lengths of
bit
(according
to
current
recommendations of the NIST and other bodies). The value for
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a transition selection and tape manipulations give a rough
estimate on how much slower a blind TM will run compared to
a conventional TM (i.e., the factor from the first paragraph).
VIII. OUTLOOK AND OPEN PROBLEMS
A practical topic of future work is the implementation of
the concept within a practical computer architecture including
assembler code and hardware. Challenges in such a practical
implementation may concern the realization of other arithmetic
operations such as integer divisions with remainder or logical
manipulations. Results on this will be reported in companion
and subsequent work.
TABLE II.

BENCHMARK RESULTS (FOR
ELGAMAL ENCRYPTION)

Running time [ms]

Key size

256 bit

BEING DAMGÅRD512 bit

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

2048 bit

Enc

[10]

Dec
Com
[11]

BTM transition selection
BTM tape manipulation

[12]

The central contribution here is the insight that (only)
additively homomorphic encryption can be used to construct
Turing-machines that work on encrypted information only, by
virtue of public-key encryption with equality check. Hence, this
work adds a fourth alternative to existing approaches to secure
function evaluation, besides fully homomorphic encryption,
garbled circuits or secure multiparty computation.
Unfortunately, the necessary ingredient of additively
homomorphic encryption that is secure against chosen
ciphertext attacks is surprisingly rare, while non-homomorphic
encryptions under stronger security notions are better known.
Taking a closer look at why we require homomorphy to do
state transitions reveals that the weaker requirement of rerandomization of ciphertexts is actually sufficient to invalidate
the arguments of section V.A. An interesting open problem is
thus finding encryptions that allow re-randomization of
ciphertexts but are still CCA2-secure (if such encryptions
exist).
[1]
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Abstract—this paper discusses e-government, in particular the
challenges that face adoption of e-government in Saudi Arabia.
In this research we define e-government as a matrix of
stakeholders: governments to governments, governments to
business and governments to citizens, using information and
communications technology to deliver and consume services. egovernment services still face many challenges in their
implementation and general adoption in many countries
including Saudi Arabia. In addition, the background and the
discussion identify the influential factors that affect the citizens’
intention to adopt e-government services in Saudi Arabia.
Consequently, these factors have been defined and categorized
followed by an exploratory study to examine the importance of
these factors. Therefore, this research has identified factors that
determine if the citizen will adopt e-government services and
thereby aiding governments in accessing what is required to
increase adoption.
Keywords—adoption;
citizens’
intention;e-government;egovernment models; influential factors; Saudi Arabia

I.
INTRODUCTION
As information and communication technologies (ICT)
rapidly develop, coupled with considerable improvements in
digital connectivity, government departments are reassessing
the way they work and interact both with internal departments
and external organisations [1]. This technology has encouraged
the government’s organisations and affiliations to reconsider
their internal and external relations and transactions.
Therefore, in order to succeed and build for the future, the
administrative processes of government are being transferred to
electronic systems. Governments worldwide are considering
establishing an electronic approach (e-government) to
government organisations and agencies in order to provide and
facilitate many services to people anywhere and at any time,
and to replace traditional routine procedures. Within the
paradigm of human and social development, the United
Nations [2] has a conceptual framework for e-government
programmes. In the United Nations context, e-government is
achieved when a state uses ICT to improve the availability of
information to its citizens. In order to achieve this, the capacity
and readiness of the public sector have to increase in the areas
of a country’s technological and telecommunications
infrastructure and the level of its human resources development
[3].

A. The Saudi’Arabiane-government Program
The Saudi government launched the YESSER Program, the
country’s first national e- government strategy, in 2005 [4].
The aim of this initiative is to create user-centric electronic
initiatives that focus on improving government services to the
public sector. In addition, the vision of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia is to adopt and activate communication and IT systems
which led to realize an IT community and a digital economy
[5]. The government of Saudi Arabia has taken steps to develop
business process and disseminate the concept of e-services in
various government agencies in order to realize their vision [5].
Furthermore, it has been announced by Lean, et al. [5] that to
achieve the objectives, a set of promising ambitious plans and
strategies have been adopted by the Saudi Arabian government.
The plans for developing and implementing the e-government
program has been set and have two actions, which is the first
plan has took a place from 2006 to 2010, and the second is
progressing from 2012 to 2016 [5].
B. Adopting new technology
The success of the implementation of the e-government is
dependent not only on the government support, but also on
willingness to accept and adopt e-government services by the
citizens [6]. Although the government decision makers are
keen on providing services using traditional approaches, they
also need to understand the factors that would encourage their
citizens to use the electronic service delivery channels [6]. In
fact, the research on exploring factors that would encourage
citizen to adopt e-government services in developing countries
is not enough [6]. Therefore, one theaim, of this research, is to
identify the factors that affect the citizens’ intention to adopt egovernment services.
C. The paper’s structure
The structure of this paper is as follows: the
followingsection discusses the background of e-government,
the adoption of the e-government, and various models of
citizens’ adoption are reviewed. Section III discusses the
challenges facing the implementing and developing egovernment in Saudi Arabia specifically, followed by factors
that would influence the Saudi Arabian citizens to adopt egovernment. A new integrated model is proposed in Section
IV. In section V, the approaches that have been used to validate
the proposed model are presented, leading to Section VI that
presents the results of the study. The paper concludes
withSection VII.
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II.
BACKGROUND
As Saudi Arabia has been chosen as the case study in this
research, the related e-government drivers and barriers within
the country areidentified and discussed. The review primarily
concentrates on the adoption of e-government services by
citizen, and different approaches that have been used to
influence citizen to adopt e-government services.
A. e-government
To define e-government from a single perspective is
relatively easy, but defining e-government in a way that suits
everyone’s view or needs is a significant challenge. Based on
the work by Meng Seng, et al. [7], it has been noted that
although -e-government as a term has become known across
the world, there is evidence of insufficient consensus on its
meaning, particularly regarding the main features of egovernment. e-government can be defined in different ways.
For instance, it can mean everything from just looking up
information to using an online service, such as renewing a
passport [2]. In addition, the use of information technology to
enable and increase efficiency is key to e-government, while
providing services and information to citizens, employees,
businesses and government agencies [8]. A different approach
is to define e-government as using the Internet as a tool for
information and communications technology (ICT) to
accomplish better government [9, 10]. Lu, et al. [11] define egovernment as an ICT application that interacts efficiently,
effectively, transparently and accountably with stakeholders.
Lu, et al. [11] also identify three different transactional
exchanges: government to government (G2G), government to
business (G2B) and government to citizens (G2C), while Ndou
[12] stated that e-government is simply providing information
and engaging in digital transitions, which can be achieved
through a simple web portal.
A wide range of different definitions from researchers have
been identified; while everyone has a different point of view
and requirements, most of them share the view that egovernment incorporates ICT as one of its major elements.
From the definitions abovewe can conclude thategovernment can be defined in terms of isa matrix of
stakeholders: government to government, government to
business and government to citizens, using information and
communications technology to deliver and consume services.
e-government has the objective of saving money, time and
effort with increased efficiency, with due consideration for
information security and privacy.
B. Challenges facing e-government
Developing any framework, such as e-government, that is
capable of benefiting private and public organisations, results
in a number of challenges for the different stakeholders, both
internal and external, of the organisations [1]. Furthermore, in
order to build e-government, there are some barriers facing
implementation that should be kept in mind. Therefore, it is
important to find out what these challenges and barriers are and
how we can solve or avoid them. Later inthis section, we will
discuss the most common challenges in general that other
researchers have found, and present their solutions.

C. Adoption
Adoption is an important aspect for the success of egovernment initiatives in developing countries [13]. However,
growing interest in e-government raises the question of how
governments can increase citizen adoption and use of their
online government services [14]. To date, there has been little
research exploring factors that determine the adoption of egovernment services by citizens in developing countries,
especially in the Arab world [6, 15]. Moreover, Dong, et al.
[16] point out that e-government researchers often do not
consider the adoption of e-government. They also make the
point that, although there is enormous potential for online
government services, citizens are not adopting them [14].
Furthermore, Carter and Belanger [8] agreed with other
researchers that, although numerous studies have analysed user
adoption of electronic commerce [17-19], to date, no study has
identified the core factors that influence citizen adoption of egovernment initiatives.
According to Colesca [20], many studies focused on the
citizen adoption of e-government services suggest that trust
[21], security [22] and transparency [23] are major issues for egovernment adoption. Based on Margetts [24], cited by Yonazi,
et al. [13], high adoption of these initiatives increases the
chance that e-government will facilitate social and economic
benefits to citizens. In Kuwait the increasing use of ICT by
government departments resulted in the creation of an IT
infrastructure capable of supporting e-government services
[15]. User acceptance of IT is deemed a necessary condition for
the effective implementation of any IT project [6, 25].
Adoption comes after direct experience with the technology
and after an individual has decided to accept the technology [6,
26]. A number of studies have investigated the adoption of egovernment services in developed countries [6, 27], whereas
relatively little has been undertaken in developing countries [6,
15]. Successful implementation of adoptable e-government
initiatives in that context requires complex customization
between the technology and implementation context in
developing countries [13, 28]; the result in designing citizenadoptable e-government initiatives is still a challenge to many
developing countries’ governments [13]. AlAwadhi and Morris
[6] conducted a study in Kuwait to explore factors that affect
the adoption of e-government services, and concluded the main
factors that could influence citizens to adopt e-government
which includes, usefulness of e-government services, ease of
learning and use, cultural and social influences, remove faceto-face interaction, gender issues, technical issues, lack of
awareness, trust in the Internet, and cultural differences
However these factors influence Kuwaiti citizens to adopt
e-government services, these factors might influence Saudi
citizens since the culture in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia is almost
identical. In addition,Alshehri, et al. [29] has identified
somefactors the might influence the intention of the Saudi
Arabian citizen to adopt e-government services. Therefore, in
order to determine which of these factors can influence Saudi
citizens and whether there are other factors that have not been
mentioned, an investigation is going to be carried out among
citizens of Saudi Arabia and selected Saudi organisations.
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D. Previous Models used to measure adoption of new
technologies
Many researchers have introduced models of citizen
adoption. These models are constructed based on three widely
used models, which are used to measure the acceptance of a
new technology. The three models are the Technology
Adoption Model, the Diffusion of Innovations Model, and the
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology.
Trustworthiness is a fourth model that has been addressed by
[30] to measure citizens’ intention to use a new system.
Trustworthiness has been used by Carter and Belanger [8] in
their proposed model (TAM, DOI and Trust). Trustworthiness
is referred to as the citizens’ perception of the reliability and
integrity of the electronic marketer [8, 30].
1) Technology Adoption Model and Diffusion of
Innovations Model
Davis [31] proposed a model that can measure how far
people can accept or reject a new technology. Technology’s
adoption depends on two basic attributes: Perceived Usefulness
(PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEU) [31, 32]. Davis [31]
defines perceived usefulness as "the degree to which a person
believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her
job performance”. In contrast, perceived ease of use is defined
as "the degree to which a person believes that using a particular
system would be free of effort” [31]. The intention to use the
system is determined by perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use [31, 32]. On the other hand, Rogers [33] has
addressed a theory called Diffusion of innovations (DOI). The
diffusion of innovations model is used to explain user adoption
of new technologies in Information System research [8]. DOI
consist of relative advantage, complexity, compatibility,
trialability and observability.
2) Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) has been presented by [26]. It consists of five main
constructs including performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions and
behavioural intention, which play an important role as direct
determinants of usage behaviour and user acceptance [26].
According to Venkatesh, et al. [26], these constructs are
influenced by gender, age, voluntariness and experience.
E. Models proposed for influencing citizen to adopt egovernment
To introduce the research model, in this section different
researchers’ models and contributions are going to be
presented. First, Carter and Belanger [8] proposed a research
model based on Technology Adoption Model (TAM),
Diffusion of Innovations Model (DOI) and Trustworthiness. In
addition, Carter and Belanger [8] proposed a research model
that contains attributes from TAM, DOI and Trustworthiness
model. Compatibility, Relative advantage and Complexity have
been adopted from DOI, while Trialability and Observability
have been excluded and replaced by image [8]. Image refers to
“the degree to which the use of the innovation is seen as
enhancing to an individual’s image or social status” [8]. Carter
and Belanger [8] have adopted Perceived Usefulness and
Perceived Ease of Use from TAM. Trustworthiness has been
adopted and included in the author’s research model. Second,

AlNuaimi, et al. [32] presented another research model for
citizen adoption that is based on TAM, DOI and Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). The
model has been created to have attributes that have been
adopted from TAM, DOI and UTAUT models with some
modifications to suit use within the United Arab Emirates. The
model has 11 independent variables and has been used to
examine the impacts of these variables on the use of egovernment services [32]. Rehman and Esichaikul [34]
delivered a third model of citizen adoption based on integrated
models adapted from TAM, DOI and UTAUT. Rehman and
Esichaikul [34] defined factors that influence the citizens’
intention to adopt e-government services in Pakistan and
categorize them in their proposed model. As Pakistan is a
developing country as Saudi Arabia, and also is using to
implement and develop e-government, these proposed factors
might affect the Saudi Arabia citizen.
There are some factors that have been mentioned by other
researchers as influencing people to use e-government services.
Cultural and social influences, including connection (Wasta1),
face-to-face interaction, cultural differences and gender issues
have an impact on the intention to use e-government services
[35]. Privacy is another issue that influences citizen to adopt egovernment services [1]. In addition, web usability and
accessibility are also critical factors that affect the intention to
use e-government services [36, 37].
III.
RESEARCH DISCUSSION
Based on the background research, the following discussion
will consider two aspects of e-government in order to answer
the following key questions:
a) What are the challenges or barriers to implement and
develop e-government in Saudi Arabia?,
b) How can citizens adopt e-government? and
c) What are the influential factors to be integrated in a
model for implementing and developing e-government in order
to be adopted by citizen?
These aspects are the challenges facing e-government
implementation and development in Saudi Arabia; and also
considerthe factors that influence citizens’ intention to adopt egovernment services.
A. e-government challenges and barriers in Saudi Arabia
In section II we noted that many researchers have discussed
challenges and barriers that face e-government implementation
and development in many countries. Some of these challenges
are common, such as security, privacy and trust, while there are
other challenges that vary from country to country and from
city to city, or even from department to department in one
organisation. The Saudi Arabian e-government, for instance,
has both general and specific challenges and barriers. The core
question is: What are the challenges or barriers to implement
and develop e-government in Saudi Arabia? To answer this
question, some of the challenges which are mentioned by other
researchers, are going to be investigated including accessibility,
1
1
It is Arabic word which means being served because you know
someone in the organization otherwise you will not get these services if you
don’t know anyone, for instance, jumping the queue.
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availability, citizen expectations, computer and information
literacy, cost of Internet usage, culture, privacy and security,
technical infrastructure, and trust. However, not all of these
challenges face the Saudi Arabian government with its plan to
introduce e-government.
B. Factors influencing citizens’ intention to adopt egovernment services in Saudi Arabia
The initial question for this research and investigation is:
How can the Saudi government overcome challenges to help its
citizens adopt e-government? To answer this question and to
help people adopt e-government services, there are some
factors that should be credited to government requirements.
Therefore, in Table I the influential factors have been identified
and grouped based on the Background.
IV.
RESEARCH MODEL
In the previous sections we have developed an
understanding of the requirements for the introduction of egovernment in to Saudi Arabia. In this section we develop a
suitable model. The model will be developed by adapting and
integrating the critical factors that have been identified in the
previous sections. Figure 1 shows the high level view of the
proposed new model, which combines the intention to use egovernment services and e-Readiness.
These two main blocks, “Intention to use e-government
services” and “e-Readiness”, have factors that affect the
adoption of e-government services. The intention to use egovernment services, which has been classified as citizens’
concerns, includes Trust, Privacy, Security, Culture and
Website design while e-Readiness has Quality Services, DOI,
Skills and knowledge, Culture, Lack of Awareness, Technical
Infrastructure and Security, and it is classified as government’s
responsibility. In this paper we will only present the
breakdowns of the e-readiness block which is shown in
Figure1.

Fig. 1. A high level overview of an Integrated Model for Citizen Adoption of
e-government Services in Saudi Arabia

TABLE I.
CATEGORIES, TOGETHER WITH THE FACTORS THAT
INFLUENCES CITIZENS TO ADOPT E-G OVERNMENT SERVICES.
Categories
Infrastructure
Issues

Factors
Technical Infrastructure

Skills and
Knowledge






Computer and Information Literacy
Education
Age.
Gender.

Security Issues



Information Security.














Service Quality.
Speed of Delivery.
Reliability.
Information Quality.
Availability.
Compatibility.
Image.
Complexity.
Relative Advantage
Usability.
Multi-lingual Website.
Accessibility.



Lack of Awareness

Quality of Service

DOI

Website Design

Awareness Issues
Culture Issues



Culture

A. Quality of service
Quality of service has been suggested to play an important
role in online services [34]. To encourage citizens to adopt egovernment services, it is important for the government to
provide high quality service and high quality information with
the objective of speed of delivery, with due consideration of
information reliability and availability [34].
 Service Quality: Service quality refers to the assessment
done by the consumer for the overall excellence of the
online provided service [38]. The government website
should be designed carefully to address customers’
needs because the face-to-face interaction is lacking in
online service [39].
 Reliability: One critical issue regarding building an
integral e-government to provide online services is
making it reliable. Liu and Arnett [39] state that in
customer online services, reliability is required. A
system could be reliable when it has a quick error
recovery [39], whereas service quality would be reliable
when delivering services to the customers as promised
[40]. Moreover, reliability is defined as the capability of
a system to accomplish its intended function [41].
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 Availability: It is important to the customers to use
online services whenever they want. Therefore, system
availability is an influential factor for the citizens’
adoption of e-government services [34]. System
availability refers to the probability of the system to be
ready to provide responses at a specific time [42]. In
addition, Lin and Chang [41] defined system
availability as the expectation of a system to be
available for operating tasks.
 Speed of Delivery Consumers of services or products
are concerned about the speed of receiving their orders.
Rehman and Esichaikul [34] identified speed of
delivery as a critical factor of the quality service that
influences citizens’ intention to adopt e-government
services. When a government increases the delivery
speed of their online services, it would help the citizens
to use and adopt the new services [40]. Furthermore,
speed of delivery refers to the elapsed time between
customers requesting services and receiving them [40].
 Information Quality The assessment of the
government’s website quality lists information quality
as a key element [43]. Additionally, prior research
employed various measures of IS success that result in
the importance of the information quality for a website
to success [39]. Bock, et al. [44] state that the degree to
which the information on the website possesses the
elements of content, usefulness, timeliness and accuracy
is referred to as information quality.
B. Skills and Knowledge
Literacy as applied to ICT is defined as “whatever a person
needs to be able to use (and know about) computers” [45],
while “the ability to use information, or possibly the possession
of knowledge of information is information literacy” [45]. The
computer and information literacy are affected by the citizen’s
level of education, age and gender [1], which all bar the citizen
to adopt e-government services [32]. Additionally, researchers
have stated that the age of a person and the level of education
can positively or negatively influence the intention to use egovernment services [26, 32,34]. People, who have grown up
among educated family and have got use to technology, have a
highly chance to adopt a new technology e.g. e-government.
Furthermore, Gender has played critical roles in influencing
citizens’ intention to use the e-government services [34]. It has
been stated that people who are forty and below are more likely
to welcome the usage of e-government services than older [20].
C. Culture
Culture impacts citizens’ intentions to use e-government
services, including cultural influences, culture awareness and
national culture [35, 46]. Culture has been defined as “values,
beliefs, norms and behavioural patterns of a group – people in a
society for national culture, staff of an organisation for
organisational culture, specific professions for professional”
[47]. Akkaya, et al. [46] state that many researchers recognize
the importance of considering cultural characteristics in the
development and use of online services.

D. Lake of Awareness
Awareness refers to how a person understands the activities
of others, which provides a context for his own activity [48].
To encourage citizens to adopt e-government services, the
government should increase citizens’ awareness. It has been
found that awareness is one of the barriers that affect the
adoption of e-government services [15, 35]. According to
Baker and Bellordre [49], a major concern related to the
deployment and use of new technologies is a lack of awareness
that a given technology exists, or that the citizen could benefit
from using the new technology.
E. Technical Infrastructure
Technical infrastructure can be defined as: “design and
installation of LAN local area network, determination of
cooperation scope in the corporate WAN network (Internet,
Intranet), technical parameter specification of computers used
as workstations and servers, selection of operational system
environment and database platform” [50]. A study by
AlAwadhi and Morris [35] found that most of the participants
were worried about the technical issues. AlAwadhi and Morris
[35] state that the findings give a clear view that technical
infrastructure is important for encouraging citizens to adopt egovernment services. In addition, Al-Sobhi, et al. [1] state that
reliable and integrated technical infrastructure could be the
difficult part facing the government, especially in developing
countries, in obtaining a higher level of e-government services
that can influence citizens to adopt e-government services.
Also, Al-Sobhi, et al. [1] suggest that governments should
provide a budget to build a strong technical infrastructure in
order to encourage citizens to adopt e-government services.
F. Diffusion of innovation and Website design
This element of the DOI model is based on Rogers [33]
model of Diffusion of Innovation, as discussed in the
background Section E.1. Subsequently, Carter and Belanger [8]
have made a modification by adopting compatibility, relative
advantage and complexity, and excluding trialability and
observability to replace them with image. Furthermore, as it is
known that e-government and e-commerce are almost identical
and both use online services, one of the key components of the
online marketing strategy is the website; this means that good
website design is required to serve the target market effectively
and efficiently [51]. It is mentioned that a consideration of
elements such as ease of navigation, accessibility, and features
such as personalisation, customisation and multiple languages
are required [51]. Combining these elements will directly
influence users’ experiences and encourage them to adopt the
services [51]. In addition, researchers have suggested that the
design of an e-government website may encourage citizens to
use the services and make a good impression to increase
citizens’ repeated usage [34, 52]. Website design,
includingusability, accessibility and multiple languages are the
main factors that governments should focus on to influence
citizens to adopt and use e-government services [34, 36].
 Usability: Website usability is a key aspect of website
functionality [53]. Usability is defined as the ease with
which users can access and navigate information in a
portal with the objective of learning to manage the
system and become familiar with basic functions [53].
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Well-designed portals are easy to use and have pleasant,
consistent interfaces [53]. Nielsen [54] states that
improving the ease-of-use of a website during the
design process by using methods known as usability.
Also, usability refers to the quality attributes that
measure how easy it is to use a user-interface, which
includes
five
factors:
learnability,efficiency,
memorability, errors and satisfaction [54].
 Accessibility: Accessibility of a website is an essential
factor that may affect citizens’ intentions to use egovernment services [37]. Website accessibility is
defined as the degree to which citizens and automatic
tools can access web information [36].
 Multi-Lingual Website and disabilities: Rehman and
Esichaikul [34] suggest that building an e-government
website with multi-lingual web support will positively
influence the citizens’ intention to adopt e-government
services. Multi-lingual web support includes the official
language with one or more additional well-known
languages and output for disabled users, which allows
citizens to access and navigate the information easily
[53].
G. Security
It is mentioned that citizens concerned with information
privacy have an impact on the consumers of electronic
services [30]. According to Akkaya, et al. [46], citizens are
sensitive towards storage of their personal data, which has a
negative influence on the intention to adopt and continue egovernment services. In Addition, security is defined as the
protection of information or systems from unsanctioned
intrusions or outflows [55]. Lack of security is one of the main
factors that affect the intention to adopt e-government services
that have been identified in most studies [55].
 Information Security: Information security is defined as
“the subjective probability with which consumers
believe that their personal information will not be
viewed, stored or manipulated during transit or storage
by inappropriate parties, in a manner consistent with
their confident expectations” [56].
V.
APPROACHES TO VALIDATE THIS MODEL
Since the factors have been integrated in the addressed model,
it is essential to find out the importance of these factors on the
citizens’ intentions to adopt the e-government services. In this
paper, these identified factors are going to be validated and
confirmed using the Triangulation method. Triangulation is
used to increase precision in empirical research [57].

Fig. 2. A breakdown of the high level overview of the e-readiness of the
Integrated Model for Citizen Adoption of e-government Services figure

According to Runeson and Höst [57], using the
triangulation method by taking different angles towards the
studied object will provide a broader picture. Runeson and
Höst [57] also defined four different types of triangulation as
follows:
 Data (source) triangulation—using more than one data
source or collecting the same data at different occasions.
 Observer triangulation—using more than one observer
in the study.
 Methodological triangulation—combining different
types of data collection methods, e.g. qualitative and
quantitative methods.
 Theory triangulation—using alternative theories or
viewpoints.
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In order to validate the proposed factors using triangulation
methods, three main activities were undertaken. Firstly, a
detailed background literature review has been conducted,
which produced a summarized table of reviews from expert
authors in this field. Secondly, questionnaires were distributed
among Saudis’ government employee. Finally, interviewsand
questionnaires were conducted among government staff and
leadership. However, the questionnaires are used as an
exploratory study since there is no basis model for Saudi’s egovernment. The exploratory study gave a clear picture of the
important factors affecting the adoption of e-government in
Saudi Arabia.
VI.

EXPLORATORY STUDY AND RESULTS

Since the factors influencing Saudi’s citizens are still
argued, a study will be used to clarify the importance of the
discussed factors and validating the proposed model. A study
has been undertaken by developing a questionnaire for Saudi
Arabiangovernment employee and an interview of experts in
the information technology field. This study used mixed
techniques, including questionnaires (structured questions) and
interviews (semi-structured questions) to clarify the importance
of the integrated factors and validate the proposed model. The
surveys included a number of objectives which wereidentify
challenges and factors valid from the employee’s view, and
identify challenges and factors valid from the expert’s view.
A. Questionnaire applies to government employees
The questionnaires that wereansweredby employees who
work at any government organisations have been designed to
include open- and closed-ended questions. The closed-ended
questions gather the opinions about the whether the proposed
factors are important for adopting e-government services,
whereas the open-ended questions asked for their opinions
based on their experience and whether there were any missed
factors. The government staff answered a questionnaire
including twenty-three questions grouped under eight
categories, which are: quality of service, culture, security, skills
and knowledge, website design, lack of awareness, technical
infrastructure and diffusion of innovation. The experts were
asked for their opinion about all the proposed factors as closedended questions, while having open-ended questions to give
their opinion about any missed factors.
B. Interviewingexperts in Saudi’s e-government project
Similar to the government employees’ questionnaires, the
expert interviews were also designed to include open- and
closed-ended questions. The closed-ended questions gather the
opinions about the whether the proposed factors are important
for adopting e-government services, whereas the open-ended
questions ask for their opinions based on their experience and
whether or not there were any missed factors. The experts were
asked for their opinion about all the proposed factors as closedended questions, while having open-ended questions to give
their opinion about any other missed factors.
C. Data analysis of the questionnaires
The government’s employee survey wasdesigned to be
conducted in person. Two government organisations
werechosen to be part of this study. These organisations were
selected because one has launched its website and started to

provide basic online services, while the other is trying to
implement an e-service to serve citizens. Thirty-five
questionnaires were handed out and thirty-one responses were
received, which was enough for this exploratorystudy. On the
other hand, the interview survey wasdesigned to have all the
proposed factors that have been discussed in the proposed
model, and eightexperts were interviewed. This survey will get
information from experts who work on the Saudi’s egovernment project. As the respondents for all surveys could
respond between 1 (strongly disagreed) and 5 (strongly
agreed), the results wasevaluatedusing aone-sample t-testwith
the important value wasdefined as 3.5. The ‘important value’,
is used to test if the collected data is statistically different. This
is an exploratory study and the scale that has been chosen has 5
possible answers. Therefore3.5 has been identified as the lower
value of importance.
1) Summarising the collected government employees’
comments and suggestions
The government employees were asked to give feedback
about the questioned factors and comments based on their
experience. Respondents provided valuable comments and
suggestions. Additionally, the majorities agreed with most of
the questioned factors and believe these factors have an impact
on the citizens’ intentions to adopt the e-government services.
However, some employees gave helpful comments that might
be useful to be kept in mind for future investigation. The
comments included:
 “Government should advertise in the media and launch
a campaign to increase the citizens’ awareness”.
 “The media in Saudi Arabia has a negative impact on
the citizens’ intention to adopt e-government by
announcing hacking crime and ignoring the
developments and achievements in information security
by the government”.
2) Experts’ comments
The interviewed experts’ emphasised increasing the
citizens’ awareness of trust, privacy, security and gaining
benefits from using e-government services. An expert suggests
that introducing a demo about how to use the online services
would make the use of the e-government website easier.
Additionally, putting e-services machines and mobile kiosks
would help citizens to become familiar with how to use the
services and the benefits as well,” the expert says.
D. Discussion
As it is mentioned previously, the collected data has been
analysed using a one sample t-test. The accepted value to be
statistically important has been identified as 3.5 and above. The
test showed that the result of most of the identified factors have
been seen adequate Table II. The result of data analysis of the
factor Multi-Lingual has been accepted by the result of the data
analysis for the questionnaires applied to citizen and
government’s employee as well as from the background, even
though the experts’ result is seen not adequate. The reliability
of the results is givenin Table III, using Cronbach’s alpha.
Therefore, the identified factors have been accepted and being
integrated in the proposed model in order to be used in future.
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TABLE II.

THE RESULT OF THE ONE SAMPLE T-TEST OF THE FULL
STUDY

Factors

Government
Employees

Experts

Result

Information Security

.016

<.001

Accepted

Culture

.006

.004

Accepted

Multi-Lingual

.008

.052

Accepted2

Usability

<.001

.007

Accepted

Accessibility

<.001

.004

Accepted

Relative Advantage

<.001

.013

Accepted

Compatibility

<.001

.031

Accepted

Image

.001

.020

Accepted

Complexity
Computer and
Information Literacy

.014

.013

Accepted

<.001

.033

Accepted

Gender

.009

.013

Accepted

Education

<.001

.013

Accepted

Age

.005

.020

Accepted

Technical Infrastructure

.001

.013

Accepted

Lack of Awareness

<.001

.048

Accepted

Service Quality

<.001

.013

Accepted

Reliability

<.001

.007

Accepted

Availability

<.001

.007

Accepted

Speed of delivery

.036

.007

Accepted

Information quality

.016

.013

Accepted

TABLE III.

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE QUESTIONNAIRES, AS
MEASURED BY CRONBACH ALPHA

Questionnaire

Government’s
employees

Cronbach’s α

0.846

Saudi Arabian experts on egovernment
0.664

From the survey’s analysis, the proposed factors have been
accepted to be integrated in the proposed model. Furthermore,
since one of the author is a Saudi citizen and experienced how
the services are delivered in Saudi Arabia, he found that there
is a problem with delivering services due to the postal
infrastructure. The Saudi citizens do not have a clear address,
such as house number or a clear street name, or secure postal
address which usually available in front of their house or a box
beside their doors. Although there are post office Boxes
available for the citizen rent, not many Saudis have one, which
makes the communication between the citizens and the
government difficult. Therefore, the mail service system in
Saudi Arabia needs to be developed and improved to become a
certified contact. The postal address should be introduced as
the main contact between government and citizen.

2

VII.

CONCLUSION

Since the rapid development of information and
communication technologies (ICT) and the significant
improvements in digital connectivity, adoption of egovernment services by citizens is the concern of many
governments. This paper considers how to encourage citizens
to adopt e-government services and the challenges facing
implementation and development of e-government.
Initially, it is important to know how Electronic
Government (e-government) is defined. e-government can be
defined based on an existing set of requirements, since there is
no unique definition. e-government has been developed and
implemented for a considerable period of time in developed
countries, while it is still being implemented and developed in
most developing countries. This results in many benefits that egovernment services have addressed to governments,
businesses and citizens. In addition, many researchers have
found and discussed challenges that face the implementation
and adoption of e-government. There are common challenges
such as privacy, security, trust, culture, skills and knowledge,
and IT infrastructure.
There are also many other more specific challenges,
including authentication, digital divide and funding shortage,
facing some countries. Adoption is a critical issue to
governments that want to implement and develop egovernment. However, governments can find aspects of the
process can influence and encourage citizens to adopt egovernment services. Nevertheless, challenges and barriers can
be overcome by investigating various approaches to adopting
e-government services and presenting an appropriate model
that can suit most similar countries, including Gulf States.
Additionally, the core questions of this research are (i) What
are the challenges or barriers to implementing and developing
e-government in Saudi Arabia?, (ii) How can the Saudi
Arabian government overcome these challenges?, (iii) How can
citizens adopt e-government? and (iv) What are the influential
factors to be integrated in a model for implementing and
developing e-government in order to be adopted by citizens? A
discussion and investigation has been conducted to answer
these questions. The result is presented in the previous sections
which show the factors that would influence the Saudi citizens
to adopt e-government services. However, it is proposed that a
large survey will be conduct in the near future; this will lead to
a far better model. Supported by SEM.
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Abstract—Grid computing is characterized by the existence of
a collection of heterogeneous geographicallydistributed resources
that are connected over high speed networks.Job scheduling and
resource management have been a great challenge to researchers
in the area of grid computing.Very often, there are applications
having alarge number of fine-grainedjobs.Sending these finegrained jobsindividually to be executed on grid resources that
have high processing power reduces resource utilization and is
thus uneconomical. This paper presents efficient grouping-based
scheduling models that group fine-grained jobs to form coarsegrained jobs which are sent for execution on grid resources. Our
groupingstrategy is based on the processing capability of
resources and the processing requirements of grouped jobs.A
load balancing approach is also presented to achieve efficient
utilization of resources. Simulation experiments were conducted
using the Gridsim toolkit. Results show that thetotal simulation
time and the cost are improved by grouping.Furthermore, our
load balancing approach enhances resource utilization and
achieves load balancing among resources.
Keywords—grid computing;job scheduling; job grouping; load
balancing; resource utilization; Gridsim

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid Computing is a computing paradigm that emerged in
the late 1990’s [10]. The emergence of this paradigm was
mainly due tothe spread of powerful computers that have high
computing power at low cost in addition to the popularity of
the internet and availability of high speed networks [1]. Grid
computing allows sharing and using of geographically
distributed resources including supercomputers, data sources
and specialized devices that are owned by different
organizations [2].There are large scale compute-intensive
problems in different fields such as engineering, science and
economics that need high computing power to be solved. Grid
computing enables sharing resources that are connected
through the internet for solving these problems.
Resource management and job scheduling have been a
cause of great challenge to researchers in the field of grid
computing[7]. Grid scheduling is a complex process which
differs from scheduling in traditional distributed systems
because of the characteristics of grid computing environment:
 Resources are geographicallydistributed over different
multiple administrative domains.

 Resources are not under central control.
 Resources are heterogeneous; different in architecture
and management policies.
 Jobsin the grid are from different usershaving different
requirements.
Many applications consist of a large number of finegrained jobs having small scale processing requirements.
Sending these jobs individually to be executed on grid
resources that have high processing power reduces resource
utilization and is thus uneconomical. Moreover, the total
communication time for transmitting each fine-grained job to
the resource may exceed the total computation time of that job
on the resource.In grid computing, and for such type of
applications, having coarse-grained jobs is more efficient and
cost-effective than fine-grained jobs [12]. Therefore, instead
of sending such jobs individually, coarse-grained jobs can be
created by collecting a suitable number of jobs [3]. Grouping
fine-grained jobs together to form coarse-grained jobs reduces
the transmission time and increases resources utilization [4].
The total processing time needed for each fine-grained job
includes:scheduling time that is the time spent to schedule the
job, Sending time that is thetime spent to send the job to a
resource, execution time that is the time spent to execute the
jobandreceiving time that is the time spent to receive the job
from a resource after execution.
Scheduling is the process of assigning or mapping jobs to
suitable resources that execute jobs achieving the following
goals [4]:
 Minimizing the processing time.
 Minimizing processing cost.
 Achieving load balancing among resources.
A grid computing scheduler is responsible for selecting the
most suitable machine or computing resource for
processingeach job to achieve maximum system throughput.
In case of having fine-grained jobs requesting service on the
grid, these fine-grained jobs are grouped to form coarsegrained jobswhich are then handled by the scheduler in such a
way that achieves loadbalancing [7].
Load balancing is a mapping strategy that distributes
applications load among resources so that there will be
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efficient utilization of resources and hence the performance of
the system is improved [1] [6]. Load balancing algorithms of
traditional parallel and distributed systems cannot be used in
grid computing because of the special characteristics of grid
environments. In grid computing environment, resources
differ in their computational power. Efficient load balancing
algorithms are neededto maximize resources utilization and
prevent the condition where some resources may be
overloaded and other resources may be idle [2].
The paper is organizes as follows. Section II discusses
previous works in the area of grouping-based grid
scheduling.Section III presents our proposed models. Section
IV provides a detailed description of our simulation,
experiments and results. Finally, Section V provides a
conclusion of this work.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Grid scheduling is a complexprocess that has been a
challenge for researchers due to the heterogeneity of the grid
environment. There have been a number of attempts in the
area of grid scheduling in the literature since the grid
computing paradigm emerged. In particular, we focus here
onmodels that were developed to group and schedule finegrained jobsin grid environments.
Constraint-based job and resource scheduling in grid
computing [15] is a model in which resources are arranged in
a hierarchical manner so that the resource with the highest
computation power can be found using tree heap sort while
jobs are grouped according to the processing capability,
bandwidth and memory size of resources. A job scheduling
model based on grouping was developed in [10]. In this
model, resources are sorted in ascending order of their
processing capability and then jobs are grouped according to
the processing capability, bandwidth and memory size of the
selected resources.
Two other grouping-based models were developed in [12]
and [13] where resources are sorted according to bottleneck
bandwidth and group jobs according to processing capability
and bandwidth of the resources. In both the two models using
the bandwidth strategy is not efficient to transfer the jobs. In
[13] grouping strategy does not utilize the resources
sufficiently. Fine-grained jobs are scheduled in [11] according
to processing capability and bandwidth of selected
resources.A dynamic job scheduling approach which is based
on grouping is proposed in [14] for deploying applications
with fine-grained tasks on global grids and is based on the
processing capability of resources. This model reduces the
processing time and communication time but does not utilize
the resources sufficiently.A time minimization dynamic job
grouping based scheduling is proposed in [5]. Resources are
sorted in descending order based ontheir processing capability
then fine-grained jobs are grouped according to processing
capability of the selected resource by taking one job from the
front of the sorted job list and one job from the end.An agentbased dynamic resource scheduling model with FCFS job
grouping strategy is presented in [9]. Another algorithm which
is based on grouping and takes into consideration both the
memory requirements and execution time of jobs is presented
in [7].

All of the previous researches depend on grouping finegrained jobs to obtain coarse-grained jobs which are then sent
to selected resources to be executed. The focus in previous
researcheshas mainly been reducing processing and
communication time. However, increasing the efficiency of
resource utilization bybalancing load among resources has not
been sufficiently addressed.Two load balancing approaches
for computational grids were presented in [1] and [6] where a
job is sent to the resource that has minimum queue length.
Load balancing is achieved in the grid but at the expense of
high overall execution time caused by increased
communication time incurred by sending fine-grained jobs
individually.
III. PROPOSED MODELS
Our proposed model consists of two parts; a grouping
strategy and a scheduling model. Our grouping strategy groups
fine-grained jobs to form a smaller number of coarse-grained
jobs depending on the processing capability of the selected
resource and the jobs’ processing requirements. The UFF
(User-Finished-First) scheduling model and URS (UsersResources-Sharing) scheduling model are two different
proposed models that group fine grained jobs and schedule
these jobs in two different ways. RMQ (Resource with
Minimum Queue Length) scheduling model is another
proposed model that group fine grained jobs and schedule
these jobs to the resource with minimum number of waiting
jobs. This model is a load balancing approach based on the
queue length of the available resource.
A. Grouping Strategy
The job scheduler groupsfine-grained jobsbased on both
the processing requirements of each job and the processing
capability of each resource.First, the scheduler selectsa
resource from the ResourcesList and computes the product of
MIPS (million instructions per second) which is used to define
a resource’s processing capabilityand G.T (granularity
time)that is a user defined parameterwhich is used to measure
the total number of jobs that can be completed within a
specified period of time. In UFF scheduling model and URS
scheduling model the resources in the ResourcesList are sorted
in ascending order based on processing capability of each
resource. In RMQ scheduling model select the resource that
have minimum queue length (minimum number of waiting
jobs).Second, the scheduler selectsfine-grained jobs from
GridletList one after the other. Collect the MI of the selected
fine-grained jobs. Each job’s MI (million instructions) defines
the computational power needed to execute the job. The
grouping step ensures that the total required computational
power of grouped jobsdoes not exceed the processing
capability of the resource.The term gridlet is used here to refer
to a job that can run independently and sequentially on a grid
resource.
The detailed steps of the grouping strategy are listed
below.
1) Availablegridletsare sent to the job scheduler for
scheduling.
2) Grid resources register their information atthe Grid
Information Service (GIS).
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3) The job scheduler requestsresources information from
GIS. GIS sends the information of available resources to the
scheduler.
4) Sort resources in ResourcesList in ascending order
based on resource processing capability (MIPS).
5) Sort gridlets of each user in a separate GridletsListin
ascending order based on gridlet length (MI).
6) Get the first user.
7) Initialize indices of GridletsList, ResourcesListand
Grouped_Gridlets, named I, X and J respectively, all
initialized to 0.
8) Selectthe resource specified by ResourcesList [X].
9) Select job specified by GridletList [I] of current user.
10) Groupedjob_length=0.
11) MI of ResourcesList[X]= MIPS of ResourcesList[X]*
Granularity time.
12) For(I=0 to GridletsList size-1)
13) {
14) If(Groupedjob_length< MI of ResourcesList[X]))
15) Groupedjob_length= Groupedjob_length +length of
GridletsList [I]
16) Else
17) {
18) Groupedjob_length= Groupedjob_length - length of
GridletsList[I]
19) Create a new job,Grouped_Gridlet [J],whose length
is equal to Groupedjob_length.
20) Increment J.
21) Break;
22) }
23) }
Starting from line 24, two different sequences of steps are
presented reflecting two different scheduling models.
B. UFF Scheduling
After forming the grouped jobs, the question is whether to
map the grouped jobs of a certain user to the available
resources or let a number of users share the resources. In the
UFF (User-Finished-First)scheduling model, the grouped jobs
of a user are assigned to the available resources in parallel
before proceeding with the next user. Accordingly, the first
user sends grouped job 0 to resource 0 then grouped job 1 to
resource 1 and so on till the last resource is reached. The next
user is selected and the same steps are repeated. In lines 24-29,
Total_Resources refers to the number of resources.
UFF (User-Finished-First) Scheduling Model
24) Submit Grouped_Gridlet [J] to ResourcesList[X].
25) X++.
26) If (X== Total-Resources)
27) { X==0
28) Get Next_User}
29) Go to step 8.
C. URS Scheduling
In this model, grouped jobs of different users are assigned
to available resources in parallel. Therefore, grouped job0 of n
different users are sent to the first n resources in the list. If the

number of users is less than the number of resources, repeat
starting from the first user with grouped job 1 and so on.
When the last resource is reached, start from the first resource.
URS (Users-Resources_Sharing) Scheduling Model
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)

Submit Grouped_Gridlet [J] to ResourcesList [x].
Get Next_User.
X++.
If (X== Total-Resources)
X==0.
Go to step 8.

D. RMQ (Resource with Minimum Queue Length) Scheduling
Model
In this model, the scheduler selects the resource that has
minimum queue length (minimum number of waiting jobs).
Then, the scheduler uses the grouping strategy that based on
the processing capability of the resource in addition to the
processing requirements of the jobsto group fine-grained jobs
and form-grouped jobs. Then send these grouped jobs to the
resources to be executed. This model reduces the processing
time and cost and achieves load balancing among resources.
The following steps show the grouping strategy together with
the load balancing approach.
1) Available gridlets are sent to the job scheduler for
scheduling.
2) Grid resources register their information at the Grid
Information Service (GIS).
3) The job scheduler requests resources information from
GIS. GIS sends the information of available resources to the
scheduler.
4) Sort gridlets of each user in a separate GridletsList in
ascending order based on gridlet length (MI).
5) Get first user.
6) Initialize indices of GridletsList, ResourcesListand
Grouped_Gridlets, named I, X and J respectively, all
initialized to 0.
7) Select ResourceList [X] such that it is the resource with
minimum QLength.
8) Select job specified byGridletList [I] of current user.
9) Groupedjob_length=0
10) MI of ResourceList[X]= MIPS of ResourceList[X]*
Granularity time
11) For(I=0 to GridletList size-1)
12) {
13) If(Groupedjob_length< MI of ResourceList[X])
14) Groupedjob_length= Groupedjob_length +length of
GridletList [I]
15) Else
16) {
17) Groupedjob_length= Groupedjob_length - length of
GridletList[I]
18) Create new job Grouped_Gridlet [J] with length
equal to Groupedjob_length
19) Increment J.
20) Break
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21) }
22) }
23) Submit Grouped_Gridlet [J] to ResourceList [X]
(resource with minimum QLength)
24) QLength[X]= QLength[X]+1
25) Get Next_User
26) Go to step 7
IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS
Grid computing environment is a dynamic environment so
it is extremely difficult to perform repeated experiments and
studies on this environment in practice.Using simulation in
such studies helps in performing a large number of
experiments with various parameters. In this work, Gridsim
was used for simulating the grid resources, jobs as well as our
grouping strategy together with the proposed scheduling and
load balancing models.
Most of the previous researches in the area of grid
scheduling and resource allocation are based on a single user.
Inthis work, multiple users are assumed. Each user has a
number of independent jobs (Gridlets) that will be scheduled
and then executed on heterogeneous resources taking into
consideration resources load balancing.
A. Gridsim Simulation Environment
Gridsim is a java based discrete event grid simulator
toolkit that allows modeling and simulation of grid computing
system entities: resources, gridlets, scheduler, grid information
service and users.Gridsimis also used to test scheduling and
load balancing models [2]. Gridsim users are able to model
and simulate the characteristics of grid resources and networks
with different configurations. It, therefore, allows researchers
to study grids and test new algorithms and strategies in a
controlled environment.In Gridsim terminology,Gridlets are
jobs that could run independently and sequentially on grid
resources.
A grid environment is built using the Gridsim5-2 toolkit.
After installing the Gridsim5-2 toolkit, the Gridsim package is
imported. The grid environment is simulated using Jcreator by
writing java code and implementingour grid entities:
 Create grid user(s):Multiple users are allowed. Each
user in Gridsim must have a unique id.
 Create grid resources:
Resources in Gridsimare
defined by resource name, communication speed,
resource
characteristics
(operating
system,
architecture, and cost), and number of machines.Each
machine may consist of a number of processing
elements each processing element is defined by
aunique id and processing capabilityinMIPS (millions
of instructions per second).
 Create
gridlets:A
gridlet
is
defined
gridletlength;input file size andoutput file size.

 Gridlets: the number of gridlets.
 A_MI: average gridlet length in MI reflecting the
processing requirementsof the job.Based on a gridlet’s
MI, the resource that hasa suitable processing
capabilityis selected to execute this gridlet.
 Deviate%:MI deviation percentagewhich is used to
create different number of gridlets that have different
lengths.
 G_Time: Granularity time (expected job processing
time). It is a measure of thenumber of jobs that can be
completed within a certain time on a particular
resource [14].
 OH_Time: Gridlet overhead time. In real
environments, overhead time for each job depends on
the current network load and speed. In our simulation,
the overhead time of each gridletis an input value.
 Resources: Resources to be used in a simulation
experiment are selected from the resources list.
After simulation input parameters have been defined, we
conduct oursimulation experiments with andwithout grouping.
This allows us to compare between scheduling fine-grained
jobs with grouping and scheduling fine-grained jobs without
grouping. This also allows us to study the effect of grouping
the input gridlets on the overall performance. Two
performancemetrics are used in this respect: total processing
time and total processing cost. Total processing time is
computed based on:
 Gridlet overhead processing time.
 Time taken to perform grouping.
 Time taken for sending gridlets to the resources.
 Time of processing the gridlets at the resources.
 Time taken for receiving the processed gridlets.
The total processing cost is computed based on:
 The time taken for computing the gridlets at the grid
resource
 The cost specified at the grid resource.
C. Results
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show three different sets of simulation
input parameters denoted by SI1, SI2 and SI3. Three users are
assumed where each user is defined by a number of gridlets,
MI and Deviate % of these gridlets as explained before. SI1,
SI2 and SI3 assume 4, 7 and 5 resources respectively.
Resources MIPS are varied to simulate resources’
heterogeneity. Granularity and overhead time are also input.
TABLE I.

by

B. Simulation Input and Output
A number of simulation parameters are fed into the
simulator:

User
User1
User2
User3

SIMULATION INPUTS SI1

Gridlets
MI
100
10
50
20
150
30
Resources: R7,R5,R3,R1

Deviate %
10
20
30
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Resources_MIPS: 66,60,39,20
G_Time =5, OH_Time=5

90000

TABLE II.

70000

80000

SIMULATION INPUTS SI2

Gridlets
A_MI
Deviate %
100
10
10
50
20
20
150
30
30
Resources: R4,R6,R7,R5,R3,R2,R1
Resources_MIPS: 120,72,66,60,39,24,20
G_Time =5, OH_Time=5

60000
Cost

User
User1
User2
User3

50000
40000

Without Grouping

30000

With Grouping

20000
10000
0
User1

User
User1
User2
User3

SIMULATION INPUTS SI3

Gridlets
MI
Deviate %
10
10
100
20
20
150
30
30
200
Resources:R4, R5,R3,R2,R1
Resources_MIPS:120,60,39,24,20
G_Time =5, OH_Time=5

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the results of total simulation time
and cost with and without grouping in case of using simulation
input parameters in table 1 for the three proposed
modelsrespectively. Simulation time and cost are improved by
using the grouping strategy.
This is due to the fact that total communication time is
higher in case of scheduling the fine-grained jobs individually
without grouping. On the other hand,when the grouping
strategy is used, fine-grained jobs are grouped into a fewer
number of coarse-grained jobs thus reducing the overall
communication time.Similar results are obtained using
simulation input parameters SI2 in table 2 as in Figures 4, 5
and 6.

User3

(b)
Fig. 1. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation inputs
parameters SI1 in table 1 using UFF.
4000
3500
3000

2500
2000

Without Grouping

1500

With Grouping

1000
500
0
User1

User2

User3

Users
(a)
90000

4000

80000

3500

70000

3000

60000

2500

50000

Cost

Total simulation time (Sec)

User2
Users

Total simulation time (Sec)

TABLE III.

2000
1500
1000

40000

Without Grouping

Without Grouping

30000

With Grouping

With Grouping

20000
10000

500

0
User1

0
User1

User2

User2

User3

Users

User3

Users
(b)
(a)

Fig. 2. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation input
parameters SI1 in table 1 using URS.
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80000
70000
2000

60000
50000

1500

Cost

Total simulation time (Sec)

2500

Without
grouping

1000

40000

Without Grouping

30000
With grouping

With Grouping

20000

500

10000
0

0
User1

User2

User1

User3

User2

User3

Users

Users

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation input
parameters SI2 in table 2 using UFF.
90000
80000

4000

Cost

60000

50000

Without
grouping

40000
30000

With grouping

20000
10000
0
User1

User2

Total simulation time (Sec)

70000

User3

3500
3000
2500
2000

Without Grouping

1500

With Grouping

1000
500
0

Users

User1
(b)

User2

(a)

4000

80000

3500

70000

3000

60000

2500

50000

2000

Without Grouping

1500

With Grouping

Cost

Total Simulation time (Sec)

Fig. 3. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation inputs
parameters SI1 in table 1 using RMQ.

40000
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30000

With Grouping

1000

20000

500

10000

0
User1

User2

User3

Users

0

User3

User1

Users

User2

User3

Users
(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation input
parameters SI2 in table 2 using URS
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1400
Total simulation time (Sec)

Total simulation time (Sec)

2500
2000
1500

Without
grouping

1000
With grouping
500

1200
1000
800
3 Resources

600

7 Resources

400
200

0

0

User1

User2

User3

User1

Users

User2

User3

Users

(a)
Fig. 8. Effect of varying the number of resources on total simulation time of
jobs for different users using URS.

80000
70000

60000
Cost

50000

Without
grouping

40000
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With
grouping

20000
10000
0
User1

User2

User3

Users
(b)
Fig. 6. Simulation time and processing cost using simulation input
parameters SI2 in table 2 using RMQ.

The effect of varying the number of resources on the total
simulation time is shown in Figures 7 and 8 using UFF and
URS models. The simulation time in case of using
sevenresources is less than the Simulation time when using
four resources.

1200

1400

1000
800
4 Resources

600

7 Resources

400
200

Total simulation time (Sec)

Total simulation time(Sec)

1400

Figure 9 shows the results of total simulation time in case
of using simulation input parameters SI3in table 3. The figure
shows the simulation time of executing different number of
gridlets of various users using 5 resources and different
granularity time.Before starting simulation, thegiven
granularity time is multiplied by the resource processing
capability (MIPS). The result is the total (MI) that the resource
can process within the given granularity time. Hence, higher
granularity time means that the total (MI) that the resource can
process will be also higher. Results shown are for experiments
using simulation input parameters SI3 in table 3 and different
values for granularity time: 5, 10, 15, and 20.The results show
that the total simulation time for granularity time of 20
seconds is less than the total simulation time for granularity
time of 15, 10 and 5 seconds.The 100 gridlets of user1 are
grouped in three groups when granularity time is 5 seconds
and are grouped in one group when granularity time is 10, 15,
and 20. When the granularity time is equal to5, the product of
granularity time and the resource’s MIPS is equal tothe total
MI that the resource can process within 5 seconds which is
less than the total MI that the resource can process in 10, 15
and 20 seconds.When granularity time is less, more resources
are needed to process the given gridlets within the same
granularity time.

1200
1000
800

G.T=5

600

G.T=10

400

G.T=15

200

G.T=20

0
User1

User2

0

User3

User1

Users

User2

User3

Users

Fig. 7. Effect of varying the number of resources on total simulation time of
jobs for different users using UFF.

Fig. 9. Effect of varying the granularity time on total simulation time of jobs
for different users usingsimulation input parameters SI3 in table 3.
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Comparing the results of experiments with and without
grouping, it is found that the total simulation time is reduced
when grouping is applied reaching 9% to 33% of the total
simulation time obtained without grouping.
The actual percentage depends on the number of gridlets
and the processing requirements of each gridlet. Total cost in
case of using grouping strategy is reduced reaching 52% to
91% of the total cost obtained without using grouping
strategy.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the load distribution of gridlets on
resources using the three proposed models.
TABLE IV.
LOAD D ISTRIBUTION ON GRID RESOURCES FOR USER1
USING SIMULATION INPUT PARAMETERS SI1 AND THE UFF SCHEDULING
MODEL.

Grouped-Gridlet
ID
0
1
2
3
4

Gridlets

Resource Name

0-32
33-62
63-81
82-90
91-99

R7
R5
R3
R1
R7

Our experiments were conducted using the Gridsim
toolkit.Results indicate that total simulation time and cost are
improved by grouping fine-grained jobs. Total simulation time
with grouping is 9%-33% of that without grouping. Total cost
in case of grouping reaches 52%-91% of that without
grouping.
Furthermore, grouping enhancesutilization of resources
processing capability. The grouping strategy is based on both
the processing requirements of individual jobs and the
processing capability of resources.
A load balancing scheduling model is also presented. The
queue length of a resource is taken into consideration when a
resource is selected. Granularity time has been used to indicate
the number of gridlets that can be processed by a resource
within a specified time. Results show that the total simulation
time decreases as granularity time increases.
Future workin this area will be directed towards
developing a grouping model based onthe bandwidth of
resources in addition to their processing capability.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Three models for scheduling fine-grained jobs in a grid
computing environment are presented. First, the jobs are
grouped to reduce the overall communication time incurred by
sending individual jobs to grid resources. Then, grouped jobs
are mapped to resources based on the proposed UFF, URS and
RMQ scheduling models.
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Abstract—the DIPDAM scheme is a fully-distributed message
exchange framework designed to overcome the challenges caused
by the decentralized and dynamic characteristics of mobile adhoc networks. The DIPDAM mechanism is based on three parts
Path Validation Message (PVM) enables E2E feedback loop
between the source and the destination, Attacker Finder Message
(AFM) to detect attacker node through the routing path, and
Attacker Isolation Message (AIM) to isolate the attacker from
routing path and update the black list for each node then trigger
to neighbors with updated information. The DIPDAM scheme was
fully tested on the OLSR routing protocol. In order to prove the
efficiency of DIPDAM scheme on detection and isolation packet
dropping attackers, DIPDAM is applied to another routing
protocol category, AODV. AODV represents different concepts in
routing path calculation and it is widely adopted. The comparison
between the two routing protocol is tested onsmart attackers. The
goal from this comparison is to prove that the DIPDAM scheme
can be applied to a different routing protocols category.
Keywords—Ad hoc networks; AODV; Computer network
management; IDS;MANETS; OLSR

I.

INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is categorized under
infrastructure less network where a number of mobile nodes
communicate with each other without any fixed infrastructure
between them. Furthermore, all the transmission links are
established through wireless medium [1].
The DIPDAM scheme [2, 3, 4] is a fully-distributed
message exchange framework designed to overcome the
challenges caused by the decentralized and dynamic
characteristics of MANETs.
The collaboration of a group of neighbor nodes is used to
make accurate decisions. Eliminating misbehavior node(s)
enables the source to select another trusted path to its
destination. In order to lower message exchange overhead
aswell as to achieve scalability, message exchange is triggered
only when new detection is observed, and only occurs with
local neighbors.
DIPD AM scheme enables routing protocols to detect
packet dropping frauds. In fact, source nodes in the network
independently monitor the behavior of their own data when
transferring through routing path, however, they need to
collaborate in order to identify and isolate the intruders. This

scheme is based on the reputation concept.
In this paper the DIPDAM scheme is tested on two
different MANETs routing protocols, the OLSR and the
AODV. The scheme is evaluated using four different
performance metrics. Furthermore, the detection accuracy and
false positive rate are calculated for the two routing protocols.
II.

PREVIOUS WORK

For Mobile Ad-hoc Networks, the general function of
anIntrusion Detection Systems (IDS) is detecting misbehaviors
by observing the networks traffic in a Mobile Ad-hoc [5].
Most of recent researches focused on providing preventive
schemes to secure routing in MANETs [6-10]. Key
distribution and an establishment of a line of defense defined
in [6], [6] based on mechanism in which nodes are either
trusted or not and if trusted they are not compromised. Also
contribution in [8], [10] considers the compromise of trusted
nodes. It assumed a public key infrastructure (PKI) and a
timestamp algorithm are in place. However, the above
approaches cannot prevent attacks from a node who owns a
legitimate key.
It is necessary to understand how malicious nodes can
attack the MANETs. A model to address the Black Hole
Search problem algorithm and the number of agents that are
necessary to locate the black hole without the knowledge of
incoming link developed in [11]. In [12] a survey of different
network layer attacks on MANET was provided and compared
the existing solutions to combat single or cooperative black
hole attack.
A feedback mechanism to secure OLSR against the link
spoofing attacks was provided in [13, 14]. The solution
assesses the integrity of control messages by correlating local
routing data with additional feedback messages called CPM
sent by the receivers of the control messages.
The proactive protocols are Table-Driven protocols in
which each node maintains up-to-date routing information
about every other node in a routing table and routes are
quickly established without any delay [15].
Researchers in [16, 17] describes an explicit security issue
on AODV Routing Protocol Suffering from Black Hole
Attack. Source node sends the routing information to the nasty
node which essentially cannot have a path to destination node
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in its own routing table. It thinks that fake route reply and it
ignores the message without passing to destination. Authors
also include the exact method to overcome the Black Hole
Attack by providing a new method called Secured AODV
(SAODV). It provides an additional procedure to AODV
algorithm by requesting source node to broadcast the Secured
Route Request along with random sequence number to
destination. Destination checks whether source request
sequence number from two or more path are the same.
III.
COMPARING AODV AND OLSR PROTOCOLS
AODV and OLSR protocols are compared with respect to
resource usage, mobility, and route discovery delay. Being a
proactive protocol, OLSR imposes large control traffic
overhead on the network. Maintaining up-to-date routing table
for the entire network calls for excessive communication
between the nodes, as periodic and triggered updates are
flooded throughout the network. The use of MPR's reduces
this control traffic overhead, but for small networks, the gain
is minimal. The traffic overhead also consumes bandwidth.
The creativeness of AODV is more sensitive to resource usage
than OLSR. As control traffic is only emitted during route
discovery, most of the resource and bandwidth consumption is
related to actual data traffic.
A. Resource usage
Since information about the entire network needs to be
maintained at all times, OLSR requires relatively much
storage complexity and usage. Hence, there is a greater
demand for storage capacity of nodes in such networks.
Also, the control overhead adds to the necessary
processing in each node, hence increasing the battery
depletion time. Another downside to OLSR is that it must
maintain information about routes that may never be used.

TABLE I.

AODV routing
protocols

Parameters
Availability of

Available as

routing

required

Periodic route

OLSR routing protocols

Always available

Not required

updates

Required
Propagate information to

Dealing with Link

Use route discovery

neighbors to maintain
consistent routing table

Routing overload

Independent of traffic and

Increases with

mostly greater than On-

mobility of nodes

demand protocols

C. Route discovery delay
When a node in a network running the OLSR protocol
needs to find the route to a host, it is only required to do a
routing table lookup, whereas in a AODV network, a route
discovery process need to be initialized unless no valid route is
cached.
PVM Algorithm
Source sends PVMf to
destination
Increment PVM counter

Start AFM
process

Yes

AODV, on the other hand, only stores information about
active routes at a node, which considerably simplifies the
storage complexity and reduces energy consumption. The
processing overhead is also less than OLSR, as little or no
useless routing information is maintained.
B. Mobility
OLSR and AODV have different strengths and weaknesses
when it comes to node mobility in MANETs. Unlike wired
networks, the topology in wireless ad-hoc networks may be
highly dynamic, causing frequent path breaks to ongoing
sessions. When a path break occurs, new routes need to be
found. As OLSR always have up-to-date topology information
at hand, new routes can be calculated immediately when a
path break is reported. In comparison, since AODV is a
reactive protocol, this immediate new route calculation is not
possible, so a route discovery must be initiated. In situations
where the network traffic is sporadic, OLSR offers less routing
overhead due to having found the routes proactively. AODV,
on the other hand, will need to discover a route before the
actual information can be transmitted. This calls for extensive
control overhead per packet. In cases where the network traffic
is more or less static (i.e., the traffic has a long duration),
however, AODV may perform better, as the amount of control
overhead per packet decreases.

AODV VS. OLSR ROUTING PROTOCOLS COMPARISON.

PVM counter > 3
Forward
PVMf

Is destination
node

No

Yes

Send PVMb back
to source
Forward
PVMb

Is source node

No

Yes
Reset PVM
counter

Fig. 1. Flow chart for Path Validation Message (PVM) algorithm
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1

Source sends AFMf to Destination and starts a waiting

time
2
3
4

If receiver node = destination then
Send AFMb back to source
Else

5

Forward AFMf to destination

6

Send AFMb back to Source with information about
next-node-to-destination(NNTD) and availability

of route
to destination in the routing table
7

End if

8

If Source received AFMb came from Destination then

9

No attacker detected, start advanced detection

10

Cancel AFM wait timer

11

Send PVM to each node in path to D

12

If Source receive PVM from intermediate node

then
13

Node is trusted

14

Else

15

Malicious node of type-N2 is detected.

16

Add to blacklist table and end AFM process

17
18

End if

Last NNTD known by S is suspected as type-N1

attacker
20

Send PVM to NNTD

21

If PVM received then

21
22
23
24

DETECTION AND ISOLATION OF PACKET DROPPED
ATTACKERS IN MANETS (DIPDAM)
New solutions for detecting data packet dropping in ad-hoc
networks work by monitoring individual nodes. Other
solutions used so far for protecting these networks are
authentication and encryption [18]. Most of these mechanisms
are not considerably appropriate for MANETs resource
constraints, i.e., bandwidth limitation and battery power, since
they result in heavy traffic load for exchanging and
verification of keys.
In DIPDAM scheme, each source node in the network
monitors its own packets (data packets or routing packets)by
using a Path Validation Message (PVM) as shown in Fig. 1. If
a misbehavior node is detected, the other neighboring nodes
are informed in order to help them in protecting themselves.
Each source node monitors the behavior of its neighborhood
instead of making each node in the networking doing this job
which consumes nodes resources.
A failure to get a reply for an N PVM messages sent (N is
set to 3 in the flow chart), DIPDAM algorithm will trigger an
Attacker Finder Message (AFM) algorithm shown in Fig. 2.
The detector node needs to share the information about the
detected attacker with other nodes in the network. This is
accomplished by flooding the network with Attacker Isolation
Messages (AIMs) [2].It is noticed that nodes can be
incorrectly detected as attackers due to network malfunction
during a certain period. Such nodes would be wrongly isolated
for the lifetime of the whole network. A verification step is
added to ensure that nodes are correctly detected and isolated.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows a flow chart
for the AIM algorithm.
To evaluate the robustness of DIPDAM scheme we tested
MANETs under different attacker types [19].

Else

19

IV.

NNTD is a trusted node

N1 nodes take contribution in the route discovery and
route maintenance processes but refuses to forward data
packets to protect its resources. This attack type can reduce
network throughput, but does not affect any of the network
traffic unless it is routed through selfish nodes, selfish nodes
refuse to forward or drop data packets, this attacker type will
be named as smart attacker.

Else
NNTD is confirmed as an attacker
End if

25End if

Fig. 2. Attacker Finder Message (AFM) algorithm.

It goes without saying that a table-lookup takes less time
than flooding the network, making the OLSR protocol
performance better in delay-sensitive networks. Table 1
summarizes basic differences between the two protocols
classes.
Fig. 3. Attacker Isolation Message (AIM) process.
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AIM Algorithm
Source Sends AIM
to all neighbor
nodes

Neighbour checks: Is
the received AIM on
a blacklisted node?

The proposed work is designed to detect and isolate
N1typeand N2 type. N3type selfish nodes will be detected
only when they behave similar to N1or N2type nodes.

Yes
Drop the message

The NS-2 simulation tool [20-21] consists of two kinds of
scenarios; topology scenario and traffic generation pattern.
The topology scenario defines the simulation area and the
mobility model of randomly distributed mobile nodes over the
simulation time. The traffic pattern defines the characteristics
of data communications, data packet size, packet type, packet
transmission rate and number of traffic flows. Each node is
assumed to be equipped with a wireless transceiver operating
on 802.11 wireless standards. The physical radio frequency
characteristics of each wireless transceiver such as transmit
power, the antenna gain, and signal to noise and interference
ratio, are chosen with a bit rate of 2Mb/sec and a transmission
range of 250 meters with an omni-directional antenna.

Add attacker to
black list table

Yes

Neighbor Verify
level

No
Send PVM to
malicious node
(for verification)
Set PVM timer

PVM reply
received < t

Dropping any packets affects the network performance by
causing the retransmission of data packets many times.
Furthermore, it can prevent the end-to-end communications
between nodes.
Network Simulator program

No

Is attacker
rating > max

N1, N2, and N3 nodes are risky to routing protocols. These
nodes suspend the data flow by either dropping or refusing to
forward the data packets thus forcing routing protocol to select
an alternative available route which it may again contain some
malicious nodes, resulting in the new route also to fail. This
process form a loop which enforce source to conclude that
data cannot be further transferred.

Forward AIM to
neighbor nodes

Yes

Dlete malicious
node from black list
table

No
Increment Attacker
rating and send AIM
to neighbors

Send AIM to
neighbors with
attacker rating= -1

Fig. 4. Flow chart for AIM algorithm.

N2 nodes neither contribute to the route discovery
processes nor data-forwarding processes. Instead they use their
resources only for transmissions of their own packets which
are called selfish nodes. An attacker with this criterion will be
named normal attacker.
N3 nodes behave properly if its energy level lies between
full energy-level and certain threshold T1. They behave like
node of type N2 if energy level lies between threshold T1 and
another threshold T2 and if energy level falls below T2, they
behave like node of type N1.

The simulation scenarios consist of two different settings.
First, the impact of network density or size is assessed by
varying the number of mobile nodes placed on an area of a
fixed size of 1500m x 300m. The second simulation scenario
investigates the effects of node mobility on the performance of
route discovery by varying the maximum speed of mobile
nodes placed on a fixed area of 1500m x 300m.
Each node participating in the network is transmitting
within the 250m transmission range, and each simulation runs
for a period of 900sec. The above settings could represent a
MANET scenario in real life; like a University campus. Note
that the number of mobile nodes could be larger than the one
presented in these scenarios and the operational time could be
longer; the values chosen are to keep the simulation running
time manageable while still generating enough traces for
analysis. Flows of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) unicast data
packets, each with size 512 bytes.
In this study, mobile nodes move according to the widely
used random way point mobility model where each node at the
beginning of the simulation remains stationary for pause time
seconds, then chooses a random destination and starts moving
towards it with a speed selected from a uniform distribution
[0, V max].Other simulation parameters used in this research
study have been widely adopted in existing performance
evaluation studies of MANETs and are summarized below in
Table 2.
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TABLE II.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION
EXPERIMENTS .

Simulation Parameter

Value

Simulator

NS-2 (v.2.31)

Transmitter range

250 meter

Bandwidth

2 Mbps

Traffic type

CBR

Number of Nodes

30

Topology size

1500m x 300m

Packet size

512 bytes

Simulation time

900 sec
Fig. 5. Percentage of overhead vs. number of attackers.

V.
PERFORMANCE METRICS
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
Intrusion Detection System DIPDAM, we will focus mainly
on evaluating four performance metrics:Average overhead:
The average overhead is defined as the total number of
data packet and routing control packets normalized by the total
number of received data packets.
Average Packet Delivery Ratio (Rating):
It is the ratio of the number of packets received
successfully to the total number of packets transmitted.
Average Packet dropping:
The average packet dropping is the average percentage of
data packet dropped to all data and control packets sent from
the sources to the destinations.
Average end-to-end delay:
The end-to-end-delay is the average overall delay
measured from the sources to the destinations.
A. Percentage of Overhead
The first performance metric used in comparison is the
percentage of average overhead. Fig..5illustrates the
percentage of average overhead in both routing protocol
(OLSR & AODV) versus the number of attackers.
From Fig.5, it is clear that when the attacker numbers is
relatively small AODV protocol achieve better average
overhead than OLSR.
Increasing the number of attackers leads to an increasing in
the average overhead in AODV, with the rate higher than
OLSR. When the number of attackers is increased more, the
OLSR achieves better percentage of average overhead than
AODV.
The increase of the attacker numbers leads to the increase
of lost links, then AODV will produce more control messages
(like RREQ and RREP). These control messages will be
broadcasted throughout the network nodes to create an
alternative routing path causing the overall overhead to
increase rapidly. These results are expected as OLSR is more
stable than AODV and it is less affected with network changes
than AODV.

Fig. 6.

Percentage ofPacket Delivery Ratio vs. number of attackers.

B. Percentage of Packet Delivery Ratio
The average packet delivery ratio performance metric in
both routing protocol (OLSR & AODV) is showed in Fig..6.
The results presented in the figure show that the AODV
routing protocol achieves better average packet delivery ratio
than OLSR routing protocol, especially when the number of
attackers are relatively small. As the number of attackers
increase, the average packet delivery ratio in AODV decreases
at a rate higher than OLSR. When a certain number of
attackers is reached (about 10% from the total nodes) the
OLSR will perform better than the AODV.
The average packet delivery ratio in OLSR is slightly
higher than that in AODV when the number of attackers is
large. AODV needs to recalculate the routing path because the
routing path expires if it is not used for a certain time or if the
path is broken. During the recalculating process, the source
node will not be able to send its data. The higher the number
of attackers makes the recalculation process take more time,
which affects the average packet delivery ratio.
C. Percentage of Dropped packets
The percentage of average dropped packet performance
parameter in both routing protocols (OLSR & AODV) is
plotted against the number of attackers as shown in Fig.7.
Fig. 7 results show that the value of the percentage of
average dropped packets recorded is remarkably small when
no attacker is found in the networks. The percentage of
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average dropped packets in the OLSR protocol
increaseslinearly with the number of attacker, but the
increasing is nonlinear in the AODV protocol .

end to end delay. The results against the number of attackers
in both routing protocol is shown in Fig. 8.
It is noticed from Fig.8 that the values of average End-toEnd delay produced by OLSR protocol is always less than the
values of AODV. The routing path in OLSR is always
available irrespective of the source needed to transmit data or
not. AODV calculates the routing path only if the source needs
to send data to its destination. The data remains waiting until
the routing path calculation is completed, and then the data is
forwarded to its destination. That led to the OLSR achieving a
better average End-to-End delay than AODV. Since lost links
in AODV need extra computational time to recalculate the
routing path, the End-to-End delay in OLSR was less than
AODV when the number of attackers becomes larger. In
OLSR, the routing path is always ready, and there is no need
to calculate it.
TABLE III.

Fig. 7. Percentage of Dropped packets vs. number of attackers.

DETECTION RATE AND FALSE POSITIVE RATE

Routing Protocols

Detection rate

False Positive rate

OLSR

99.42 ±0.5%

1.1±0.01%

AODV

98.96±0.5%

1.21±0.012%

VI.

DETECTION ACCURACY AND FALSE POSITIVE
VALIDATION TESTS
To validate the DIPDAM scheme two more factors are
measured for OLSR and AODV routing protocols: detection
accuracy and false positive rate are calculated. Experimental
results showed that DIPDAM in both OLSR and AODV
achieved high performance with remarkably low false
positives, and very high detection rate in any environment
with high mobility, as shown in Table 3.

Fig. 8. Average End to End delay (sec.) vs. number of attackers.

Fig.7 results show that the value of the percentage of
average dropped packets recorded is remarkably small when
no attacker is found in the networks. The percentage of
average dropped packets in the OLSR protocol increases
linearly with the number of attacker, but the increasing is
nonlinear in the AODV protocol .
The results obtained from Fig.7 show that the percentage
of dropped packets in AODV is always less than OLSR when
the number of attackers is relatively less than 10% of the total
network nodes .
When the number of attackers approaches nearly 10% of
the total nodes, the ADOV averaged dropped packet value
exceeds the OLSR value. The greater the number of attackers
leads to greater lost links. The recovery time in AODV is
slower than OLSR because OLSR protocol maintains its
routing paths periodically while AODV recalculates its path
when the source needs to send data. The recalculation process
requires more computational process and time.
D. Average End-to-End delay
The fourth performance metric measured is the average

VII.
DISCUSSION
From the performance metrics figures, it is obvious that the
DIPDAM scheme can be considered as an effective scheme
to detect and isolate any number of attackers from routing
paths, irrespective of the routing protocol type.
AODV routing protocol achieved better performance
metrics when the number of attackers is relatively small to the
network size. On the other hand the OLSR seemed to be a
more stable routing protocol in larger networks and achieved
better performance than AODV, especially when the number
of attackers was large.
It is clear that the AODV is more flexible for security
solutions than the OLSR in small networks. Performance
metrics of AODV protocol highly depends on the number of
attackers, but OLSR protocol keeps the network performance
the same, irrespective of the number of attackers.
DIPDAM performed efficiently with the validation tests
performed. The scheme achieved high detection ratewith
impressive low false positives on both the OLSR and the
AODV protocols.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

DIPDAM has been successfully implemented in OLSR
and AODV. Experimental results show that DIPDAM in both
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OLSR and AODV has low message overhead and low
detection delay. This achieves higher performance with
remarkably low false positives, and remarkably high detection
rate in an environment with high mobility. Also, DIPAM
proved to be a practical, scalable, and effective solution for
securing both OLSR and AODV.
The simulation results showed that DIPDAM scheme was
able to detect and isolate any number of attackers, while
keeping a reasonably low overhead in terms of network traffic.
The four performance metrics of the experiment demonstrate
that the DIPDAM system can detect packet dropping attacks
in both routing protocols (OLSR and AODV) with low
message overhead, low detection delay, high rating under
message loss and mobility conditions.
According to the simulation results, AODV protocol will
perform better in networks with static traffic and relatively
small numbers of attackers for the same network size of
OLSR.AODV uses lower resources than OLSR, because the
control message size used in AODV is kept small and requires
smaller bandwidth for maintaining the routes. The AODV
routing protocol maybe used in resource critical environments.
IX.
FUTURE WORK
DIPDAM scheme must be tested in real MANETs with
different conditions like variation on mobility, size, network
traffic type, and node density.
The same scheme can be tried on different MANETs
protocols from other categories, like multicast protocols.
DIPDAM scheme can be upgraded to detect both types of
attackers, data packet attackers and routing packets attackers.
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Abstract—This paper presents a fuzzy logic controller design
for the stabilization of magnetic levitation system (Maglev
's).Additionally, the investigation on Linear Quadratic Regulator
Controller (LQRC) also mentioned here. This paper presents the
difference between the performance of fuzzy logic control (FLC)
and LQRC for the same linear model of magnetic levitation
system .A magnetic levitation is a nonlinear unstable system and
the fuzzy logic controller brings the magnetic levitation system to
a stable region by keeping a magnetic ball suspended in the air.
The modeling of the system is simulated using Matlab Simulink
and connected to Hilink platform and the maglev model of
ZeltomCompany. This paper presents a comparison for both
LQRC and FLC to control a ball suspended on the air. The
performance results of simulation shows that the fuzzy logic
controller had better performance than the LQR control.

several years, a lots of them compared between the
performance of FLC and PID, PD controller, some combined
the modern with classical method using fuzzy-PD control
[1,7]. Kashif Ishaque1, Yasir Saleem2, S.S Abdullah1, M.
Amjad1, Munaf Rashid1 and Suhail Kazi1 they apply a new
approach for fuzzy logic control using single input –single out
put which can be easy implemented comparing to the multi
input single out put[8].
In this work Linear Quadratic Regulator control method
selected for comparison to Fuzzy Logic control. LQRC is part
of optimal control strategy which has been widely developed
and used in various applications [9]. The system must be
described by state space model so this type of controller
related directly to linear model of the system reverse FL
controller.

Keywords—Magnetic Levitation; System MAGLEV; Fuzzy
Control;Linear Quadratic Regulator Controller

I.
INTRODUCTION
Maglevsystems are getting huge interest from the
designers over the world because of their different
applications such as high-speed Maglev passenger trains,
frictionless bearing, spacecraft etc. The controller design for
any system is based on good understanding of the plant. This
make the classical controller not satisfy the required control
performance for a complex system like electromagnetic
suspension system (EMS) because it is typically unstable,
nonlinear and time-varying system. However there are a great
number of plants already controlled by conventional PID
controllers (or its derivatives) or optimal controlling
LQRC with acceptable results [1]. In recent years fuzzy
controller is successfully applied to solve complex
engineering problems without exact mathematical plant model
[2]. Fuzzy logic control is very flexible controller with any
system [3]. No controller design change will be required if any
change acquire within the system only adding some new
function to the controller design will be sufficient [4].This
makes the fuzzy logic controller to be a good choice for
controlling nonlinear systems such as electromagnetic
levitation systems. In recent years many design approaches
introduced by researcher to solve problems of maglev system.
These researchers have adopted some different measures to
solve the problems of overshoot, system oscillation and the
stability. They obtained reasonable results using fuzzy neural
network or adaptive fuzzy control to the controlled plant [4-6].
Several comparisons between fuzzy logic control and other
types of controller done by many researcher over the past

II.

MAGLEV DYNAMIC MODEL

The Maglev model consists of an electromagnet, a
levitating magnet ball and a hall effect sensor for measuring
the position of the levitated ball Fig1 shows the system model:

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic levitation system model
R: coil resistance
L: coil inductance
v: voltage across the coil
g: gravity constant
m: magnetic ball mass

d: distance measured from the coil bottom to the ball center
f : present the force on the levitating magnetic ball introduce
by the electromagnet
e : is the voltage across the hall effect sensor
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The electromagnetic force of the magnetic levitation
system is described by the following nonlinear equation:

Taylor series expansion which was used to create a linear
the equation:

(1)
The electromagnetic force on the levitated object is found
using the concept of co-energy, the co- energy (w') is defined
as:

(13)
i0 equals the current of the coil when the ball is at x0 (x0
equilibrium position). When the magnetic force balances the
gravitational force on the ball, the acceleration of the ball is
zero

(2)
(3)

(14)

(4)
Where dWe is change of electrical input and dWfl is
change of stored energy, assuming dWe equals zero for linear
system.

(15)
Control force, f1 for keeping the ball balanced is given by
the following equations:

assumedWe=0
(5)

(16)
(6)

(17)

where:
L(x) is the total inductance of the electromagnetic
coil
X:is the position of the ball
L0: is additional inductance contributed by the
presents of the object(magnet ball)
L1:is the inductance contributed without object
presents (magnet ball)
X0:is equilibrium position

The voltage-current relationship for the coil is given by:
(18)
The hall effect sensor equations used to measure the ball
position is:
(19)

is the sensor gain.
The transfer function of the system is a ratio of the output
to input in the Laplace domain. Laplace transformation of
sensor and electrical and mechanical equations are shown
below:

equation (18) is transformed to
(7)

(20)

(8)
(9)

(21)

equation (13) is transformed to:
(22)

(10)

where
(11)

Equation number (19) becomes:
where C=(L0*X0)/2
(23)
(12)
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Finally, transfer function can be found using above
equations. It is the ratio of sensor output voltage to input
voltage

Fuzzification: Fuzzification means converting a crisp
value of process variable into a fuzzy set In Fuzzy set,
numbers are converted into letters.
Rule Base: It consists of the IF-THEN rules, many
approaches taken in determining the relation of the fuzzy rule:

(24)




(25)

where:

MamdaniìR(x,y) = min[ìA(x),ìB(y)].
ZadehìR(x,y) = max{min[ìA(x),ìB(y)], 1 ìA(x)}.
LarsenìR(x,y) = ìA(x) . ìB(y).
LukasiewiczìR(x,y) = min{ 1, [ 1 - ìA(x) +
ìB(y)]}




,

The rule can represent using these forms: IF error is zero
AND change of error is zero THEN change of voltage is zero
or by using Table 1:

,
,

TABLE I.

Error
Error
N
Z
P

The linearized state space model yields:
(26)

(27)
III. FUZZY CONTROL
Fuzzy logic is an computing method, comparing to the
traditional Boolean sets where variables take only two value
true or false. Fuzzy logic have two limits, completely true
limit take (1) value, and completely false limit take (0) value.
The term "fuzzy logic" was introduced at 1965 by
LotfiAZadeh. Fuzzy logic has been applied to many fields,
from control theory to artificial intelligence, generally "error"
and "change of error", for the process state and applying rules
to decide a level of output.
There are a lot of models of FLC, but the most famous
ones are the Mamdani model, Takagi- Sugeno-Kang (TSK)
model andKosko's additive model (SAM) [10]. This paper
uses Mamdani’s model as given in Fig.2. The operational
features of the FLC is explained in following:

SIMPLE RULE BASE

N

Z

P

N
N
Z

N
Z
P

Z
P
P

Defuzzification:Defuzzification operation is the reverse of
the fuzzification operation which means the conversion of the
fuzzy output values into crisp values [10]. There are many
type of defuzzification:





Mean of Maximum method (MoM)
Center of Area (CoA)
Center of Maximum (CoM)

IV. HILINK BOARD
The Hilink platform board is used as interface between
physical plants and MatLab /Simulink for achievement of
hardware in the loop of real time control systems, and is
shown in Fig.3. This platform enables MATLAB/Simulink
real time windows target to communicate with the control
board in real time [11].

Fig. 2. Mamdani Model
Fig. 3. Hilink platform
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V.
FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER DESIGN
Fuzzy logic controller is applied to single-axis levitation
system. The best choice to get robust, flexible, faster and real
time speed control was to use Mamdani model for fuzzy
controller. In that two input error and change of error (e, ce)
and one output change of voltage (cv), seven membership
(triangular, Z membership) functions were used for
fuzzification step with selected range [-1,1] for the inputs and
output. The Fig.4 shows membership function of the fuzzy
controller using GUI fuzzy toolbox of MATLAB software.
Rule base of the system is given in Table 2.

After applying the designed fuzzy controller it will be
connected to a magnetic levitation MatLab / Simulink model.
The model will built inside the Hilink /MatLab toolbox
connected to maglev model then operates the system in real
time target using T=1/2048 and S the stop time equals to inf.
Connect to Pc’ s serial port

Hall effect sensor send
data to PC

Connect to Hilink board

Fig. 4. Memberships of Inputs and Output Fuzzy Controller

Fig. 6. Block diagram of physical system

SIMPLE RULE BASE

TABLE II.

e
ce

LN

MN SN

ZE

SP

MP

LP

LN
MN
SN
ZE
SP
MP
LP

LN
LN
LN
LN
MN
SN
Z

LN
LN
LN
MN
SN
Z
SP

LN
MN
SN
Z
SP
MP
LP

MN
SN
Z
SP
MP
LP
LP

SN
Z
SP
MP
LP
LP
LP

Z
SP
MP
LP
LP
LP
LP

VI.

LN
LN
MN
SN
Z
SP
MP

SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

Fig.5 shows the output of the system drown using transfer
function of the system without applying any controller. When
no controller applied to the system the ball will fall down or
attract to the coil.
6

x 10

26

Fig.6.shows the system that we used for testing FLC which
consist from the Hilinkpaltform used as interface for
connecting Matlab design with electromagnet. The position
data measured using hall effect sensor then position will send
to PC where the slider gain we use in our Matlabdesign is
adjust slightly to bring the system to stable region .

Fig. 7. .Matlab simulation of fuzzy Controller

Fig.7 shows the Matlab design for fuzzy logic control
where the blocks A0 and H0 is taken from the Hilinksimulink
library which present the analogue input and plus output
respectively
Fig.8 shows the sensor output voltage which present A0
the system input .

Step Response

5

4
Amplitude

3

2

1

Fig. 8. Sensor output voltage
0

0
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0.6

0.8
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Fig. 5. Step response of the system without controller.

1.8

2

Fig.9 shows the output of the system after Appling FLC
and Fig.10 shows the step response of the system after
applying FLC
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that the system is controllable, after two seconds the system
will be stable from initial condition operation point which is
about two centimeter of the ball position. But with the
presence of surrounded disturbance makes the stabilizing
system based on LQRC is not robust. LQRC not achieved the
performance of Robust control strategies which need to reject
the disturbance and work properly where the system dynamic
model has uncertainty. From the step response for the FLC
and LQRC we can see that the smallest amount of error is
coming from FLC.

Fig. 9. Output of the system after connecting FLC

Fig. 10. Step response of the system using FLC

The LQRC interacts with the linearized model. The
performance results of the system obtained from MATLAB
are depicted in Figures 11, 12 and 13.

Fig. 11. x1 position, x2 velocity and x3 coil current versus time using LQRC

VII. CONCLUSION
Magnetic levitation system model mathematically
presented, the Maglev system is experimentally analyzed
using HILINK platform. Two type of controller were applied,
FLC and LQRC. This paper presents a comparison between
simulation results of both applied controllers.The system is
controlled with FLC and LQRC but only with FLC control the
system achieves robust control, fuzzy controller hasslower
responsecomparing to LQRC. However, fuzzy controller
shows the better performance because of its lowest overshoot
among LQRC also steady state error not acquires in case of
FLC. If the working conditions exceed the initial linear area,
FLC presents robustness against model uncertainties and
permits very precise positioning of the levitated object. While
LQRC technique is not stable with the presence of a
disturbance and cannot reject the perturbation. So it can be
concluded that FLC has superiority over LQRC.
Comparing to pervious researches that mention in this
paper LQRC is used instead of classical control like PID,both
controllers control the magnetic levitation system but as we
present in this paper they depends on the system
parametersR,L, etc which may be change due to temperature
or any type of disturbance,which is not happened with
FLC.This paper applies control method to actual plant
(ZELTOM/HILINK) to study the response of real system. In
the future it can be implemented to connect FLC and LQRC
output and apply to the system to solve the problem of the two
controllers and get better results, also apply FLC to actual
plant designed by our self.
[1]

[2]

Fig. 12. x1, x2 and x3 versus time using LQRC

[3]

[4]

[5]

Fig. 13. Step response for LQRC control

These results shows that all of the variables x1, x2 and x3
will go to zero when time became infinity. So we can consider
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Abstract—One cannot imagine daily life today without mobile
devices such as mobile phones or PDAs. They tend to become
your mobile computer offering all features one might need on the
way. As a result devices are less expensive and include a huge
amount of high end technological components. Thus they also
become attractive for scientific research. Today multi-core
mobile phones are taking all the attention. Relying on the
principles of tasks and data parallelism, we propose in this paper
a real-time mobile lane departure warning system (M-LDWS)
based on a carefully designed parallel programming framework
on a quad-core mobile phone, and show how to increase the
utilization of processors to achieve improvement on the system’s
runtime.

and opened up the door to new research paradigms, especially
for real-time processing.

Keywords—Mobile phone; Parallel programming; Multi-core
processor; Lane detection

I.
INTRODUCTION
Mobility is a key term in the world of today. No matter
where you are or what you are doing you are surrounded by a
world of mobile devices. No longer are we confined to work at
a desktop terminal, we can now work and communicate from
virtually any location. This new mode of interaction has been
made possible by the advances in the world of
miniaturization[1]. We can now work and communicate by
using a myriad of devices such as: Laptops, Ultra Mobile
PC’s, PDA’s and mobile phones. Even though we may be
surrounded by these devices, the question must be raised: are
we using them to their fullest potential? One possible solution
to this lies within the area of parallel processing, without
realizing the true potential of embedded multi-core
architecture, we are not making full use of this now
technology[2].
Multi-core architectures for personal computers is an
important field in our everyday computing , many frameworks
and APIs focusing on parallel programming have been
proposed for multi-core processors,that achieve speedup and
maximum processor utilization.
However, very little researches have been proposed in the
area of multi-core architecture for mobile phones
primarilybecause this is a relatively new concept and not many
end-products have embraced such architecture. The recent
release of multi-core mobile phones optimized for both
performance and power consumption, such as Samsung
Galaxy SII and SIII[3], has revolutionized mobile computing

Now we can consider complex algorithms for potential
implementation that previously regarded as impractical for
deployment on mobile phones platforms. For instance,
performing certain computation on big data matrices on
mobile phone was very difficult in the past, due in part to its
memory constraints but primarily to the processing power of
the mobile phone. It is desirable to be able to use complex
algorithms whenever possible because they generally yield
more accurate results. Fortunately, the recent release of multicore mobile phones has empowered us to do exactly that, as
true parallelism can now be achieved [4].
II.

CONTRIBUTION

In this paper, we consider animplementation oflane
departure warning systems, relying on the principles of task
and data parallelism, we propose in this paper a parallel
programming approach on quad-core mobile devices to detect
road lanes and warn the driver if the car is departing the lane,
that has the following properities:
1) Implementing parallel algorithm on multi-core
mobile phone.
2) Show how to increase the utilization of processors to
achieve improvement on the system’s runtime.
III.
RELATED WORK
On the parallel programming front, making a task
parallelizable and run on multiple cores can be a grueling
process. Challenging issues include thread synchronization,
data race, and starvation.
Many attempts have been made by researchers and
programmers alike to design a high-level framework that
provides an abstraction layer for programmers to use. Such
framework allows the programmers to fully focus on
application development without unnecessary worry about
parallel programming. The ParLab at Berkeley, UPCRC at
Illinois, and the Pervasive Parallel Laboratory at Stanford
propose a two-layer framework, consisting of the productivity
layer where domain experts, assumed to have limited
experience with parallel programming, can focus on
application development, and the efficiency layer where
computer scientists with strong background in parallel
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programming can focus on improving the efficiency of the
application [5].

of dependent calculations. There are usually opportunities to
execute independent calculations in parallel.

Similar to the aforementioned framework, programming
models such as algorithmic skeletons have also been proposed,
aiming to benefit from multi-core architectures while
decoupling the hassle of thread management from common
programming. Skandium and Calcium [6] provide high-level
parallel programming libraries based on the thread pool and
ExecutorService frameworks in JAVA. Users only need to
provide a threshold for threads and a set of initial parameters.

Let Pi and Pj be two program fragments. Bernstein's
conditions describe when the two are independent and can be
executed in parallel. For Pi, let Ii be all of the input variables
and Oi the output variables, and likewise for Pj. P i and Pj are
independent if they satisfy:

Daniel C. Doolan, and Laurence T. Yang in year 2006.
They considered the problem of matrix multiplication to show
and demonstrates that mobile devices are capable of parallel
computation using Mobile Message Passing Interface
(MMPI). MMPI allows parallel programming of mobile
devices over a Bluetooth network [7].
PanyaChanawangsa, and Chang Wen Chen in year 2012.
They demonstrate how proper utilization of a dual-core mobile
processer can achieve tremendous speedup in mobile
application [4].
Massimo Bertozzi, and Alberto Broggi in year 1998.They
describes the Generic Obstacle and Lane Detection system
(GOLD), a stereo vision-based hardware and software
architecture to be used on moving vehicles to increment road
safety [8].
Mars Lan, MahsanRofouei, Stefano Soatto and Majid
Sarrafzadeh in year 2009. They built a SmartLDWS, that
employs a novel lane detection algorithm that is both robust
and scalable to overcome poor camera quality and limited
processing power faced by most smartphones [1].
IV.
PARALLEL PROCESSING
Parallel Processing refers to the concept of speeding-up the
execution of a program by dividing it into multiple fragments
that can execute simultaneously, each on its own processor. A
program being executed across N processors might execute n
times faster than it would using a single processor [9].
A. The benefit of using Parallel Processing
In the earliest computers, only one program ran at a time.
A computation-intensive program that took one hour to run
and a tape-copying program that took one hour to run would
take a total of two hours to complete their task. An early form
of parallel processing allowed the execution of both programs
simultaneously. The computer would start an input/output
operation, and while it was waiting for the operation to
complete, it would execute the processor-intensive program.
The total execution time for the two jobs would be a little over
an hour [10][11].
V.
DEPENDENCIES
Understanding data dependencies is fundamental in
implementing parallel algorithms. No program can run more
quickly than the longest chain of dependent calculations
(known as the critical path), since calculations that depend
upon prior calculations in the chain must be executed in order.
However, most algorithms do not consist of just a long chain

 Ij ∩ Oi = Φ
 Ii ∩ Oj = Φ
 Oi ∩ Oj = Φ
Violation of the first condition introduces a flow
dependency, corresponding to the first statement producing a
result used by the second statement. The second condition
represents an anti-dependency, when the second statement (Pj)
would overwrite a variable needed by the first expression (Pi).
The third and final condition represents an output dependency:
When two statements write to the same location, the final
result must come from the logically last executed
statement[12][13].
VI.
SPEEDUP
The speedup of code explains how much performance gain
is achieved by running our program in parallel on multiple
processors.A simple definition is that it is the length of time it
takes a program to run on a single processor, divided by the
time it takes to run on a multiple processors.Speedup generally
ranges between 0 and p, where p is the number of processors
[14]. Speedup is defined by the following formula:
Total Speedup = Ts/ Tp

(1)

Ts : is the runtime without parallelism.
Tp : is the runtime with parallelism.
VII.
MULTITHREADING AND PROCESSOR UTILIZATION
Since a mobile phone is considered a general-purpose
device, application-level parallelism is the best we can
achieve. Without explicitly using multiple threads, speedup
from a multi-core architecture will not be obvious. In this
paper, we propose a general guideline for breaking down a
global task into multiple subtasks and later demonstrate how
to apply this idea on a mobile lane detection system.
The first step towards parallelizing a task is to determine
the optimal number of threads to use. Limiting thread
contention is crucial for application speedup. Spawning too
many threads than necessary not only disrupts other
applications, but may also result in a longer execution time of
the application due to the overhead associated with contextswitching. A processor core can handle only one thread at a
time. For efficiency purposes, a simple rule is to spawn as
many threads as the number of cores available, thereby
delegating one thread to each core and eliminating the need for
time-slicing. A simulation was conducted by spawning
different numbers of threads to execute certain tasks. A
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dramatic improvement in execution time can be seen when we
increase the number of worker threads from 1 to4. However,
since there are only four available cores, increasing the
number of threads do not enhance but aggravates the
performance, resulting in a slightly longer execution
time[15][16].
VIII.
PROPOSED MOBILE LANE DETECTION SYSTEM
Transportation safety is an issue of ever increasing
concern. In the U.S. alone, more than 30,000 casualties
suffered from traffic crashes in 2009, according to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. A
considerable number of car accidents occurred as a
consequence of the drivers failing to keep the vehicles within
the designated lane. In the wake of such tragedies, attempts to
incorporate an Intelligent Vehicle Assistant System into
automobiles have been made by adopting various computer
vision approaches.
While LDWS has been installed on many trucks and
othercommercial vehicles in both Europe and North America
and has shown to significantly reduce preventable accidents, it
still often remains as an option even for the luxury passenger
vehicles. Cost is often cited as one of the main reasons
impeding a wide-spread adoption of LDWS. On the other
hand, the professional skill required to install such a system, to
calibrate the camera, and to integrate it into vehicle’s
electronics should not be overlooked, either[1].
In order to bring LDWS to the mainstream market, we
propose Mobile-LDWS,to make the system available for
everyone. The system acquires images of the road and
intelligentlylabels the lane marks. The heading of the vehicle
as well as its position with respect to the road boundaries can
thus be determined.If the system believes the vehicle is about
to depart from the current lane, it triggers an alarm to alert the
driver.Other applications of lane detection include
autonomous driving for cruise control as well as robot
navigation.
A. Development Platform
The system was developed on Android 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean).
Released in September 2012. The phone’s most outstanding
feature is its processor – a superscalar quad-core 1.4 GHz Arm
Cortex-A9 with 2 GB RAM [3]. Optimized for high
performance and low power consumption, the Galaxy SIII is
indeed an ideal platform for this system.
B. Data Acquisition
The proposed lane detection system uses the phone camera
as the means of sensing. It captures raw image frames at the
rate of 30 frames per second (fps) and feeds them to the
preprocessing module. The phone is attached onto the car
windshield by an off-the shelf GPS mount. It should be placed
in such a way that the camera is able to see the road clearly
while precaution should be taken during this step so that the
device does not obstruct the driver’s view (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The M-LDWS on a Samsung GalaxySIII in action on an off-the-shelf
GPS mount.

Android’s camera API allows programmers to process the
preview frames directly. This feature enables us to overcome
the storage constraint, as we can process those frames and
display the detected lane boundaries on the phone screen
without having to record any of them. The frame data come in
the form of byte arrays whose default format is YCbCr, to get
the three base colors (read , green , blue), we convert the
frame format from YCbCr to ARGB8888. Finally, each pixel
values are stored in an image matrix. Now we can implement
the basic matrix and linear algebra operations.
C. Lane Detection
The lane detection algorithm is based on the assumptions
that the lanes are defined by a clearly painted white line.
To detect a line we first must find out the most important
features of it, which are color and shape. We first used the
color feature to detect a line. Since the color of the road lane is
white, we perform an operation to extract white color and
change it to green, based on the following:
255, if r(x,y) >val, g(x,y) >val, b(x,y) >val
g(x,y) =
0 , otherwise
Where :
r(x,y) is the red value of the pixel in the position (x,y).
g(x,y) is the green value of the pixel in the position (x,y).
b(x,y) is the blue value of the pixel in the position (x,y).
val is a predefined value.
In the next step, the shape feature will be used to detect the
lines, and perform a vertical edge detection filter to extract the
lines (Figure 2).
D. Lane Departure Warning
The next step is to find out if the vehicle is in the lane or it
is about to depart it. If the system believes the vehicle is about
to depart from the current lane, it triggers an alarm to alert the
driver. This can be done by scanning a specific region in the
image for any lines that have been detected.
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If the result of the detection process is true, that means that
the vehicle is departing the current lane so the system alert the
driver.
E. Proposed Parallel Framework
The next step is to determine if data parallelism is possible
and appropriate. For many image processing tasks, data comes
in the form of image matrices, or on the lower level 2dimensional arrays. In many cases, they can be split up into
smaller independent chunks and processed concurrently,
reducing the execution time while producing the same output
as when processed sequentially. For the image edge detection,
we can split up the image matrix into smaller sub-matrices
(matrix slicing) and slide an edge detection convolution mask
over each sub-matrix concurrently. However, if the size of
data to be processed is not significantly large, employing data
parallelism will not yield much speedup as a result of thread
overhead. In the case of this application, since the image are
large, data parallelism is well worth a try. Generally speaking,
given k processor cores, we should divide the input data of
size n into n/k smaller chunks anddistribute them across k
cores with each core running a single thread. Figure (3).

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

Fig. 3. Matrix slicing

The parallel computation requires several steps that are not
required in the sequential version of the application (Figure4).
One of the first main differences is that we need to determine
the number of threads suitable for the phone hardware. Since
Samsung Galaxy SIII has four cores, four threads are ideal for
execution the task in hand. So that the image must be split in
to four same size blocks called sub-image, then send each subimage to one of the four cores we have. Once this operation
has been completed each core can compute its own section of
the image. The final stage is to gather all the results back in to
one image. The result of the computation can then be available
for the next steps.
To gain full control of task management, we also make use
of theFutureTask class , allowing to track the progress of the
submitted tasks and block until all of them have been
completed. The four tasks are eventually submitted to an
ExecutorService, which takes care of thread pool creation and
assigns a submitted task to an available thread. More
importantly, by using the ExecutorService, memory
consistency is guaranteed, thus eliminating the trouble of
thread synchronization.

Read the image

YCbCr to ARGB

Color filtering

Vertical edge
detection filter

IX.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system tested on image size (320×240), The results are
shown in (Table (1)). Time results represents the average
runtime of hundred frames.

Area of interest

TABLE I.

Line
Detected

Yes

Make alert

Method
Serial
Parallel

No

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Run time

11043ms
6506ms

From the time results in (Table (I)), we can calculate the
speedup as below:
Total speedup = 11043/6506=1.69

View image
Fig. 2. The proposed serial lane detection system

This means that the reduction in the overall processing
time is 41.08%.Figure (5) shows lane detection results.
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X.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated how to achieve
speedup in a mobile lane detection system written entirely in
JAVA by using the proposed parallel programming approach,
based on the idea of task and data parallelism. Running on a
quad-core Samsung Galaxy SIII. The proposed system shows
significant reduction in the overall processing time and good
speedup.
[1]

Fig. 5 Lane detection results

[2]
Read the image

[3]
[4]

YCbCr to ARG
B
Image slicing

[5]
[6]

Submit threads
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Color
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filtering

Color
filtering
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Edge
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Cross Correlation versus Mutual Information for
Image Mosaicing
Sherin Ghannam and A. Lynn Abbott
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Abstract—This paper reviews the concept of image
mosaicking and presents a comparison between two of the most
common image mosaicing techniques. The first technique is based
on normalized cross correlation (NCC) for registering
overlapping 2D images of a 3D scene. The second is based on
mutual information (MI). The experimental results demonstrate
that the two techniques have a similar performance in most cases
but there are some interesting differences. The choice of a
distinctive template is critical when working with NCC. On the
other hand, when using MI, the registration procedure was able
to provide acceptable performance even without distinctive
templates. But generally the performance when using MI with
large rotation angles was not accurate as with NCC.
Keywords—mosaicing; normalized cross correlation; mutual
information

I.

(a)

(b)

(c)

INTRODUCTION

Mosaicing refers to the process of combining multiple
photographic images with overlapping fields to produce a
single image of the whole scene. Mosaicing, also known as
panographic photography or image stitching, has an extensive
research literature [1-3] and several commercial applications
[4-6].The automatic construction of large and high-resolution
image mosaics is an active area of research in the fields of
photogrammetry, computer vision, image processing, medical
image, robot vision and computer graphics [7,8]. The most
traditional application is the construction of large aerial and
satellite photographs from collections of images.
The report is organized as follows. An overview of image
mosaicing is provided in section II. Details about image
registration are presented in section III. Section IV
demonstrates the matching process. The methodology is
presented in section V. A brief discussion about optimization
is presented in section VI. Quality assessment is illustrated in
section VII. Section VIII introduces the experimental results.
Finally, section IX concludes the work.
II.

overlapping portions and retaining pixels where no overlap
occurs.

IMAGEMOSAICING

Mosaicing, combines overlapping images to produce one
composite image for a scene [1], as shown in Fig.1. The first
part of an image mosaicing operation consists of identifying
correspondences between some features present in both
images, in order to determine the geometric transformation
necessary to align the two images. This alignment operation is
called image registration. After alignment, a composite image
is created by merging or averaging pixel values of the

(d)
Fig. 1. Illustration of mosaicing (from [9]). (a-c) Input images.
(d) Resulting mosaic.

III.

IMAGE REGISTRATION

Image registration is the process of overlaying two or more
images of the same scene taken at different times, from
different viewpoints, and/or by different sensors. The
registration process requires computational methods for
determining point-by-point correspondences between two
images of a scene. Registration may be used to fuse
complementary information in the images or to estimate the
geometric and/or intensity difference between the images [10].
From corresponding positions in two images, a
transformation function can be determined to get
correspondences between the remaining points in the images.
The aim of registration is find the transformation parameters
that maximize a similarity metric or minimize dissimilarity
metric between the images to be registered. The optimization
problem can be formulated as follows:
̂

(1)

whereU and V are the first and second images to be
registered, T is the transformation, is the search space, S is

This work was supported by Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education,
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the similarity measure and ̂ is the optimal solution. These
concepts are illustrated in Fig. 2.

IV.

(DIS)SIMILARITY METRICS FOR MATCHING

Physically corresponding features can be quite dissimilar in
appearance due to imaging conditions.
To identify correspondences, two major categories of
matching methods are often used: area based methods and
feature based methods.
A. Area (Intensity) Based Methods
Area based measures rely on computations between
“windows” of pixel values in the two images. Two such
methods are normalized cross correlation and mutual
information. As described here, these methods provide
measures of image similarity, because larger values result for
corresponding points. Area based examples of dissimilarity
include sum of squared difference, and sum of absolute
difference [12].

Fig. 2. Registration process (from [11]).

The success of the registration often requires that the
search space is relatively small with respect to the input data.
Large increases the probability of getting trapped in a local
minimum.
Transformations can be rigid, depending only on
translation and rotation. In that case a transformation can be
represented as
(2)
whereR is a 2×2 rotation matrix with one degree of
freedom, and t is a2×1 translation vector. More generally,
Rcan incorporate additional degrees of freedom, and the
resulting affine transformation represents a composition of
rotation, dilation, and shear. For either case, the transformation
can be represented in homogeneous form using a single matrix
M as

where the single matrix Mis 3×3 and X is 3×1.
The majority of registration methods consist of the
following four steps: feature detection, feature matching,
transform model estimation, and image resampling and
transformation [3].
Feature detection refers to the detection of salient and
distinctive locations in the images, such as intensity edges,
corners, line intersections, etc. These features are called
control points (CPs) in the literature. In the matching step, the
correspondences between the features detected in the input
image and those detected in the reference image are
established. A detailed discussion for this crucial stage is
presented in the next section.

An advantage of these techniques is that they can be
applied to image data directly, and do not require higher-level
structural analysis. But they have the disadvantage of
sensitivity to intensity changes, introduced for instance by
noise, varying illumination, and/or by using different sensor
types.
An approach to enhance dealing with intensity changes is
to use the zero-mean normalized cross correlation (NCC); also
called cross covariance. It is defined as
̅

∑
√∑

̅

√∑

̅
̅

Where x and y are the pixel coordinates while i and j refer
to the shift at which the NCC coefficient is calculated. The
resulting matrix NCC contains correlation coefficients with
values between -1.0 and 1.0.Note that refers to the input
image after being transformed by (3).
Mutual information (MI) is another popular matching
metric used for image registration [13,14]. It is based on
information-theoretic concepts, andcan be considered a
measure of the statistical dependency between the data sets.
This metric requires the computation of joint histograms as
shown in Fig.3. In the figure,
is the number of pixels with
color iin I and with color j in J. The values and are the
marginal values, i.e., histograms of I andJ.

The next step is to estimate transform model parameters, as
needed in (3), using the detected correspondences. The final
step is to perform that transformation, using an appropriate
resampling technique (such as nearest neighbor, linear or
cubic interpolation) to represent the transformed image.
Fig. 3. Joint histogramfor images I and J.
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To define the MI between two images, we regard them as
random variables X and Y and their intensity values at certain
coordinates in the images as the joint outcome of a random
experiment. MI is defined in terms of entropy as follows:
|
∑
where
represents the
entropy of random variable X and
is the probability
density,
as
estimated
by
a
histogram.
Then
∑ ∑
represents the
joint entropy between the two random variables X and Y.
In information theory, entropy is considered to be a
measure of the uncertainty in a variable. For illustration,
example probability distributions and their associated entropy
values are shown in Fig. 4. Flatter distributions represent
higher levels of uncertainty in the output of an experiment.
Typically, the joint probability distribution of two images
is estimated as a normalized joint histogram of the intensity
values. The marginal distributions are obtained by summing
over the rows or over the columns of the joint histogram. The
normalized joint histogram is calculated by counting the
number of pixels having an intensity value i in the first image
and an intensity value j in the second image at the same
location and denoting it by nij. At each location in the first
image, the pixel intensity value i will be examined and its
corresponding value j in the same position in the second image.
This will increase the counter nijby one. This process is
repeated for each pixel. To obtain the normalized joint
histogram, all values of nijshould by divided by the sum of
these values.
Entropy=2.11

i

p(i)

Line features can result from edge detection followed by
line fitting. Common edge detection methods, such as the
Canny technique or the Laplacian of Gaussian, result in a set
of points in the image. A line-fitting algorithm such as the
Hough transform can result in a set of lines, and their
properties can be used as features for matching.
Point features often rely on the detection of intensity edges
or corners in an image. Fig. 5 shows corner correspondences
that have been detected in two images [9].

V.

METHODOLOGY

This section illustrates the problem of creating an image
mosaic from two overlapping 2D images of the same 3D scene.
The NCC and MI similarity measures are used for registration,
and the results are compared.The steps are summarized in Fig.
6.

i

Entropy=3

Feature detection from regions relies on the ability to
extract a useful subset of an image, possibly by applying a
thresholding operation to a high-contrast image. Examples of
region features are centroid, area, and elongation.

Fig. 5. Corner correspondences between two images (from [9]).

Entropy=0

p(i)

p(i)

B. Feature Based Methods
These methods are preferred when the local structural
information is more significant than the information carried by
the image intensitiesal one. Features should be distinctive,
distributed well over the images, and efficiently detectable in
both images. These features can be based on regions, lines,
and points.

Entropy=2.99

p(i)

i
i
Fig. 4. Examples of probability distributions with
associated entropy values.

Registration is achieved by adjustment of the relative
position and orientation until the MI between the images is
maximized. Some studies have shown the use of MI can give
good performance even for multimodal situations [13].In such
cases, intensity values are not linearly related so the cross
correlation is not likely to succeed.

A. Image Preprocessing
If image involves more than one color band, e.g. RGB,
typically only one band is taken into consideration while
performing the matching process. But after finding the optimal
transformation parameters, all color bands will be processed
during the transformation (alignment) stage to produce a color
mosaic.
B. Matching
Given the two images, the task is to find correspondences
between them. This is done by performing registration using
two area-based similarity measures, NCC and MI. The
position at which either NCC or MI is maximized will be
stored.
To accommodate rotation, this process will be repeated at
several rotation angles of the original image. This search
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interval can be reduced using an optimization technique which
will be illustrated in the next section.
Applying this matching process over the whole image
consumes a lot of time especially for large images. This
process can be accelerated using small template(s) taken from
each of the images. The matching process will be carried out
using these templates. The template-matching process that
finds the correspondence produces more reliable matches if
the selected templates are locally unique [15]. A template that
is relatively homogeneous may easily lead to false matches.

Input image

For optimizating functions of n variables, many algorithms
work by doing a sequence of 1D optimizations. For the case of
1D minimization, as illustrated in Fig. 7, it is possible to
subdivide a given range [a,c]iteratively in an attempt to find
the optimum solution.
Pseudocodefor the process is givenin Fig. 8.Line search
techniques proposed in the literature differ in the way of
calculating the value of the intermediate point b. For example,
in the golden search method, b is either (

√

) or (

√

)times the distance between aandb.

Reference
image

Preprocessing
Fig. 7. Subdividing process for 1D optimization.

Matching by maximizing
NCC or MI

% Line search algorithm stops when reaching a prespecified
tolerance (TOL) or maximum number of iterations K
(

|

)

Alignment using calculated
transform parameters

Interpolation

Mosaic Image
Fig. 6. Flow chart of image mosaicing system.

C. Transformation
After using image templates to determine the geometric
transformation Tthat is needed, the entire input image is
transformed using (3).This process is sometimes called
alignment.
D. Interpolation
Typically, a transformation T will require the computation
of new pixel values using several pixels from the original
image. This step can be performed by averaging pixel values
locally, although other techniques such as spline-fitting have
also been employed.
VI.

OPTIMIZATION

In the problem of image registration, the only method that

Optimization techniques often rely on the maximization or
minimization of an objective (cost) function[16].Many
optimization techniques can suffer from finding solutions that
correspond to a local optimum of the objective function,
instead of the solution that is the best overall.

Fig. 8. Pseudocode for basic line search.

In the problem of image registration, the only method that
guarantees a globally optimum solution is an exhaustive In the
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problem of image registration, the only method that guarantees
search over the entire image. Although computationally
demanding, such a global search is often used if only
translations are to be estimated. In case of transformations
with more degrees of freedom or in case of more complex
similarity measures, more sophisticated optimization
algorithms are required [12].

The second image pair is shown in Fig. 11(a-b).The two
images overlap by nearly 25%.Templates for matching were
obtained in this case, as shown in Fig. 12, through a cross
correlation using binary templates that were extracted from the
two images.

VII. QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Different metrics can be used to measure the quality of the
mosaicing result [17]. Mean square error (MSE) and peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are commonly used. They are
applied on the overlapping region O:
∑

(

(a)

(b)

)
(c)

∑
(
)
A reconstruction error (E) measuring the mean of the
absolute intensity differences between two successive images
on the overlapping area (O) has also been used [18]. It is
defined as

| |

∑ |

(d)

Fig. 9. Thresholding operation on first image pair. (a-b) First and
second images. (c-d) Binary images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

|

Exposing one image to changes in luminance or noise
greatly affects these parameters. This means that low PSNR or
high MSE or high E does not always mean poor registration.

Fig. 10. Template selection. (a-b) Selected objects from binary images. (cd) Corresponding templates.

CVLab [19] has suggested an evaluation methodology for
the comparison of image mosaicing algorithms. The idea is to
compare mosaics to their ground truth versions. This work was
inspired by the work of in the performance evaluation of
stereo reconstruction algorithms [20].

(a)

b)

(c)

d)

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Mosaicing techniques using NCC-based and MI-based
similarity measures were implemented using Java, and were
applied to two different image pairs to investigate their
strengths and shortcomings. The first image pair, shown in Fig.
9(a-b), is from a football field. The images contain some
obvious distinctive parts against a background that is largely
homogenous. The second image pair is from remote sensing.
For these experiments, only rigid transformations, translation
and rotation, were considered.

Fig. 11. Thresholding operation on second image pair. (a-b) First and
second images. (c-d) Binary images.

The first two images overlap by nearly 8%. Templates for
matching were obtained by applying a thresholding operation,
and they are shown in Fig. 10. Because the two templates are
fairly small in size, searching for the optimal translations and
is relatively fast. But repeating this process for many possible
rotation angles is computationally intensive, especially for the
MI-based technique. In order to reduce the computation time,
a line search (as described previously) was applied to the
rotation-angle search space.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 12. Template selection. (a-b) Selected objects from the two
thresholdedimages. (c-d) Corresponding templates.
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Mosaicing results for different rotation angles are shown in
Table I. The two input images are displayed in the first
column, the two chosen templates are in the second column
and the third column contains the resulting mosaics. Values of
NCC, MI, and PSNR for the overlapping areas are displayed
under each result. A number of experiments were carried out
to test the performance of the mosaicing process under nonmodeled variations such as intensity manipulation, shearing,
and Gaussian noise addition. The resulting mosaics after
applying these operations for zero rotation angles are shown in
Table II.
To clearly compare the performance of the two techniques,
graphs showing the computed rotation angles from each
technique at each case versus the actual rotation angles are
plotted in Figs.14 to 21.
From Fig. 13and Fig. 17, it can be seen that registration
using MI may have a considerable amount of error at large
rotation angles, while the performance of the NCC-based
technique was better. If there is a substantial difference in
luminance between the two images, these errors increase. For
example, the MI-based technique successfully deduced the
correct angle when the actual rotation angle was -30 in the
second test set before increasing the brightness of one image.
After changing the luminance, the MI-based test yielded an
angle of 71o, as shown in Fig. 18. On the other hand, NCC
succeeded in finding angles very close to the correct ones.

TABLE I.

Test Image 1: Horizontal and vertical translation and zero rotation

NCC-based result
NCC=0.997, MI=1.84,
PSNR=29.45

MI-based result
NCC=0.997, MI=1.84,
PSNR=29.45
Test Image 1: Horizontal and vertical translation and 10o rotation

Adding Gaussian noise (with a variance of 12) also
affected the resulting mosaics and produced some errors as
shown in Fig.19. The errors in the case of NCC-based were
around 5o while for the case of MI, errors were fairly large at
some large rotation angles. The same scenario happened after
applying shearing with factors of 0.15 and 0.35 as shown in
Fig.20. Shearing caused almost all computed angles to be
incorrect by about 5o, plus some dramatic errors in the case of
MI-based at large rotation angles.
Althought it seems that the NCC-based technique is
superior to the MI-based technique, especially at large rotation
angles, there are some situations that the NCC-based
technique could not handle and MI-based performance was
much better.

SOME RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT ROTATION ANGLES.

NCC-based result
NCC=0.996, MI=1.85,
PSNR=29.06

MI-based result
NCC=0.996, MI=1.85,
PSNR=29.06
Test Image 1: Horizontal and vertical translation and 50o rotation

One of these situations corresponds to the case that the
chosen templates do not have distinctive details (i.e. nearly
homogenous texture). Table III shows some results of the
mosaicing techniques based on templates that are not
distinctive. Even at small rotation angles such as 10o, the
NCC-based technique could not extract accurate registration
parameters, as shown in Fig. 21. However, the MI-based
technique succeeded.

NCC-based result
NCC=0.996, MI=1.85,
PSNR=29.1

MI-based result
NCC=0.996, MI=1.185,
PSNR=29.1
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Table I, continued

TABLE II.

Test Images 2: Horizontal and vertical translation and zero rotation

NCC-based result
NCC=0.999, MI=2.66,
PSNR=35.46

RESULTS OF SOME EXPERIMENTS.
Intensity Adjustment

NCC-based result

MI-based result

NCC-based result

MI-based result

MI-based result
NCC=0.999, MI=2.66,
PSNR=35.46

Noise Addition

Test Images 2: Horizontal and vertical translation and 10o rotation

NCC-based result

MI-based result

NCC-based result

MI-based result

NCC-based result
NCC=0.999, MI=2.69,
PSNR=35.22

Shearing

MI-based result
NCC=0.993, MI=2.35,
PSNR=27.69
Test Images 2: Horizontal and vertical translation and 50o rotation

NCC-based result
NCC=0.996, MI=2.33,
PSNR=30.13

NCC-based result

MI-based result

NCC-based result

MI-based result

(d)

MI-based result
NCC=0.967, MI=1.52,
PSNR=20.91
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Fig. 13. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles for test
image 1.
Fig. 17. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles for test
image 2.
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Fig. 14. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles for test
image 1 after intensity adjustment.
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Fig. 18. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles for test
image 2 after intensity adjustment.
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Fig. 15. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles test
image 1 after noise addition.
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Fig. 19. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles for test
image 2 after noise addition.
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test image 2 after shearing.
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TABLE III.

RESULTS BASED ON INDISTINCTIVE TEMPLATES.

Horizontal and vertical translation and zero rotation

NCC-based result

The results indicate that NCC-based and MI-based
mosaicing techniques have very close performance in many
cases, but NCC-based performance is usually better for large
rotation angles.
To provide faster results, small registration parameters
were obtained using small image templates. When working
with NCC-based mosaicing, steps should be taken to ensure
that these templates are distinctive. Otherwise, the system may
fail to provide reliable rotation angles. In the results shown
here, the MI measure was less sensitive to the choice of image
templates.
[1]
[2]
[3]

MI-based result
[4]

Horizontal and vertical translation and 10o rotation

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
NCC-based result

MI-based result

[9]

Deduced Rotation Angle

100

50

[10]

NCC-based
MI-based

[11]
[12]

0

[13]
-50

-100
-100

[14]

-50
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Actual Rotation Angle
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[15]
[16]

Fig. 21. Computed rotation angles versus actual rotation angles based
on indistinctive templates.

IX.

[17]

CONCLUSION

This paper has provided a comparative evaluation of the
performance of template-based mosaicing techniques using
two common similarity measures:normalized cross correlation
(NCC) and mutual information (MI). Their performance has
been tested at different rotation angles and under some unmodeled distortions and intensity variations.

[18]

[19]
[20]
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Abstract—The activity of service companies is more complex
today than before the use of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) became widespread in business. Fewerservice
companies can be found on the market based solely on physical
customer interaction; however, they have beenreplaced with
standardized and automated services. This structural change can
be observedparticularly among Knowledge Intensive Business
Services (KIBS) companies where the use of ICT is not simply a
market requirement, but a competition tool, as well. Without the
application of any ICT instrument, a KIBS company could not
meet market expectations, and furthermore, business
developments are mainly ICT-based. On the other hand,
companies need to develop their businesses more and more, as
KIBS companies which are not able to differentiate themselves as
trustworthy on the business services market will disappear. ‘Just
another business service company’ cannot really sell today. This
is applicable to a greater extent to Small and Medium Sized
Enterprises (SME), where ICT has opened market opportunities
that have never existed for them before. The aim of this paper is
to highlight the new features of KIBS business activities inthe
SME sector and the related research questions.
Keywords—knowledge intensive business services; information
and communication technology; small and medium sized
enterprises; productisation; service product; service pyramid

I. INTRODUCTION
The network-like allocation of value creation in the open
global economy contributed to the replacement of labourintensive activities with knowledge intensive activities in the
developed countries. This can easily be observed in the national
statistical databases, but research programs and studies also
deal with the contemporary economic questions of knowledgebased products and services. Derived from the most important
features of services, this sector is highly receptive for
technological innovations, which makes it a rapidly changing
business area where prompt market reactions mean strategic
advantage. During the last two decades, new companies
emerged and grew to a global level based on Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) innovations and finally they
made available several high value business services for Small
and Medium Sized Enterprises (SME), as well. In this paper a
new service pyramid concept will be presented which can
provide solutions for Knowledge Intensive Business Service
(KIBS) companies to synthesize new features of services and

the advantages of ICT spread in the SME sector in order to
develop a successful market strategy.
II. NEW FEATURES OF SERVICES
Earlier theoretical works determined services according
towhat they are not (they are not agriculture and not industry)
and their most important feature was that the production and
consumption inseparably coincide with each other, while in
case of the physical goods, a lot of time may pass between
production, sales and consumption. The first modern
approaches toservices were published after the 1950s, whenthe
increasing role of complex services becamea main feature of
the capitalist economies, which is the next stage in the
economic development of industrial countries. Beside this
tertiarisation in the developed economies, research
isdiscovering new characteristics of services, indicatingthat
serviceswill increasingly behave as physical products: in
contrast with the earlier scientific view, more and more
services can be kept in stock and can be mass-produced and
mass-consumed. These factors point to a redefining of the
economic role of services. Of course, it could be supposed that
some services simply become physical products.1
Moreover, it can decreasingly be said that services only
adoptto innovation. This finding come from analyzing
Research and Development (R&D) expenditures, but this was
not obviously the accurate conclusion. As the interpretation and
classification of R&D expenditures of service companies was
not quite precise –people both in surveys and in accounting
basically were not sure what can be regarded as research
activity in relation to service– research that operateswith
thesenumbers may mislead with its conclusions that service
companies do not innovate. In many companies, innovation
costs are classified as R&D when they are linked with physical
products or when outputs of developments are physically
embodied. Empirical results have shown that service
innovation is a hardly recognizable activity for companies [4].
On the other hand, in new publications, R&D expenditures of
the service sector are similar to those ofthe process industry in
developed countries. In the service sector, innovations are hard
to reconcile with the traditional definitions for the following
reasons:
1

It is interesting that in contrast, physical products incorporate
more services than before.
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 they do not obviously result in new technologies or new
technical solutions,
 they are mostly not tangible, which make them hard to
measure,
 service innovation sources often come from customer
relationships,
 they are combinations of in-house and exteriorfactors
 they are more difficult to protect with patents.
These problems require a wider interpretation of innovation
in the service domain, where not only technological advances
but also changing customer needs drive developments, and it is
sourced in market cooperation.
Current service developments are clearly aimed to
eliminate, or at least reduce, the inseparable nature of service
delivery and consumption. With this, enterprises can
significantly expand (or even wholly eliminate) the time
constraints arising from inseparability. For example, if banking
services can only be accessed duringopening hours, then this
causes a large number of lost market interactions, while the
ATMs (cash dispensers) or online banking services offer
virtually non-stop availability. (The reduction of operation
costs is an additional benefit.)
Research has shown that the use of information technology
improves productivity and advancesglobalization in the service
sector. In recent decades the global trade of services grew more
intensely than the trade of goods, making the former scientific
approach disputable. Researchers traditionally used to believe
that services cannot be traded. This approach was first
criticized already in the 1980s. Today, the global trade of
services hardly needs to be proven; rather,it causes challenges
to governments (due to e.g. taxation issues). Thus, services
have become as globalized as physical products; this is mainly
driven by ICT developments, knowledge transfer and
innovation. In the last two decades, the spread of ICT catalyzed
this process by offering new business operation models to
service enterprises.
However, due to service development, companies have to
face new challenges such as diversified needs of customers.
Although service providers are interested in standardization
and automation, ICT applications enable and allow them to
offer solutions that satisfy the customers’ individual needs,also.
Similarly to the processing industry, mass production is
combined with mass customization in the services market as
well.
The idea behind mass customization is to be able to deliver
services tailored to individual needs, while keeping the
effectiveness and cost benefits of mass production. Considering
the traditional characteristics of services, it can be observed
that mass customization may ease the disadvantages of
services: it reduces inseparability, helps systemize
heterogeneity, makes tangible the intangible, improves
expected quality and, where necessary, promotes long-term
customer relationships. (As a relatively new phenomenon,
customers are actively involved not just in the production but in
the distribution process, as well.)

In order to fit in the market expectations and to utilize the
spread of ICT in business use, service companies could
innovate with new and commercially valuable goods which are
more tangible. In the literature,related terms can be found as
commodification and productisation referring to the activity
where service companies provide more product-like solutions
through systemization of their components. The first need for
systemization emerged in the field of marketing, but now it is
widespread. Newer research isfocusing mainly on formal
service development processes with diverse stages (from idea
generation to commercialization), which approach comes from
the domain of manufacturing. Another study method is to
model the service, which has a wider view and has the benefit
of combining unique services with standard services based on
the output perceptions of the customer. Modeling is built on the
experiences of service processes as prerequisites with three
equally important components:
 the service concept and structure based on customer
needs,
 the service process as the prototype, and
 theservice system which involves the resources to
deliver [6].
As stated by the supporters of the modeling method, it
allows developers to focus on customer needs. Problems
emerge from gathering and selecting relevant customer
information as an input to the model.
Despite the advantages of productisation,there are obstacles
on the market. Companies are concerned about converting their
knowledge into tangible products as they could be copied and
stolen without any difficulty. In non-academic publications,
consultants highlight the fact that complex knowledge products
are not attractive to imitate and they are encouraging
companies to use productisation bravely.
III.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IN
KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE BUSINESS SERVICES
The above changes can also be observed in knowledgeintensive activities. The term KIBS in general refers to
knowledge-intensive inputs provided for the business processes
of business organizations, including both private and public
organizations. Consequently, KIBS are not goods for private
consumption. The term was first introduced by Miles in the
academic literature, who proposed to distinguish between two
groups in the KIBS sector: traditional professional services (PKIBS) and advanced technology-based services (T-KIBS). The
P-KIBS group includes traditional professional services that
intensely apply the advanced technology (business and
management services, legal and accounting activities, market
research, etc.), while T-KIBS services are more closely related
to the ICT sector, meaning that they are mainly focused on
providing advanced technology-based services (IT services;
engineering tasks; R&D consulting, etc.) [2].
The KIBS sector presented strong growth, and European
studies have revealed several driving factors of this[1]:
 companies buy more solutions from outside their
organizations (outsourcing and offshoring),
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 increasing demand for technological
(especially ICT related ones),

knowledge

 increasing demand for specialized knowledge of social,
administrative, and regulatory issues (compliance),
 internationalization and globalization issues,
 a growing role of services and intangible elements in
production and in products,
 agrowing number of knowledge workers in labour
markets.
The economic role of the KIBS sector is a central question
in all academic publications as it emerges in the knowledge and
innovation processes nationally and globally where KIBS
companies are strong partners for other organizations. In this
relation effective business services are focused on interaction
between providers and customers in order to emphasize the
connection in delivering processes. Keeping the traditional
view of services where customers actively participate in the
service production processes, co-production means
 interactivity in knowledge transfer and in learning,
 a tailor-made approach, where
 services necessarily start from scratch [6].
Co-production is essentially different from routine
purchases, because during this process a client accesses to the
expertise of the provider, rather than just gettinga commodity.
This ledresearchers to debate standardization and automation
opportunities in the KIBS market, but in this research concept
it is not necessarily the only conclusion. Rather, it is better to
perceive multiple ways to deliver a KIBS service while both
customized and standardized solutionscan be observed. When
it is proper to use a tailored approach or standardization
isestablished as a more appropriate research question.This
perception could much better explain how KIBS companies
can utilize the penetration of new technologies.
ICT plays an important role in the life of KIBS companies,
which can be explained by its digital nature, since ICT enables
these companies to record, process, store and distribute the
information which play vital role in producing the output of
KIBS. Thus, the ICT enhances the classic service provisioning
function by supporting operational processes, reducing costs
and increasing the speed of operation. The integration of ICT
developments into business processes has brought significant
progress in collecting, storing and distributing business
knowledge. As knowledge is the most important property for
KIBS companies,howICT could help them use their
knowledgeis a central question, whether that knowledgeis in
the employee’s head or in documents. This process is called
knowledge management, where knowledge could be
differentiated as
 explicit, which is formal and independent from
individuals (andcan be copyrighted), or
 tacit which is informal and dependent on individuals
(andcannot be copyrighted).

With the spread of the ICT, a huge volume of explicit
knowledge has become available for a wide range of
companies – more than ever before. Considering the role of
ICT in knowledge management, the companies’ aim is to
convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge as much as
they can. This often depends on the organizational culture. By
formalizing the knowledge, KIBS companies advance the
knowledge transfer which could be realized
 in customer interactions,
 through in-house relations,
 in sectorial interactions.
In addition to improving operations, the spread of ICT
greatly promotes the opening and developing of new markets,
because it can reduce the high transaction costs of knowledgeintensive activities. Some new KIBS services have appeared in
the markets which have changed the opportunities of SME
sector: certain services, which were previously overpriced,
have become affordable for SMEs, and new services have also
appeared. For example, it was not possibleearlier for a small
company to plan and execute a targeted international
advertising campaign. These days it is quite easy to do research
in marketing databases and to set up fine-tuned campaigns as
numerous companies offer real-time advertising services online
for a relatively low price. Furthermore, instead of human
agents, SME companies work with scheduled software
workflows such as robots.As businesses apply ICT tools to
support more and more business processes, the range of
affordable KIBS services and mass customized services
expands, since digitalization offers more opportunities for
innovation. In this way, small organizations can have access to
highly value-added inputs, which greatly improves their
innovation capabilities, and, in turn, market competitiveness –
even at global level.
Thus, the spread of ICT has brought geographical changes
as well, since it eases the distribution of KIBS services, which
may balance spatial inequalities and enable clients to access
KIBS services irrespective of their geographical location.
Resulting from this, KIBS service providers which have wide
market coverage can operate not only in big cities, but can
serve their clients from relatively peripheral areas. This
phenomenon can be observed globally. The spread of ICT also
supports the cooperation between KIBS companies physically
located far away from each other, enabling the creation of new
types of inter-organization collaborations and networks. The
development and the possible innovation respectively of a
given KIBS activity or of a KIBS company obviously are not
so evident, because the necessary information and skills are
still focused onthe relevant central economic areas, althoughto
a lesser extent.2
2
As the information required for KIBS related developments is digitalized
and uploaded to the internet, the physical location of a KIBS company becomes
less important. Due to the general cost reduction endeavors, the number of
personal meetings between stakeholders in the KIBS sector has largely
dropped; they may meet personally only a few times a year. For instance,
broadband internet access enables webinars (seminars broadcasted via the
web), an increasing portion of the literature is available online, and developers
can also have online access to databases. Metropolitan headquarters are
oftenmaintained for prestige reasons only, in many cases just as a virtual office.
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The phenomena outlined above opens up entirely new
prospects in smaller economies, as well, because SMEs can
have a more balanced opportunity in market competition,
which pushes companies to innovate, giving a new boost to
their efficiency. Now ICT and the internet are not about simply
having a website for KIBS companies; it is more about having
an effective digital presence.
IV.

CHANGES IN KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE BUSINESS
SERVICES CONCEPTS
Revealing structural and organizational changes and their
triggersin the KIBS sector could lead to a better understanding
of knowledge-based economies and globalization, where
scientific concepts are focused on the fact thatthat knowledge
has an increasing role in creating the economic value. It could
also help policymakers work out regulations not only for
national development, but the international trade, as well.
During the last few decades the content of the knowledgeintensive work has changed, as organizations require more and
more complex and prompt solutions from business service
companies. This indicates parallel changes in service
developments, where companies try to find cost effective
answers for customer needs.
Regarding the KIBS sector, not only fast volume growthcan
be observed, but animprovement in quality, as well, which
comes mainly from
 development of their clients,
 a growing proportion of outsourced complex business
works,
 development of knowledge-based societies,
 increasing regulations,
 internationalization and globalization,
 technological innovations.
The general sector-level impacts of ICT on services, from a
scientific point of view, can be studied sooner in case of KIBS
services, because the knowledge-intensity puts these companies
onthe leading edge in adaptation to changes. KIBS enterprises
are open to accepting ICT-related innovations and, equally
importantly, they are involved in significant innovation
activities. Given that KIBS companies which operate on the
SME market are heavily pushed to improve their efficiency, it
may be said that the spread of ICT is a great opportunity for
them to both gain new markets and enhance their productivity.
ICT is assisting KIBS companies to codify certain parts of
their knowledge and also helps them gather information about
the relevant market cost-effectively with online research tools
for sales and innovation purposes, serving several functions:
 multiplying occasions to get sales leads,
 strengthening and automating customer relationship
management,
 providing a source forgathering information about
customer demand and market competition to innovate,

 using online tools to develop more efficient workflows,
and
 Achieving spatial independence.
The KIBS-related changes listed in the previous sectionscan
easily be seen in the SME sector when observing their impacts
on the service concepts of KIBS companies. This approach
could be considered a proper research methodology, because in
this research it allows one to reveal casual relationships. These
trends have been integrated in the service provision concepts
and are fundamental parts of the strategic planning to such a
degree that failure to consider these would be a competitive
disadvantage. Nowadays in the SME sector there is an
increasingly lower demand for business services that are based
on classic organizational and operational principles. The reason
is simply because companies on the side of clients are changing
in their behavior when operatingwith a KIBS company. This
starts with the search phase, when they are looking for
solutions on the market. Previously, decision makers initially
asked around in their narrow environment, or there were
printed and periodically updated catalogues to find a business
provider; now nearly every search starts in a web browser.
Before introducing the new service concept, it is useful to
compare the relevant features of the previous traditional
(classic) KIBS services and the currently identifiable versions.
Based on the earlier theoretical works of services in Table
1,seven main features have been highlighted in order to draw
attention tothe key characteristics of KIBS. Each feature could
help KIBS companies as important innovators in service
innovations identify developing areas. The comparison begins
with splitting production and consumption, which introduces
other new features because by their separation, the
phenomenon of intangible goods arises, where other
advantages could be derived: by digitalizing a service, it could
be disconnected from humans on the provider side, whereby
the possibilities of the digital worldcan be utilized. Here, the
geographical and time limits disappear, which opens new
opportunities for innovation. From the operational and
policymaking points of view, the decreasing transaction cost
could be a significant change, as it is an important factor both
in micro and macro levels in economies.
TABLE I.

FEATURES OF CLASSIC AND NEW KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE
BUSINESS SERVICES
feature

production and
consumption
transaction costs
uniqueness
geographical location
access to SME sector
innovation
trade

classic KIBS

new KIBS

inseparable

separable

high

low
customized, unique
and mass
customization

customized, unique
centers
limited
mainly user,
catalyzing other
innovations
cannot be traded

anywhere
limitless
user, catalyst, and
important innovator
could be traded

 eases recognizing and adopting external developments,
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In order to access the SME sector as much as possible and
to achieve spatial independence, KIBS companies could focus
on mass customization as well,in addition to the fully
customized versions. Thus, the new service concept derived
from the characteristics described above is also shown in Fig.
1.

...

...

...

mass-produced service offers

the extent of separability; standardisation and automation;
advantages of mass-production; volume of engagements,
geographic independence

intermediate service offers

unique
engagements

traditional conceptions; service prices; knowledge intensity

Fig. 1 demonstrates that due to the changes identified in
Table 1, the new concept of KIBS services can be recognized
as a pyramid, where benefits related to the spread of ICT are
apparent.

Fig. 1. Pyramid service conceptions of Knowledge Intensive Business
Services.

The interpretation of the offering pyramid of KIBS services
should start from its both ends: the bottom of the pyramid
represents mass supply, while the top refers to absolutely
customized services. Between the two extremes, there is an
intermediate supply, which becomes more tailored as one
movestowards the top of the pyramid. Consequently, the
benefits of ICT (in terms of mass service delivery,
standardization, automation and new types of services) impact
the services at the bottom of the pyramid. As one
movesdownwards from the top of the pyramid, services act
more like a product, while those located in the top of the
pyramid can be interpreted in the classic way.
In this research the ‘service concept’ is seen as a high-level
and more general term, compared to the term of ‘business
model’. One maysay the business model can give operative
tools that help implement the strategic service concept. KIBS
service concepts can become a successful market strategy when
a company is able to associate it with a logical, consistent,
original, hard-to-copy business model.
Just asversioning is a well working business strategy for
designing a product line of information goods, the service
pyramid concept is a similarly proper approach for KIBS
companies. Service pyramids let the service provider
recommend different offers at a different level of complexity.
KIBS companies are originally focused on providing complex

and high quality version services. In a business manager’s
mind, a typical KIBS company is visualized as a wellfashioned, highly professional person, who is present himself in
the manager’s office and works hard with him to solve
difficultbusiness problems. It is generally equal with the offer
of any newly opened KIBS company. With service pyramids, a
KIBS company usually creates the high-quality version first,
and then as a top-down method they could subtract value from
it to get lower-level services, which could be inserted in their
product line as mass-market service products [5].
Additionally,it can be observed that in this complex system
of service pyramids, companies can use modularity to develop
new services. In the literature, modularity is presented as a
design strategy that can stimulate market success and
innovation mainly in ICT relation.
Modularity means a stable and clear architecture (both
vertically and horizontally) with well-defined operation
functions that reduce costs and decrease the uncertainty of adhoc work. Overall, modularity can be introducedinto services
based on systemization, which helps moderate the
disadvantages of heterogeneity. Service modularity is not only
a source of effective operation but of a successful competition
strategy, as well, where there is huge space for differentiation,
especially in this intermediate time of new service strategies.
Note that in this perspective of KIBS services; they are
similar to information products, as customers must experience
themto value thembefore they decide to buy, so theycan be
named ‘experience goods’ as well. For SME companies,
advertising their KIBS services in a certain market does not
mean getting clients directly from this promotionalactivity. As
KIBS services are highly complex intangible goods, their
qualities are not easy to explain to the customer simply
throughadvertisements [3]. Actually, the successful advertising
strategy for KIBS companies is not only about concluding a
final contract, as it could be considered nearly impossible. Who
will engage a tax advisor to harmonize a company’s tax
structure just because of their billboard? Advertising is rather
about thinking in a big and subtle network of marketing tools
and channels. High professionals traditionally have to build
their reputations on the market, which helps them get through
the first sales obstacles originating from information
asymmetry and risks of fears of the customers. Building
reputation is about widely communicating business results,
goals and merits etc., which means sharing information with
customers and building a closer relationship to eliminate risk
from the first business relationship. And for communication in
business to business (B2B) relation, the ICT is the main (but, of
course, not the only) channel to send out messages today.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It is put forwardthat ICT is a great help for KIBS
companies in obtaining new customers, retaining old ones,
selling more, and improvingand innovating services. Changes
on the markets make it harder for companies to use the relevant
information while the importance of tacit knowledge is rising.
This all stimulates the combination of external and internal
knowledge in SME organizations which providenew
possibilities for KIBS companies with a high competition level.
Moreover, since only a few start-ups survive, KIBS companies
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need to find new, profitable ways to innovate services utilizing
the standardization and automation advantage of the trend that
services tend to be rather intangible products.
The scope of this paper does not allow a detailed
description of the KIBS service pyramid concept presented
inFig. 1, but this was not the goal of this research. The
objective here is to highlight a research direction that is worth
following in order to have a better understanding of the subject
matter. The short history of research into knowledge-intensive
business services has some very exciting questions left
unanswered, which will be answered in the course of further
research. For example, it is important to collect some empirical
evidence about organization sizes, because the new KIBS
service pyramid concept described here may effectively impact
the SME sector in the near future.
As a next research steps it is neededto set up relevant KIBS
clusters internationally (in developed and emerging markets) to
see how these companies are utilizing the service pyramid
concept and productisation in their market strategies (between
leaders and followers), then benchmark their business
performance with the market and with each other. This could

give empirical evidence for the effective use of the service
pyramid concept, both ata micro and macroeconomic level. Itis
also expected that additional research areas will emerge,
especially regarding the process of service productisation.
[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]
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Abstract—In this study, a genetic programming technique
was used with the goal of estimating the effort required in the
development of individual projects. Results obtained were
compared with those generated by a statistical regression and by
a neural network that have already been used to estimate the
development effort of individual software projects. A sample of
132 projects developed by 40 programmers was used for
generating the three models and another sample of 77 projects
developed by 24 programmers was used for validating the three
models. Results in the accuracy of the model obtained from
genetic programming suggest that it could be used to estimate
software development effort of individual projects.

The hypothesis of this research is the following: Prediction
accuracy of a model based on genetic programming is
statistically better or equal than a statistical regression model or
a model obtained with a feedforward neural network, when
these three models are generated from two kinds of lines of
code and are applied to the prediction of software development
effort of individual projects that have been developed with
personal practices.One reason for choosing genetic
programming in this work was that this technique is capable of
modeling non-linear behaviors, which are common when
correlating independent variables with the development effort
of software projects [14].

Keywords—genetic programming; feedforward neural network;
software effort estimation; statistical regression

The rest of the paper starts with a section describing the
genetic programming algorithm used to generate the
corresponding model, followed by a section with the related
work. The next section presents the methods used for
evaluating the three models, followed bya section on the
generation of the models. Respective sections on the
verification and validation of the models are presented next.
The paper ends with a section of conclusions.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The estimation of how long it takes to develop specific
software projects is an ongoing concern for project managers
[1]. The software development effort estimation can begin with
individual projects within academic environments [2], as is the
case in this study. There are several techniques for estimating
development effort, which could be classified into: 1) expert
judgment that aims at deriving estimates based on the
experience of experts on similar projects [3][4]; 2) those based
on models such as a statistical regression model [5][6]; and 3)
those based on techniques from computational intelligence [7],
such as fuzzy logic [8][9], neural networks [10] and genetic
programming [11].
Considering that no single estimation technique is best for
all situations, and that a careful comparison of the results from
several approaches is most likely to produce realistic estimates
[12], this study compares estimates generated with a genetic
programming model against the results obtained with a neural
network and with the most commonly used model: statistical
regression[4].
Data samples for this study were integrated by 132 and 77
projects for generating (verifying) and validating the models,
respectively, and were developed by 40 and 24 programmers,
respectively. All of the projects were created following
practices of the Personal Software Process (PSP) [13].
The three models were generated from data of small
projects individually developed using practices of PSP because
this approach has proven its usefulness when applied to
individual projects [2].

II.

GENETIC PROGRAMMING

Genetic programming (GP) is a field of evolutionary
computation that works by evolving a population of data
structures that correspond to some form of computer programs
[15]. These programs typically represent trees varying in shape
and size where the internal nodes correspond to functions and
the leaves represent terminals such as constants and variable
names. The trees can be implemented as the list-based
structures known as S-expressions, with sublists representing
subtrees.
Fig. 1 presents the flowchart followed by a typical
implementation of the GP algorithm [15]. The GP algorithm
starts with a population of M randomly generated programs
consisting of functions and terminals appropriate to the
problem domain. If the termination criterion has not been
reached, each program is then evaluated according to some
fitness function that measures the ability of the program to
solve a particular problem.The fitness function typically
evaluates a problem against a number of different fitness cases
and the final fitness value for the program is the sum or the
average of the values of the individual fitness cases. GP
normally works with a standardized fitness function in which
lower non-negative values correspond to better values, usually
with zero as the best value.
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The subtrees that have the selected nodes as roots are then
exchanged generating two new individuals that are usually
different from their parents.
Fig. 2 shows an example of two parental trees before
crossover, with the corresponding S-expression below each
tree; arrows point at the root nodes of the subtrees chosen to be
exchanged, with the corresponding subexpressions shown in
boldface.
Fig. 3 presents the generated offspring trees resulting from
the exchange of the subtrees in Fig. 2 whose root nodes are
pointed at by the arrows. The exchange of subtrees corresponds
to the exchange of the sublists shown in boldface below each
tree.
A fixed portion of the next generation is produced using the
crossover operation, having the possibility of forcing that a
fixed percentage of the selected nodes correspond to functions,
whereas the rest correspond to either functions or terminals.
Unlike genetic algorithms, the mutation operation is normally
not necessary in GP, as the crossover operation can provide for
point mutation when two nodes corresponding to terminals in
the parents are selected to be exchanged.
The process of evaluating, selecting and modifying
individuals to produce a new generation is continued until a
termination criterion is satisfied. The GP run usually terminates
when either a predefined number of generations has been
reached or a desired individual has been found.

Fig. 1. Flowchart followed by a typical implementation of the GP
algorithm.Symbols are as follows: Gen = Generation counter; i = Individual
counter; M = Population size; Pr= Probability of reproduction; Pc =
Probability of crossover.

After all programs in the population have been evaluated, a
selection is made among the individuals in the population to
produce the next generation. This selection is usually made
proportionate to fitness so that programs with better fitness
values have a higher probability of being selected. The
Darwinian selection of the fittest individuals in the population
is the biological basis on which the various evolutionary
computation paradigms are inspired. A number of operations
can be applied to selected individuals to provide for variability
in the new generation. The reproduction operation consists of
selecting a fixed percentage of individuals to pass unchanged
to the next generation according to a certain probability of
reproduction (Pr). In the crossover operation, two individuals
are selected according to a probability of crossover (Pc) to
function as parents to produce two offspring programs. In each
of the parents a node in the corresponding trees is selected
randomly to constitute a crossover point.

Fig. 2. Example of two parental trees before crossover and the corresponding
S-expressions.

Fig. 3. Offspring trees after crossover and the corresponding S-expressions.

III. RELATED WORK
Results from the application of neural networks and
statistical regression have shown that the estimation accuracy
of both techniques are competitive with models generated from
data of large projects [16][17][18], and of small projects [19].
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The accuracy of the genetic programming model used in
the present work is compared against the accuracies obtained
from the neural network and the multiple linear regression
models described in [19]. These two models were generated
using data from small-scale projects. The kind of neural
network used was a feedforward multi-layer perceptron with a
backpropagation learning algorithm (the most commonly used
in the effort estimation field [20]). The feed-forward neural
network used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm due to its
reported efficiency [21].
Genetic programming has already been applied to large
projects; however, we did not find any study related to its
application for predicting the software development effort of
small projects developed in laboratory learning environments
[22]. Some of the methods reported in previous publications
resemble the approach taken in the present work, in which a
mathematical model that best fits the data is searched.
The main difference of the present work with most
previous reports lies in the genetic programming parameters
they used and the data on which they applied the genetic
programming algorithm. In [10] a GP algorithm was
implemented having a population size of 1000 individuals
reproducing for 500 generations during only 10 runs. They
used a dataset of 81 software projects that a Canadian software
company developed in the late 1980s. They suggested that the
genetic programming approach needed further study to fully
exploit its advantages. On the other hand, in [23] GP was used
with the goal of comparing the use of public datasets against

company-specific ones. The techniques they used (GP,
artificial neural networks and multiple linear regression) were
slightly more accurate with the company-specific database than
with publicly available datasets. They used the same GP
parameters as in [10]. They concluded that companies should
base effort estimates on in-house data rather than on public
domain data. In [24] GP was compared against artificial neural
networks and multiple linear regression using a number of
publicly available datasets. Using less individuals in the GP
population (from 25 to 50) than normally employed in the
typical implementation of the algorithm (several hundred), they
found that although GP was better at effort prediction than
neural networks and multiple linear regression with some

datasets, in general, none of the techniques they tested rendered
a good effort estimation model. These authors concluded that
the datasets used to build a prediction model had a great
influence in the ability of the model to provide adequate effort
estimation. In [25] a different approach was used with GP;
instead of finding the mathematical model that best fitted the
data, they developed a grammar-based technique they called
Grammar Guided Genetic Programming (GGGP) and
compared it against simple linear regression. They used the
data of 423 software development projects from a public
repository and randomly divided them into a training set of 211
projects and a test set of 212 projects. The results obtained
using the GGGP technique were not very encouraging, as the
effort prediction they found was not very accurate. In [26] GP
was also applied for predicting the effort of large projects, and
their results showed that GP was better than case-based
reasoning and comparable with statistical regression. Finally,
GP was applied in [27] using the same methodology as in the

present work, but the model found had a slightly higher
validation MMER than the model presented here.
IV. METHODS
In this study, the independent variables for all three models
were New and Changed (N&C) as well as Reused code, and all
of them were considered as physical lines of code (LOC). N&C
is composed of added and modified code. The added code is
the LOC written during the current programming process,
whereas the modified code is the LOC changed in the base
project when modifying a previously developed project. The
base project is the total LOC of the previous projects, whereas
the reused code is the LOC of previously developed projects
that are used without any modification [13]. Source lines of
code represent one of the two most common measures for
estimating software size [28]. Finally, the dependent variable
Effort was measured in minutes.
The accuracy criterion for evaluating models in this work
was the Magnitude of Error Relative to the estimate for
observation i, or MERi, defined as follows:

MERi 

Actual Effort i - Estimated Effort i
Estimated Effort i

.



The MER value is calculated for each observation i whose
effort is estimated. The aggregation of MER over multiple
observations can be achieved through the mean (MMER).
Another criterion that has been used in the past for
evaluating prediction models is the Magnitude of Relative
Error (MRE), which is calculated for the i-th observation as
follows:

MRE i 

Actual Effort i - Estimated Effort i
Actual Effort i

.



The mean of MRE over multiple observations is denoted as
MMRE.
The accuracy of an estimation technique is inversely
proportional to the MMER or the MMRE. It has been reported
that an MMRE  0.25 is considered acceptable [29]; however,
no studies or argumentations supporting this threshold value
have been presented [30].Results of MMER in [31] showed
better results when compared to other studies; this fact is the
reason for choosing MMER as evaluation criterion in the
present work.
Experiments for this study were done within a controlled
environment having the following characteristics:
 All of the developers were working for a software
development company. However, none of them had
previously taken a course related to personal practices
for developing software at the individual level.
 All developers were studying a graduate program
related to computer science.
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 Each developer wrote seven project assignments. Only
the last four of the assignments of each developer were
selected for this study. The first three projects were not
considered because they had differences in their process
phases and in their logs, whereas the last four projects
were based on the same logs and had the following
phases: plan, design, design review, code, code review,
compile, testing, and postmortem.
 Each developer selected his/her own imperative
programming language whose coding standard had the
following characteristics: each compiler directive,
variable declaration, constant definition, delimiter,
assign sentence, as well as flow control statement was
written in a line of code.
 Developers had already received at least a formal
course on the object oriented programming language
that they selected to be used through the assignments,
and they had good programming experience in that
language. The sample for this study only involved
developers whose projects were coded in C++ or
JAVA.
 Because this study was an experiment with the aim of
reducing bias, we did not inform the developers about
our experimental goal.
 Developers filled out a spreadsheet for each project and
submitted it electronically for examination. This
spreadsheet contained a template called “Project Plan
Summary”, which included the completed data by
project. This summary had actual data related to size,
effort (time spent in the development of the project) and
defects. This document had to be completed after each
project was finished.
 Each PSP course was given to no more than fifteen
developers.
 Since a coding standard establishes a consistent set of
coding practices that is used as a criterion for judging
the quality of the produced code [13], the same coding
and counting standards were used in all projects. The
projects developed during this study followed these
guidelines. All projects complied with the counting
standard shown in Table I.
 Developers were constantly supervised and advised
about the process.
 The code written in each project was designed by the
developers to be reused in subsequent projects.
 The kind of the developed projects had a similar
complexity as those suggested in [13], and all of them
required a basic knowledge of statistics and
programming topics learned in the first semesters of an
undergraduate program. From a set of 18 individual
projects, a subset of seven projects was randomly
assigned to each of the programmers. Description of
these 18 projects is presented in [19].

 Data used in this study are from those programmers
whose data for all seven exercises were correct,
complete, and consistent.
TABLE I.

COUNTING STANDARD.

Count type

Type

Physical/logical
Statement type

Physical
Included

Executable
Non-executable
Declarations
Compiler directives
Comments and Blank lines
Delimiters:

Yes

{ and }

Yes (one by text line)
Yes (one by text line)
No

Yes

V.
GENERATION OF MODELS
Data from 132 individual projects developed by 40
programmers from the year 2005 to the year 2008 were used in
the three models: GP, neural network and multiple linear
regression. The projects that contained reused code were
selected for the sample.
A. Multiple Linear Regression
The following multiple linear regression equation was
generated [19]:






The intercept value of 45.06is the value of the line where
the independent variables are equal to zero. On the other hand,
the signs of the two parameters comply with the following
assumptions related to software development:
 The larger the value of new and changed code (N&C),
the greater the development effort.
 The larger the value of reused code, the lesser the
development effort.
An acceptable value for the coefficient of determination is
r2 ≥ 0.5 [13],with this equation having an r2 equal to 0.58. The
ANOVA for this equation had a statistically significant
relationship between the variables at the 99% confidence level
and the two independent variables were statistically significant
at the 99% confidence level.
B. Neural Network
There is a variety of tasks that neural network can be
trained to perform. The most common tasks are: pattern
association, pattern recognition, function approximation,
automatic control, filtering and beam-forming. In the present
work, a feedforward neural network with one hidden layer was
applied for function approximation. This network had already
been trained to approximate a function [19]. The effort was
considered as a function of two variables: N&C (number of
new and changed lines of code) and Reused (number of reused
lines of code).
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It has been shown that a feedforward network with one
layer of hidden neurons is sufficient to approximate any
function with a finite number of discontinuities on any given
interval [21]. This is the reason for using a fully-connected
feedforward neural network with one hidden layer of neurons
in this work. The fully-connected part of the description means
that each neuron in a layer receives a signal from each of the
neurons in the preceding layer. There were two neurons in the
input layer of the network: one received the number of N&C
lines of code and the other received the number of reused lines
of code. The output layer consisted of only one neuron
indicating an estimated effort. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer was empirically optimized. A range from two to
40 neurons was explored and the best results were obtained
with ten neurons in the hidden layer. The optimized
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to train the network.
The network passed through two phases: training and
application. The first group of 132 software projects was used
to train the network. This group of projects was randomly
separated into three subgroups: training, validation and testing.
The training group contained 70% of the projects. The inputoutput pairs of data for these projects were used by the network
to adjust its parameters. The next 20% of data was used to
validate the results and identify the point at which the training
should stop. The remaining 10% of data was randomly chosen
to be used as testing data, to make sure that the network
performed well with the data that was not presented during the
parameter adjustment.
C. Genetic Programming
A LISP implementation of the GP algorithm was used for
generating a model to predict software development effort. The

following standard parameters were used on all runs [15]: the
initial population consisted of 500 S-expressions randomly
generated using the ramped half-and-half generative method.
In this method, an equal number of trees are created with a
depth that ranges from 2 to the maximum allowed depth (6 in
this work) for new individuals. For each depth, half of the
programs corresponded to full trees, and the other half
consisted of growing trees of variable shape. The maximum
depth for individuals after the application of the crossover
operation was 17. The reproduction rate was 0.1, whereas the
crossover rate was 0.7 for function nodes and 0.2 for any node.
Finally, each GP run was allowed to evolve for 50 generations
and the individual with the best fitness value was selected from
the final generation.
The set of terminals was defined by the two independent
variables X1 and X2 corresponding to the New & Changed and
Reused lines of code, respectively. Additionally, terminals also
consisted of floating-point constants randomly generated from
the range [-5, 5).
The set of functions consisted of the arithmetic operators
for addition (+), subtraction (–) and multiplication (*), along
with the following protected functions shown in prefix
notation. To avoid division by zero, the protected division %
was defined as follows:

(% x


 1
y)  
x / y

y 0

.
y 0 



To account for non-positive variable values, the protected
logarithmic function RLOG was defined as



RLOG



 0
x   
ln x

x 0

.
x 0 



Finally, the protected exponential function REXP was
defined as



REXP



0
x    x
e

x  20

,
x  20 



where the boundary value 20 was arbitrarily chosen to
avoid over- and underflows during evaluation.

Since the standardized fitness function f is required to
consist of non-negative values, with zero as the best match, this
function was defined as


f   Actual Effort i -Estimated Effort i .
 

The MMER value was not considered an appropriate
fitness measure, as the denominator in the MER formula can
yield negative values if the estimated effort in the LISP model
is negative itself.
Fifty experiments each consisting of 1,000 GP runs were
made. From each experiment, the run with the highest fitness
value (lowest f value) was selected and finally an individual
program from all runs was selected according to how well it
predicted software development effort on both the verification
and validation data sets. The selected program from the 50,000
runs is presented next in LISP notation, where X1 is New and
Changed code, and X2 is Reused code.
(- (- (+ (- X1 (* (- X2 X2) 3.7990248)) (REXP 3.7627742))
(% (+ (* 2.2606792 X1) (- X2 -4.461488)) (+ (+ X1
X2) X1)))
(% (+ (% X2 (+ X1 2.2606792)) (- 4.497994 X1))
(+ (% (% X2 (% -1.1173002 X2)) (+ X1 X1)) (+ X1
2.2606792))))
After evaluation of constant subexpressions and
simplification of additions involving subexpressions evaluating
to zero, the next equivalent program was obtained.
(- (- (+ X1 43.06774)
(% (+ (* 2.2606792 X1) (- X2 -4.461488)) (+ (+ X1
X2) X1)))
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(% (+ (% X2 (+ X1 2.2606792)) (- 4.497994 X1))
N or mal Pro b ab ility Plo t

(+ (% (% X2 (% -1.1173002 X2)) (+ X1 X1)) (+ X1
2.2606792))))

9 9.9
99
95
p er ce nt ag e

VI. VERIFICATION OF MODELS
The GP, the multiple linear regression equation, and the
neural network models were applied to the original dataset of
132 projects for estimating effort; then their accuracy by
project (MER), as well as by model (MMER), were calculated
giving the following results for MMER:

80
50
20
5
1
0 .1
0

0 .2

0 .4

0 .6

0 .8

MER

 Genetic Programming = 0.25
Fig. 5. Normality plot of MER ANOVA– verification stage.

 Multiple Linear Regression = 0.26

TABLE II.

 Neural Network = 0.25
The following three assumptions of residuals for MER
ANOVA were analyzed:
 Independent samples: in this study, groups of
developers are made up of separate programmers and
each of them developed their own projects, rendering
the data independent of each other.
 Equal standard deviations: in a plot of this kind the
residuals should fall roughly in a horizontal band
centered and symmetrical about the horizontal axis (as
shown in Fig. 4).
 Normal populations: a normal probability plot of the
residuals should be roughly linear (as shown in Fig. 5).
Once these three residual assumptions had been met, the
ANOVA for MER of the projects was calculated, which
showed that there was not a statistically significant difference
among the prediction accuracy for the three models (p-value of
Table II is greater than 0.05).

Between groups
Within groups
Total

0 .36
0 .16
-0 .0 4
-0 .2 4

2
392
394

0.0158 0.60
0.0264



Genetic Programming = 0.23



Multiple Linear Regression = 0.24



Neural Network = 0.22

-0 .4 4
MLR

0.0317
10.3644
10.3962

Me
Fpan
ratio
value
square
0.5488

VII. VALIDATION OF MODELS
Another group of developers consisting of 24 programmers
developed 77 projects through the year 2009. These projects
were developed using the same standards, logs, and following
the same processes as the 132 programs used for generating the
models presented in Section V. Once the three models for
predicting effort were applied to these data, the MER by
project as well as the MMER by model were calculated
yielding the following MMER values:

TABLE III.
GP

Sum
Degrees
of squares of freedom

An ANOVA for the MMER models (Table III) showed that
there was not a statistically significant difference among the
accuracy of prediction for the three models (p-value is greater
than 0.05) at 95% of confidence. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show how
ANOVA residuals assumptions as described in the previous
section are met.

R es id ua l Plo t fo r MER
0 .56

re s idu al

Source

ANOVA TABLE FOR MER BY MODEL (VERIFICATION)

NN

Source

Tec hn iq ue

Fig. 4. Equal standard deviation plot of MER ANOVA – verification stage.

Between groups
Within groups
Total

ANOVA TABLE FOR MER BY MODEL (VALIDATION).
Me
Sum
Degrees
Fpan
of squares of freedom
ratio
value
square
0.045
5.0962
5.1414

2
225
227

0.0226 1.00
0.0226

0.3703
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Future research involves the application of genetic
programming for estimating the effort of individual projects
involving more independent variables and larger datasets.

R es id ua l Plo t fo r MER
0 .47
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Taking into account that no single estimation technique is
best for all situations, this study compared a GP model with the
results obtained from a neural network, as well as from
statistical regression.
Data samples integrated by 132 and 77 individual projects
for verifying and validating the three models were developed
by 40 and 24 programmers, respectively. All the projects were
developed following the same practices from the personal
software process. The independent variables used in the models
were New & Changed code as well as Reused code, whereas
the dependent variable was the effort measured in minutes.
The accepted hypothesis in this study was the following:
prediction accuracy of a genetic programming model is
statistically equal to those obtained from a feedforward neural
network, and from a statistical regression model when these
three models are generated from two kinds of lines of code and
they are applied for predicting software development effort of
individual projects that have been developed with personal
practices.
Even though we found that the three estimation techniques
we tested had a similar power of prediction, GP can have an
advantage over other techniques in those cases where specific
non-linear functions are suspected to be part of the prediction
function, as GP allows the use of any function desired, and the
final solution can be a composition of the selected functions.
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Abstract—In recent years, mobile operations have gained
wide popularity among mainstream users, and banks tend to
follow this trend. But are bank customers ready to move
forward? Mobile banking appears to be a natural extension of
Internet banking, . Thus, to predict consumer decisions to adopt
mobile banking, it’s useful to understand the pattern of adoption
of Internet banking (IB). This investigation seeks contribute to an
expansion of the knowledge regarding this matter by researching
Portuguese consumers’ patterns and behaviors concerning the
acceptance and use intention of IB as a foundation for
establishing growth strategies of mobile banking. For data
collection, we used an online “snowball” process. The statistical
treatment used included a factor analysis in order to allow
examination of the interrelationships between the original
variables. The analysis was made possible by developing a set of
factors that expresses the common traits between them. The
results revealed that the majority of respondents did not identify
problems with the use of and interaction with the IB service. The
study generated some interesting findings. First, the data
generally supports the conceptual framework presented.
However, some points need to be made: (i) trust and convenience,
from all the elements referenced in the literature as relevant from
the client’ perspective, continue to be a very important elements;
(ii) the results did not support the paradigm that the
characteristics of individuals affect their behavior as consumers,
(iii) individual technological characteristics affect consumer
adoption of IB service; (iv) consumer perceptions about the IB
service affect their use, as reveal by the existence of three types of
customers that show different practices and perceptions of IB;
and (v) intention to use IB is dependent upon attitudes and
subjective norms regarding the use of IB.1
Keywords—internet banking; mobile banking; technology
adoption models; Portugal

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, banking was a simple branch-based operation
and therefore the intensive street presence was considered a
success critical factor. Over the past three decades, the
technological evolution path impact the way services processes
and the bank sector was no exception in the use of multiple
technologies and applications used on daily base activities. The
ICT adoption brings along a more and complete services offer,
with high levels of security involve and cost reduction. For
these reasons, more and more banks were investing in this form
of customer interaction. Internet banking has created a
Acknowledgment: Funding for this work is granted by FCT – CEEAplA,
Research Center for Applied Economics and data gathered by Ricardo Borges,
to whom we thank for the sharing.

paradigm shift, enriching banks offers and taking advantage of
customers’ predisposition to engage into a virtual relationship
with their banks.
However, with the internet banking market increasing
competition driven by consumer expectations and technology
developments, IB left is central role and become a launching
platform for the latest IT-driven bank-offer: mobile banking.
The literature review reveals that many studies were (and
currently are being) conducted on the adoption of mobile
banking by customers primarily on their perceptions about cost
reduction, ease of use and convenience, reliability, and lastly
but not the least, security and privacy. It also refers that these
costumers had past experience with internet banking solutions.
Therefore, this paper identifies the different segments of IB
customers, paying special attention to trust and convenience as
key concepts of consumer behavior, since they are common
influences identified in IB and mobile-banking.
In this study, therefore, building upon prior research
regarding consumer adoption and use of internet banking we
try to identify the antecedents of mobile banking adoption,
considering that the intention to use mobile banking is
impacted by past IB experiences.
For practical reasons, this study focuses on the Portuguese
consumers’ patterns and behaviors’ concerning the acceptance
and use intention of internet banking. The data was gathered
online and in order to test the hypothesis, a set of multivariate
statistical analysis were performed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the related literature reviewed for this research study;
the subsequent sub-sections outline the conceptual model and
experimental hypothesis on which the model is based; presents
methodology and the discuss the empirical findings; Section 5
describes concludes the paper's results. The implications for
industry as well as for research and limitations and scope for
future research have been discussed in last Sections 6 and 7
respectively.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
It seems very cliché to start a work on internet defining the
different paths of evolution of the home banking. However,
when looking to this evolution and the adoption patterns follow
by clients and its implications in banks strategies, it seems
quite useful to quickly review this processes.
In the last two decades, the topic of home banking has
gained its own space both in academics and business circles [1-
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3]. However, home banking is a concept with a history greater
than it appears to be, since it started with sales over phone
process, followed by ATM and "dial-up" computers access and
nowadays it’s an umbrella combining of all of these with
internet banking and mobile banking.
The explosion of internet usage and the huge funding in
ICT initiatives, allowed the design of internet banking services
offers, overcoming the spatial and time constrain of banking
services, since it provides a 24/7 and global coverage [4].
The concept internet banking refers to the use of the
internet as a remote delivery channel for banking services [5],
allowing clients to access their bank and bank account and
perform almost all the different types of transactions available
through internet [4].
Since the nineties, the number of households with Internet
access has increased dramatically, offering new markets
possibilities for internet-based services such as internet banking
[6]. In general, Europe has been and still is the leader in
internet banking technology and usage. Particularly, in Portugal
most banks offer internet banking solutions (See, BESnet was
created in 1998 by BancoEspirito Santo).
There are two main reasons, listed in most research works,
to traditional financial institutions engage internet banking
activities. The first is related to lowering operational costs. The
second regards, improving consumer banking services,
increasing retaining consumers’ rate and expanding consumer’
share. Back in 1999, [4] suggested that IB segment was the
most profitable business unit. More recent evidences confirm
his conclusions and added that besides been more profitable
this business model retained loyal and committed consumers
when compared with traditional banking (ABA, 2004; Fox,
2005). For all these reasons, banks have recognized the
importance to differentiate themselves from other financial
institutions through new distribution channels. If in the last
decade, banks were investing in internet banking.
Nowadays, mobile banking has been rapidly gaining
popularity as a potential medium for electronic commerce.
However, the diffusion of this channel is still in an early stage.
Both systems operate over the internet and enables
customers 24 hour 7 day access to their account, and allows
customers to conduct more complicated transactions, such as
pay bills, applying for housing loan applications, online
shopping, account consultation, and stock portfolio
management.
The work of Dhungel, Acharya, &Upadhyay-Dhungel [7]
remembers that banks invest in electronic channels to take
advantage of its unique features as universal applicability, more
speed to conduct transactions and less financial costs. But
points to the existence of different stages of adoption of digital
channels.
These authors also defend that when a new innovation
becomes commercial feasible, the adoption of this new
technology by potential users leads to its diffusion. They
stressed on the importance of identifying a list of customers’
profiles that will embrace new technologies in the earliest
stages of its implementation.

Although, the development of the electronic banking
supply, the number of mobile banking users is still very weak
in comparison with the other e-banking services, such as
internet banking and ATMS. Therefore, there is a need to
understand the factors that influence intention to use mobile
banking. Following a similar approach of the Dhungel,
Acharya, &Upadhyay-Dhungel [7] work, it’s relevant to
determinate the key customer-specific factors that will predict
actual digital behavior.
Few studies have focused on mobile value from the
distinctive feature of a mobile technology perspective as an
internet continuum technology, with specific customers’
expectations [6]. Novel perspectives point to the replication of
patterns from e-commerce to mobile solutions [8, 9].
In recent years, a multiplicity of theoretical perspectives
have been applied to provide an understanding of the
determinants of Internet banking adoption and use and more
recently to understand mobile banking [1, 7, 10-13].
With the growing acceptance of internet banking, a constant
analysis of customer behavior is needed, considering the
factors affecting its adoption. In this field, often behavioral
models are used, such as theory of reasoned action (TRA) [14]
or the technology acceptance model (TAM) [15]. More recent
studies employing a TAM-base theoretical lens have identified
additional constructs that may be influential in internet banking
service adoption: (i) online consumer behavior and online
service adoption (channel knowledge, convenience, experience,
perceived, accessibility and perceived utility; time savings; site
waiting time; security, privacy and trust; cost; service quality);
(ii) service switching cost (procedural, financial and relational);
(iii) adoption of internet banking (convenience, service quality,
perceived relative advantage, compatibility, trialability,
complexity, demographics, gender, consumer attitudes and
beliefs, security, privacy, trust, risk, needs already satisfied,
familiarity, habit, convenience, adaptability, computer and
technology confidence, knowledge and high levels of internet
use at work) [14, 16-22].
With increasing technology adoption, bank performance is
progressing steadily, therefore customer service is the area with
major improvements made, which is a major advantage for
users [19].
Regardless the importance of the subject, the investigation
regarding European bank services is still scarce. When looking
to the development of banking industry is clear that Portuguese
banks are in the upstream of IT based solutions use. The
questions that remain unanswered are how customers feel
regarding internet banking and what influences their
acceptance and adoption processes, including the adoption of
mobile solutions.
III. FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS
Given the broad range of contributing theories and factors
identified in the literature regarding banking in internet and
mobile era, internet banking consumer behavior needs to study
with a different approach to these factors. As Venkatesh et al.
[21] recalled, the theory of reasoned action (TRA) from
Fishbein and Ajzen [14] is still one of the most prominent
theories regarding human behavior. According to this
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approach, behavior intention relies in two constructs: (i) the
attitude toward behavior, which is "the positive or negative
feelings about an individual's adoption of a particular behavior"
(Fishbein&Ajzen, 1975, p. 216); (ii) and the subjective norm
that is consider as “the perception of a person that most people
who are important to him think he should or should not behave
in a certain way "(Fishbein&Ajzen, 1975, p. 302). Since
attitude resides in the mind, precedes and produces behavior
and thus can be used to predict behavior (Yang and Yoo,
2004), it will reflect the personal characteristics of the
individuals, such as gender, age or profession.
The principles of the theory of reasoned action were
applied by Davis et al. [15] in the acceptance of IT by the
individual, showing similar trends to other domains where
TRA was applied. Driven from TRA, these authors present an
instrument to predict the likelihood of a new technology being
adopted within a group or individuals: technological
acceptance model (TAM). Regardless the criticisms and the
limitations found in TAMs, the model has been used in
numerous studies seeking to gauge the determinants of
behavior adoption and use of new technologies.
The positive results obtained from the use of this model in
internet banking context (Daniel and Storey, 1998; Eriksson,
Kerem, & Nilsson, 2005; Hernandez &Mazzon, 2007;
Laukkanen, Sinkkonen, &Laukkanen, 2008; Mols, 1999;
Prompattanapakdee, 2009; Qureshi & Khan, 2008;
TeroPikkarainen, Pikkarainen, Karjaluoto, &Pahnila, 2004) and
its non-application to Portuguese banking environment were
the driving reasons for considering this model as the basis of
their work. However, it was felt necessary to make some
modifications, considering the inputs of the IBAM (internet
banking adoption model) proposed by Alsajjan and Dennis [23]
in order to enrich the model and a better match to the
Portuguese reality. Therefore, special attention was given to
trust and convenience as key concepts of online consumer
behavior. For instance, from a psychology or relationship
marketing perspective trust is the key element of relationships
and in internet context has been found as important factor in
the adoption decision process, especially in the internet
banking context [3].
In light of the above discussion, the following hypotheses
were constructed for testing in this study:
H1: Attitude towards the use of internet banking is
dependent upon the behavioral beliefs relative to trust and
convenience.
H2: Attitude towards the use internet banking is dependent
upon individual demographic characteristics.
H3: Attitude towards the use internet banking is dependent
upon individual technological characteristics.
H4: Intention to use internet banking is dependent upon
attitudes towards the use of internet banking and subjective
norms about the use of internet banking.
The hypotheses described reflect the study aims to explore
the self-reported behaviors of online customers and their
intention to use internet banking services. From the literature
review that considers internet banking as the previous stage of

mobile banking, it’s expectable that the profiles found indicate
future users of mobile banking [9].
IV. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
After the extensive literature survey, the research
methodology has been centered on the already identified
existing core variables. Therefore, and in order to validate the
assumptions set, we applied a methodology consisting of four
phases, namely, sample definition (1), questionnaire
development (2), data collection (3), and statistical analysis (4).
Based on the theorize model developed in the course of a
detailed review of the related literature on user acceptance of
technology and new technology diffusion, a questionnaire was
compose as a measurement scale for the research, including
two sections: (i) the first addresses issues of socio-demographic
features of respondents, and (ii) the second adds a set of closed
questions that capture differences in the perceptions of
respondents to the use and adoption IB.
This study focuses on the Portuguese consumers for
practical reasons and also because Portugal is one of the
countries with more intensive electronic banking systems.
Adding to it, the last two decades reflect a growing adoption of
ICT in Portugal. According to the Eurostat, Portugal has an
internet penetration rate larger than 61% and the Portuguese are
the Europeans who most use the Internet to access bank
services. However, the mobile banking penetration is still
undersized, turning Portugal a good field for exploring the
antecedents of mobile banking as a natural path after internet
banking.
For data collection we used an online “snowball” process.
The statistical treatment used, included a factor analysis in
order to allow to study the interrelationships between the
original variables, by developing a set of factors which
expresses the common traits between them. Based on these
factors we grouped the respondents according to their behavior
relatively to the IB activities, carrying out a cluster analysis. To
test the hypotheses we then applied tests of multiple means
differences of to determine the existence of distinct patterns
between the groups obtained in cluster analysis.
The final sample obtained comprises a set of 277, where
193 were males and 84 females, with 44% of the individuals
between the ages of 25 to 34 years. The results revealed that
the majority of respondents did not identify problems with the
use and interaction with the IB service. Since the fear that
consumers feel about the safety of online transaction is one of
the biggest inhibitors of IB use [24], we tried to check the
perception that the respondents had on the security provided by
IB service of their bank, with the majority of respondents
demonstrating confidence in the service using IB.
In order to test the hypothesis, a set of multivariate
statistical analysis were performed. First, a factor analysis was
applied, to reduce the number of variables on customer’s
perceptions of the service.
The results permitted the extraction of two factors,
representing 63.41% of the total variance explained. The
suitability of the technique is supported by the statistical
significance of Bartlett's test and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkintest
(KMO). Considering the variables associated with each
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component, the first factor was designated by “Trust” and
reflects the way users perceive confidence and confidentiality
and data security, the second factor, was designated by
“Convenience”, and is mainly associated with ability to
perform all kind of operations, faster and at any given time.
TABLE I.

FACTOR ANALYSIS
1

2

Offers na trustable service

0,870

0,245

Ensures clients privacy

0,865

0,264

Is a safe storage system

0,833

0,312

Has a positive reputation

0,813

0,211

Offers conveniente location

0,155

0,744

Offers conveniente hours

0,395

0,709

Offers the necessary operations

0,368

0,707

Offers more rapid transactions

0,233

0,676

Offers convenient information

0,182

0,625

Reduces the costs of transactions

0,120

0,624

With the factors found, a cluster analysis was performed,
using the K-means method. The solution showed three clusters,
as can be seen in the following table. Given the factors found
with higher incidence in these three clusters they were
designated: Intermediate users (clusters 1), Full Users (cluster
2) and Basic users (cluster 3) (Fig. 1)
CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Dimension/
Cluster
Trust

Intermediate
Users (n= 105)
,240

Full Users
(n= 130)
,323

Convenience

-,961

,760

TABLE III.

Basic Users
(n= 42)
-1,599
,050

Aiming to determine the existence of differences in how
individuals perceive the activity of Internet Banking, based on
their socio-demographic characteristics, a chi-square test was
used crossing the cluster membership and these variables,
namely sex, age, location, education background and
profession. The results suggest the absence of significant
differences between individuals with different demographic
characteristics.
The existence of differences arising from the level of
technological expertise of the individual was also analyzed, in
line with that suggested by Eriksson et al. [25]. The results
suggest the existence of significant differences in how
respondents use the IB, depending on the experience level of
Internet use, and IB use and the intensity of usage.
To understand how the three clusters obtained, are different
from each other, in relation to other key issues, a variance
analysis was performed as well as a set of tests of multiple
comparisons of means. Regarding the attitude towards IB
services we found that the respondents included in group 2 (full
users), show a more favorable attitude on the various

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: ATTITUDE

Sum of
squares
35,333

df

F

Sig.

2

Mean
Square
17,667

39,602

0

Means
Difference
2>1,3

A sensible
option

38,15

2

19,075

40,541

0

2>1,3

Beneficial to
customers

37,208

2

18,604

41,96

0

2>1,3

A good idea

34,748

2

17,374

46,966

0

2>1,3

An option with
added value

26,636

2

13,318

12,895

0

2>1,3

Attractive to
customers

Rotated Component Matrix(a)

TABLE II.

dimensions analyzed of attractiveness, sensibleness, beneficial
and valuable service usage.

We also asked respondents about the advantages, type of
transactions performed online and the process of utilization.
The results showed significant differences among the three
groups, and the full users cluster showed a higher rating of this
items when compared to other two groups.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
With recent advances in information and communication
technologies, internet-base commerce is having an increasingly
profound impact on our daily lives, offering appealing and
advantageous new services. As Cheng, Lam and Yeung [26]
suggested banks are taking advantage of these opportunities
and Internet banking is widely seen as the key and most
popular delivery channel for banking services in the cyber age.
The growing importance of IB is highly associated to cost
reduction, but especially to the benefits in customer
relationship.
From the customers viewpoint, the decision to use the IB
may be motivated by convenience and ease of use, but to these
may be added financial gains, since many institutions practice
lower prices for their IB services, as well as some of the
features inherent in the use of the Internet itself: easily and
quickly access the information, available 24/7, and ubiquity.
This suggests that there are notable trends in the use of mobile
banking as an extension of internet banking, since the systems
is supported by internet and the benefits are quite similar [9].
However, despite the wide range of attributes, not all
customers of banking institutions adhere to these type of
service and those who do not always employ the same reasons
or use it with the same intensity.
Therefore, the aim of the work is to gain awareness of the
various reasons explaining why Portuguese consumers are or
not becoming internet banking users and to determine their
profiles of use, since the most intensive users can be potential
mobile clients. Based on a random sample of internet users,
demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral characteristics of
Internet banking (IB) users and non-users were examined.
The results confirm the first hypothesis which states that
perceived usefulness and ease of use influence the intention
and actual use of IB solutions.
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The cluster analysis carried out revealed the existence of
three types of clients that demonstrate distinct practices and
perceptions of IB: basic users (1), intermediate users (2) and
full users (3).
Basic users are characterized by a lack of confidence in the
IB service to ensure their safety, while intermediate users,
although do not appreciating the ease of use IB, are individuals
who feel that the service is safe, and full users I. Users
highlight the full indulgence that IB provides them, also have
confidence in the security presented in IB, while the basic users
Based on the results obtained in the multivariate analyzes,
we can infer significant differences in the way individuals
perceive the use of IB and vary your level of experience of IB.
We can observe that there are marked differences between the
three clusters, and full users stand out for having an positive
attitude to IB and intended use superior.
The second hypothesis was based on the concept that the
characteristics of individuals affect their behavior as
consumers, namely their demographic characteristics.
The results contradict this hypothesis and conclusions
presented by SadiqSohail and Shanmugham [27]. Thus, we
could not find empirical substantiation, in our sample, to
validate the influence of demographic characteristics of
individuals, such as gender, age, education, in the adopting the
IB services.
The third hypothesis had as a reference the dimensions that
have been extensively studied with regard to IB consumer
behavior, and from which there is no reference for the
Portuguese context, that is the technology acceptance by
consumers. This measure the technological characteristics of
consumers effect on the adoption of Internet Banking services.
In this case the data support the hypothesis, and the results
show that the way individuals relate to the technological
conditions its performance in terms of Internet Banking.
VI. CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The results generated some interesting findings. First, data
support in general the conceptual framework presented.
However, some mentions need to be made: (i) trust and
convenience, from all the elements referenced in the literature
as relevant from the client’ perspective, continue to be a very
important elements [2, 3, 28-30]; (ii) the results did not support
the paradigm that the characteristics of individuals affect their
behavior as consumers, which contradicts the conclusions of
Sadiq and Shanmugham [27]; (iii) individual technological
characteristics affect consumer adoption of internet banking
service; (iv) consumer perceptions over the Internet Banking
service affect their use, as reveal by the existence of three types
of customers that show different practices and perceptions of
IB; and (v) intention to use internet banking is dependent upon
attitudes towards the use of internet banking and subjective
norms about the use of internet banking. These last results are
consistent with the literature, in particular the models of
adoption of new technologies proposed by Eriksson and Such
(2008) and by Alsajjan and Dennis [23]. These last findings
also suggest that the intention to engage in a higher-technology

relationship with the bank is dependent on past experiences in
the digital context.
The main theoretical contributions of this study highlight is
the importance of the evidence that the components associated
with the TAM model - the perception of usefulness and ease of
use are relevant in IB adoption.
For the sample analyzed, it was possible to demonstrate that
perceived usefulness and ease of use is a determinant condition
in the intention and actual use of IB solutions. It was also
possible to verify the existence of the influence on the intensity
of use of the IB solutions.
This research has, however, not supported the conclusions
of past studies about the influence of the personal
characteristics of individuals in the adopting the IB. We could
not find validation for the concept that the intrinsic
characteristics of consumers, such as age, sex, educational level
and income affect the intensity and how they adhere to Internet
Banking.
Once the demographic characteristics, contrary to what
happened in most other studies, emerge as not influencing the
compliance behavior, it seems urgent to deepen the knowledge
of IB customers in order to make possible the development of
services and communication strategies for more customized
Internet banking services.
It was also demonstrated, for the sample analyzed, that of
all the elements referenced in the literature as relevant in the
perspective of the client, the trust remains a highly valued
element as well as ease of use. Therefore the banks need to
seek solutions that are relevant in a user's perspective to
minimizing uncertainty and maximizing the use.
The bank branches and their own interactions with clients
continue to be a key element, but banks should not neglect the
service provided to customers in the digital environments.
Considering the aspects mentioned above, we can conclude
that this work may contribute to the identification of new target
segments and that the results obtained may be taken into
account in the development of future communication
campaigns and digital offers.
Given the nature of its operations and services, the banking
sector emerged as an area prone to dissemination and adoption
of technological innovations. Since the nineties that has
witnessed the proliferation of home banking activities and more
recently the Mobile and Internet Banking.
The use of the Internet as a channel of distribution and
communication can be considered another step in the
assimilation of technologies that began with the appearance of
ATM machines. But if for banks using the IB has advantages
for clients can also be a wide range of benefits.
From the point of view of the customer, the decision to use
IB may be driven by convenience and ease of use. To these
may be added the financial gains , since many institutions
practice tables lower prices for their services IB , as well as
some of the features inherent in the use of the Internet itself :
easily and quickly access the information , available 24/7 and,
ubiquity .
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It appears, however, that despite the wide range of
attributes, not all customers of banks adhere to this type of
service and that they do not always employ the same reasons or
with the same intensity.

[8]

[9]

VII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Some useful preliminary insights are produced, however,
leaving a considerable number of issues for future research,
providing scholars with an opportunity to conduct further
research in this field and practitioners with an opportunity to
enhance adoption rates based on consumer behavior
knowledge.A limitation of this study is the sample size, while it
has sought to achieve a larger sample, financial and time
constraints of a research prevented the full achievement of
initial objective. Considering this situation, the sample was
limited to a lower set of participants that somehow share a
similar educational and cultural background. Future work
should seek to extend the sample, as well as minimizing the
effects of educational and cultural proximity.
It would also be interesting to assess the existence of
attitudes and patterns of behavior, in the face of technologies,
at the different regions of the country, which would allow the
evaluation of the impact of the development of technological
infrastructure on a regional basis and the effect on in the local
customer’s behavior.
Furthermore, the scope of the study could be broadened to
include the comparison of buying behavior in physical versus
virtual banking services, or even consider the inclusion of
mobile banking.
From the standpoint of credit institutions, it also appears as
an important aspects the assessment of the effect of substitution
of channels, interactive communication and even loyalty and
overall satisfaction of stakeholders. A line of future research
could include the assessment of the impact of this type of
service in the overall performance of banks.
Additionally, despite the Portuguese consumer’s exhibit
preferences similar to those observed in other developed
countries, there are still elements that require a deeper future
analysis.
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APPENDIX

Unemployed

Table a1: Users Age
Users Age Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

18 a 24

68

24,5

24,5

24,5

25 a 34

123

44,4

44,4

69,0

35 a 44

55

19,9

19,9

88,8

45 a 54

21

7,6

7,6

96,4

55 a 64

10

3,6

3,6

100

277

100

100

14

5,1

5,1

81,5

Retired

7

2,5

2,5

76,4

Student

45

16,2

16,3

97,8

Other

6

2,2

2,2

100

Total

276

99,6

100

1

0,4

System
Table a4: Time of use of IB

Total

Time of use of IB

Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Doesn´t use

40

14,4

14,4

14,4

less then 6 meses

20

7,2

7,2

21,7

From 6 moths - 2 years

49

17,7

17,7

39,4

More then 2 -years

168

60,6

60,6

100

Total

277

100

100

Table a2: Users Education
Users Education
Basic

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

2

0,72

0,7

0,7

College

60

21,66

21,7

22,5

Comunity College

26

9,39

9,4

31,9

137

49,46

49,6

81,5

48

17,33

17,4

98,9

Percentage of operatin
using IB

3

1,08

1,1

100

Less then 15%

69

24,9

24,9

24,9

276

99,64

100

15% - 29%

23

8,3

8,3

33,2

1

0,36

30% - 44%

23

8,3

8,3

41,5

45% - 55%

18

6,5

6,5

48,0

55% - 69%

23

8,3

8,3

56,3

70% - 94%

58

20,9

20,9

77,3

More then 95%

63

22,7

22,7

100

277

100

100

Table a5: Percentage of operatin using IB
University
Master
PhD
Total
System

Table a3: Users by Working Activity
Users byWorking
Activity
Self Emplyoed
Company Employed

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

17

6,1

6,2

6,2

187

67,5

67,8

73,9

Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent
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Abstract—the goal of this article is to explore how learning
analytics can be used to predict and advise the design of an
intelligent language tutor, chatbot Lucy. With its focus on using
student-produced data to understand the design of Lucy to assist
English language learning, this research can be a valuable
component for language-learning designers to improve second
language acquisition. In this article, we present students’ learning
journey and data trails, the chatting log architecture and
resultantapplications to the design of language learning systems.
Keywords—learning analytics; intelligent tutor; chatbot; second
language acquisition; learning design

I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed a great deal of interest in
technology driven language learning. Various technologies,
such as interactive websites, artificial intelligence, synchronous
chat, and virtual environments, have been developed in many
settings and environments to provide assistance to language
learners. Among them, artificial intelligence agents such as the
chatbot has tremendous potential but “is least explored in
regard to its efficacy in second language learning due to the
fact that the technology in this function is still under
development and has not been widely applied yet” [1].
Based on the belief that chatbot technology is distinguished
from other types of computer applications through simulating
an intelligent conversation with human users via auditory or
textual methods, language learning can take advantage of
chatbots that may offer “intelligent conversational agents with
complex, goal-driven behavior” [2].
This article presents how student-produced data can be used
to understand the design of an intelligent language tutor,
chatbot Lucy, to assist English language learning.
II.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Communicative Approach to Second Language Acquisition
In an effort to improve English language learning in British
Columbia Canada, there has been a renewed pedagogical
emphasis on the communicative approach towards teaching
English throughout the province. This communicative approach
requires natural communication and meaningful interaction in
the target language, in which speakers are concerned not with
the form of their utterances but with the messages they are
conveying and understanding.

One way to foster positive English learning outcomes is to
provide learners comprehensible input in low anxiety
situations, containing messages that learners really want to
hear[3]. This suggestion of comprehensive input lays a solid
foundation for the instructional model that is now commonly
known as the communicative approach to language acquisition.
This communicative approach to second language
acquisition does not force early production in language
learning, but allows learners to produce sentences when they
are ready. It recognizes that improvement comes from
supplying communicative and comprehensible input instead of
forcing and correcting production [3]. Unlike the behaviouristcentered perspective of the 1960s that emphasizes stimulus and
responses such as the audio-lingual method, the communicative
approach “stresses the importance of authentic and meaningful
practice in reality-based simulative environments, with the
ultimate goal of communicative competence in mind, rather
than knowledge of grammar rules” [4].
B. Artificial Intelligence: Chatbot Technology
Chatbots are computer programs that simulate a human
conversation using natural language. A wide variety of terms
have been used, including chatterbots, virtual assistants, virtual
agents, intelligent agents or web-bots. Chatbot architecture
integrates a language model and computational algorithms to
emulate informal chat communication between a human user
and a computer using natural language. Users can chat through
text or voice input over a computer screen with chatbot text
output or audio/voice output.
Chatbots are developed for a variety of reasons. They can
be created for fun such as virtual characters and entertainers, or
as part of interactive games such as game player. They can be
designed to provide specific information and direct dialogue to
specific topics such as website guide, frequently asked
questions (FAQ) guide, virtual support agent, virtual sales
agent, survey taker, quiz host, learning tutor and chat-room
host.
Among hundreds of ways of using a chatbot, its potential
role as a language tutor has been widely explored in the
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) field. As a
language learning tutor/facilitator, a chatbot may re-create the
learner-teacher bond through providing learners a character that
does not get bored or lose patience.
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C. Learning Analytics
Learning analytics has it close ties to the field of business
intelligence, web analytics, educational data mining and
academic analytics [5]. As an emerging field in the intersection
of learning and information technology, learning analytics uses
student-produced data and analysis models to discover
information and social connections, and to predict and advise
on learning [6].
The interpretation of a wide range of data produced by and
gathered on behalf of students can not only be used to assess
academic progress, predict future performance, and spot
potential issues [7], but also can be used to predict and advise
the design of innovative learning technologies.
III. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
Initially, chatbots were developed for fun. They were
designed to use simple keyword matching techniques to find a
match of users’ input [8]. ELIZA was one of a type of chatbot
that could extract keywords from users’ input, rephrasing
users’ statements as questions and post them back to users
based on Rogerian analysis, a 1960’s innovation in counselling.
After ELIZA, other chatbot systems were developed using
different algorithms of pattern matching [9] to simulate
fictional or real personalities such as PARRY, which used
simple internal affective state – fear, anger and mistrust
matching, or MegaHAL that used Markov Model, a more
linguistically sophisticated model [10].
The exponential growth in text and natural-language
interface research in the late 80s encouraged the creation of
many new chatbot architectures such as Jabberwacky and
ALICE [11].
Jabberwacky, a chatbot that is operated entirely through
user interaction, is designed on the principle that the system
learns from all its previous conversations with human users.
There are no fixed rules or principles programmed into the
system. Jabberwacky stores everything that is said to it and
uses contextual pattern matching techniques to select the most
appropriate response. Hence, Jabberwacky relies entirely on
previous conversations [7].
The widely used ALICE was the winner of the 2000, 2001,
and 2004 Loebner competition. Developed by Dr. Richard
Wallace using an XML-based language called AIML (Artificial
Intelligence Markup Language), ALICE aims to entertain
users. ALICE is one of Pandorabots, the largest free opensource chatbot community on the Internet. ALICE-style
chatbot stores its knowledge of conversation pattern in AIML
files. AIML is a derivative of Extensible Mark-up Language
(XML) [9]. AIML consists of data objects called AIML
objects, which are made up of units called topics and categories
[9]. The topic is an optional top-level element, which contains a
name attribute and a set of categories related to that topic [9].
The basic unit of knowledge in AIML is called a category.
There are three types of categories, namely, atomic categories,
default categories and recursive categories. Each category is a
rule for matching an input and converting an input to an output.
It consists of a pattern that contains words or sentences
provided to chatbot, and a template, which is used in matching

to find the most appropriate response to users’ input and
generating the ALICE chatbot answer [9].
Chatbots used for language education are not new. Fryer
and Carpenter [11] presented six potential advantages and
applications of Jabberwackychatbots for foreign language
learning and teaching. According to Fryer and Carpenter [11],
chatbots can help language learners through six ways: (1)
students tend to feel more relaxed talking to a computer than to
a person; (2) The chatbots are willing to repeat the same
material with students endlessly; they do not get bored or lose
their patience; (3) many bots provide both text and synthesized
speech, allowing students to practice both listening and reading
skills; (4) bots are new and interesting to students; (5) students
have an opportunity to use a variety of language structures and
vocabulary that they ordinarily would not have a chance to use;
(6) chatbots could potentially provide quick and effective
feedback for students’ spelling and grammar.
Jia [12] described the CSIEC system that had advantages
over the old ELIZA-like keyword matching mechanism.
According to Jia [12], the CSIEC system was developed based
on logical reasoning and inference directly through syntactical
and semantic analysis of textual knowledge. His paper explored
an NLML approach to generate communicative responses. In
the paper, Jia presented the CSIEC system architecture and
underlying technologies as well as its educational application
results. His statistical analysis of the experiment indicated that
users preferred the unique chatting function in the CSIEC
system, which was lacked in other chatbot systems [12].
Wang [13] reported an ethnographic study that investigated
ESL learners’ experiences with a commercial chatbot English
tutor. Her study identified four conditions for effective chatbotsupported English learning, namely, communicative practice,
multimodal interface, emotional design and individualized
content. Her findings revealed the promises of chatbot
technology in terms of its communicative function for creating
an optimal interactive English learning environment.
Lehtinen [14] discussed a research study that used
Jabberwacky, God, ALICE and George to learn English. His
findings showed an overall positive outlook in interacting with
chatbots. His research demonstrated that regardless of the
structured or unstructured use, AI chatbots had great potential
to be used inside and outside a language classroom as they
might allow language learners to practice language and develop
confidence in an individualized stress-free manner at their own
pace and preference.
Coniam [15] evaluated six chatbots available either online
or for purchase – Cybelle, Dave, George, Jenny, Lucy and
Ultra Hal Assistant. His evaluation examined chatbots from the
perspective of interfaces as a human-looking or sounding
partner to chat with, and the usability as pieces of software
suitable for ESL learners. Coniam concluded that chatbots had
matured considerably since the early days of ELIZA, but they
still had a long way to go before they could interact with
students in the way that researchers such as Atwell [16]
envisaged.
Williams and Compernolle [17] investigated interactions
between a chatbot and French learners at various levels of
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proficiency as well as a native speaker of French. Their study
responded to Fryer and Carpenter’s [11] six potential
advantages and applications of chatbots for foreign language
learning and teaching by arguing that the discourse of the
particular chatbot represented a less-than-ideal communicative
model for learners. Chatbots, as peers/tools for language
learners might offer some potential for language learning, but
at present, post-interaction tasks based on transcripts appear to
hold the most promise for language awareness and
development.
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Building on the research literature of using chatbot for
language education, this research explored the instructional
design process of an intelligent language tutor, chatbot Lucy
through critical analysis of student-produced data. In particular,
guided by findings of Williams and Compernolle [17], this
research responded to and built upon Williams and
Compernolle’s response to Fryer and Carpenter’s six potential
advantages and applications of chatbots for foreign language
learning and teaching.
A. Commercial Chatbot Lucy
The commercial chatbot Lucy is a digital language tutor
that can carry on extensive conversations with learners as they
speak into their computers through a microphone. Using an
advanced speech recognition system, Lucy can give learners
feedback on their pronunciation and guide them through useful
exercises to improve their pronunciation and accuracy. Lucy’s
world is where learners meet Lucy. In each world, Lucy offers
users over 1000 sentences on a specific subject. Each of Lucy’s
worlds focuses on a different topic including helping visitors,
hotel English, giving directions, English for traveling and
restaurant English (Figure 1).

Fig. 2. Lucy’s translation interface

If there are some words that learners don’t understand, they
can just mouse over and Lucy shows the translated languages.
If learners want to challenge their listening skills, they can
close the translation window so what Lucy says won’t appear
on the computer screen. Lucy’s worlds: Travel English,
Helping Visitor, Restaurant English, Hotel English and Small
Talk are used in the study (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Examples of Lucy’s world

B. Intelligent Chatbot Lucy
Intelligent chatbot Lucy, hosted on Pandorabots website1, is
an online language robot created to help English 101 learners
review English grammar and vocabulary learned from Lucy’s
world. It is an offshoot of “Dr. Wallace’s A.L.I.C.E. – March
2002” ALICE artificial intelligence program. Lucy is designed
to be more “language tutor” than ALICE. She is trained based
on the commercial chatbot Lucy’s world (Figure 1). Besides
this, a default response category is built into Lucy as an Input
Pattern. As well, a recursive category is built in to allow
learners to express the same meaning using different sentence
structures.
C. Method – Discourse Analysis
Language is structured according to different domains of
social life [18]. Discourse analysis is the analysis of these
patterns [18].

Fig. 1. Lucy’s world

Learners need a microphone connected to a laptop. Lucy’s
learning materials are translated into seven languages including
simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Vietnamese, Russian, Spanish and Portuguese (Figure 2).
When learners enter into Lucy’s world, Lucy greets them
and starts the conversation. If learners do not hear or
understand what she says the first time, they can click on her to
make her repeat.

Computer-mediated discourse is “the communication
produced when human beings interact with one another by
transmitting messages via networked computers” [19].
Computer-mediated discourse uses discourse analysis to
address the focus of language and language use in computer
networked environments [19].This research focused on the
discourse between language learners and chatbot Lucy. The
analysis of the conversational patterns saved in Lucy’s logs is a
key to understanding how language learning happens when
1

http://www.pandorabots.com/botmaster/en/home
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using a chatbot and how it can be better designed based on
language learning trials.
Drawing on computer-mediated discourse analysis
(CMDA), we examine the conversation logs of these
interactions. CMDA in this study aims to understand the
learning nature of the online communication between language
learners and Lucy. Such an understanding is facilitated by the
fact that language learners engage in meaningful learning
activities in an online conext in a way that they typically leave
a textual trace, making the interactions accessible to scrutiny
and reflection and enabling researchers to employ empirical,
micro-level methods to shed light on macro-level phenomena
[20].By critically analyzing learning dialogues, we identify
patterns of learning activities that correspond to meaningful
learning and knowledge construction. The approach to
analyzing logs of verbal interaction [20], in search of indicators
of learning and design clues, allows us to transform studentproduced data into a new and coherent depiction of the
affordances of chatbot for language education and how we
should design chatbot’s response and feedback to engage
language learners.
V.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of understanding the design of Lucy to assist
English language learning are presented in parallel with the
discourse analysis of communication logs saved in Lucy.
A. The Design of Chatbot Lucy
Intelligent chatbot Lucy is initially designed as an offshoot
of “Dr. Wallace’s A.L.I.C.E. – March 2002” artificial
intelligence program (Figure 4). She is trained to play five
characters – travel agency assistant, hotel assistant, tour guide,
waitress and call center assistant. Conversations from Lucy’s
world are converted to AIML using Pandorawriter2 (Figure 5).
AIML files are then uploaded onto Lucy’s AIML file logs
(Figure 6).
B. Learning Procedure
English101 language learners are asked to interact with the
commercial chatbot Lucy first. They are required to learn
vocabulary, grammar and sentences in Lucy’s world. Learners
are then asked to communicate with Lucy online with the focus
on reviewing vocabulary, grammar and sentences learned from
Lucy’s world.

Fig. 5. AIML converter

Fig. 6. Lucy’s AIML file logs

C. Discourse Analysis of Verbal Interaction Logs and Its
Application in Training Lucy
Logs of verbal interaction reflect language learners’
learning journey through interacting with intelligent chatbot
Lucy. In coding logs of language learners’ discourse, we found
that Lucy needs to be trained to not only provide language
learners with meaningful responses but also with feedback that
can target on language learners’ common errors.
1) Intelligent Chatbot Lucy’s Ability to Repeat
One of Lucy’s important features in this study is her ability
to repeat sentences. English 101 is designed for intermediate
level language learners. Logs of verbal interaction show a
repetition pattern used by learners. Lucy is willing to repeat the
same materials with students endlessly; literally, chatbots do
not get bored or lose their patience [11] (Figure 7).

Fig. 4. Lucy’s creation interface
2

Intermediate or lower level learners benefit from this
repetition, which may provide them an opportunity to
understand sentence structures thoroughly.

http://www.pandorabots.com/botmaster/en/aiml-converter.html
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Fig. 9. Lucy’s training interface

Repetition continues
Fig. 7. Repetition of verbal interaction

2) Chatbot Lucy’s Ability to Match
Lucy conducts conversations with learners by matching
patterns to find the most appropriate response to input. Hence,
learners may get confused by responses that differe from the
commercially trained examples. When this happens, some
learners retype the same sentence into Lucy but get the same
response (Figure 8).
As shown in Figure 8, when a learner encounters responses
different from those in Lucy’s world, he/she may repeat the
same sentence many times. The learner assumes that Lucy
should generate the same chat response as the commercial
example by replying to the learner: “I will have someone to
check it immediately.”

Lucy searches for a path of linked nodes that matches the
Input Pattern. We used the Advanced Alter Response as shown
in Figure 10 to add a new template to the AIML category. We
changed the labeled template into “I will have someone to
check it immediately” and saved our change. When we return
to the training interface, we click on the Ask Again button to
cycle through the complete set of responses.

Fig. 10. Lucy’s Advanced Alter Response

The potential variation such as the above example in this
study is immense. Like Williams and Compernolle [17], we
also discovered that “the lexicon is determined by the amount
of time spent by the botmaster entering data and the level of
sophistication of the software”
Figure 11 shows that when a learner does not get a response
from Lucy in the way that he/she expects, he/she may stop the
interaction.

Fig. 8. Repetition of the same sentence

In order to reduce learners’ stress and confusion in
communicating with Lucy, we trained Lucy to respond to
learners in the same way as the commercial examples in
chatbot Lucy.
As shown in Figure 9, the Input words are “There is a bad
smell in my room”. This Input Pattern should be matched by
Lucy’s output response. We redefined the output response by
typing “I will have someone to check it immediately” into
Lucy’s training interface.

Fig. 11. Lucy asking for donation
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When the learner says “I need your help”, Lucy presents
him/her a response regarding a donation to the ALICE AI
Foundation. The learner continues his/her response to Lucy by
saying – “I do not have money”. This conversation begins with
a topic off the learning track; hence, the learner stops the
conversation with Lucy.

Fig. 13. Lucy on Pandorabots website
Fig. 12. Restaurant English

Figure 12 is another example where Lucy responds to a
learner through a random matching. The learner aims to
practice Restaurant English in this conversation. He/she asks
Lucy - “Are you a waitress?” which is different from the way
that Lucy is trained. So Lucy questions the learner by replying
“Am I a waitress? No”.
In spite of being refused, the learner now starts to use the
sentence example from Lucy’s world – “I’d like to have a
menu please”.
Lucy does not respond to the learner with something
meaningful. Lucy’s response – “How much would you pay for
it? – leads to an incoherent response to the learner’s
illocutionary act.
The learner continues his/her turn by saying – “I want to
have a menu”. In response to Lucy’s question – “You want
only one?”, the learner repeats –“ I want a menu.” Lucy asks
again by saying - “You want only one?”
The learner seems tired of this conversation. So he/she says
“Yes”. Again, Lucy does not reply to the learner with a
meaningful response.
The learner decides to have another try by starting over the
conversation using exactly the same sentence from Lucy’s
world with the hope of continuing the Restaurant English
conversation. Unfortunately, Lucy fails to respond to the
learner. As a result, the learner stops the conversation.
Lucy’s random match to the Input Pattern is problematic.
Although Lucy has five characters built into the system, the
Default Responses in the Knowledge Web randomly select
something meaningful as the chatbot’s response to learners. In
order to avoid this problem, we redesigned Lucy to be Small
Talk Lucy, Hotel Lucy, Waitress Lucy, Tour Guide Lucy and
Travel Agency Lucy as shown in Figure 12.

The redesigned Lucy aims to help language learners review
exactly the same sentence structures learned from Lucy’s
world. Besides this, we open up some options for our learners
to learn more expressions with the similar meaning of those
sentences in Lucy’s world.
There is no initial content built into Small Talk Lucy, Hotel
Lucy, Waitress Lucy, Tour Guide Lucy and Travel Agency
Lucy. We converted learning content from Lucy’s world into
AIML and uploaded into each corresponding Lucy. The
example below is the AIML file generated using
Pandorawriter 3 . This example only uses atomic categories,
which only contain a Pattern and Template and do not have
wildcard symbols, _ or *.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<aiml version="1.0">
<category>
<pattern> Hi Lucy </pattern>
<template> Hi there! May I help you? </template>
</category>
<category>
<pattern> There is something wrong with my room </pattern>
<template> What seems to be the problem? </template>
</category>
<category>
<pattern> There is a bad smell in my room </pattern>
<template> I will have someone to check it immediately. </template>
</category>
<category>
<pattern> Can I get another room instead </pattern>
<template>
Sure. I will make sure the air conditioning is working in your
room.
</template>
</category>
</aiml>

We also designed default categories to allow Lucy to
respond to learners if the Input Pattern is not found in the
Knowledge Web. We used Lucy’s training interface and
Advanced Alter Response to add some randomly possible
meaningful responses. Besides default categories, we designed
3

http://www.pandorabots.com/botmaster/en/aiml-converter.html
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recursive categories, which may allow learners to experience
some different ways to express the same meaning.
The five modules of Lucy’s logs show that learners at lower
levels of language proficiency benefit from the interaction with
Lucy. Learners in this study seem better suited to communicate
with Lucy due to the fact that learning outcomes in this study
do not require learners to use a variety of language structures
and instead require them to practice and review exactly the
same sentence structures and grammar as what they learn from
examples in Lucy’s world.
3) Chatbot Lucy’s Ability to Provide Feedback
Another important feature that we designed in Lucy is her
ability to provide spelling and grammar correction feedback.
Continuous feedback is difficult to be mimicked, much less
produced in a random fashion. The main difficulty for a chatbot
to check spelling and grammar is that an optional list of
candidate words cannot be built in the system. Hence, we used
logs to identify learners’ spelling/grammar errors and entered
data into Lucy. This means the more learners use Lucy and the
more spelling/grammar feedback data entered into Lucy, the
more robust Lucy becomes. For example:
<category>
<pattern>I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A SMKING ROOM</pattern>
<template>Do you mean smoking? <think>
<set name="it">
<set name="want"><set name="topic">to have <person/></set></set>
</set>
</think></template>
</category>

D. Discussion
The design of Lucy aims to help learners review and
practice exactly the same sentence structures learned from
Lucy’s world. In response to Fryer and Carpenter [11] and
Williams and Compernolle [17], we find that chatbot can be
designed to repeat the same material with learners, endlessly.
We believe that this is one of the affordances that the chatbot
may provide to intermediate levels or lower levels of language
learners. Lucy has a speech recognition system installed, which
aims to help learners practice both listening and reading skills.
Lucy does not help learners review spellings and sentence
structures.
In our case, we redesigned Lucy to provide learners an
opportunity to use a variety of language structures and
vocabularies that they ordinarily would not have a chance to
use. Learners do not have opportunities for generating their
own output due to the fixed sentence structures designed in
Lucy’s world. Lucy’s world doesn’t provide affordances for
learners to negotiate Lucy’s expressions. We opened up some
opportunities for learners to try limited language structures
with the hope of engaging them in active conversation. But
Lucy is very limited in providing learners an opportunity to use
a variety of language structures and vocabulary because of the
amount of time it requires to enter data into the system and the
level of sophistication of the software.
Furthermore, “feedback is a classical concept in learning,
whose importance is acknowledged across different learning
theories” [19]. Data analyzed in our study shows that

chatbotscan provide effective feedback for learners’ spelling
and grammar, but it depends on extensive entry of error data
into the system.
VI. CONCLUSION
Discourse analysis of learning trails plays an important role
in designing interactive intelligent language tutor systems for
language learners at intermediate or lower levels.
We found great advantages in chatbot technologies in that
they offer language learners realistic opportunities for
individual tutoring. Language learners can tailor a chatbot for
their own pace of learning: They can enter an answer to each
question, repeat a sentence without pressure, or skip sentences
that do not make sense to them or are difficult to identify.
The potential use of chatbots can simulate human-like
communication. Language learning implies corresponding
cultural learning. Understanding culture is a key to
understanding the language use in contexts. Chatbot Lucy does
not contain this feature. Language learners who eventually can
communicate with native speakers require cultural knowledge
of the target language.
Another issue that we experienced in this study is
continuous feedback. Continuous feedback requires very fast
interpretation of learners’ input on the fly. We found that
chatbot technology has a limitation in how to quantify and
model continuous feedback and handle the fast integration and
interpretation.
By applying learner analytics for understanding the design
of the intelligent chatbot Lucy, this study generates important
findings for scrutinizing student-produced data and learning
trials for the design of learning technologies. This study opens
up possibilities for connecting and analyzing students’ data
trials. Approaches developed in this study can be useful in
studying an instructional innovation through the lens of textbased messages [18]. Insights gained from this study can also
inspire additional learning technology research.
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Abstract—Semantic annotation of web resources is an
essential ingredient to leverage the web of information to the
semantic web where resources are easily shared and reused. In
the education field, reusing hypermedia web resources can
support to a great deal the design of modern instructional
environments and the development of interactive and non-linear
material for learning .Sharing and reusing these resources by
different web applications and services presupposes that they are
visible for retrieval through a semantic description of their
content, function and relations with other resources. This paper
presents the annotation and discovery of web resources to create
learning objects that constitute the building blocks of learning
sessions which are delivered to users in the Web of Learning.
Semantic annotation is done by the contextual exploration
method which analyzes web resources’ text descriptions and
metadata in order to annotate automatically resources. We
present the system architecture and a case study that illustrates
the proposed approach.
Keywords—Web resources; semantic annotation; web of
learning; contextual exploration

I.
INTRODUCTION
Data has proliferated on the web during the last decade
resulting in a huge amount of web resources. Web 2.0
technologies eased this information rise by providing tools for
collaboration and sharing. The advances in mobile technologies
has also facilitated for users to produce and upload with few
clicks web resources that are conveniently shared on the web.
Sharing and reusing these resources by different web
applications and services presupposes that they are described
semantically.
This task is a necessity to mutate the existing web of
information to the semantic web (or Web 3.0) [1, 2]. Semantic
description allows a web resource to be searched and retrieved
in accordance with its substance, the function it achieves and
its relationships with other resources. It will be visible through
its semantic description and not simply keywords, which makes
it easy for semantic web search engines to discover it. In the
education field, reusing hypermedia web resources can support
to a great deal the design of modern instructional environments
that exploit available information and ubiquity of technologies.
Hypermedia web resources such as video and audio files,
images, wikis, presentations, web documents and othersare
particularly interesting as they allow the development of
interactive and non-linear material for learning. Reusing
hypermedia resources for learning will also relief educators
from the burden of systematically authoring learning material
which is a major bottleneck in the design of instructional
environments.

A. Intuitive Instructional Environments
The development of new instructional environments is a
necessity as learners in the age of technology are exposed all
the day to different kinds of sophisticated devices and very rich
information content. They interact with their devices with ease
and have intimate relations with them. In this hi-tech
environment characterized by rich content hypermedia
information, learners are expecting to be exposed to familiar
environments when they seek information, communicate, play
games and learn. Although lots of efforts have been deployed
to develop learning environments in the field of education by
using Web 2.0 technologies, there is still work to be done to
create learning spaces where learning becomes intuitive and
more adapted to the real needs of learners. In fact, information
should be disseminated in such a way that users looking for
needed information become learners as they will be able to
deepen and diversify their knowledge through durable learning.
Making use of available hypermedia web resources can
contribute greatly towards the creation of intuitive learning
spaces as they promote interaction and allow fluent navigation
over the learning environment.
Web 2.0 technologies and hypermedia information
available on the web can contribute greatly in the education
field. Web resources can be reused and aggregated with other
material to fit education purposes. Although the majority of
web resources available are not meant to be used for education,
consulting and viewing these resources by users is a form of
learning as knowledge is acquired and used in their lives. For
example a video which shows how wild life animals hunt a
pray can be used into a biology class to illustrate the food chain
principles. Users accessing the web seeking information is a
form of ad hoc learning requiring the user to spend time
looking for adequate resources that allow him/her to build
relevant and enough knowledge about a topic of interest.
B. The Web of Learning
The Web of Learning is a learning ecosystem build on the
top of the existing web (the web of information) which makes
use of existing web resources and organizes them to fit
education purposes [3]. It aims to reorganize web information
in order to provide users with learning spaces that are generated
from information and web resources. The Web of Learning is
characterized by a set of features: i) the use of hypermedia
resources available on the web that match the learner’s needs;
ii) the integration of different forms of hypermedia information
to involve diverse cognitive human activities in learning; iii) it
allows learners to construct their personal learning pathways
among the proposed learning structure to promote active and
adaptive learning; and iv) it manages learning through sessions
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allowing learners to learn according to their pace and
constraints and can resume their learning at any time. Web of
Learning promotes just-in-time-learning which means that the
generation of learning material is done when needed. This
paradigm supports education on demand and allows users to
control the pace and course of learning. In this paper we
address mainly the annotation of hypermedia web resources as
a requirement to reuse them in the web of learning. We present
also the semantic annotation architecture which creates
learning spaces on-demand. The architecture relies on the
annotation and discovery of web resources through their
semantic description to generate learning objects that constitute
the building blocks of learning sessions which are delivered to
users in the Web of Learning. Semantic annotation is done by
the contextual exploration: a linguistic method which analyzes
web resources’ text descriptions and metadata in order to
annotate them automatically.
This paper is organized as follows: next section presents
similar approaches that have been proposed in semantic
annotation. Section 3 explains how automatic semantic
annotation of resources can serve the education field. Section 4
presents the contextual exploration method as a computational
system that can carry out resource annotation automatically.
Section 5 exposes the system architecture and the following
section illustrates the approach through a case study. In the last
section we conclude this work and propose research work to be
undertaken in the near future.
II.

RELATED WORK

Research about Semantic Annotation is abundant
specifically with Web 2.0 wave which have favored social
interactions between web users. Social tagging or social
annotation is the particular activity by which a web user
associates a semantic tag (text string) to a web resource (video,
image, web page, web application, web service, etc.). Most of
the Web tools and systems offering this facility do no restrict
the tag selection and give the user the freedom to associate any
tag to any resource. Some others use a controlled vocabulary or
a thesaurus from which the user chooses the tag. Semantic
annotation is very practical for organizing web resources as it
improves the search of resources on the web and provides
useful recommendations based on the resource content and
correlations between resources, users, interests etc. sharing
similar tags. In [4] Andrews et al. present a semantic annotation
classification of tools and models based on three criteria: i) the
structural complexity which indicates the amount of
information associated with the annotation. Four types of
annotations are proposed based on their complexity: tags
describing a particular resource property such as the name of a
place in a picture ,attributes which define a property of the
annotated resource such as location or starting date; relations
which relate a resource with another one; and ontologies which
allows to describe the resource with respect to an ontology
whereby relations, properties, and restrictions will hold among
resources.; ii) the vocabulary type which describes the
vocabulary used for annotation: free-form natural language
text, controlled vocabulary or ontology; and iii) the user
collaboration (single-user or community models) which
denotes the way users contribute to create different types of
annotations. Zubiaga et al. proposed in [5] an approach to

produce an automated classification of resources based on
existing social tag sets from the social tagging systems:
Delicious 1 , Library Thing 2 and Good Reads 3 . The approach
uses the Support Vector Machines classification algorithm to
derive two main results: the way users tag, and the way tags are
used by the social tagging system to automatically classify
resources. The success of the approach is mainly dependent on
factors related to the tagging system itself such as whether the
tags are suggested by the system or freely added by the user.
Yu and al. in [6] present an approach to annotate educational
video resources for distance learning. The approach uses the
Linked Data [7] technology and ontologies to annotate videos.
The authors developed a tool (Sugar-Tube) that searches
resources based on the annotations associated to videos.
Moreover, the tool allows to link videos with other educational
resources from the Linked Open Data cloud and the web.
Another work proposed by Lau and Lee [8] considers
annotating educational resources using social tags. The authors
present a system that uses folksonomy tags to filter, rank and
recommend learning resources which are annotated to fit with
the users’ needs on a social learning environment. Smine et al.
[9] propose a semantic annotation approach based on the
contextual exploration method to annotate learning objects. The
tags are then used to create a semantic inverted index in order
to retrieve learning objects.
Much research has been dedicated to web resource
annotation for reuse and sharing. In this paper we are interested
to annotate web resources for use in a learning environment.
Our approach considers the web as a learning space where
resources can be annotated to fit with specific learning
scenarios for users in context.
III. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION
Semantic Annotation is the process that associates
attributes, comments, descriptions or any other metadata to a
resource. This task represents one of the objectives stated by
the semantic web initiative of having data on the web defined
and linked in such a way that it can be used by machines for
automation, integration and reuse across various applications
[10]. Lots of works [11] have been done in this direction leaded
by the W3C initiative 4 resulting in the definition of web
standards [12] for semantic annotation(RDF, FOAF, etc.) and
tools (Semantic Media Wiki [13], Annotea [14], KIM [15])
which allow semantic annotation of resources. These efforts
have settled a web environment ready for dealing with
semantic annotation of resources where users can post their
authored resources along with semantic descriptions for public
use; however, less focus has been dedicated to develop
computational models, architectures and tools that can annotate
automatically web resources.
Automatic annotation of web resources is an important web
ingredient to leverage existing information and to foster the
web mutation. It is essential for resource discovery and reuse.
Resources will be produced and then described automatically
1

http://delicious.com
http://www.librarything.com
3
http://www.goodreads.com
4
http://www.w3.org/standards/
2
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by semantic annotation tools in order to be reused in many
fields and by different web services and applications. The
development of semantic annotation tools that can annotate
automatically web resources has many advantages: i) it
decouples resources authoring from their semantic description
and use. Resources can be produced for a specific purpose and
can be reused by applications and services for other purposes if
their semantic description fits with the application needs and
context; ii) it facilitates resources reuse and sharing as
resources will be visible through their semantic description
which makes it easy for semantic web search engines to
discover them; and iii) it will relief authors from the burden of
describing all the features of their resources in detail. In this
work we present a semantic annotation system that is able to
annotate resources automatically from their text descriptions.
C. Web Resources
The concept of Web Resource is fundamental in the web
architecture. It is the primitive element that constitutes the web
and that can be addressable. A web resource is identified by its
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) which has been used
originally to address documents and files on the web. The
concept has evolved with the diversity of schemes for web
resources to encompass any “entity” or “thing” that can be
identified in a networked information system. Therefore, the
identification of web resources has been extended to Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) specification which provides a
simple and extensible means for identifying a resource [16].
Web resources can be described semantically using the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) 5 language. RDF is
based on XML which facilitates processing, exchange and
reuse of web resources and their associated descriptions.
D. Web Resources for Learning
Using web resources in learning is an interesting field to
investigate. Modern instructional environments such as those
developed in E-Learning or M-Learning are using Hypermedia
Web Resources (HWR) embedding multimedia and hypertext
medium of information to create interactive non-linear material
for learning. The availability of multimedia development
software (such as animation tools, presentation tools, web
authoring tools, and others) has facilitated the production of
HWR such as videos, audios, images, presentations, web
documents, maps, news, emails, web services, mobile
applications, wikis, blogs, podcasts, etc. HWR are very suitable
for learning as they provide more control and adaptation on the
learning flow. They also promote interaction and collaborative
learning as they ease navigation over the instructional
environment. In this research we focus on the description of
HWR for resources annotation and discovery to create
integrated learning objects. These learning objects are the
building blocks of learning sessions that are delivered to users
in the Web of Learning.
E. Web Resources Annotation
Automatic annotation of HWR is not a simple task
considering the masses of resources available on the web and
the difficulty of apprehending these resources for semantic
analysis. This task is challenging the research community
5

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/

requiring efforts from many disciplines to describe
semantically web information. On the technical side, the
network infrastructure needs an extension in terms of storage
and access to be able to store semantic descriptions and retrieve
them with no delay. The design and implementation of
effective semantic annotation systems is fashioned by the
resource content to analyze for annotation. The digital content
of HWR is naturally the most appropriate data to analyze as it
contains the essence of the resource. For instance, the analysis
of video files involves video content analysis and an
interpretation of the scene data [17]. It requires the extraction
of contours and features, contrasting colors between regions
and comparing frames in order to identify objects, individuals
and motion [18]. This field of research is focused on analyzing
the physical data of the resource which are the image pixels
represented as bits. Tremendous research efforts have been
deployed in this area resulting in the development of
sophisticated algorithms and software tools that are able to
detect for instance human intruders in video surveillance
systems, recognize car plate numbers in traffic monitoring
systems, kinetic based video games, etc. Although these
systems and tools can recognize objects and their motion with
precision they cannot infer basic semantic features from a
scene in real life such as names of individuals, their roles, the
relation between objects, etc. [19]. These semantic features are
essential ingredients for semantic annotation. Relying only on
the resource’s digital content analysis does not help much in
semantic annotation.
Web resources include generally other data added by the
resource creator or by users who viewed the resource. This
information can be very rich including the name of the
resource, a text description, hyperlinks to other related
resources and tags associated to the resource. Also when the
resource triggers a specific interest, users add their own
comments that can be very interesting to analyze for semantic
annotation. In addition, social interaction generates metadata
that is added to describe the relevance of the resource such as
the number of views, the percentage of users who liked the
resource, and personal tags that might be added by users. In
this work we focus on analyzing the text and metadata related
to the resource for semantic annotation. Analyzing text data
requires linguistic analysis tools which need to be robust and
flexible in order to deal with unrestricted text on the web.
Moreover, dealing with resource metadata necessitates decision
models to sort resources based on relevance. In the next section
we present a linguistic method – the Contextual Exploration
Method, that is able to annotate automatically resources based
on the text associated with resources and we present a system
that has been developed to annotate videos on the web.
IV. CONTEXTUAL EXPLORATION
The Contextual Exploration Method (CEM) can
significantly contribute to web resource annotation. CEM is a
computational linguistics method that is suitable to analyze
unrestricted text. CEM is the result of many years of research
which has led to the development of a framework which has
been applied to solve many problems related to language
processing [20, 21, 22]. It is a decision-based method that
involves grammatical and lexical knowledge regarding a
decision making task when solving a linguistic problem. The
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method simulates the behavior of a human who is reading a
text to analyze it in view of taking a decision. CEM scans the
linguistic context looking for linguistic markers that can trigger
decisions. Markers can be any word occurrence, morpheme,
lexeme, or lexical unit. Once a marker is found, then the
context is further analyzed to find linguistic contextual clues
surrounding the marker to support taking an unambiguous
decision. Linguistic markers and clues are organized into a
database and are used by decision rules which annotate text
passages.CEM is a flexible and robust method that can deal
with web resources repositories which include resources that
are freely described by users. Unlike classical natural language
processing architectures, CEM does not rely on rigorous
parsing and language dictionaries; instead, it uses the linguistic
expertise related to the problem at hand and is able to take
decisions when annotating texts by mean of heuristics and
strategies. CEM can deal with the inherent variations of texts
associated with web resources. These texts are written by users
who use an open language that is influenced by user’s social
cultural factors such as the community to which the user
belongs, the age, the region and specific customs. For instance,
Arabic speaking mobile users refer to the BlackBerry
Smartphone by its initials (البي بيThe BB). This particular
naming is used in general by young Arabic speakers. Arabic
speaking fans of the Barcelona Football Club refer to their club
using many community specific words such as ( ، بارسا،البارشا
البرشاAlbaarshaa, Baarsaa, Albarshaa) [23]. Social factors play
a major role in the expression of the resource description and
any social interaction related to the resource; they must be
taken into account to process data associated to web resources
for semantic annotation.
The Contextual Exploration Method involves a set of
resources and development tools to develop contextual
exploration modules and knowledge components to annotate
web resources. Figure 1shows the different components
involved in developing a Contextual Exploration Module for
semantic annotation.
F. Resources and Development Tools
The Linguistic Expertise is represented in the knowledge
base; it includes all the linguistic markers and clues which are
first detected in the text to be analyzed. Linguistic markers and
clues are organized into equivalence lists that are invoked by
decision rules. Decision rules check the presence of a specific
marker and clues inside a particular context consisting of a text
passage and accordingly assign a tag. Decision rules are
hierarchically organized in the knowledge base in order to
solve inherent languages’ ambiguities that are due to polysemy
or equivocal contexts.
Linguistic tools are all the tools that are essential for
preparing texts to be analyzed. This component includes
preprocessing, tokenizing, stemming and morphological
tagging tools to handle texts and to prepare them for annotation
by the contextual exploration module. Preprocessing the text is
a necessary initial step which objective is to remove noise and
filter out data that is not used in the linguistic analysis such as
special characters, Xml tags, encodings, etc. Tokenizing splits
the text into tokens and associates to each one a set of data such
as its offset position in the text, its sentence, and other data

related to the text physical structure. Stemming allows to
reduce words into a canonical form so that to avoid the
differences due to word affixes. Stemming is a light process
that does not require a language dictionary as words are simply
chopped resulting in word stems. This rough process is suitable
sometimes when there is no need for words’ part of speech and
morphological categories. In case the latter information is
needed, then contextual exploration uses Morphological
Tagging tools to associate morphological information to the
text tokens.
The Corpus is the linguistic repository that helps acquiring
and validating the linguistic expertise; it is mainly used in the
knowledge acquisition phase to gather linguistic markers and
clues and to identify the decision rules.
Resources &
Development Tools

Knowledge
Components

Linguistic
Expertise

Linguistic Tools

Corpus

Ontologies

Knowledge
Classifications

Contextual
Exploration
Module

Lexical Databases

Fig. 1. Contextual Exploration for Semantic Annotation.

G. Knowledge Components
CEM requires a specification of knowledge related to
semantic annotation. This is done through knowledge
components namely: ontologies, knowledge classifications and
lexical databases. Ontologies are formal descriptions of
concepts, their properties, types and relationships holding
between them in a domain of knowledge. When semantic
annotation is about knowledge domains for which an ontology
is available, CEM uses this ontology in order to annotate texts.
For instance in the linguistic field, CEM used the tense and
aspect ontology as defined by [20]. When an ontology is not
available, which is the case when we deal with open web
repositories and unrestricted text, CEM uses available
knowledge classifications that are set by domain experts such
as taxonomies, thesauri, controlled vocabularies, or
folksonomies which generally emerge from web social
interaction. Moreover, Lexical Databases are useful to enrich
existing knowledge classifications. Word Net [24] is an
example of a lexical database that includes many semantic
relationships such as synonymy, hyponymy, hypernymy, and
antonymy to extend existing knowledge classifications and to
relate existing concepts.
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Contextual Exploration
Web Resources Annotation
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Web Interface

Audio

Video

Presentation
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Document

Map

Mobile App

Image

services, podcasts, blogs, etc. A first prototype implementing
some principles of the Web of Learning has been developed on
a mobile platform [25]. The prototype generates learning
objects for users on a mobile platform.

Wiki

Web Resources Repositories
Fig. 2. System architecture

V.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 presents the system architecture for web resources
annotation. The architecture includes four components namely:
Web Applications and Services, Web Resources Annotation,
Web Interface and Web Resources Repositories. Web
resources annotation is a process that is triggered by a request
from a web application or a web service which seek to use web
resources for a specific purpose. The request is analyzed by the
Web Resources Annotation component which activates a
contextual exploration module specialized in annotating web
resources as requested by the web application or service. CEMs
include linguistic expertise for annotating specific semantic
categories. The activation of the right CEM is done through a
fine analysis of the request [23] which detects what type of
annotation is required and the objective of the query and then
selects the suitable CEM which analyzes the resource’s data
and annotates the resource. Accessing web resources requires
specific Application Program Interfaces (APIs) to search and
get relevant resource’s data for annotation. Most of the popular
web hypermedia repositories offer convenient web APIs
publicly available to search and retrieve hypermedia resources.
The Web Resources Repositories Component represents the
available hypermedia resources’ repositories available on the
Web. These repositories include a variety of web resources
such as video and audio files, web documents, images,
presentations, news, wikis, maps, mobile applications, web

CASE STUDY

In order to illustrate how CEM annotates web resources
let’s consider the following scenario: Ayoub is a college
student who is interested to learn how to graph quadratic
functions. Although he has studied at school a full chapter on
this topic, he would like to have a short and concise
hypermedia presentation on his tablet computer about this
topic. Ayoub submits the following query “How to graph
quadratic functions”to the system which is first analyzed and
forwarded to many hypermedia web repositories in order to
search and retrieve relevant hypermedia web resources
corresponding to the information requested. Contextual
exploration analyzes the user’s query in order to annotate it and
extracts relevant words and phrases. The query objective is
detected from the words “How to” hence the query is annotated
as (Objective = method) which means that the user is looking
for a method, a manner or a description of how to accomplish
the specific task related to “graph quadratic functions”.
Accordingly, information to be retrieved should have the same
objective tag so that to match the query. Table I shows part of
the linguistic expertise that is used to annotate the query as
“method”. In the first column some linguistic expressions
denoting the semantic category “method” are represented in the
EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) notation [26] where
lower case words are terminals and capitalized words are nonterminals. For instance the non-terminal Lmethod refers to the
list of words expressing a method such as: method, technique,
way, manner, practice, approach and procedure. The nonterminals “Vcan” and “Vbe” represent all the possible
morphological variations of the verbs “can” and “be”. Other
semantic categories are used for objective annotation such as:
“definition” (“What are mobile agents?”), “cause” (“Why the
screen is dark?”), “time” (“When Mona Lisa has been paint”)
and “location” (“Where can I store my files?”).
Matching between the query and the resource is done
through similar annotations. CEM analyzes the resources’
titles, descriptions and metadata. Resources that are annotated
similarly are retrieved and used in the learning object (LO). For
some resources the comments left by users may also be
analyzed. The linguistic expertise presented in Table I is
specific for analyzing queries. It is different from the linguistic
expertise to annotate texts present in the descriptions of
resources.
TABLE I.

LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE FOR THE QUERY OBJECTIVE
Query Objective

Linguistic Expression

Example

Annotation

[“how” + “to”]
[“how”+Vcan+Ppronoun]
[Ppronoun]

How to save a file?
How can I copy an image?
I, we, someone,
What is the procedure to
apply for a research grant?
method, technique, way,
manner, practice, approach,
procedure.

method

[“what”+“Vbe”+Lmethod]
[Lmethod]
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The following resources have been tagged by CEM as
fitting with the objective of the query for the task “graph
quadratic functions”:
 From Wikipedia 6 , the system extract the table of
contents and the first paragraph’s sentence which
introduces the topic: “quadratic functions”;
 From Youtube7, the first retrieved video is selected as it
has been annotated as “method” due to the presence of
the following sentence in the video description: “I
outline a little recipe of things to examine when
graphing a quadratic function by hand.”The underlined
words have been spotted by CEM as relevant marker
and clues for annotation;
 From Yahoo Images 8 , the system retrieves the third
image proposed has been annotated as “method”. The
following sentence describing the image in the webpage
(“online math learning”9) has been analyzed as denoting
a “method”: “In this lesson, we shall learn how to
graph of quadratic functions by plotting points”. The
underlined words have been spotted by CEM.

question. In such case the system generates the LO for the
topic/subtopic requested by the user, displays it on the screen
and updates the navigation status in the “Main Topics” and
“Sub Topics” rectangles.“Main Topics” contain the topics
which correspond to the main sections of Wikipedia Webpage.
“Sub Topics” displays any sub sections of the currently
displayed topic.
For instance, when Ayoub clicks on the topic “4. Graph”,
LO4 is generated the same way as LO0 has been generated and
is displayed on the screen. In this case “Sub Topics” will
include the sub topic “4.1. Vertex” (Fig. 4).

Graph Quadratic Functions
A quadratic function, in
mathematics, is a
polynomial function of the
form
f(x)=ax^2+bx+c
(…)

Text from Wikipedia
Image from Yahoo images
More text from Wikipedia

Resources are searched into the three popular websites:
Wikipedia, Google Images and You tube. We have restricted
the system to these websites in a first phase but we can extend
itby considering additional APIs to access other websites
looking for similar web resources. Once resources are
annotated and retrieved, the system packages them into a LOas
shown in Figure 3.
The learning object LO0 represents the first LO to display.
LO0 includes the title on the top that corresponds to the phrase
“Graph Quadratic Functions” which has been extracted from
the query. LO0 includes a short text description about the topic
that has been extracted from Wikipedia webpage. Beside the
text the learning object displays an image from Yahoo images
corresponding to the topic. In the middle the learning object
includes a video that has been retrieved from You tube about
graphing quadratic functions.
Moving from a LO to another one is possible from the
navigation map represented into the lower rectangles “Main
Topics” and Sub Topics” which include hyperlinks to all
possible objects in the learning web of Figure 4. Navigation is
not constrained on a specific pathway; the user is free to follow
the normal sequence of LOs as suggested by the learning web
in which case he should use the “Next” button (represented as
an arrow).
He can also navigate randomly by clicking on any topic he
wishes to view in which case he will be directed to the specific
topic. When the user clicks on any topic or the “Next/Previous”
button, he requests to view a LO corresponding to the topic in

Current learning object

Video from Youtube

Main Topics

Sub Topics

1 Origin of word
2 Roots
3 Forms of a quadratic
function
4 Graph
5 The square root of a
quadratic function
6 Iteration
7 Bivariate (two variable)
quadratic function
8 Quadratic polynomial
9 See also
10 References
11 External links

Main topics
Sub topics of the
current topic

Next / Previous LO
LO0: Graph Quadratic Functions

Fig. 3. Learning Object LO0: Graph Quadratic Functions

6

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadratic_function (accessed on
1st Nov. 2013).
7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDwN1SqnMRU(accesse
d on 1st Nov. 2013)
8
http://www.google.com (accessed on 1st Nov. 2013)
9
http://www.onlinemathlearning.com/quadratic-graphing.html
(accessed on 1st Nov. 2013)
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1 Origin of word
2 Roots
3 Forms of a quadratic function
4 Graph
4.1 Vertex
4.1.1 Maximum and minimum points
5 The square root of a quadratic function
6 Iteration
7 Bivariate (two variable) quadratic function
7.1 Minimum/maximum
8 Quadratic polynomial
8.1 Coefficients
8.2 Degree
8.3 Variables
8.3.1 The one-variable case
8.3.2 Two variables case
8.3.3 N variables case
9 See also
10 References
11 External links

8.3.1
8.3.2
8.3.3
8.3
4.1.1

4.1.1
8.2
4.1

0

Wikipedia’s Table of Contents

2

1
Id

3

4

8.1

7.1

5

6

Learning Object LOId

7

8

9

4.1

10

11

0

4

Next Learning Object

Learning Web for “Quadratic Function”

Ayoub’s Learning Path

Fig. 4. Learning Web Generation and Learning Path

The system builds the learning web from Wikipedia10 (Fig.
4). The table of contents of Wikipedia is a good learning
structure that organizes the depth and breadth knowledge of a
given topic. The Learning Web represents all the possible
pathways where the user may navigate in while learning. In our
example, Ayoub has visited LO0 then he requested LO4 and as
he is interested in Graphing Quadratic Functions. Then he
wanted to investigate deeply the topic “4. Graph”, he requested
the subtopic “4.1 Vertex” then its subtopic “4.1.1 Maximum
and minimum points”. Those LOs requested and visited by
Ayoub constitute his personal learning path (Fig. 4 – right
graph).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an approach for reusing available
hypermedia web resources to design modern instructional
environments that contribute towards the establishment of the
Webof Learning. The approach sustains the generation of ondemand interactive and non-linear learning spaces for learners.
Prior to be reused, web resources are annotated semantically by
the contextual exploration method which analyzes the
resources’ text descriptions and associates semantic annotations
that denote the role and function of the web resource. The
implemented system generates on-demand learning material by
packaging semantically correlated web resources into learning
objects which are plugged into a course map that represents all
the possible pathways a learner may navigate in. The system
tests done on a set of different topics are encouraging, they
show that automatic semantic annotation is more accurate than
classical information retrieval in retrieving correlated
hypermedia resources [23]. Besides, organizing the learning
content into a learning web and allowing users to learn through
sessions aremuch appreciated as they allows users to deepen
and diversify their knowledge through durable learning.
Future research aim to extend the linguistic expertise to
encompass more semantic categories to have an accurate
matching between the user query and the web resources
10

multimedia descriptions. As for the future extensions of the
system, it is important to have a large web coverage by
considering more hypermedia websites from where web
resources will be considered for annotation and reuse.
Furthermore, we would like to develop diversified and more
intuitive LO layouts to adapt the packaged hypermedia content
to fit the user profile and needs.
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Abstract—This paper aims to find out the key factors
influencing mobile users to adopt 3Gtechnology and affecting the
subscriber’s feedback while using third generation (3G) mobile
services that are available for one year in Bangladesh. An
interesting fact that motivated this research was the significant
low rate of 3G service usage among mobile operators in
Bangladesh though we get the completely opposite picture
worldwide. To examine the user acceptance and to depict user
behavioral pattern, data were collected from 200 respondents
through a survey. The analysis was done into two categories: one
was in general and the other one was department based. The
results of the study revealed the user intention, awareness,
attitude, expectation, key 3G service usage etc. The findings have
future implications for existing as well as newly arrived service
providers who have very recently started their journey.
Considering these identified factors would provide the directions
for telecom operators to achieve high rate of 3G service adoption
and to provide more successful 3Gservices.However, the study
covered a limited area where those findings are applicable. The
result of this study might be helpful for the telecom operators
while targeting the 3G subscriber market and also for the future
research on this field.
Keywords—Awareness; Adoption; 3G mobile service; usage
pattern

INTRODUCTION
3G was a long awaited thing that created high expectations
among the mobile operators before its arrival in Bangladesh.
There has been a steady growth in worldwide 3G mobile
adoption. To shine with the 3G growing world, Bangladesh
had started its journey of 3G on 14 October, 2012 by Teletalk,
the government-owned telecom operator. About a year later,
the number of subscribers has not been increased significantly
as expected (around 4lac).Despite the availability of 3G
services, basic mobile services are still the most popular
services. Bangladesh held its first 3G spectrum auction in
September, 2013 where four more telecom operators had been
awarded 3G spectrum (Grameen Phone, Airtel, Banglalink and
Robi) along with Teletalk.
I.

The development of mobile services – or mobile
commerce or mobile Internet – has been intense for years but
adoption has not progressed as expected [13]. Many studies
have investigated the user acceptance and success factor of
mobile services in general, and 3G in particular [1]. Research
on 3G technology acceptance in Bangladesh will therefore
be extremely worthy in providing useful information,
especially at this early stage of 3G mobile internet

development and implementation in this country. So far, no
such research has been done on this area. Hence, the purpose
of this study is to examine factors affecting subscribers’
acceptance towards using 3G mobile service. From this
study, the mobile service providers could use the findings to
understand user demand and behavior.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Recently 3G services are tremendously developing. This
section reviews literature related to current usage, customer
behavior, customer segmentation, acceptance and features that
affect usage in various countries, although some authors have
presented their interpretations regarding the future of 3G and
its prospective.3G services were first adopted in Japan in
2001. Deepti and Ajay present the patterns, awareness and
adoption of 3g users among young generations in Botswana
[1]. Research conducted in Malaysia by suki [2], suggests that,
to adopt 3G mobile services,the 3G mobile telecommunication
companies need to lift consumer’s intention.
User’s of 3G mobile services need to be offered with more
diverse and entertaining ways of communicating, which are at
the same time easily accessible and convenient to use. Kim [3]
recognize various services of 3G like video calling, on line
TV, global roaming and advance services via the mobile
multimedia Internet for magnetizing mobile phone
subscribers. Pagani [7] focused the reasons of adoption 3G and
ranked “Price” as third after “usefulness” and “ease of use”,
According to Greek market perspective, about the charges
of 3G, Indrawati, S. Murugesan, and M. A Raman
Chatziagapis [8] infer that mobile services may pledge
revenue growth for the operators, but the features of
usefulness, security and especially the price of the mobile
services have to be considered seriously in order for future
adoption. Pagani [7], Indrawati et al [8] have also found price
as a determinant factor for 3G mobile services adoption.
Moreover, modern services are enhances by using 3G
services. Like smart home, wireless intelligence video system.
[5], [6].
Several facilities have been provided by 3G users. It allows
simultaneous use of speech and data services [4]. The main
services of 3G like high speed data transmission,
entertainment and e-payment are interrupted due to lack of
infrastructure in Japan, developing countries in Asia, Africa or
even some parts of US. High subscription charges, earnings
affordability,
mobile
network
coverage
and
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telecommunication transportation to maintain all these
activities classified with regard to findings is difficult for
developing or even some developed countries in the world [9].
Li-Chen Cheng, Li-Min Sun, [10] proposed some diverse
varieties of brand new application services to attract the new
3G subscribers. Despite of various benefits provided by the 3G
services, it has not received great adoption rate as expected.

connection at home and 3G connection (65%) and Category-2
(35%) users do not have other internet connection that is only
3G users. Among Category-1 users, 38.5% do browsing,
76.9% do uploading and 92.3% do downloading (Fig:1).

Margheaita [11] sketches a model of consumer adoption of
third generation mobile multimedia services, by a qualitative
exploratory study and empirically test the proposed model on
the Italian market. Moreover Ong [12] investigates the factors
affecting the purpose to adopt 3G services among the
university students in Malaysia as they expected to be the
group with great potential to adopt 3Gservices.
III.
METHODOLOGY
In this paper we have focused on the grounds, demands of
young generation who are actually concerned on new
technology like 3G. Our work suggests that there is great deal
of research on adoption of mobile phones and mobile related
services. This study intended at reviewing the a wareness and
usage of new 3G mobile services like high speed internet [14],
mobile device features and services [15], like video calling,
online TV, etc., usage of mobile applications [8, and 16] and
usages of mobile data services [17].
Also emphasis on behavioral intention to use [13], and
approach towards3G mobile services in Bangladesh. A large
scale of subscribers have adopted some basic mobile services
such as SMS, ring tones, icons, wall papers, logos, caller
tunes[18] and these services became their everyday’s life
styles.
Adoption patterns, present situation, problems and
requirements of the 3G subscriber’s have been tried to discuss
in this paper and have sketched the overall scenario by
reviewing the responses of the 3G usages.
IV.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
In total, 200 students of Faculty of Science and IT from
first to fourth year of the graduation participated in this study,
by completing the questionnaire. The age range was from 20
to 25 years. Each of the participants was 3G user having a 3G
supported cell phone. Since for providing 3Gtechnology, there
was only one available telecom operator during the time of
concerned research, each respondent was a subscriber of that
operator.
There were two aspects of the research work. One part of
focus was the general data analysis where the concerned area
was the whole user domain. The other aspect was department
wise analysis where each department was individually taken as
area of interest and data were organized according to the
departments. Through questionnaires and the statistically
analysis has been by using SPSS.
A. General data analysis
70% users used mobile internet before adopting 3G while
30% users started using mobile internet with 3G.

Fig. 1. using different services at home by using 3g connection.

Among the reasons behind adopting 3G, 95% users use 3G
for better services, 45% respondents use 3G influenced by
their friends and the rest 25% had other reasons. Of all 3G
services, the most used service was speed of data
transfer(89.5%), followed by gaming application(78.9%),
then video calling(36.8%)and lastly mobile TV(31.6%). For
barriers, poor network coverage came out as the main problem
(100%) of using 3G.High rate of charging rated as second
(90%) followed by insufficient service provider (50%) and
lack of high speed (35%).Another point was user expectations
or desired facilities of 3G. Most desired service was strong
network coverage (100%), followed by low charge rate(95%)
and high speed(50%).
B. Department-wise analysis:
Four departments were considered for analysis: Computer
Science and Engineering (CSE), Electrical and Electronic
Engineering (EEE), Textile Engineering (TE) and Software
Engineering (SWE. The scenarios of department wise 3G
users were: CSE-40%, TE-30%, EEE-15% and SWE15%.Onthe point of use of mobile internet before 3G,
department wise user behavior had been recognized. The
results were: For CSE department, 42.9% had used, 33.3% had
not used. For TE department, 21.4% had used, 50% had not
SWE and TE. The scenarios of department wise 3G users
used. For EEE, used-14.3%,not used-16.7%. For SWE,
21.4%hadused. Then we figured out department wise most
frequently used services(Table 3,4). Table 3 shows most
frequently used services of individual departments. For CSE
department, the highest used service was both speed of data
transfer(75%) and gaming application(75%). For all the three
departments of TE, EEE and SWE, speed of data trans
ferranked as the top most used service.

Based on the use of internet connection, two categories of
3G users found. Category-1 users have both internet
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TABLE I.

DEPARTMENT-WISE MOST FREQUENTLY USED SERVICES
ON 3 G

Department

Most used Services

CSE

Speed of data transfer
Mobile TV
Video calling
Gaming application

75
12.5
25
75

TE

Speed of data transfer
Mobile TV
Video calling
Gaming application

100
50
50
83.3

EEE

Speed of data transfer
Mobile TV
Video calling
Gaming application

100
33.3
33.3
100

SWE

Speed of data transfer
Mobile TV
Video calling
Gaming application

100
50
50
50

TABLE II.

Response %

Another observation of user behavioral analysis is that the
users who were using other internet connection along with 3G
had chosen ‘downloading’ as their most prioritized activity
compared to others. Now the question arises that why those
users are keeping additional internet connection when they can
use 3G.Price is an issue here. Users have to pay more for
unlimited data volume in 3G where there are more options in
cheaper rate.
3G provides many attractive and additional features like as
video calling, mobile TV and of course, better services than
the existing system e.g. high speed internet. All these things
allure users to subscribe to 3G. The users of 3G voted high
speed data transfer as their most used service. Poor network
coverage was the biggest barrier that interrupts the enjoyment
of using 3G services at great extent. Therefore, it is no wonder
that the most desired service of 3G subscribers is the strong
network coverage.

DEPARTMENT-WISE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY THE
USERS

Department

Most used Services

Response %

CSE

High charging rate
Poor network coverage
Lack of high speed
Insufficient service provider

87.5
100
50
75

TE

High charging rate
Poor network coverage
Lack of high speed
Insufficient service provider

83.3
100
33.3
33.3

EEE

High charging rate
Poor network coverage
Lack of high speed
Insufficient service provider

100
100
33.3
33.3

SWE

High charging rate
Poor network coverage
Insufficient service provider

100
100
33.3

V.

for an existing system user. On the contrary, this is not the
case for a fresher as it demands to deal with a completely new
thing.

VI.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
Our study has some limitations. All the respondents were
all most same age group and came from almost same
background, which is one of the limitations. The study is
based on a limited number of respondents which is a
limitation. To interpret the behaviors of all mobile phone
users, the result cannot be generalized. Despite these
limitations, however, this study provides insights into the
adoption behavior of 3G services. For future analysis, bigger
sampling data would be considered. Comparison based study
could be conducted on the pattern changes in 3G service usage
in time. Also, uses of high technology based on 3G like smart
home, could be perform in future study.
VII.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

From the empirical analysis, we have found some
interesting results leading to informative facts.
Though many people in Bangladesh have heard about 3G
from media and other sources, the total number of 3G users is
very poor. The structured and unstructured interviews with 3G
nonusers revealed the reasons. One main factor for this is the
insufficiency of service provider since at first only one
telecom operator was permitted for providing 3G services.
Another strong reason is; the short time period for 3G service
availability. Therefore, it is understandable that as like as the
arrival of any new technology, the rate of 3G adoption that is
the number of subscribers may increase with time.
In the case of adopting 3G,variations in user background
showed different outcomes. The rate of 3G adoption is quite
high for those who previously used mobile internet comparing
to the non users. While digging for reason, it came out that
upgrading to higher standards or versions happens naturally

CONCLUSION

In our research paper, we have sketched the adoption
scenario of a new technology called 3G. The penetration of the
usage and adoption of 3G mobile services has been done in
this research. The recent addition of four new telecom
operators in 3G market of Bangladesh has created the
competitive and challenging field in service providing. This
phenomenon demands to adopt the correct marketing strategy
and business model to catch on the potential customers. In this
perspective, the findings of this study provide the directions.
The service providers should concentrate on minimizing the
negative factors at highest possible rate like poor network
coverage that badly affect the user. Exploitation of cost and
providing high speed constantly are some key demands that
needed to be addressed.
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Abstract—A CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public
Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) is an
automatic security mechanism used to determine whether the
user is a human or a malicious computer program. It is a
program that generates and grades tests that are human solvable,
but intends to be beyond the capabilities of current computer
programs. CAPTCHA should be designed to be very easy for
humans but very hard for machines. Unfortunately, the existing
CAPTCHA systems while trying to maximize the difficulty for
automated programs to pass tests by increasing distortion or
noise have consequently, made it also very difficult for potential
users. To address the issue, this paper addresses an alternative
form of CAPTCHA that provides a variety of questions from
mathematical, logical and general problems which only human
can understand and answer correctly in a given time. The
proposed framework supports diversity in choosing the questions
to be answered and a user-friendly framework to the users. A
user-study is also conducted to judge the performance of the
developed system with different background. The study shows
the efficacy of the implemented system with a good level of user
satisfaction over traditional CAPTCHA available today.
Keywords—CAPTCHA;
Psychology

Usability;

Security;

Cognitive;

I. INTRODUCTION
As more people are using Internet as a daily basis, the
requirement of online services is also increasing. Many
services in the internet including email, search engine, social
networking are provided with free of charge. With the limited
available resources, there are some cases when available
services are delayed or even denied. With the expansion of
web services, denial of service (DoS) attacks by malicious
automated programs (e.g. web bots) is becoming a serious
problem as masses of web service accounts are being illicitly
obtained, bulk spam e-mails are being sent, and mass spam
blogs (splogs) are being created. In order to avoid tremendous
attack from malicious computer programs, CAPTCHA has
been introduced to distinguish humans from computers.
Moreover, most of the online services now require users to
register for identification. Most of the servers can serve a
limited number of users at a given point of time. So for the
consideration of performance and security, it is required to
distinguish between human user and computer programs.
CAPTCHA system is mainly based on the assumption that
human are superior to machine to understand the images and
symbols. But with the advancement of technology in text
recognition and image extraction, it is now possible to extract
the characters shown in CAPTCHA with satisfied accuracy.
To cope up with this threat, the CAPTCHA is introduced to

oblique some sequence of characters that has become really
harder for a normal human being to recognize. Thus a new
design concept of CAPTCHA system is a necessity.
In short, CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public
Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart) is a class
of programs that is used to differentiate between human and
computer programs. This classification is done through
generation and grading of tests that are supposed to be
solvable by only humans [4, 5]. There are some properties
defined in development of CAPTCHA [15].
 Automated: Computer programs should be able to
generate and grade the tests.
 Open: The underlying database(s) and algorithm(s)
used to generate and grade the tests should be public.
This is in accordance with the Kerckhoffs‟s Principle
[25].
 Usable: Humans should easily solve these tests in a
reasonable amount of time. The effect of any user's
language, physical location, education, and/or
perceptual abilities should be minimal.
 Secure: The program generated tests should be difficult
for machines to solve by using any algorithm.
There are two major issues should be considered while
designing a successful CAPTCHA system: (1) robustness
(difficult to break) and (2) usability (human friendly). In this
paper, an idea of human cognition based CAPTCHA is
presented considering above mentioned requirements. This is
based on the concept that, humans can perceive the meaning
of cognitive questions and answer them. But there is no such
algorithm that can be used to answer those in absolute
accuracy. On the subsequent section of related works proposed
schemes of CAPTCHA is discussed. In the third section
implementation details and the very next section survey and
analysis are discussed. Before conclusion and future work
result of the proposed system is discussed.
II. RELATED WORKS
Research on CAPTCHA mechanisms has received
significant attention with the aim to improve their usability
and at the same time prevent adversarial attacks by malicious
software. Researchers promote various CAPTCHA designs
based on text and speech-recognition challenges, and image
puzzle problem [1]. Nevertheless, a variety of studies have
been reported that underpin the necessity for improving the
usability of CAPTCHA mechanisms [4,5,6]. Result from a
recent study, which investigated users' perception towards
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CAPTCHA challenges; claim that current implementations do
not provide an acceptable trade off solution with regards to
CAPTCHA usability [2]. Another large-scale study, which
evaluated CAPTCHA on the Internet's biggest websites,
revealed that CAPTCHAs are difficult for humans to solve [3].
The algorithms and data used to automatically generate
these CAPTCHA challenges are publicly available. But with
the advancement of OCR and sophisticated image processing
algorithms and tools, these text based CAPTCHAs can no
longer provide the secure access to the authenticate users from
malicious computer programs [16,21,24]. For instance,
researchers have developed an attack against Microsoft’s
Hotmail CAPTCHA that yields a 60% success rate [22]. Also
more complex image distortion to make it difficult for
programs to crack, makes this text based method increasingly
hard for human users to recognize the text, causing usability
issues [23, 29].
Thus the need for new form of CAPTCHA which is
automated, open, usable, and secure is of urgent need. There
are some other implementations of CAPTCHA available as of
now. Mostly these can be separated in three categories. Except
text based scheme, there are also sound and image based
CAPTCHA schemes are available. Audio based CAPTCHA
was first developed for visually-impaired people [6,8]. Audio
CAPTCHA usually pronounces letters or digits in randomly
spaced intervals. Background noises may be added to make
the tests more robust against bots. These systems are
dependent on some sort of audio hardware to produce the
sound clearly, and these sounds are sometimes difficult to
perceive for locality reasons. Also persons with hearing
difficulties cannot use this scheme. Furthermore, the basic
principle to attack this CAPTCHA remains similar as text
based ones, which is to extract the feature and recognize the
letters. Hence, the audio based CAPTCHA scheme does not
provide any more user-friendliness or robustness against
bots than text based CAPTCHA [7]. In [28], a new game
theorem based CAPTCHA system is proposed.
Image based CAPTCHAs inquire users to perform some
forms of image recognition tasks. These systems are
developed to overcome the shortcomings of previously
discussed schemes of CAPTCHAs. There are some schemes
that use human ability to perceive and semantically analyze
images to perform a task [19]. Users are asked to categorize
distorted images using noises [10] or geometric
transformations [15]. There are also some methods that ask
users to adjust the orientation of 3D images or to identify
semantic meaning from it [13, 20]. Microsoft’s Asirra [11]
was designed to use the existing database of petfinder.com and
prompts users to identify images of cats out of other pets. But
the availability of the database and on the top of that as being
it is a classification problem; Asirra is vulnerable to Machine
learning attacks [12]. But content-based image retrieval and
annotation techniques have shown to automatically find
semantically similar images or naming them. These will allow
an affordable mean of attacking image-based CAPTCHAs.
User-friendliness of the systems is also a compromised factor
when repeated responses are required [9] or deformed face
images are shown [17,22]. Also people with color blindness
have problems to figure out the distorted images. Some works

are done on video CAPTCHAs [14]. Cognitive Psychology
based CAPTCHA is presented in [27]. However requirement
of bandwidth and difference in perception by users may be an
issue.
There are some works available [18] where questionanswer based CAPTCHA is shown. The author introduces the
idea to use question answer method. The work in this paper is
different as, it introduces the idea of different types of
question rather than simple straight forward question. The
authors only put the mathematical questions and hence, very
few diversity in choosing the domain of the questions. Some
people do not fond of answering the mathematical questions.
Our proposed work also introduces a framework, where users
will be given the scope to choose question group according to
his/her preference. Again, as the color images are incorporated
in the questions, this solution will not work for human being
with color blindness. Our developed model overcomes these
flaws and provides a well-accepted solution.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
As mentioned in the related work section different types of
CAPTCHA systems are used to secure web browsing. None of
them gives any choice to the user to select the types of
CAPTCHA. The proposed model provides the user a big
window of flexibility to choose the types of CAPTCHA. By
nature, humans are very responsive to answer questions. In the
proposed model, a user will be provided with 5 types of
CAPTCHA questions, namely, analytical, mathematical,
general, text based and image based. User can select any one
of the option. This system will provide 10 minutes to solve the
CATPCHA problem. We want to restrict the time to prohibit
the machine to analyze any single question. If enough time is
given then machine can solve complex problems using
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition. In that case we
have to give more complex challenges to solve. It will surely
affect the usability and user friendliness negatively.
Analytical type challenges provide simple analytical
problems to the user. Few predefined questions are set with
answers. If someone fails to give answer within the time frame
another challenge is given, on the other hand if the user thinks
the question is difficult to answer then try another button helps
her/him to change the question instantly and reset the time. If
user wants to solve mathematical problems s/he can choose
mathematical option. Few simple mathematical problems are
asked. The description of the mathematical questions is such
that it is very easy for human being to interpret but will be
very difficult to analyze by machines. User or visitor of the
website has to answer within the given time limit. General
type category gives the user very simple question to answer.
Similar rules like analytical and mathematical types are also
applicable here.
Text and image based CAPTCHA is very common now a
day. Text based CAPTCHA is kept in our system because of
its familiarity among users. The proposed model also provides
this facility to enter text and image based CAPTCHA based on
the choice from the user. For blind people, audio version of
CAPTCHA is also available as an option. Analytical,
mathematical and general type challenges provide the audio
facility so that the blind user can choose these options.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We have developed a system with few sample questions.
The sample questions are for the test purposes; these should be
fine grained before used in real applications. A sample
scenario of the proposed model is shown in figure 1.If the user
choose mathematical category a question is appear on the
screen. This type of question can be answered within couple of
seconds by the user but for a bots it is very difficult to answer
and also take a long period of time. For example, consider the
following question of mathematical category.
“Rahim has three bananas, Karim has five apples, Sikder has
seven mangos. Jamal wants to buy three apples. How many
apples left to karim?”
It is clear from the above mentioned question that the user
can give the correct answer easily but it is very difficult for a
machine.

system a set of questions is given to them and asked to give
their feedback. Each question has four options like strongly
agree, agree, partially agree and disagree.
TABLE I.
Category
Analytical
Mathematical
General
Text

SAMPLE QUESTIONS OF EACH CATEGORY
Questions
Mina had orange and mango. Mina ate orange.
Which fruit is left?
Karim's age is one third to his father. His father age
is 45. How old karim is?
In which direction does the Sun rise?

Image

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS
As discussed above out of 100 participants 50 are from
technical background and 50 from non technical background.
Responses from both groups are collected separately for better
justification of the system. Concerns of the female participants
are also taken separately. Following charts shows the impact
of our system. Question by question analysis is given below.
B. Technical Perspective
Firstly, we will analyze the survey results from the
technical perspective. We will try to find if there is any
significant difference between technical and non-technical
people. We are interested about the non-technical people
because in today’s digital world is dominated by non-technical
people.

Fig. 1. Proposed CATCHA System

System receives the answer form the user and compares it
with the answer stored in the database. User can give the
answer in any case (e.g., uppercase or lowercase), before
comparing with the database the system makes all answers in
lower case. For the incorrect answer error message is shown
and it asks to try another one or change the category. Next
option is given based on the user’s choice. Table 1 shows few
sample questions of each category.
V. SURVEY AND ANALYSIS

First question was asked to the participants about whether
the new framework is easy to use or not? As shows in the
figure 2, 66% technical knowledge based participants strongly
agree that the new framework is easy to use whereas 70%
general participants strongly agree with that, 28% technical
people agree in contrast with 20% non technical. 4% partially
agree where none from non technical partially agree with that.
Rest 2% technical people said it is not easy to use where it is
10% from non general people. So, from this perspective we
can conclude that although non technical people are more in
favor of this kind of system but some of them are against of
this new system whereas all the technical people are in support
of the new system.

A. Initialize the survey
To check the acceptance level and usability of the
proposed model a session has been organized with 100
students and teachers from different departments of Daffodil
International University. Along with 10 teachers, 20 Students
from Computer Science and Engineering department, 15 from
Electrical and Electronics Engineering department, 15 from
Software Engineering department participated in the session.
Other 40 students are from English, law, BBA and journalism
departments. The main focus of this session is to collect the
user’s opinion about the newly designed framework.
First the new framework is given to the participants to
explore without giving any instructions. After playing with the

Fig. 2. : The new framework is easy to use or not
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Second question was asked about the probability of
making mistakes compared to existing CAPTCHA system
(reCaptcha [26]). 70% of technical and 80% of non technical
people think that the new system has less chance to make any
error. 22% and 10% also agree. 4% of both technical and non
technicalsurveyee shows their disagreement. Figure 3 reflects
the opinion.

Fig. 5. The system is user friendly and helpful?

Fig. 3. This system has less chance to make error

Third question was asked about the brain work to solve
any given problem. 96% participants from technical group
agreed that brain work is needed to solve the given problem
whereas 20% participants from non technical group agree.
60% non technical people strongly agree with that the system
need brain work. Rests of the participants think differently.
Figure 4 shows the result.

Fig. 6. System is better for all types of user or not?

Sixth and the last question was to check the satisfaction
level of the user. 68% participants from technical group and
94% from non technical group strongly agree that they are
satisfied with the system. 24% are agreeing on that. 6% and
4% are partially agreed. Rests of them are disagreed. Figure 7
shows the proof.

Fig. 4. Do you need any brain work to solve the problem given?

Fourth question was asked to the participants that the
system is user friendly and helpful or not? From figure 5 it is
clear that almost similar percentage participants from both
technical and non technical group strongly agreed that the new
system is very much helpful as well as user friendly. No one
express their dissatisfaction. This shows strong support for the
new proposed system.
Fifth Question was whether the system is better for all
types of user or not? Figure 6 gives a clear idea that 80% and
90% form technical and non-technical group respectively
strongly agree that the new system is better for all types of
user. No one express their dissatisfaction.

Fig. 7. Are you satisfied with the system?

So from the analysis of the technical perspective we can
conclude that both technical and non-technical people are in
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strongly in favor of the proposed system. Specially, nontechnical people are more in favor of such system.
C. Gender perspective
We have also investigated the gender factor in CAPTCHA
system. 20 females have participated in the survey where 10 of
them are from non-technical background. Almost 95% from
non technical group express their deep satisfaction about the
proposed system. More than 80% from technical group has
given their consent on satisfaction. Based on the data collected
form female participants it is clear that they are biased on the
design and easiness of the system where as the male
participants and also technical group people concern about the
effectiveness of the system. Two questions were selected to
test the satisfaction level of female participants.

The response is subject to the type of questions and may
vary slightly for different set of questions.
TABLE II.

TIME TAKEN TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS
Q#1

Q#2

Q #
3

Q #4

Q#5

Mathematical

7.99

9.67

7.51

6.73

6.48

Average
time
(in
seconds)
7.76

Analytical

5.33

4.63

7.54

6.12

4.25

5.57

General
Text

2.53
9.36

2.45
8.51

3.24
7.95

3.15
10.82

3.25
9.70

Image

4.87

4.62

4.89
11.8
7
5.43

5.98

5.33

5.24

* Q#1 means question 1 and so on

E. Likeliness to attempt any category
We have identified the likeness of the user for any
category of questions. From our survey it has revealed that
most of the people like the general questions and least number
of people attempted the text based system. Figure 10 reflects
the likeliness of the participants.

Fig. 8. System is user friendly and helpful

Fig. 10. Likeliness of Participants to attempt any Category

Table 3 shows the mode and means value of the selected 6
questions. The result is also categorized in technical and nontechnical background to cover the diversity of the participants
of the users. With analyzing the mode value for all participant
data, it can be derived that most people strongly agreed on the
given set of questions. Hence, it implies that the proposed
model is accepted by majority of the participants. The mean
value also justify this same results.
Fig. 9. Are you satisfied with the system?

From the above two figures (Figure 8 and figure 9) it is
clear that female participants are more positive about the
satisfaction, friendliness and usefulness of the system rather
than male participants.
D. Time Perspective
We have also analyzed the time required to answer each
type of question. From Table 2, we can easily see that Text
based question (current reCAPTCHA) need more time
compared to any other types.

From technical perspective it is clear that the mean and
mode value of all question asked in the survey is near about 3.
That indicates the high acceptance and effectiveness of newly
proposed system among technical people. For the nontechnical group, the mean values of responses are greater than
technical people all the questions. This clearly indicates the
efficacy and usability of the framework among majority of the
common people. The questions in the questionnaire are
designed to reflect 3 criteria (Learn ability, Efficiency and
Satisfaction) of usability study.
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TABLE III.

MEAN AND MODE OF REPLIES OF THE TECHNICAL AND N ONTECHNICAL SURVEYED.

[7]

[8]
Question
number
1
2
3
4
5
6

For Technical
participants
Mean
Mode
2.48
3
2.28
3
1.51
3
2.45
3
2.51
3
2.28
3

For non Technical
participants
Mean
Mode
2.4
3
2.76
3
2.32
3
2.7
3
2.9
3
2.86
3

[9]
[10]
[11]

VII. LIMITATION

[12]

Though system has the option to listen audio for disabled
person but none of them are found while taking the survey. So
audio based CAPTCHA is not tested in this survey.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper illustrates a new design for CAPTCHA system
based on human cognition. This model demonstrates the
ability of human to find the answer that other bots and external
programs fail to interpret and evaluate. The conducted survey
explains the usability of this new form of CAPTCHA and
provides valuable feedback to design the overall system and
types of question pattern. This framework can easily be
extended to specific website to include question of any
particular area of interest. In future, more extensive user-study
will be performed to suggest context aware questions to give
the most user- friendly experience in web surfing and also
combat against CAPTCHA farming.
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Abstract—Thisreport presents the results of a pilot study on
the online behavioral habits of 46 internet users; 26 of whom
self-identified as having a visual impairment (either blind or low
vision). While significant research exists which documents the
degree of difficulty that users with visual impairments have in
interacting with the Web relative to the sighted, few have
addressed the degree to which this usability disparity impacts
online behavior; information seeking and online exploratory
behaviors especially. Fewer still have addressed this usability
disparity within the context of distinct website types; i.e. are
usability issues more pronounced with certain categories of
websites as opposed to others? This pilot study was effective
both in exploring these issues and in identifying the accessibility
of online social networks as a primary topic of investigation with
respect to the formal study that is to follow.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Given that the modern World Wide Web is a largely visual
medium, it would stand to reason that some usability disparity
would exist between sighted users of the Web and users with
some degree of blindness. This contention is further bolstered
by the fact that these visually impaired users, by virtue of the
nature of their disability, typically access the Web using a
broad spectrum of specialized accessibility technologies with a
number of documented deficiencies [1-4].
While the
quantification of this disparity varies, several studies have
indicated that the Web is roughly three times more difficult to
use for individuals with visual impairments than it is for
sighted users [4,5]. Few studies however have directly
addressed the degree to which this problem effects the online
behavior of users with visual impairments. As a result, several
subsequent questions regarding the online behavioral patterns
of these users are left unanswered, questions which serve as
the core of our research effort:
1) Are the types of usability issues faced by individuals
with visual impairments largely universal or do they vary
depending upon the website type in question?
2) Do individuals with visual impairments avoid new or
unfamiliar websites due to fears regarding ease of use and
accessibility?
3) What impact do these issues have on these users’
participation in highly interactive online social networks?
As a preliminary exercise to conducting a more formal
study to investigate the aforementioned behavioral questions a

pilot study was conducted using an online questionnaire. This
questionnaire was administered to 46 sighted, low vision and
blind internet users age 18 and older. Participants were
surveyed in an attempt to provide answers to online behavioral
and accessibility questions while also providing investigative
direction in preparation for a more exhaustive and detailed
study.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Visual Impairment
For the purposes of this research individuals identified as
having a visual impairment should be interpreted as those with
a visual disability that is not correctable by traditional assistive
devices up to and including full blindness [6]. Those
individuals identified as “sighted” should be viewed as those
having vision in the normal range or correctable to the normal
range using traditional assistive devices like glasses or contact
lenses.
B. Website Usability versus Accessibility
The terms accessibility and usability are often used
inconsistently, interchangeably and in an occasionally
overlapping manner in accessibility research. Given that they
are not used interchangeably within this report and significant
literature exists which outlines their appropriate use, a brief
explanation of their use within this report is provided.
Accessibility [7-9] is used to describe the ability of users with
visual disabilities to functionally interact with a website
whereas usability [10] is used to describe the qualitative
characteristics of this interaction.
III.

PILOT STUDY

A. Participants
A convenience sample of 46 individuals participated in the
pilot study, the composition of which is outlined in Table 1. Of
the 46 participants, 25 (18 men and 7 women) were
categorized as having some type of visual impairment; the
remaining 21 participants (6 men and 15 women) were
identified as “sighted”.
While research involving the general population typically
requires a representative sample of 20-30 participants at a
minimum, it is generally acceptable for Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) research involving users with disabilities to
have as few as 5-10 participants in some cases[11]. In the case
of individuals with significant visual impairments issues with
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physical mobility, chiefly lack of transportation and scheduling
difficulties, have been well documented as barriers to study
participation [11]. These individuals often utilize any number
of specialized Web browsers or screen reading applications
with personalized configurations, therefore the ability to
precisely duplicate a specific user’s configuration in its totality
within a research setting has its difficulties; an issue which
exacerbates the aforementioned mobility problem. Distributed
research methods, like online questionnaires, have a number of
attractive qualities within the context of usability research
involving disabled populations. While there may exist some
trade off in terms of study control relative to direct observation
or interview, the added convenience of distributed research
methods may potentially increase participation by eliminating
roadblocks to participation. As a result, distributed research
methods like diaries or surveys are often ideal tools for HCI
research involving these users.
These methods allow
participation using accessibility configurations that are most
familiar to the participants as well as participation at a time
and location of the greatest convenience. Recognizing these
factors an online questionnaire was chosen for this study.
Participants were recruited through the assistance of
organizations for individuals with visual impairments and
through posts on the social networking website Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/). In the case of the former, study
information was distributed via email to the respective
membership of the National Association of Blind Students
(NABS), the North Carolina Association of Blind Students
(NCABS) and the Massachusetts Association of Blind
Students (MABS); with the assistance of each organization’s
respective leadership. Each e-mail contained a detailed
description of the study, consent information and a clickable
text hyper-link to the online questionnaire. In the latter case,
distribution via online social network, this same explanatory
and consent information was made available with a text hyperlink to the online questionnaire using a Facebook page
administered by the authors. The study protocol was approved
by the East Carolina University, University and Medical
Center Institutional Review Board (UMCIRB).
While a large, more representative sample would have
been preferable, it was determined that a convenience sample
of as few as 10 participants with visual impairments was
acceptable in this initial phase of the research effort. 25
individuals with visual impairments ultimately participated in
the study however. The added complexity and expense of
random sampling with a large number of participants was
deemed unnecessary for this preliminary work given that this
study was conducted as much for investigative direction and
experience conducting HCI research with disabled participants
as it was for the data to be collected. In our subsequent formal
study sample sizes and selection methods will be modified
with the goal of selecting a sample that is likely more
representative of the target population.

TABLE I.

BREAKDOWN OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Sighted

Visually
Impaired

Combined

%

Number

%

Number

%

Number

Male

29

6

72

18

52

24

Female

71

15

28

7

48

22

18 to 25

58

12

48

12

52

24

26 to 35

19

4

8

2

13

6

36 or
older

23

5

44

11

35

16

Participants
Sex

Age

B. Procedure
A 33 question, mixed type, online questionnaire was
developed which also included user ratings with 5 point Likerttype items (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 =
neutral, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 = strongly agree) [12]. In
addition to collecting demographic information, questions
focused specifically on participants’ online exploratory
behavior, Web usage habits, general opinion of Web usability,
opinions regarding website interactivity and use of online
social networking applications. Some emphasis was given to
social networking within the study given the rise of social
networking applications and the increasing incorporation of
social networking capabilities to all manner of websites. Five
(5) questions within the study addressed social networking
specifically.
IV.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A. Information Seeking and Exploratory Behavior
Tables 2 and 3 provide a comparison of the information
seeking and online exploratory behavior of both the sighted
and visually impaired participant groups. Overall, both groups
felt that they could relatively easily find what they were
looking for online as expressed within a series of 5 point
Likert-type items (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree).
However this feeling of ease was more pronounced in sighted
participants than with the visually impaired group. While both
groups felt that most websites are easy to navigate (visually
impaired M =3.86, Mode = 4; sighted M = 4.14, Mode = 4),
the visually impaired group expressed a strong desire for a
Web that is easier to use (M = 3.59, SD =1.43, Mode = 4)
whereas the sighted group expressed general satisfaction with
current levels of Web usability (M = 2.38, SD =1.20, Mode =
1,2).
The visually impaired group visited a greater number of
websites on a daily basis than sighted participants with 44% of
the visually impaired group indicating that they visited “11 or
more” websites on a daily basis compared to 5% of the sighted
group.
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Users with visual impairments also visited more new
websites on a daily basis than the sighted group with 80% of
participants with visual impairments visiting between 1 and 10
new websites daily compared to 67% of the sighted group. The
visually impaired group however expressed some difficulties
navigating these new websites (M = 3.04, SD = 1.33, Mode =
4) whereas the sighted group expressed minimal difficulty in
this regard (M = 2.43, SD = 1.21, Mode = 1,3).
Both groups expressed minimal website avoidance
behavior with fewer than 5% of both groups indicating an
avoidance of new websites. While the visually impaired group
indicated significantly more comfort with familiar websites (M
= 4.22, SD = 1.11, Mode = 5) relative to the sighted
participants group (M = 3.57, SD = 0.87, Mode = 3,4), visually
impaired participants (M = 2.00, SD = 1.38, Mode = 1)
expressed a comparable and minimal avoidance of new
websites due to apprehension regarding the ability to find
information of interest. Sighted participants (M = 2.19, SD =
1.25, Mode = 1) indicated a slightly greater avoidance of new
websites due to these information seeking concerns though
both groups indicated that this apprehension did not result in
an outright avoidance of new websites. Both groups indicated
a significant reliance on search engines for new content with
52% of sighted participants and 66% of visually impaired
participants identifying this as a primary source of new stories,
videos and images. However social networking websites were
a significantly more popular source of this information for
sighted individuals (33%) than for the visually impaired group
(13%).
B. Participants’ Website Usage Habits
Table 4 provides a comparison of website usage habits by
website type.
Of the nine website types provides, both
visually impaired (33%) and sighted (52%) participants
indicated that social networking websites were the most
visited. This number was significantly higher for sighted
participants than for the participants with visual impairments
however. Sighted participants expressed the most difficulty
using Web-logs or “Blogs” (13%) whereas social networking
websites (21%) were identified as the most difficult to use by
those with visual impairments. The most popular response
however for both groups when referencing online difficulties
was that no difficulties existed relative to most websites
(sighted = 67%, visually impaired = 42%).
C. Use of Online Social Networks
Table 5 provides a comparison of the use of social
networking websites between the visually impaired and sighted
participants.
While some commonalities were exposed
between the two groups overall, the frequency with which
online social networks were used, as well as the perceptions
regarding the usability of these websites, differed substantially.
A majority of participants in both groups indicated that
they held an online social networking account though the
social network participation rate for sighted participants (95%)
was significantly higher than for the visually impaired group
(67%). In an open ended question, both groups indicated a

preference for Facebook.com with 81% of sighted participants
and 67% of individuals with visual impairments indicating that
it was their most used social networking website. 77% of
these sighted participants indicated a “moderate” to “extreme”
frequency of social network usage compared to 42% of
visually impaired participants.
Perceptions regarding the usability of social networking
websites differed substantially between the two groups with
sighted participants indicating both a greater enjoyment of
these websites as well as significantly greater ease of use.
36% of individuals with visual impairments indicated that they
would like to use social networking websites but found them
too difficult to use compared to only 10% of sighted
participants.
72% of sighted participants indicated some degree of
“enjoyment” in their use of online social networks as
compared to 41% of participants with visual impairments. An
additional 45% of the visually impaired users group indicated
some degree of dislike of social networking websites
compared to 15% of the sighted group.
TABLE II.

CODING OF RESPONSES REGARDING I NFORMATION SEEKING
AND O NLINE EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOR

Statement

Sighted

Visually
Impaired

%

%

The approximate number of
websites I visit on a daily basis
0

5

0

1 to 5

43

28

6 to 10

47

28

11 or more

5

44

The number of NEW websites I
visit on a daily basis
0

33

20

1 to 5

62

68

6 to 10

5

12

11 or more

0

0

I avoid visiting new websites
True

5

4

False

95

96

A link from another website

10

21

Search engine like Google,
Yahoo and Bing

52

66

Social networking websites

33

13

Word of mouth

5

0

I don’t know where I find
new website content

0

0

I usually find new online content
like stories, videos and images
from
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TABLE III.

MEAN SCORES REGARDING SUBJECTS’ ONLINE EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOR, I NFORMATION SEEKING AND WEB USAGE
Statement

Mean

SD

N

t-test

df

p

Visually Impaired

3.76

1.20

25

1.37

44

.176

Sighted

3.29

1.10

21

Visually Impaired

3.04

1.33

24

1.60

43

.116

Sighted

2.43

1.21

21

Visually Impaired

2.00

1.38

22

0.47

41

.639

Sighted

2.19

1.25

21

Visually Impaired

2.32

1.39

22

1.32

41

.193

Sighted

1.81

1.12

21

Visually Impaired

3.41

1.37

22

1.27

41

.211

Sighted

2.90

1.26

21

Visually Impaired

4.41

0.80

22

0.78

41

.437

Sighted

4.19

1.03

21

Visually Impaired

4.22

1.11

22

2.13

41

.039

Sighted

3.57

0.87

21

Visually impaired

3.59

1.44

22

2.98

41

.004

Sighted

2.38

1.20

21

Visually impaired

3.86

1.04

22

1.05

41

.298

Sighted

4.14

0.65

21

Visually impaired

2.86

1.70

22

2.25

41

.030

Sighted

3.86

1.15

21

Visually impaired

2.55

1.50

22

2.02

41

.049

Sighted

1.76

1.00

21

I frequently visit new websites

I have trouble finding my way around new websites

I avoid trying new websites because I am concerned about being able to find the information
that I am looking for

I OFTEN have trouble finding what I am looking for online

I SOMETIMES have trouble finding what I am looking for online

Generally it is easy for me to find what I am looking for online

I am more comfortable visiting websites that I am familiar with

I wish the internet was easier to use

Most websites are easy to navigate

I enjoy using social networking websites

I would like to use social networking websites but I find them too difficult to use
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TABLE IV.

RESPONSES RELATED TO WEBSITE USAGE
Sighted

Visually
Impaired

%

%

Statement
I normally visit this type of website
the most often
Blogs

0

4

Lifestyle Websites

0

0

Medical Websites

0

0
17

News Websites

24

Online Encyclopedias

0

4

Shopping Websites

19

25

Social Networking Websites

52

33

Sports Websites

5

0

Other or I don’t know

0

17

While sighted users may capitalize on the aforementioned
benefits with relative ease, the study suggests that individuals
with visual impairments face substantial challenges in this
regard. This is troubling in that studies show that users with
visual impairments may benefit disproportionately from the
benefits of these social networks [17]. Fears regarding
diminished self-value, social stigmatization or negative selfimage related to the disability may be mitigated by the type of
electronic social interaction that these online social networks
facilitate [18,19]. Few studies however have addressed the
participation, or lack thereof, of individuals with visual
impairments in these online social networks and where this
issue has been examined accessibility has been determined to
be relatively poor [13, 20].

I normally have the most difficulty
using this type of website
Blogs

13

8

Lifestyle Websites

0

4

Medical Websites

0

0

News Websites

0

13

Online Encyclopedias

0

0

Shopping Websites

10

4

Social Networking Websites

5

21

Sports Websites

5

8

I don’t have difficulty using
most websites

67

42

TABLE V.

RESPONSES RELATED TO SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITES

Sighted

Visually
Impaired

%

%

Yes

95

67

No

5

33

Statement

may have a significant impact on information seeking and
online exploratory behavior. Most notably, the results of this
study indicate that additional research is needed to explore the
usability difficulties that users with visual impairments
encounter on social networking websites specifically. Visually
impaired participants indicated significant difficulties using
websites of this type and were most severely challenged by
social networking websites within the context of the options
provided; findings mirrored by other studies [13]. This social
networking usability issue is especially problematic as the use
of these services has been shown to improve educational
outcomes, promote self-esteem, enhance social inclusion and
increase interpersonal relationships among other benefits [1416].

Do you have an account on a social networking
website?

Moving forward a formal study of social network
accessibility will be conducted applying the lessons learned
from the initial investigative effort documented within this
report. This study will utilize a combination of interview and
observation techniques with the goal of collecting data with a
greater level of detail. Information will also be collected
regarding software (screen reader, Web browser, operating
system) and device type; factors intentionally omitted from this
initial investigation. This is significant given the increasing use
of mobile screen reading technology by users with visual
impairments [13] as mobile browsing increases in popularity
[21].

Which social networking website do you visit
most often?
Facebook

81

67

Instagram

0

4

LinkedIn

0

8

Pinterest

5

0

0

25

Twitter
Other

19

0

None

5

29

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
While the results of this pilot study indicate that Web
accessibility generally may be improving, equivalent usability
is still elusive. Findings at this stage of the research effort
suggest that differences do exist between the online behavior of
sighted users and users with visual impairments. These
differences suggest that the presence of a visual impairment
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[3]

[4]

[5]
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Abstract—Inverted Indexing is an efficient, standard data
structure, most suited for search operation over an exhaustive set
of data. The huge set of data is mostly unstructured and does not
fit into traditional database categories. Large scale processing of
such data needs a distributed framework such as Hadoop where
computational resources could easily be shared and accessed. An
implementation of a search engine in Hadoop over millions of
Wikipedia documents using an inverted index data structure
would be carried out for making search operation more
accomplished. Inverted index data structure is used for mapping
a word in a file or set of files to their corresponding locations. A
hash table is used in this data structure which stores each word
as index and their corresponding locations as its values thereby
providing easy lookup and retrieval of data making it suitable for
search operations.
Keywords—Hadoop; Big data; inverted indexing; data structure

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia is an online encyclopaedia which contains over
four million articles. In general, searching over such text based
documents involves document parsing, index, tokenisation,
language recognition, format analysis, section recognition.
Hence a search engine for such large data which is done in a
single node with a single forward index built over all the
documents will consume more time for searching. Moreover
the memory and processing requirements for this operation
may not be sufficient if it is carried out over a single node.
Hence, load balancing by distribution of documents over
multiple data becomes necessary.
Google processes 20PB of data every day using a
programming model called MapReduce. Hadoop, a distributed
framework that processes big data is an implementation of
MapReduce. Hence it is more apt for this operation as
processing is carried out over millions of text documents.
Inverted index is used in almost all web and text retrieval
engines today to execute a text query. On a user query, these
search engines uses this inverted index to return the

documents matching the user query by giving the hyperlink of
the corresponding documents. As these indices contain the
vocabulary of words in dictionary order only a small amount
of documents containing the indices need to be processed.
Here, the design of a search engine for Wikipedia data set
using compressed inverted index data structure over Hadoop
distributed framework is proposed. This data set containing
more than four million files needs an efficient search engine
for quick access of data. No compromise must be made on the
search results as well as the response time. Care should be
taken not to omit documents that contain words synonymous
user query. Since accuracy and speed is of primary importance
in search, our methods could be favoured in such cases.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
[2] For large-scale data-intensive applications like data
mining and web indexing MapReduce has become an
important distributed processing model. Hadoop–an opensource implementation of MapReduce is widely used for short
jobs requiring low response time. Both the homogeneity and
data locality assumptions are not satisfied in virtualized data
centres. This paper [2] shows that ignoring the data locality
issue in heterogeneous environments can noticeably reduce the
MapReduce performance.
The authors also address the problem of how to place data
across nodes in a way that each node has a balanced data
processing load. Given a data intensive application running on
a Hadoop MapReduce cluster, their data placement scheme
adaptively balances the amount of data stored in each node to
achieve improved data-processing performance. Experimental
results on two real data-intensive applications show that their
data placement strategy can always improve the MapReduce
performance by rebalancing data across nodes before
performing a data-intensive application in a heterogeneous
Hadoop cluster. The new mechanism distributes fragments of
an input file to heterogeneous nodes based on their computing
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capacities. Their approach improves performance of Hadoop
heterogeneous clusters.
According to [1], a virtualized setup of a Hadoop cluster
that provides greater computing capacity with lesser resources
is presented, as virtualized cluster requires only fewer physical
machines with master node of the cluster set up on a physical
machine, and slave nodes on virtual machines (VMs).
The Hadoop virtualized clusters are configured to use
capacity scheduler instead of the default FIFO scheduler. The
capacity scheduler schedules tasks based on the availability of
RAM and virtual memory (VMEM) in slave nodes before
allocating any job. Instead of queuing up the jobs, the tasks are
efficiently allocated on the VMs based on the memory
available. Various configuration parameters of Hadoop are
analysed and the virtualized cluster is fine-tuned to for best
performance and maximum scalability. The results show that
the approach gives a significant reduction in execution times,
which in turn shows that the use of virtualization helps in
better utilization of the resources of the physical machines
used. Given the relatively under power of the machines used
in the real cluster the results were fairly relevant. The addition
of more machines in the cluster leads to an even greater
reduction in runtime.
According to [8], Hadoop, the emerging technology made
it feasible to combine it with virtualisation to process immense
data set. A method to deploy cloud stack with Map Reduce
and Hadoop in virtualised environment was presented in this
paper. A brief idea on setting up a Hadoop experimental
environment to capture the current status and the trends of
optimising Hadoop in virtualised environment was mentioned.
The advantages and the disadvantages of the virtualised
environment was discussed, ending with the benefits of one's
compromise over the other. Making use of the virtualised
environment in Hadoop fully utilizes the computing resources,
make it more reliable and save power and so on. On the other
side, we have to face the lower performance of virtual
machine. Then some methods to optimize Hadoop in virtual
machines were discussed.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The result of any user’s search query must be fast, should
not miss any relevant data related to the query. A search
engine designed by using distributed framework like Hadoop
and inverted index data structure is fast and returns all the
relevant results. In order to do this and to analyse the
feasibility of deployment of a search engine for Wikipedia
various requirements and parameters to be considered must be
well understood and analysed.
IV.

PARAMETERS FOR PERFORMANCE METRICS

The performance of a search operation through an inverted
index built over millions of Wikipedia documents distributed
over a multiple node Hadoop cluster in a virtual node could be
effectively measured using various parameters such as
response time ,throughput, speed up,
latency hiding,
computation time, communication time and thereby
computation and communication ratio. In terms of the search
operation in this distributed and parallel platform, response
time indicates the time taken for the first of the relevant wiki

documents to appear when a query is made. Through put in
other words can be defined as the number of transactions per
second or the maximum number of search queries that can be
made per second, speed up factor refers to the time that could
be saved due to a fraction of process that could be parallelized
.As the documents are distributed across multiple documents,
the percentage of search operation that can be parallelized and
thereby the speedup achieved could be measured. [6]
Speed-up factor=
Where
-Time taken for serial execution of the process
and
- time taken after parallelization. As more time is
consumed in start-up of a communication between nodes,
making use of this time effectively for completing as much
computations as possible would improve performance. This
can be achieved via non-blocking send routines thereby
helping in achieving latency hiding. Sometimes, even blocking
send routines allow computations to take place until the
expected messages reach the destination aiding in improving
latency hiding. Total processing time includes computations
and the communications carried out.
T process = T computation +T communication
The computation time for the search operation can be
calculated by counting the number of computations per
process. Computation involves locating the node that has the
relevant documents. [9]Communication time depends on the
size of the data transferred, start-up time for each message and
number of messages in a process and the mode of data
transfer. Communication in multiple cluster node involves
requesting a node for certain documents based on the query
and the nodes responding with the requested documents.
T communication = T start up + w*T data
Where
T start-up – Time needed to send a blank message
T data - Time to send/receive a single data word
W
- No. of data words
Speed-up factor = =
The computation communication ratio throws light on the
how much time communication takes as a result of increased
amount of data.
V.
INVERTED INDEXING
Indexing refers to creating a link or a reference to a set of
records so as to enable better identification or location.
Forward indexing and inverted indexing are two main types of
indexing. When an element say 97 is accessed through its
index say Arr [3] in Fig 1, then it is forward indexing. When
the same element is searched based on its occurrence or the
number of occurrences, then it is inverted indexing.

Fig. 1. Illustration of Forward and Inverted Indexing
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An inverted index for a document or set of documents
contains a hash table with each word as its index and a posting
list as value of each index. A postings list consists of a
document id, position of word in that document and frequency
of occurrence of each word in that document.

Fig. 2. Inverted Indexing-Working

If there are n documents to be indexed then a unique
document id is set for each document from 0 to n-1. The
postings list for a term is sorted based on various criteria.
Though it is easy to sort it based on document id, for search
operations other parameters are considered for sorting. Sorting
done based on frequency of a term in a document is more apt
for a search operation. At the end of sort processing this data
structure returns the top k documents in the postings list where
k is the maximum returning capacity of a search engine in a
single stretch. [7].
A. Algorithm
Inverted_Index (int docID[n], string doc[n])
M  new HashMap
Count  0
For all document with docID m from 0 to n-1
For all term tm and position pos in doc
With docID m do
M {tm, previous pos, previous m}  M
{tm, pos, m} +1
Count (tm, m) ++
For each tm in M with docID m
Sort (count (tm, m))
As explained in Fig 2, input to the indexing algorithm is
the set of document IDs and the contents of all the documents.
Each new term in the document is formed as an index in the
hash table. For each occurrence in a document its document
ID is added to the postings list of that term along with its
position. After each occurrence of a term in a document its
corresponding frequency variable count is incremented.
Postings list of each term is finally sorted based on the
frequency of words in each document.
Algorithm Search (HashMap M, string word)
return M[word]
In the search part of an inverted index, the word which is
queried by the user is passed as input along with the hash map
which has the set of all positions of the each word in the

document. Hash map takes the word as its index and returns
the value stored in that index.
VI. DATA SET - WIKI DUMPS
All the contents of Wikipedia are available in
downloadable format as wiki dumps. This can be taken by
users for archival/backup purposes, offline storage,
educational purpose, for republishing, etc. There are over four
million files in Wikipedia, compressed form as wiki dumps of
size 9.5 Giga bytes approximately. When extracted from the
compressed form, it comes to around 44 Giga bytes. Database
backup dumps have a complete copy of all Wikipedia
documents as wikitext and the set of all its metadata in XML.
Static HTML dumps has copies of all pages of Wikipedia
wikis in HTML form.
Contents of dumps include page-to-page link, media
metadata, title, information about each page, log data, Misc
bits, etc. These are in the wrapper format described at schema
Export Format which is compressed in bzip2 and .7z format.
They are provided as dumps consisting of entire tables using
mysqldump. Internal file system limit must be taken into
account before extracting these files from compressed format.
VII. HADOOP
Map Reduce method has emerged as a scalable model that
is capable of processing pet a bytes of data. Fundamental
concept of MapReduce: Rather than working on one, huge
block of data with a single machine, Big Data is broken up
into files that further are broken into blocks by Hadoop and
parallel processing and analysis is carried out. [5]
The Hadoop is a map reduce framework that provides
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File Systems) infrastructure.
HDFS was designed to operate and scale on commodity
hardware. Breakdown in hardware is largely compensated by
replication of blocks of data in multiple nodes.
A. Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (Hdfs) Overview
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) is a distributed
user level file system which stores, processes, retrieves and
manages data in a Hadoop cluster. HDFS infrastructure that
Hadoop provides, include a dedicated master node called
Name Node which contains a job tracker, stores meta-data,
controls the overall distributed process execution by checking
out whether all name nodes are functioning properly through
periodic heart beats. It also contains many other nodes called
Data Node which contains a task tracker, stores applications
data. The Ethernet network connects all nodes. HDFS is
implemented in Java and it is platform independent. Files in
HDFS are split into blocks and each block is stored as an
independent file in the local file system of Data Nodes. Each
block of a HDFS file is replicated at least three times in
multiple Data Nodes. Through replication of application data,
provides data durability.[9]
The Name Node manages the namespace and physical
location of each file. File system operations are done by HDFS
client by contacting the Name node. Name Node checks a
client’s access permission and gets the list of Data Nodes
hosting replicas of blocks. Then, requirements are sent to the
“closest” Data Node by requesting a particular block. Then, a
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socket connection is created between the client and the Data
Node. The data is transferred to the client application. When a
client application writes a HDFS file, it first splits the file into
HDFS blocks and the Name Node gets the list of Data Nodes
which are replicas of each block and writing data is done by
multithreading. [3]
If the client application is running on a Data Node, the first
replica of the file is written into the local file system of the
running Data Node. If the client application isn’t running on a
Data Node, a socket connection is created between the client
and the first Data Node. The client splits the block into smaller
packets and starts a pipeline: the client sends a packet to the
first Data Node; the first Data Node on getting this packet,
writes this to the local file system, and also sends it to the next
Data Node. A Data Node can receive the data from a previous
node and at the same time forward the data to the next node.
When all nodes in this pipeline write the block into local file
system successfully, the block write is finished and then Data
Nodes update the block physical information to the Name
Node. The architecture of multiple cluster implementations
has been explained in Fig 3.

B. Working process of Hadoop Architecture
Hadoop is designed to run on a large number of machines
that don’t share any memory or disks. When a data is loaded
into Hadoop, the software splits that data into pieces and
spreads it across different servers. Hadoop keeps track of
where the data resides. And because there are replica of single
data, data stored on a server that goes offline or dies can be
automatically replicated from a known good copy.
In a Hadoop cluster, every one of those servers has two or
four or eight CPUs. Each server operates on its own little piece
of the data. Results are then delivered back through reduce
operations. MapReduce maps the operation out to all of those
servers and then reduces the results back into a single result
set. Since Hadoop spreads out data, it is possible to deal with
lots of data. Since all the processors work in parallel and
harness together, complicated computational questions can be
performed. Node failures are automatically handled by the
framework for both map and reduce functions.
VIII. ASSUMPTIONS AND GOALS
Applications that run on HDFS have large data sets. A
typical file in HDFS is Gigabytes to Terabytes in size.
Therefore, HDFS must provide high bandwidth and scalability
to hundreds of nodes. HDFS applications need a write-onceread-many access model for files. If a file is created and
written, it is assumed that it will not be changed in future. This
is to simplify data coherency and to get high throughput data
access.
IX.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

A Hadoop cluster is established by passing Wikipedia files
as input data and inverted indexing is done by taking
advantage of Map Reduce.
In the map phase, the Wikipedia files are divided equally
among mappers and passed as inputs. Each Wikipedia file is
given a unique document ID. Each mapper indexes each term
in its file into the hash map with the corresponding document
ID and position in that document as a posting list. When it
finds that term for the first time it creates that term as the
index and writes the corresponding postings list of that term.
When the term is found again, the corresponding posting list
for that position is appended with the previous list to index
holding that term.
A. Map function pseudo-code
Algorithm Map (int docID[x], string doc[x])
M  new HashMap
Count 0
For all document of docID m from 0 to x-1
For all term tm and position pos in
with docID m do
M {tm, previous pos, previous
 M{ tm, pos, m }+1
Count (tm, m) ++
emit (M, count (tm, m))
Fig. 3. Hadoop Multiple node Cluster Architecture

doc
m}

In the above algorithm X is the maximum number of
documents processed within a mapper. The input file is read
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word by word and indexed accordingly with its document ID
and corresponding position in a hash map. The variable count
keeps track of the frequency of a term within each document
in that mapper. At the end each mapper returns its hash map
with the count value of each term in a document.
In reduce phase each reducer takes in its responsibility a
term or set of terms. These terms are given an index position
in a global hash map where all the terms are stored as index.
When a reducer encounters its term from a mapper it appends
the posting list of that mapper to its value in this hash map.
After appending the entire list of that term from all the
mappers, reducer sorts posting list based on count value of
each document. The more the value, the preference is higher.
In the same way, all the terms in this whole document are
indexed in the hash map in this reduce phase.
B. Reduce function pseudo-code
Algorithm Reduce (term tm, List of hash maps of each
mapper[], count{tm, docID})
G  new HashMap //G is common HashMap for all
reducers
for each hash map H from all mappers
for each term tm in document with docID m and
position pos in H
//n is the total number of documents
G{ tm , previous pos, previous m} 
H{ tm, pos , m }+1
Sort( count (tm , m ))
//values in list is sorted based on the count value of
each term in a document
emit(G)
In the above pseudo code each reducer takes as its input all
the hash maps of various mappers and the count values of each
term in a document. Reducer checks each hash map with its
allotted term and if it matches with any mapper’s index it
appends that value in global hash map. When all the values are
appended for a term it is finally sorted based on its count value
in each document.
C. Retrieval
The terms in global hash map is divided among the
mappers along with their corresponding posting list. When the
user queries a term, the name node sends this query to the
corresponding data node. Value of the term is passed to the
reducer as a complete list. Reducer returns the first k values of
that term to the user where k is the maximum number of pages
returned for a user query.
X.
FUTURE WORKS
First a distributed, multiple node Hadoop cluster has been
built and the millions of wiki documents has been distributed
over these nodes. A compressed inverted index containing
indices for words in dictionary order is to be built over these
documents. After building inverted index, distributed
performance evaluation for searching documents based on
keyword is intended to be made. Further data analysis and text
mining could be made based on index support. The results of
text mining and data analysis would help in suggesting related
pages based on data such as other documents where the

synonyms of the query are predominantly found. Indexing can
be further partitioned in to local index partitioning and global
index partitioning. In term based partitioning or global index
partitioning, each node in the multiple cluster stores posting
list only for a subset of the term in the collection. Local index
partitioning is each server building a separate index for the
files that it contains. When this is done, each server indexes
only the document that it contains, reducing the number of
documents to thousands. This is very much lesser compared to
the actual number of indices that had to be built if indexing is
to be done for over a million documents. So, instead of
building a single index over 4 million Wikipedia documents,
local index would be built over documents on each node and
an index would be built on these indices thereby quickening
search and compressing indices. Further, indices built over
articles (a, the, an) and other such common words would be
deleted for adding accuracy.
XI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a compressed inverted index data structure
that could help in crawling for words in dictionary order such
that all the indices built for millions of documents need not be
processed has been proposed. In addition, basic factors for
designing indices such as merge factors, storage technique,
index size, look up speed, maintenance, fault tolerance etc.
will also be taken into account. Building a local index for files
within those system will prove to be a great way to solve
problems that could arise in parallelism such as when a file is
added, whether index updating should happen before the
search operation that is currently going on and vice versa as
only a portion of the entire set of documents need to be
updated making the ‘index merging’ process very simple. In
addition to storing a token word, its document id and the
position in which it appears, we have suggested to add token
word document id and its frequency to rank up the relevant
documents. Our work has motivated several interesting open
questions such as which type of inverted index data structure
would be most useful for text mining. Other ways to optimise
performance in search is being investigated and added over to
the suggested methods.
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Mobile Robots in Teaching Programming for IT
Engineers and its Effects
Attila Pásztor, Róbert Pap-Szigeti, Erika Török
Kecskemét College, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Automation
Kecskemét, Hungary

Abstract—in this paper the new methods and devices
introduced into the learning process of programming for IT
engineers at our college is described. Based on our previous
research results we supposed that project methods and some new
devices can reduce programming problems during the first term.
These problems are rooted in the difficulties of abstract thinking
and they can cause the decrease of programming self-concept and
other learning motives.
We redesigned the traditional learning environment. As a
constructive approach project method was used. Our students
worked in groups of two or three; small problems were solved
after every lesson. In the problem solving process students use
programmable robots (e.g. Surveyor, LEGO NXT and RCX).
They had to plan their program, solve some technical problems
and test their solution.
The usability of mobile robots in the learning process and the
short-term efficiency of our teaching method were checked with a
control group after a semester (n = 149). We examined the effects
on our students’ programming skills and on their motives, mainly
on their attitudes and programming self-concept. After a twoyear-long period we could measure some positive long-term
effects.
Keywords—programmable mobile robots; project method;
positive effects

I. INTRODUCTION
Programming is not a compulsory subject in IT courses for
students at Hungarian high schools. The National Curriculum
aims at developing the skills of writing algorithm and
developing algorithmic thinking but the skills of programming
are taught only in classes that prepare students for IT
graduation at advanced level. Because of this, many IT students
start to acquire the elements of programming and program
planning only during their college studies. Some previous
research results [1] proved that those students who had already
learned programming at high school were much more
successful in the programming courses at our college. This
advantage does not depend on the weekly number of high
school lessons.
In contrast, beginners usually cannot pass their first exams.
Lecturers often notice a decreasing increasing interest in
programming. We supposed that abstract thinking means a
great problem for beginners.
The Hungarian empirical research results [1] are supported
by some results from other countries. In their comprehensive

study on the Greek secondary school system Sartatzemi at al.
[2] paid attention to the problems of teaching programming.
They emphasize, there are some essential difficulties for those
who have just started to learn programming:
 The professional programming languages are too
complicated for beginners, in spite of the fact that these
languages provide a wide range of solutions. Students
usually have to focus rather on the language than on the
problem itself. Accordingly, the implementation of a
simple algorithm demands high-level thinking abilities.
 Professional programming environment is usually more
complex than it is necessary for beginners. The
environments do not help a beginner with the
identification of syntax errors. The error messages in
professional environments are made for professional
programmers, not for beginners. The complexity of the
environment can be shocking for students.
 During the first semester students cannot solve
interesting problems. In order to enable them, they have
to learn not only the programming language but the
methods of developing larger programs as well. It is not
possible during one semester. The grounding often
seems too hard and boring for beginners and can
decrease their motivation.
To sum it up, students have to focus not only on algorithm.
They meet the principles of programming, the structure and
syntax of the language, machine control problems etc. In
addition, they have to learn the methods of program planning,
developing and debugging.
The results of Sartatzemi et al. confirmed that new devices
and methods are necessary in order to make the learning
process more effective. Researchers usually propose different
approaches so that beginners could cope with programming
difficulties and with the complexity of programming
languages. Some of them suggest that the object-oriented
paradigm is more usable in teaching programming than the
functional paradigm [3]. However, this change does not give a
solution for the above-mentioned problems. Other researchers
prefer a possible “learning programming language” [4] with an
optimal environment and strongly limited set of statements.
We wanted to introduce new devices and methods into the
learning process of programming. We looked for a method to
improve the participation of students and increase
communication among them. At the same time, we wanted to
make devices more tangible. We aimed at making the learning
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process more concrete, practical and interesting for our
students. The programmable mobile robot Mindstorms RCX
(made by LEGO) appeared suitable for the realization of our
aims. These devices and their programming environment allow
students to learn in a natural, experimental way. Abstract
thinking can be preceded by the manipulative and concrete
usage of skills [5]. It can facilitate the development of skills
and can deepen the level of understanding [6]. At the same
time, the students’ motives can increase due to the success of
these learning situations. The co-operation among students can
strengthen students' social and communicative skills [7]. These
experience-based learning situations can lead to experiencing
the growth of knowledge and can result in a higher level of
students’ activity. In a well-organized learning situation
students can feel the flow. This is a mental state in which the
students are fully immersed in concentration and the enjoyment
of the activity [8]. These very motivated periods may accelerate
skills development and may increase the efficiency of learning.

An advanced simulation environment is the Webots mobile
robotics simulator which is a commercial product developed by
Cyberbotics[11]. It can simulate rolling, walking or flying
robots. Additionally, this simulator can control some types of
real robots (e.g. Pioneer, LEGO Mindstorms, Aibo) [12].
Repast (developed by the University of Chicago) is an open
source, multi-agent simulation package based on Java [13] .
The basic concepts of Repast were borrowed from the
simulation environment of Swarm agent [14]. These simulators
are used mainly in research.

Our students’ learning performance and the level of the
adaptability of their knowledge are influenced by many factors.
The effects of some factors have been revealed by researchers.
The previously acquired levels of knowledge and skills have
naturally a significant effect on the knowledge to be mastered.
However, the individual differences in prior knowledge are not
merely sufficient to explain the differences in further learning
performances [9]. Additional factors have an important role in
the learning process. The individual level of learning
motivation (with many sub-factors) as well as family
background or the system of social relations may have an effect
on the students’ learning success.

B. Research result
Sartatzemi et al. [2] used Mindstorms RCX mobile robots
and ROBOLAB as a programming environment. In a ten-hour
course (two hours/day), 14 students solved simple tasks in an
icon-oriented environment. The teacher presented ROBOLAB
structures in the first part of the lessons then the students
solved tasks on worksheets. Researchers concluded that
Mindstorms robots and the new programming environment are
an efficient and practical way for high school students to learn
programming. Their empirical data and the assessment showed
some important conclusions. Students can easily acquire
knowledge about procedures and the controlling of robots but
this knowledge is often incomplete and inaccurate. The
application of a real system is useful to analyze and solve a
problem. Additionally, the students can check and debug their
solutions in an experiential and clear way. It seems that
students can understand the basic principles of programming in
this environment. However, researchers observed some
difficulties. The internal difficulties of the structures of the
programs are similar to other environments; they can lead to
misunderstanding. Because of this, the development of larger
programs seems difficult for students. Furthermore, it was
difficult for many students to connect the behavior of a robot to
the logic of the program.

II.

REAL AND VIRTUAL ROBOTS IN EDUCATION

A. Overview
One of the most interesting and most difficult problems in
the field of artificial intelligence is to create and apply
intelligent robots. Real robots have to work in a noisy,
nondeterministic, continuous space and time it makes its
necessary to solve a number of additional difficulties. Thanks
to the burgeoning of low-cost high-performance computers, we
are able to simulate robots in a virtual space. Working with
robotic simulators programmers can focus on the algorithm,
neglecting many of the real world's aspects.
In education, the question arises whether the use of real
robots or the use of robotic simulators is more efficient in the
development of students’ programming skills. Using simulators
the teacher can create and change the teaching environment.
The complexity, inventiveness and realism of the environment
can be adapted to the students' skills and age. However,
students cannot “touch” the robots simulated on the screen.
Because of this, the manipulative skill may be incomplete; this
can cause difficulties in the process of interiorization [5].
Until the last decade robot simulators could be usually
found in industrial applications. Additionally, some robotspecific simulators were used. In the last decade, possibilities
of robot simulators moved towards general usability. By a
special plug-in of MathLab, we can simulate punctiform robots
or robots with real expansion [10].

In the past half a century some famous robot simulators
were used in education too, e.g. Papert’s turtle [15], Karel the
robot [16] or the Spider World, used by Dalbey and Linn [17].
The Lego Mindstorms Simulator (LMS) developed by the
University of Paderborn was also very popular in education.
Some empirical experiences of teaching with robot simulators
are shown in the next section.

In their experiment, Wu et al. [18] compared the
effectiveness of teaching with real and simulated robots. One of
their groups (75 students) used LEGO RCX or LMR robots, the
other group (76 students) used LEGO Mindstorms Simulators.
Both groups consisted of beginners in programming. Similar
pre-knowledge was supposed, so researchers did not use any
pre-test. It was a short-term experiment (seven weeks; two
hours/week); because of this researchers assessed the short time
effects only. Pre-written templates in leJos (Java) language
with simple program structures, basic variables and functions
for controlling motors, lighting and crash sensors were used for
the tasks. As their empirical result showed, there was not any
significant difference between the two groups in understanding
the pre-written programs and programming. However, those
students who used real robots, showed a more positive attitude
towards learning. Students in this group could easily imagine
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the behavior of robots but the usage of real robots demands
extra time.
Kamada et al. [19] assumed that computer-controlled
machines are used in almost all areas of life. Because of this, it
is advisable to learn about the mechanism and the controlling
opportunities of robots at the same time. Researchers assumed
that the simultaneous learning of hardware and software can
lead to an easier recognition and correction of errors of
computer-controlled devices. Students built their own Myurobo
robots, after that they tried to control them using Dolittle
programming language. The simple and cheap robots could be
used not only at school but at home as well. During the process
of building the robots students acquired knowledge in the field
of mechanics. The structure of the robots was similar to a
"glass box", so the wiring of mechanical and electrical parts
could be seen. According to the teachers’ opinion, this way, the
mechanical and electrical structure is easier to understand for
the students. The experiment was organized as a pilot-project
for high school students. The researchers did not aim to assess
the effectiveness of learning; they were interested in whether
these devices can be applied in education. The project lasted
only 10 hours: two hours to learn the programming language,
four hours to build the robots, four hours to solve a
programming problem. The teachers wanted to find a
programming language which can be learnt easily by the
students. The low price (€20) and the “glass box” style of the
device were attractive for the participants. An additional
benefit was the simple control language. However, the
environment had some disadvantages: the difficulty of serialto-USB conversion and the fact, that there was no real-time
control from the computer. The transformed control language
also showed some differences from the original Dolittle
language. Based on the feedback from the participants, the
researchers considered that a revised, object-oriented Dolittle
language can be applicable in high school education.
Kurebayashi et al. [20] prepared a proposal for a new
curriculum for primary and secondary school students. They
suggested introducing a new practice-oriented subject with triaxial robots. With these robots, the elements of mechanics,
electronics and information technology may be taught in one
context. They examined whether the complex way of teaching
with embedded systems is more effective than the traditional
methods of teaching. The new curriculum was tested on a
sample with 123 high school students. Students built robots and
prepared their programs. After that a competition was
organized for the robots. The effectiveness of the curriculum
was measured by questionnaires for students and teachers.
Based on the educators’ feedback, the new curriculum resulted
in positive effects and high efficiency. As the students looked
back, building and programming a robot was a hard but
enjoyable task. Many of them planned to continue learning
about robot programming; this new curriculum sparked their
interest in complex, systematic learning. To sum it up, the
curriculum and its content may help with the teaching of
complex embedded systems.
Fagin and Merkle [21] investigated the advantages of using
robots in teaching information technology. They organized a
control group experiment with more than 800 students and
observed them for a year. It was expected that robot assisted

learning would encourage students to choose computer
engineering, computer science or any related field during their
college studies. Additionally, researchers supposed that the
robot can be a motivational device for students. Furthermore,
they expected that programming skills would develop more
significantly in the experimental group than in the control
group. In the experimental group, the students used LEGO
Mindstorms robots and Ada/Mindstorms as a programming
environment. An additional aim was the acquisition of
elements of the Ada language. In comparison to the above
mentioned research results this experiment showed negative
effects on the programming skills. The performance of students
with the robots was significantly lower than in the control
group taught with traditional devices and method. There are
several possible reasons for this. After uploading, students had
to compile and debug their programs on the robots; for this,
more time was necessary compared to the traditional method
using only computers. Another reason for errors may have been
that teachers were well prepared for the lessons, but they had
also used the robots for the first time, so they did not have
sufficient experience in organizing robot assisted lessons. As
the researchers summarized, despite their potential positive
effects, the robots are not panaceas in education.
III.

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF USING PROJECT METHOD
AND MODEL ROBOTS AT OUR COLLEGE

A. New course: new method and new devices
Because of problems described in the introduction, a new
course was developed at our college. Our students learnt this
course in a non-traditional way. LEGO NXT, LEGO RCX and
Surveyor as programmable model robots were used to teach the
elements of programming for IT-engineering students [22].
This new course can be taken by students who have
successfully passed their “Programming 1.” exam in C/C++
language. That is why NQC and NXC programming languages
were chosen for this course. Syntax, statements, functions etc.
of these languages are very similar to those used in standard C
language. We did not put emphasis on the knowledge of the
internal structure of robots. Our aim was to deepen our
students’ programming skills and algorithmic thinking, as well
as to improve their attitude towards programming with these
tangible devices.
NQC and NXC languages also contain loops, conditional
statements, functions, tasks and included files similarly to
standard C. From an educational point of view, one of the most
important features is an easy way to run our program: we can
upload it to the robot via Bluetooth, and check it immediately
and visually.
In this course we rarely used traditional teaching methods
e.g. teacher’s presentation, but we often used methods giving
an opportunity for constructive learning. The most preferred
one was project method. Similarly to the business sector, in a
project process the analysis of the problem, planning the steps
towards their own solution and the implementation are carried
out in groups [23]. The rigid and commanding knowledge
transfer function of teachers has changed. Primarily, their roles
are to raise the problem, to provide sufficient resources for
work and to co-ordinate students’ work. Simultaneously, the
importance of their preparatory role has grown. Group
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members plan the process, divide the tasks among themselves,
communicate to each other and, at the end of the work, they
jointly summarize and present their results.
During this process, students could acquire theoretical and
practical knowledge. This knowledge may be applicable in our
students’ future IT-engineering job and in their software
developing projects as well. Teamwork can have positive
effects on their communication skills because their thoughts,
their ideas have to be expressed understandably but in a
professional way [24]. Most courses of higher education rarely
give opportunities for professional communication among
students because of the high number of students.
In details, in our ”Model robot programming” courses we
aimed at following the principles, methods and processes of the
constructive approach of teaching. Only 20% of time was used
for teacher’s presentation and explanation. During this period,
the teacher introduced the subject, the necessary functions and
the elements of the language via examples. In the remaining
time, groups of two or three participants solved programming
problems. The co-operation among the teammates was an
important factor because they had to recognize the problem, to
find a possible solution and to divide the job. As a teacher, we
did not play a traditional knowledge distributor role in this
phase. Instead of this, we had to support, motivate and coordinate our groups’ work. We could help with identifying the
main points of the problem, with accessing useful resources
and sample libraries, with the accomplishment of the
independent research etc. In the most significant period of the
learning process the groups had to construct their robots and
build them from LEGO Mindstorms or Surveyor parts. In this
period they had to make and check their algorithm, write and
debug their program. Additionally, a documentation of their
solution with their plan, photos, video clips had to be prepared.
At the end of the project each group presented their solution to
the other groups and answered their questions. During the
evaluation of the project, in addition to the teacher's reflections,
self-evaluation, the other teams’ and the teammates’ evaluation
also play an important role.
Our courses provided opportunities for collaborative
knowledge building [25]. In a process like this, the
understanding and interpretation of problems can be
strengthened. The individual's activities for personal
understanding are associated with social knowledge building
[26].
B. Short-term effects
With the new course introduced in the previous chapter, we
wished to decrease the problems mentioned at the introduction.
Based on the college course system, it was not possible to
conduct an experiment for more than half a year. That is why
we decided to monitor our students' results later in order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the development of
motivation.
We presupposed that the usage of tangible devices may
accomplish the activation and improvement of learning motives
and the acquisition of basic elements of programming
simultaneously [27].

The feeling of knowledge growth and joyful learning may
lead to the flow state. It can work as a very strong learning
motive. In addition, the gradually more complicated tasks may
ensure a lasting strength of challenge. In this situation, the
mastery motive can be activated and may play a fundamental
role in skill acquisition.
H2: Programming self-concept can be improved with the
use of robots.
The experiences obtained in robot programming and the
achievements in problem solving tasks have an effect on
students’ self-confidence.
H3: The tasks solved by students at the concrete operational
level have an impact on the development of abstract
programming skills.
Acquiring programming at the abstract operation level often
proves to be too difficult for starting programmers. We
supposed that learning with tangible devices can enhance the
acquisition of the abstract knowledge elements.
1) Methods
To verify the hypotheses, we organized a study with
experimental and control groups. All students in the study took
our course “Programming 1.”. During the semester of our
experiment, members of the experimental group (n1 = 73) used
LEGO NXT robots with the methods introduced in chapter 3.1.
Members of the control group were taught by traditional
teaching methods.
We used a test with 15 items to assess our students’
programming skills and knowledge (Cronbach-α = 0.86). Most
Mitems required a short answer. In these items students had to
understand short pieces of a program, after that they had to
complete or debug them. We used the same test means for the
pre-test and post-test.
In order to assess our students’ programming self-concept
and attitudes towards programming, we used a questionnaire
containing 17 questions. To the majority of questions students
could choose their answers from a five-level Likert-style
response list. Six questions used for assessing the programming
self-concept, were arranged into one factor (KMO = 0.87). We
aggregated these variables into one new variable without
weighting. This new variable was rescaled on a percent-point
scale. The questionnaire contained some additional questions
about students’ social background.
Some more questions were asked in the post-test
questionnaire. These questions concerned the hardness and fun
of the work during the experimental semester.
The result of our two sub-samples in course “Programming
1.” was very similar (χ2 = 3.86; p = 0.38). The pre-test
difference between the experimental group and control group
was not significant in their programming pre-knowledge and in
their programming self-concept (Table 1).
There was a small, non-significant difference between the
two sub-samples in the number of programming courses at high
school (2 = 5.42; p = 0.27). Nearly half of the whole sample
(46% of students) had not learned programming at high school.

H1: Real tools make learning more enjoyable.
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TABLE I.
PROGRAMMING PRE -KNOWLEDGE AND PROGRAMMING
SELF -C ONCEPT I N THE SUB -SAMPLES IN THE PRE-TEST
Experimental
mean (st. dev.)
Programming preknowledge (%p)
Programming self-concept
(%p)

Control
mean (st.
dev.)

t (p)

44.6 (19.1)

41.3 (19.5)

1.36 (0.17)

47.2 (19.7)

46.3 (21.5)

1.57 (0.14)

Remark: we used Levene-F to compare standard deviations.
The difference between standard deviations was not significant.
Based on similar results of our experimental and control
groups, we supposed the differences at the end of the
experimental semester were due to educational effects. The
next chapter presents these changes
2) Development of the experimental and control group
We could not observe any significant development of
programming skill either in the experimental group (xpre =
44.6 %p; xpost = 47.9 %p; t = -1.23; p = 0.23) or in the control
group (xpre = 41.3 %p; xpost = 43.6 %p; t = -1.01; p = 0.34).
The Pearson-correlation between the pre-test and post-test
results are similar in the two sub-samples (rexp = 0.63; rctrl =
0.62). These results showed that the learning process with
tangible devices had not directly affected our students’
knowledge.
However, we could measure an important and significant
difference between the experimental and control groups in the
field of learning motives. During the semester members of the
experimental group were absent on significantly less occasions
than the members of the control group. The learning process
was much more enjoyable for the experimental group (on a
five-grade scale: xexp = 3.47; xctrl = 2.96; t = 3.87; p < 0.01),
and they felt the course less difficult (xexp = 3.07; xctrl = 3.35;
t = 1.96; p = 0.03). Simultaneously, the students’ attitude
towards their teacher did not change significantly (xpre-exp =
4.03; xpost-exp = 4.06; xpre-ctrl = 4.03; xpost-ctrl = 4.12), so
we can suppose that the changes in the students’ motives are
not consequences of their teacher’s personality.
The average programming self-concept of the control group
remained unchanged during the experimental semester (xpre =
46.3 %p; xpost = 44.1 %p; t = -0.45; p = 0.66). However, the
results showed significant changes in the experimental group
members’ programming self-concept (xpre = 47.2 %p; xpost =
52.2 %p; t = -2.60; p = 0.01). Differences between our subsamples were also observed in the distributions of this variable.
These results showed that despite the short-period,
significant changes in students’ programming self-concept can
be achieved using new devices and teaching methods. This is
very important for the students’ future learning performance
because of the strong effect that well-developed self-concept
has on learning achievement [28]. With monitoring students
further we want to verify if the well-developed self-concept
results in any additional programming effectiveness.
C. Assessment of the durability of effects
1) Questions of our research
As presented in chapter III.B, a short-term post-test showed
positive effects on students’ self-concept in the experimental
group. However, we can check the durability of these effects

and the usability of acquired knowledge only after a long-term
period.
An important problem when organizing the long-term posttest was that most of our students in the sample had completed
their college studies. That is why we could only involve our
former students with available contact details in the
assessment. The sample of the long-term post-test was limited
by this fact. An additional problem was that it is almost
impossible to organize a control group as it is very hard to
create a sample whose members studied at the same time,
whose previous measurement results and contact details are
also available. So the assessment is based on the responses of
students who studied our course previously.
Our analysis is primarily intended to clarify if the attitudes
are long-lasting since the “Model robots programming” course
was taken towards the topic and self-concept related to mobile
robots programming. We also wanted to explore whether the
beneficial short-term changes can be transferred to other areas
of programming.
2) Methods
In the study 33 people took part. Previously, all of them had
been involved in the course and the experiment introduced in
chapter III.B. The total sample’s average age is 30.9 years,
standard deviation is 6.1 years. 36% of the sample was fulltime, the others were correspondence students. Obviously, the
full-time students’ sub-sample (x = 26.2) was significantly
younger than the correspondence students’ (x = 33.6). The
sample was considered to be a normal distribution of age. The
sex ratio was not significantly different from what we can
observe at the whole faculty, so we did not analyze the data in
sub-samples of women and men. 15.2% of the sample was
female.
We compiled a new questionnaire to assess long-term
affects. The questions were related to completed studies as well
as to other studies since then. We asked some questions about
our former students’ current job and its relationship to IT. The
questionnaire consisted of 18 questions. These assessed the
actual attitudes towards programming as well as to self-concept
related to programming and mobile robot programming.
Respondents could choose their answers from five-grade
Likert-style lists.
An additional question was used for assessing our
respondents’ programming self-concept based on social
comparison. They had to imagine a fictive situation where they
had to fill in a 50-point programming test. Every respondent
had to assess how many points he/she could collect if the
average performance of his/her team mates was 35 points. So
they had to give a norm-oriented assessment. This question
could measure the respondents’ self-concept [9] .
The questionnaire was sent to all former students of our
course. They could answer the questions electronically. The
questionnaire was sent back by 62% of those students whose
contact details were available.
3) Results
The average length of pre-college IT courses was 3.5 years
in the sample but 20% of respondents learned IT for only one
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academic year. The mean was significantly higher in the subsample of full-time students (x = 4.8 years) than in the subsample of correspondents (x = 2.6 years). The primary cause of
this difference was the different age of the two sub-samples.
We could observe a strong, significant Spearman-correlation
between the age and the number of pre-college years with precollege IT learning (r = -0.60; p < 0.01).
In the fields of programming, the mean of pre-college years
is 1.6. There is a moderate but significant Spearman-correlation
between the number of pre-college years with IT learning and
the number of pre-college years with learning programming (r
= 0.55; p < 0.01). The correlation between the age and the
number of pre-college years with learning programming is also
negative but lower, so the older sub-sample spent relatively
more time with programming. It can be caused by the changes
in the curriculum or by the changes in the fields of interest.
Students had learned our course for 3-5 years before our
long-term post-test, so we did not analyze whether the answers
depended on this variable. Because of the short period after
graduation, only a very small proportion (just two people)
gained further qualifications. 42.6% of the respondents deal
with programming in their current work.
At the end of the ”Model robot programming” course, the
average mark was 4.6 (on a five-grade scale in Hungarian
schools). This mean was calculated based on the memories of
our respondents. It is similar to the average of the official
results of all students who had passed this course (x = 4.56; n =
127). However, this mean is significantly higher than usual at
the end of ”Programming 1.” courses (usually it is around
III.A), despite the fact that the programming skills to be
acquired are very similar in both courses. This may partly be
caused by the fact that the students, who registered for this
mobile robot programming course, had better pre-knowledge
and motivation within the population. But in our sample the
mean of ”Programming 1.” course mark was only 3.27, that is
why we suppose that the difference is due to our experiment.
During further analysis we had to emphasize that quite a
long time had passed since learning our course. So the longterm post-test could only analyze the durability of the longterm effects of attitudes and motives.
The ”Model robot programming” course was considered
easier (f = 60.6%) or much easier (f = 36.4%) by the
respondents than other programming subjects. Only one
respondent answered that this subject was more difficult for
him and no one answered that it was much more difficult.
There is no difference in this question between the full-time
and the correspondence students (F = 1.97; p = 0.17; t < 0.01; p
> 0.99). The feeling of difficulty was almost independent of
age (r = 0.02; p = 0.94).
The durability of the respondents’ positive attitude towards
mobile robot programming was indicated by the great
proportion of those (f = 90.9%) who found the subject much
funnier and more enjoyable than other subjects. Only one exstudent remarked that it was as funny as any other
programming subject. The difference between full-time
students and correspondence students was not significant in this

variable (Welch-d = 1.77; p = 0.10) and it is independent of age
(r = 0.12; p = 0.63).
This positive attitude may be caused by many factors. One
of them is, according to the respondents' opinion, that this
course provided by far more possibilities for student activity
than other course. This positive attitude was similar in the subsamples of full-time and correspondence student (F = 0.03; p =
0.88; t < 0.01; p > 0.99) despite the fact that the number of
contact lessons is much less for correspondence students.
Neither in the opinion regarding difficulty, nor in the
attitudes towards mobile robot programming were any
significant differences between the sub-samples of those who
work in IT sector and those of working in other fields („easier”:
F = 2.32; p = 0.14; t = 0.21; p = 0.83; „more enjoyable”: F =
1.52; t = 0.23; t = 0.59; p = 0.56; „more possibility of
activities”: F = 8.51; p = 0.01; d = 1.79; p = 0.08). Based on
these results, we supposed that the effect of “past became
beautiful” was not significant in the case of those who work in
IT now.
An indicator of programming self-concept may be a normoriented comparison of the students’ own supposed result
compared to his/her team’s or classmates’ supposed result in an
imagined test (see Methods in this chapter). It is based on selfconfidence and depends on self-evaluation compared to the
peers’ results. We measured this factor on a percent-point scale
with a range of 0-100. The mean of the whole sample was 35.2
%p. It is a significantly better result for programming selfconcept than what had been measured in earlier studies. In this
study the distribution of this variable was very asymmetric,
65.6% of the sample gave a higher value than the reference
value of earlier studies. However, there were some extremely
low values so the distribution significantly differed from the
normal distribution (Z = 1.65; p = 0,01). Assumed forgetting
can be the reason for it but it also indicates that with these
respondents positive self-image did not last long.
There was a significant difference in this variable between
the sub-samples of full-time and correspondence students
(xfull-time = 39.9; xcorr = 32.7; F = 11.40; p < 0.01; d = 2.19;
p = 0.04). The individual differences were much bigger in the
sub-sample of correspondence students. This result supported
our earlier experiments: one of the reasons for the choice of
correspondence courses – together with family and social
backgrounds – is the lower learning self-concept.
Those who work in IT sector had a small advantage in this
variable (xIT = 37.6; xothers = 33.3) but this difference is not
significant (F = 0.51; p = 0.48; t = 1.07; p = 0.29). This small
difference could be a result of further workplace successes.
The self-concept related to programming and to mobile
robot programming were assessed by six-six Likert-style
questions. Both groups of these variables were arranged into
one factor (KMOprog = 0.84; KMOmobile = 0.72). Based on
this we aggregated these variables into two new variables and
transformed them into percent-point scale. Both of the new
variables showed a normal distribution (programming selfconcept: Z = 0.95; p = 0.33; self-concept related to mobile
robot programming: Z = 0.45; p = 0.98).
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There was a great and significant difference between these
two variables in the whole sample (xprog = 56.7 %p; xmobile
= 88.5 %p; t = 6.77; p < 0.01). The Pearson-correlation
between two variables is not significant (r = 0.11). This result
showed that these factors are independent of each other despite
the fact that mobile robot programming is a sub-field of
programming. The mean of programming self-concept was
similar to the results of earlier studies. However, the selfconcept related to mobile robot programming was correlated to
the above mentioned factor of norm-oriented comparison (r =
0.44; p = 0.02), increasing the validity of our result.

[9]

The self-concept related to programming and to mobile
robot programming was similar in the two sub-samples of fulltime and correspondence students (programming self-concept:
xfull-tim = 55.9 %p; xcorr = 57.2 %p; self-concept related to
mobile robot programming: xfull-time = 86.7 %p; xcorr = 89.5
%p).

[14]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our results indicate that the learning process with
programmable mobile robots and with new teaching methods
could improve the attitude towards mobile robot programming
and self-concept, however, we could not observe any
significant transfer effects to other fields of programming. This
fact was underpinned by the negative and significant
Spearman-correlation between the programming self-concept
and the marks at the end of the “Model robot programming”
course (r = -0.47; p < 0.01). The successful transfer of the
mobile robot programming self-concept to other programming
areas would need further positive results.
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Abstract—Future generation networks target collecting
intelligence from multiple sources based on end-users' data and
their social interaction in order to draw useful conclusions on
enabling users to execute their rights to online privacy. These
networks form a rising class of service-oriented broker platforms.
Designers and providers of such network platforms during the
design and development of their systems focus primarily on
technical specifications and issues. However, given the
importance and richness of user information collected, they
should already at the design phase take into account legal and
ethical requirements. Failure to do so, may result in privacy
violations, which may, in turn, affect the success of the network
due to increasing awareness with respect to users’ privacy and
security concerns, and may incur future costs. In this paper, we
show how the di.me system balanced technical and legal
requirementsthroughboth its design and implementation, while
building a decentralized social networking platform. We report
on our advances and experiences through a prototypical
technology realizing such a platform, analyze the legal
implications within the EU legal framework, and provide
recommendations and conclusions for user-friendly serviceoriented broker platforms.
Keywords—di.me; online privacy; social media; software
design; legal and ethical issues; broker platform; context-aware
web services; user data

I. INTRODUCTION
Human beings in the modern, data-driven era are
increasingly dependent on technology and systems to make
information available for different purposes, with wide-ranging
implications on society. Such technology needs to support
transparent, conscious decision-making processes in order to
earn (end-) users’ trust and assist knowledge workers in
gathering multiple perspectives and qualitative insights to form
useful knowledge [1]. Popular online social networks (OSNs)
such as Facebook and LinkedIn encounter difficulty in this area

today in several respects and have been often criticized for
establishing complicating user interfaces in order to discourage
users from making informed choices about the handling of their
personal information, which this paper addresses.
A. Challenges facing modern online social networks
To some extent the interests of software providers align
with these of their users. The user wants to utilize software and
the provider needs some amount of personal information to
provide it. But besides the amount of data that is necessary and
the restricted use of these data for a legitimate and obvious
purpose, the commercial interest of providers contradicts the
interests of individuals. From the provider’s perspective, user
information represents a valuable asset. Hence, providers and
their commercial customers have a strong interest in collecting
and processing more information about their users, e.g., in
order to improve their protfolios, or to offer customer-oriented
services. This counts especially for OSNs and web services in
general, which have been a trend in the recent years. Many
social networks and services are free of charge. Their business
is at least co-financed by innovative exploitation and
commercialization of the users’ personal data [2]. As a result,
design choices in OSNs reflect the provider’s financiallydriven goal of maximizing personal data exploitation.
In order to obtain and commercialize personal data, social
network interface design has evolved to encourage data entry.
Research has been done on everything from the optimal
warning message color, to presentation layout, or autocomplete suggestions based on the information available about
a user’s friends [3]. As a result, the user is often encouraged to
incrementally provide more personal information, often
without fully understanding the consequences this may have on
their digital identity due to a lack of digital literacy: even in the
14-49 age group, digital proficiency lies below 60% in most
major European countries [4]. Concretely, digital literacy

The di.me project is supported in part by the European Commission under
the Seventh Framework Program FP7/2007-2013.
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involves skill and understanding of social networking,
transliteracy, maintaining privacy, maintaining identity,
creating content, organizing and sharing content, reusing and
repurposing content, filtering and selecting content, and selfbroadcasting [5].
B. The need to redesign for more privacy
OSN platforms and services play an increasingly important
role in all private and business activities. Two of the key
challenges facing OSN users with limited digital literacy are
the implications of data transfer, and the rights they have on
their personal information. These challenges extend beyond the
realm of OSNs: they are equally applicable to the Internet of
Things (IoT), or any other electronic data broker transmitting
information between two online services or parties within a
concisely defined context.
At the heart of these challenges lie data protection issues.
European citizens have a right to protect their personal data,
which can only be collected and processed for specified
purposes and usually on a consensual basis. Moreover, they
have the right to request information about all collected data
about them, and the right to ask their rectification or deletion
[6]. GéraldSantucci, Head of the Knowledge Sharing Unit at
the European Commission’s DG CONNECT, writes, “How can
we have the Internet of Things (or the ‘Internet of Everything’)
while preserving our fundamental right to privacy? Several
answers exist, but we have seen that they can actually be
clustered around two: the first one is technology itself embedding privacy and security in the very design of new
systems and components; the second one is adequate rules and
regulations. A combination of technology and regulation can
also be a wise approach [7].” So, how can technology and
regulation together effectively support such negotiation?
As Lessig argues, if law can regulate software, and software
can regulate individual behavior, then software provides
lawmakers with an effective way to shape the way their
subjects behave [8]. Following that paradigm, the software
provider has a responsibility to ensure that data protection
requirements and other privacy obligations imposed by
legislative institutions are technically supportedbyconsidering
them early in the design of the respective systems. The service
provider has a responsibility to ensure that collected data is
handled securely and appropriately, and network providers
have a responsibility to ensure that communication channels
are protected, while users are responsible for their conduct.
Such responsibilities should be taken into account already at
the design phase of systems and applications, in respect of the
‘privacy by design’ principle, which enlists technology to
protect individual privacies by default on a continual basis [9].
By introducing law and ethics as core values during the
software requirements and design phase, the resulting
implementation could provide a solution that does not conflict
with the right to privacy, or with exploitation interests (to some
extent for current requirements)1.

1
Future or change requirements, e.g., after lab and user trials could
result in changes that need redesign and retrofitting of the current
implementation. The following Sections describe therefore our contributions
for the current design and implementation of the di.me userware.

This paper considers how introducing these core values
during the requirements and design phase of di.me resulted in a
privacy-oriented service-oriented architecture (SOA), which
has the potential to intelligently assist, without restricting, a
safe and deliberate participation of less digitally literate
individuals in popular OSNs. It describes the di.me context and
architecture, and analyzes how di.me reacts in select use cases
against critical data handling concerns that are commonly
expressed against popular OSNs.
This paper focuses on the legal requirements relating to
data protection affecting software design. The service provider
and network provider layers lie out of the focus of this paper,
although they are also affected by data protection regulation
[10].
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: while
the current section motivated the problem statement, the next
section addresses di.me as a case study in this respect. Section
III compares our contribution to related work. Finally, Section
IV concludes our contribution and outlines potential future
directions.
II. THE DI.ME CASE STUDY
di.me is a distributed OSN, which additionally serves as a
personal information broker platform. It operates as a digital
identity management tool, allowing users to maintain an
overview of their data across various supported online services,
such as LinkedIn or Twitter.di.me operates as a privacyenhancing technology (PET) platform, by intelligently warning
users when their online interactions involving data may lead to
undesirable consequences. It also operates as a data exchange
broker, by allowing users to share personal data with other
online services in a secure and safe manner. By considering
legal and ethical values during the requirements phase of di.me,
as well as the subsequent system and component design and
implementation, the result is a privacy-oriented information
broker platform, which negotiates between di.me users and
other OSNs to enable free-choice and context-specific data
transactions [11].
A. Situational description of di.me
To describe how di.me operates and the issues it solves,
consider a series of illustrative scenarios revolving around a
typical modern individual, Alice. These scenarios will be
treated from both a technical and legal perspective in the
following discussion.
1) Multiple digital identities
Alice acts differently under different situations. For
simplicity, consider two roles which Alice fulfils: (1) business:
on a business trip, she meets a new potential customer, Bob.
They exchange business contact information, and Alice invites
Bob for a dinner conversation. During dinner, they make a
verbal commitment on a business partnership. The following
day, Alice sends Bob a sales contract. (2) friend: taking
advantage of the travel opportunity, Alice does some
sightseeing. She meets a friendly lady, Carol, at the beach, and
excitedly posts about it on Twitter. They befriend each other on
Facebook, where Alice posts pictures of their beach trip, and
promise to stay in touch.
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In di.me, these multiple digital identities are embodied in
the form of profiles. A profile is a set of information about a
user that she provides to other users or services. A di.me user
then gives other persons and groups access to her profile by
sharing a profile card with them. While a profile card does not
contain any information itself, it is a context-specific access
token allowing a particular recipient to retrieve the associated
profile information [11].
2) Intelligent context recognition
Personal devices can be used to determine where a user is
and what she does. Suppose Alice carries her mobile phone
with her constantly, and does most of her work on her company
laptop. When she is connected to di.me from her company
laptop, there is a very good chance that she is working.
Personal devices are just one contributing data type in Alice’s
context (e.g. geo-locational, attentional, nearby peers,
environment conditions, IP address, etc.), from which her
situation can be deduced – for example, whether she is actually
working, or whether she is hanging out with her friends after
work.
In di.me, the user’s context can be deduced by considering
the live contextual information stemming from her devices (e.g.
desktop, mobile device). Each device has always one dynamic
live context. Snapshots of this live context are saved as static
situations [11].
3) Information flow management
Alice is an active digital community member: she shops
online, pays through online banking, and even has digital
health care records and smart utility metering. But these
conveniences aren’t always as convenient as she would like:
Every time she visits a new online shop, she needs to fill in all
registration information all over again. And with each online
shop or online social network having its own terms and
conditions in what the end user often perceives ascryptic legal
language, she can’t be bothered to read through them every
time. On the other hand, she often finds herself wishing that
some registrations could take place automatically – for
example, automatic registration at all baby bonus programs at
her favorite stores when her child’s birth shows up on her
digital health record. However, after a few purchases, she starts
to receive invitations and advertisements on baby products
from companies that she has never heard of, and has no idea
who might have given them her contact information.
di.me wishes to tackle many problems from the privacy and
legal common point of view. One of these problems is
concernedwith data transfers without the knowledge of the
users. It acts as an information broker by allowing Alice to
share her information with the parties she wants to share it
with, while warning her if she inadvertently tries to share her
information with parties that she may not want to share her
information with [11].
4) Broker platforms in the digital landscape
Today, there are many platform solutions specializing in the
sphere of contextualized information. Some focus on
connecting information from entities, characterized as “big
data”, and others focus on connecting people, often called
“social media”. But these two trends are closely connected to

tosome extent: they both deal with sharing contextualized
information, which gives rise to service-oriented digital
intelligence – a space in which broker platforms assist users to
achieve meaningful information connectivity that is not
addressed by popular market solutions: a mediating platform
that can connect between data-driven platforms with people. As
illustrated in Fig. 1 [12], this is a field that is largely
unexplored by mainstream commercial offerings, but also a
field which will flourish as a natural next step in internet
connectivity.
Broker platforms in a SOA approach, like di.me, allow
people-centric platforms to communicate with technologycentric platforms [13], while restricting data processing for a
particular purpose in a defined context.Data brokerage in a
service-oriented internet needs to consider not just technical but
also legal implications, and define and negotiate
responsibilities appropriately across multiple involved parties,
including the user, the service provider, the network provider,
and the software provider. While di.me itself does not facilitate
negotiation, it does facilitate controlled data transfer in a usercentric way.
B. Technical description of di.me
The implementation of the di.me platform prototype
technologically enables personal data usage in a controlled,
trustworthy, and intelligent way [14]. It specifies a platform
incorporating user-control deeply in design: a personal server
(PS) that enables a di.me node in a decentralized network to
connect to other users' PSs or external services, like various
social networking platforms as mentioned above, and this by
using distinct identities [15]. This node integrates all personal
data in a personal information sphere, including user interests,
contact information, files or resources, and social network
services. Intelligent features and PETs further guide user
interactions with the digital sphere, illustrated by context-aware
access control [16], trust and privacy advice, or organizing
their personal information sphere [14]. Besides integrating
existing networks and services, the platform provides its own
OSN functionalities, which are not available in known and
popular OSN, in particular network anonymity [17][18][19].
1) Semantic model: information classification in di.me
The di.me Ontology Framework,based on the Personal
Information Model (PIM) Ontology 2 , is a differentiating
concept allowing di.me to react to users with multiple digital
identities, multiple use contexts, and differing objectives when
sharing information. Each person in the di.me network owns a
PS and an associated Research Definition Framework (RDF)
store that contains the PIM representation. Amongst other
information, the PIM includes references to persons, groups,
service accounts (DAO), devices (DDO), resources (NIE),
profiles (NCO) and live posts (DLPO). The PIM is extended
byprivacy preferences (PPO instances), which enables the
representation of databoxes, profiles and whitelists/blacklists,
privacy and trust levels(NAO), andcontext information (DCON
instances), which
includethe unique live context
representations of situations [20][21].
2

Ontology descriptions are available
underhttp://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/ with exception of the PPO,
which can be found under http://vocab.deri.ie/ppo
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Talent Markets

 Social Connectivity 
Fig. 1. Four quadrants of internet platforms for technology-mitigated
information connectivity [11].

This extended ontology set, depicted in Fig. 2, combines
information from personal and contextual spheres, which
together with the trust and recommendation engines allow
di.me to identify context recognition as well as to derive
privacy recommendations.

Fig. 2. High-level di.me semantic model description.

2) System context: deriving contexts but protecting identity
di.me’s global architecture follows a decentralized
approach emphasizing near real-time asynchronous network
interoperability, data-centrality, and user control. The PS,
hosted in the Personal Server Layer (see Fig. 3), is the central
element in the system architecture, being responsible for
collecting, safeguarding and managing the entire user’s data.
Client applications triggered from user’s personal devices
provide light-weight user interfaces to access the PS.
Communications between the personal devices and the PS pass
through a proxy layer to minimize traceability. The personal
server is responsible for holding the user’s information and
providing computational capabilities, and can be securely
deployed on the user’s personal devices, on trusted commercial
hosting services or in a hosting service provided by the di.me
system. These concepts are well-aligned with those being
pushed today by relevant initiatives within the distributed
social networks scenario [22].
The wide range of devices allow for di.me to derive
contextual information: Usage of a certain device in connection
with particular users or a particular location can imply a
particular context. For example, Alice sharing a document from
her laptop connected from her office IP address implies that she
is probably in her ‘business’ profile in an ‘at work’ situation.
In order to protect Alice’s identities from being traced back to
her, her requests are routed through the di.me proxy layer.
3) System architecture: powering smart recommendations
The PS itself comprises of multiple components which
work together to provide intelligent analysis of identity and
context information provided by the clients. Its high-level PS
internal architecture, shown in Fig. 4, is related to that of
dynamic webapplications [14], and also favored by the
separation of the addressed concerns inherent to the multilayersystems.

Fig. 3. Global di.me system architecture schema in a large-scale deployment.

Within this approach, the persistence layer isolation also
benefits the decoupling from the underlying database
technology and enables a multi-engine deployment. This
feature is especially useful for the di.me system, intended to
store heterogeneous data with fairly different access
requirements such as the user’s personal data, context data or
service crawling schedule information.
The semantic and storage modules are used to store
semantic as well as environment data. Semantic data includes
information required for semantic deduction, such as ‘the
beach’ – which could be a potential location nearby.
Environment data includes information required for system
operation, but without a semantic value, such as the strengths
of the nearby wifi access points. In addition, the semantic
module crawls connected web services to retrieve associated
data at a pre-defined refresh interval. For example, Alice can
connect to twitter, and the crawler would retrieve tweets,
profiles, and friends and followers once an hour. The
contextprocessor module derives contextual information from
environment data.
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In January 2012, the European Commission presented its
proposals for the reform of the data protection legal framework
of the European Union, proposing the replacement of the Data
Protection Directive with a Regulation, which was the outcome
of consultation and debates of three intense years [24]. The
proposed Regulation dedicates an article to the principles of
data protection by design and by default3 . According to this
principle, both at the time of the determination of the means for
processing and at the time of the processing itself, a controller
must implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures and procedures in such a way that the processing will
meet the requirements of the Regulation and ensure the
protection of the rights of data subjects.
Fig. 4. Multi-layered architectural model for the personal server.

For example, based on how strong nearby wifi signals are
and what the nearby wifi network access pointnames are, the
contextprocessor can determine when Alice is in the vincity of
her office network. The datamining module derives an adaptive
privacy score to persons and to data indicating how trustworthy
that particular resource is and checks whether data updates
trigger a warning. The privacy score is calculated according to
the di.me trust model which accepts inputs from the di.me
semantic store and outputs a probability score, which adapts
over time with respect to the user’s interaction patterns. The
gateway module manages and transforms communication
entering or leaving the personal server with relevant policy
rules. For example, a ‘no twitter at work’ policy would prevent
her from posting to twitter if she was in an ‘at work’ situation
[21].
When Alice posts “Sitting on the beach with @carol!” on
Twitter through di.me, di.me’s semantic analysis of the
message recognizes an activity (sitting), a location check-in
(beach), and a person (Carol). Triggers set by the controller
module in the datamining module are fired, as the combination
of personal information relating to third parties (Carol’s
identity) and their common location (beach) is a potential
privacy issue, and this causes di.me to present Alice with a
warning message informing her about that risk, and asking if
she is sure she wants to post [14]. Unlike popular applications
where users are expected to have these digital literacy skills,
di.me allows non-literate users to participate in online social
networks while informing them of risks only during relevant
situations and thus minimizing the likelihood that the warnings
get ignored. The final layer is the authentication and
authorization layer, which ensures that all transactions are only
honoured when the credentials are valid.
C. Legal perspectives
In order to ensure the protection of individuals, the
European legislation on data protection applies when the
processing of personal data takes place. The data can be
processed only under the grounds mentioned in the Data
Protection Directive [22] and their processing has to respect the
basic data protection principles. The obligations stemming
from the data protection legislation have to be taken into
account already from the designing phase of systems and
applications (“privacy and security by design”) [23].The
European Data Protection Directive is currently under review.

Before moving into the detailed analysis of di.me from the
legal perspective, a short introduction must be made to the
terminology that is relevant for data processing operations. The
term ‘personal data’4 is defined as ‘any information relating to
an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’)’; an
identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number
or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological,
mental economic, cultural or social identity. As regards the
phrase ‘identified or identifiable person’, the possibility of
matching data processed by a computer to a specific person
will depend on a number of factors, such as who is doing the
matching and what their technical capabilities are, what type of
data is involved, whether other data are available to aid the
matching etc.
‘Data processing’ is defined as “any operation or set of
operations which is performed upon personal data, whether or
not by automatic means, such as collection, recording,
organisation, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or
otherwise making available, alignment or combination,
blocking, erasure or destruction”5. It follows that the definition
of processing is very broad, so that it is difficult to conceive
any operation performed on personal data, which would not be
covered by it. It is important to note that even the mere storage
of personal data constitutes ‘data processing’, so that simply
storing data on a server or other medium is deemed to be
processing, even if nothing else is being done with the data.
The relative data protection legislation defines three
distinctive categories of parties:
 ‘Data subject’: the individual to whom personal data
refer to.
 ‘Data controller’:an entity which alone or jointly with
others “determines the purposes and means of the
processing of personal data”6
 ‘Data processor’: a third party who simply processes
personal data on behalf of the data controller without
controlling the contents or use of the data.7
3

Article 23 of the draft Regulation
Art. 2(a) Data protection directive
5
Article 2 of directive 95/46/EC [18], hereafter called Data
Protection Directive.
6
Article 2 (d) Data Protection Directive
4
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The classification of an entity as ‘data controller’ or ‘data
processor’ is of great importance, for several issues, such as
who shall carry the obligations appointed to the ‘data
controller’ by the Data Protection Directive and who is to
define the details of the data processing. As a rule of thumb it
can be said that the data controller is liable for violations of the
Data Protection legislation, while the role of the data processor
is reduced.
Under the regime established by the Data Protection
Directive, a key concept is that of ‘data subject’s consent’. If
the data controller obtains the data subject’s consent then
he/she is broadly free to process the personal data. The
Directive defines ‘data subjects’ consent’ as being freely given,
specific and informed8. It supplements this in the substantive
provisions when referring to consent as being ‘unambiguously’
given 9 . Indeed, the definition of ‘consent’ in the Data
Protection Directive is quite restrictive, requiring that the data
subject be clearly informed in advance of what he is consenting
to and that any processing of the data going beyond what is
disclosed to him will be deemed not to have been consented to,
meaning that it will be invalid. Particular risks arise in the
online environment since there is an increased danger that the
data subject might not have been fully informed or might not
understand exactly what he is consenting to.
The related EU FP6 funded PRIME project relates to a
privacy and identity management system that was
demonstrated through collaborative E-Learning and LocationBased Services (LBSs). This differs from a broker platform in
that its scope is more heavily directed towards inter-service
connectivity, and LBSs are just a subset of potential di.me
contextual entities. PRIME developed a set of requirements for
Identity Management Systems (IdMSs) translating the
obligations of the data protection legislation into requirements
for IdMSs [25][26]. The PRIME requirements list has been
used for di.me, which considered them in its design and
development process.
To illustratehow di.me addresses issues surrounding the
ethics of data transmission and user privacy today, consider
several relevant di.me API and behavior around some critical
ethical concerns around data handling within the scope of the
previously described scenarios:
1) Linkability: Transfer of data to other contacts
di.me respects and safeguards user privacy by using strong,
secure
pseudomization
techniques[15][16][17][18][19].
Because di.me acts as the intermediary and not the end
service 10 , it is not possible to make the legal analysis very
concrete on this aspect. However, it is an important aspect of
ensuring that users can exercise their right to digital privacies.
Pseudonymity: di.me uses the idemix 11 library to create
secure credentials for information exchange between profiles.
idemix allows the desired pseudonymous credential exchange,
7
8
9
10
11

Article 2 (e) Data Protection Directive
Article 2 (h) Data Protection Directive
Article 7 (1) and 26 (1) (a) Data Protection Directive
End seviceper definition from legal point of view
https://prime.inf.tu-dresden.de/idemix/

while still offering the possibility to de-anonymize user
pseudonyms when needed – such as in the case of abuse or for
accounting purposes, as required by law enforcement or for
financial transactions [27]. This enables di.me to operate by
transmitting personal data only via secure credentials, and on a
completely pseudonymous basis, which is critical in ensuring
that multiple identities managed from one central point can be
unlinkable in all information flows within the di.me
environment and this at least at the technological level
[17][18][19].
Data exchange profiles: Each user can adopt and manage
multiple public and private digital identities [15], which can be
completely unlinkable if he strongly adopts idemix as an
anonymous credential system at the level of personal attributes,
with special attention to shared attributes across different
identities. This separation of profiles allows a clean separation
of business and private data, and which private data is shared
with which business.
Trust metric [14][16][28][29]: An adaptive user trust index
allows warning messages to be displayed, preventing a user
from unknowingly sending a confidential file to the wrong
audience. This concept is also applicablebeyond the di.me
prototype no interactions in and between social circles, such as
friends or business contacts. The di.me trust metric is
calculated based on several inputs, illustrated in Fig. 5,
including:
 pre-defined trust dimensions: When Alice uploads a
photo in di.me to share with Carol, the photo is
automatically given a privacy value of high. She can
change this if appropriate.
 recognition of user context: When Alice shares her
photo, di.me recognizes that this is a potential risk
situation.
 previous interaction: The trust model uses available
information from the semantic engine about the sort of
information Alice has shared with Carol in the past, the
situation, purpose, and context under which Alice is in
now, and the current privacy value of both the photo
and of Carol in order to calculate a probability value
for the risk involved.
2) When a risk is identified, this generates an advisory,
which is presented in the user interface, and Alice sees an
advisory asking whether she is aware of the privacy risk
involved in sharing her photo.Tracking context in information
sharing
When you share information in di.me, di.me reveals
personal information relevant to the share (See Table I).Note
that each information share is associated with a saidSender.
This ServiceAccount is a representation of a unique
combination of a particular profile card and a particular web
service account. The profile card is an access ticket to a set of
information, available at downloadUrl upon presentation of
appropriate access credentials, with respect to a particular
context.
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assists Alice in determining the purposes for which she wishes
to use specific information.
TABLE I.
Type

Fig. 5. The system context of the di.me trust model.

When Alice shares her sales contract to Bob, this sharing is
done through her business profile card. This contextual
information is stored in di.me and is visible together with all
other information related to the file or person involved in the
sharing. Further, based on this interaction, di.me associates
both the sales contract file and Bob with Alice's ‘business’ role.
If Alice tries to share the sales contract with Carol, who is
associated with her ‘friend’ role, di.me warns Alice: Carol is
associated with Alice's ‘friend’ context, but not her ‘business’
context, and this would give Carol insight toAlice’s ‘business’
profile, which she does not yet have. Alice can then decide if
the action was inadvertent, or whether the action was
intentional and approve it. This functionality of di.me aims at
protecting the privacy of users and raise awareness with regard
to the sharing of their personal information. Although in
principle users have the right to share their personal
information whenever and with whichever entity they wish to,
very often they do not realize that they are actually sharing
personal information. di.me does not create profiles based on
users personal data and context for any other purpose but to
enable users to control the sharing of their personal information
in an easy and comprehensive way. In this way it enables users
to control better the information about them that they are
sharing.
3) Designating purpose in information sharing
The second component of the ServiceAccount used for
sharing information is a web service account. This is different
for sharing between di.me users and sharing with other social
networks. For example, when Alice shares the sales contract
file to Bob directly using di.me, di.me creates a unique adapter
for each contact’s profile that she shares to. More concretely, if
she knew Bob as both a business partner and a friend, she could
share the sales contract to Bob the business partner, to Bob the
friend, or to both: di.me creates one web service account for
each of the relationships she has with Bob, and this allows
di.me to build an overview of the purpose associated to the data
sharing by tying the purpose to the profile-specific web service
recipient for information sharing.Alice is asked to choose
which profile of Bob she wishes to send the file to and in this
way she is offered the possibility to keep personal and
professional information separate. This functionality actually

API DEFINITION FOR SHARING

POST /api/dime/rest/<user>/resource/@me
Field name

Description

When the user shared the
information
URL to access the shared
information
List
of
service-specific
configuration settings
URL to obtain a thumbnail of the
shared information
When the information was last
modified

timestamp

created

string

downloadUrl

GUID

Guid

string

imageUrl

timestamp

lastModified

string

Name

Name of the resource being shared

GUID

saidSender

Service account ID of the sender

groups

List of groups to share with

persons

List of persons to share with

integer

privacyLevel

Privacy level of the files being
shared

integer

fileSize

Size of the file to be shared

string

mimeType

string

Type

URI

userId

List
<GUID>
List
<GUID>

MIME type of the content being
shared
What is being shared. Valid values:
resource
The user who is sharing (@me for
current user)

On the other hand, when Alice shares her beach pictures to
Carol by posting them to Facebook, this sharing is done under
a generic information processing purpose as defined in
Facebook’s user agreements. While this does not allow a
specific data purposing to be shared over Facebook, it allows
technical support for popular platforms which do not allow for
specific data purposing in their API. To mitigate the damage
that this could do, di.me’s architecture includes a multidimensional policy matrix which allows service providers,
corporations or users to enforce desired technical guidelines,
such as ensuring that collected data is consistent with minimum
data collection requirements, providing a default trust metric
value for information for a particular data source, or ensuring
that predefined combinations of outgoing data are blocked.
These functionalities of di.me enable service providers and
corporations to comply with the data protection legislation.
Allowing for the collection of only adequate, relevant and non
excessive data in relation to the purposes for which the data are
collected or further processed is a fundamental data protection
principle, commonly known as ‘data minimisation principle’.
By warning Alice when the data she is sharing is not consistent
with the context she is sharing in, di.me assists Alice in
protecting her data.
4) Erasure of data
Very few popular OSNs support data deletion, although
they just may support hiding old data from the user’s visible
experience12. As such, information shared via external services
12
Providers must retain data for a specified duration as specified by
data retention laws.
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may not allow data deletion, and di.me cannot change this. For
sharing inside of the di.me network, however, there is a
mechanism to revoke access to data: the data is available only
via the shared downloadUrl. If the di.me personal server
hosting the downloadUrl happens to be offline, then the data
displayed is shown from cached values that are updated at the
next successful regular crawler synchronization, at which point
the old values are updated with the current information
available at the downloadUrl – which could include that the
data has been deleted. The result is that when Alice removes
the ‘phone’ attribute from her ‘friend’ profile, Carol will not be
able to see Alice’s phone number anymore. di.me enables users
to erase their data, without requiring any activity from the party
that holds their information. In this way di.me provides an
advanced functionality allowing the users to exercise their right
to erasure of their data.
5) Control over data
di.me crawls data from all connected services on a regular
basis and stores this data in its semantic store in order to
provide the user with context-specific trust and privacy
warnings. This data is crawled at regular intervals and
refreshed, replacing old data from connected services. It does
not broker data to third parties without explicit consent; each
user can only share his own personal data with other services.
However, di.me can be operated in single-user and multi-user
modes. In the single-user mode, a single user runs the server
and controls the data on the server for private use. The more
controversial scenario is the multi-user mode, in which
multiple users share a single di.me server instance. Each user
still only has access to his own data, but the data is stored on
one communal infrastructure. di.me allows users to have full
control over their data when it is operated in single-user mode.
When di.me is operated in multi-user mode, profiles are still
maintained separately: there are no common profiles even if
two data owners share a mutual contact. This allows di.me to
ensure data set access in the same manner as when operating in
a single-user mode. In this way, di.me enhances the
transparency of the transactions and allows user to remain
aware of any data sharing that relates to them.
6) Data monitoring
di.me crawls connected external services on a regular basis
and alerts the user of substantial changes. For example, if it
detects that Alice has befriended Bob on Facebook, and that
there are so many similarities in Bob’s data on Facebook and
her di.me contact Bob, di.me makes a recommendation that
you merge Bob’s profiles to be associated as the same person.
This construct would mean that Alice knows Bob in two
contexts: as a ‘friend’, but also in her ‘business’ profile. These
recommendations allow Alice to structure her contacts in a
more organised way, and facilitate the sharing of her
information in a more efficient way depending on which of
Bob's profiles she wishes to send the information to, as
described above.
7) Exercise data subject access right
di.me provides an overview of services that users are
connected to. Each service is described in di.me as a
ServiceAdapter, which is described in Tables II and III. The
most important descriptors here are the SAdapter.Description
field – which provides the user with a description of what the

service is intended to do, and what connecting the service
willbring as a benefit – and the SAdapterSetting definitions.
One critical instance could be a Privacy Statement document
included as a mandatory link, to which the user must agree, and
is enforced when a service connection is built. When the
service adapter connects to a service which displays the terms
and conditions during the authorization protocol (as
OAuthservices do), di.me does not need to include this as a
mandatory link, but for services without such protocols (as
services using basic HTTP authentication), this inclusion is
critical. The privacy statement document ensures that the user
consents to the collection and processing of the clearly defined
purposes of di.me, namely to:
 Exchange and share profiles, messages, and data
TABLE II.

API ANNOTATION FOR SADAPTER (SERVICE ADAPTER)
SAdapter

Type

Field name

Description

URL at which credential exchange
takes place
Whether the service can be
configured or not
List
of
service-specific
configuration settings

URI

authUrl

boolean

isConfigurable

List<SAdapt
erSetting>

settings

string

description

Description of the service

URI

userId

User associated with the service

TABLE III.
Type

API ANNOTATION FOR SADAPTERSETTING
SAdapterSetting
Field name

string

name

enum

fieldtype

boolean

mandatory

<mixed>

Value

Description

Description of what the setting is
Possible values: boolean, string,
password, account, link
Whether the setting is required or
not
User-provided setting value

 Provide the user with full control over who gets access
to which information
 Allow the user acces via internet or the Android
applicaton‘di.me mobile’
 Manage data from different user devices
 Enable to connect to information from other social
networks (e.g. messages, liveposts, profiles, or
contacts) and to update this information regularly
 Provide recommendations on data privacy and trust
 Analyse the situation of the user (e.g. to show which
contacts are located nearby)
A similar mandatory Data Subject Access Link could
provide information about where data requests can be sent.
This is included by default for each service in the suggested
di.me configuration files and labeled ‘You can request your
data from <link>’. This link allows the user to exercise his
right to request and retrieve information about his personal
data, when they have been transferred through the di.me
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system. In this way di.me facilitates the exercise of a
cornerstone data protection right of the users. All of these
important links are then displayed in an easily accessible form
in di.me in the service overview screen.
di.me’s own data can be exported through calling the
/api/dime/rest/<user>/dump API call, which provides a copy all
the data that di.me stores on <user>. This authenticated call is
only accessible for the user himself.
III. RELATED WORK
Due to the multi-disciplinary nature of this contribution,
note that this article is a summary of three years of research and
design activities within the di.me consortium, which is
constituted by nine partners from different countries across
Europe. The project considered requirements categories in
order to balance research and development outcomes in a
multilateral manner [11]. The cited literature in previous
sections reflects these outcomes throughout the project
duration: trust, privacy and security were considered
throughout the project, and in this order13 for trust metrics and
advisories
[14][16][28][29],
anonymity and
secure
communication [17][18][19], while considering unlinkability in
the case of multiple identity support in a decentralized OSN
[15]. The focus of this article, however, remains on how these
numerous contributions are aligned with legal and ethical
issues.
Building on results of projects such as PRIME[26],
PrimeLife 14 and PICOS 15 , incorporating leading privacyoriented design methodology models such as privacy-by-design
[9], and considering ethical perspectives expressed by
contemporary media theorists [5][8][13],di.me demonstrates
that a strategic privacy-oriented approach to social networking
is feasible. di.metakes the data protection principles that are
included in the European Data Protection Directive into
account, and ensures the rights of the users.However, the pure
technical consideration of technologies such as PETs is not
enough to assess the consideration of all requirements from the
legal and ethical points of view. There are many trade-offs (e.g.
between privacy and context awareness) that could result in
violations. For instance, since di.me supports multipleidentities,
it was crucial to integrate unlinkability support in it. From a
software engineering perspective, linkability as non-functional
requirements (NFRs) may conflict with other competing NFRs
such as providing context and collaboration awareness16 at the
user interface level, or negatively affecting user experience in
terms of performance penalties by using anonymity networks.
Furthermore, there were many parties involved within the
consortium and all requirements had to be considered from the
legal point of view. For this, requirements negotation,
13
The reader may excuse the emerging impression that the authors are
citing their own work more than necessary. For accuracy, we cite these
contributions since they represent sub-contributions in the involved research
areas of security and privacy, data mining and linked data, usability
engineering, etc.
14
http://primelife.ercim.eu/
15
http://www.picos-project.eu/
16
Social, group, and workspace awareness answering 'who' is
collaborating with 'whom', 'where', 'when', and 'why'.

elicitation, alignement, and priorization support necessarily
occurred at process level. In order to address such complex
cross-functional integration issues [30], the AFFINE
methodology17 [31] was followed within some workpackages
in order to facilitate multi-lateral requirements cross-functional
integration.Indeed, a complex analysis of all requirements by
involving different partners with different goals and assessing
thereby the correctness of design and implementation of agreed
requirements can not be just solved by using various PETs (as
demonstrated in [15] and solve in [18] and [19]). For instance,
AFFINE enforces the earlier consideration of multilateral
security requirements along with other (N)FRs also by
involving all stakeholders, negotiating and aligning their
potentially conflicting interests in the design 18 and
development process, which meets our argumentation for
privacy-by-design according to [7] and [8] in previous
sections.19
IV. CONCLUSION
Introducing law and ethics as core values during the
requirements and design phase of di.me resulted in a distributed
OSN implementation that does not conflict with the EU right to
privacy, and is also not contrary to exploitation interests of
potential network operators. The resulting di.me prototype
demonstrates that technology and regulation can work together
effectively to support data access negotiation, and offers a
protection mechanism for the less digitally-literate by
presenting them with warning messages only in relevant
scenarios, which make conscious and informed decisions
concerning the potential repercussions of their interactions in
and around OSNs. Although the prototype itself does not have
the critical mass of users to become a replacement for current
popular OSNs, it presents a concept that those OSNs could
adopt, should they be required to.
Policy makers shape technology, and technology, in
particular software, shapes user behavior. With American
technology companies operating the vast majority of popular
OSNs, the way European users of OSNs behave is slowly being
shaped by this technological choice. But European policy
makers can shape technology, and so requiring technology to
17
Agile Framework For Integrating Nonfunctional requirements
Engineering is a Scrum-based method and the suggestion for supporting
technology in form of a SOA/AOP layer towards earlier consideration of
NFRs such as Privacy, Security, Trust and competing (N)FRs while building
socio-technical systems such as di.me. AFFINE envisages involving experts
or at least responsible(s) from each NFR category of relevance, e.g., legal and
ethical concerns in order to ensure the right consideration from the beginning
in the design and implementation of the respective system also at architectural
level. TheAFFINE methodology is being now embraced by the company MT
AG for the Integration Services business line.
18
The solution’s design process considers an attacker model and threat
analysis.
19
Santen began motivating his work by citing from Viega and
McGraw (2001), who stated, “Bolting security onto an existing system is
simply a bad idea. Security is not a feature you can add to a system at any
time”. He further argues, “the discipline of “Security Engineering” is far from
mature today, and that, in practice, it still is not an integral part of the
engineering processes for IT systems and software is based on the fact that
security awareness results from reports on attacks – and not from the latest
security feature that would make an application even more secure than it
already was before.”
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implement technical support enabling protection of personal
privacies would allow Europeans to continue valuing their right
to privacy, even in the digital world, while allowing innovation
in data brokerage and consensual, ethical commercialization of
personal data.
Rising service-oriented broker platforms should consider
law and ethics as core values during design phase, and in
particular the concept of privacies, and existing OSNs should
be required adopt these values if they wish to continue
operating in the European market. Technically, such an
adaptation could build upon the concepts of users having
multiple context-specific digital identities, each of which serves
for a particular purpose, and managing contextual information
release. This could create a data exchange framework that
respects law, ethics, and privacy without sacrificing
commercial interest in data exploitation.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

Di.me allows users to share personal information to other
users and to other networks while providing the user with
additional protection of their data, in particular by warning the
user about the consequences of their actions if they have
potentially unintended consequences. This protection is secure
and allows the user to maintain control of his data, as the
personal data is stored on the user's personal server – which
could even be the user's laptop – and thus within the user's
control. With a sizable percentage of the European population
not being digitally literate, this approach could be important in
enabling citizens to make informed decisions on exercising
their right to protection and privacy of their personal data
online.

[10]

Currently, the Directive is under review and may be
replaced by a Regulation. One of the proposed changes is the
strengthening of the principles of privacy-by-design by default
and the promotion of data protection certification schemes.
Moreover, standardisation initiatives will need to be promoted.
Standardisation initiatives to ensure that social networking
platform implementations are consistent with the revised data
protection directive may be an interesting topic to investigate.
di.me's APIs could contribute a basis for a privacy-oriented
standardization intiative for cross-platform information
brokerage of personal data. Further, the standardization
mechanism could include a best-practice model for privacyoriented design in social networking, to which di.me's approach
could also serve as a foundational basis.

[14]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]
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Abstract—The paper we present pGBbBShift. This algorithm
permits to code any Region of Interest (ROI) in a perceptual way,
i.e. the presented algorithm introduces some characteristics of the
HumanVisual System. Furthermore, it introduces features of
chromatic induction to the GBbBShift method when bitplanes of
ROI and background areas are coded. Thus, the included
features balance visual importance of some pixels regardless their
numerical importance, namely we avoid to use Information
Theory criteria. Visual criteria are applied using the CIWaM,
which is contrast band-pass ﬁlter that predicts color perception.
pGBbBShift is compared against classicalROI algorithms, such
as the MaxShift method of JPEG2000 and results show that there
is no perceptual difference. pGBbBShift method is an open
algorithm that can be applied in any wavelet based image coder
such as JPEG2000, SPIHT or SPECK. Finally, we applied
pGBbBShift to Hi-SET coder and we obtain the best results when
the overall visual image quality is assessed

1) A wavelet transform of the original images is
performed.
2) AROI mask is deﬁned, indicating the set of coefﬁcients
that are necessary for reaching a lossless.
3) Wavelet coefﬁcients are quantized and stored in a sign
magnitude representation, using the most signiﬁcant part of
the precision. It will allow to downscale BG coefﬁcients.
4) A specified scaling value, φ’, downscales the
coefficientsinside the BG.
5) The most significant bitplanes are progressively
entropyencoded.

Keywords—Image Coding; JPEG2000; Hi-SET; region of
interest(ROI); bitplane coding; wavelet coding; maximum shift
(MaxShift);bitplane-by-bitplane shift (BbBShift); generalized
bitplane-by-bitplane shift (GBbBShift)

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. JPEG2000ROI Coding
Region of interest (ROI) image coding is a feature that
modern image coders have, which allows to encode an speciﬁc
region with better quality than the rest of the image or
background (BG). ROI coding is one of the requirements in the
JPEG2000 image coding standard [1], [2], which deﬁnes
twoROI methods[3], [4]:
1) Based on general scaling [3]
2) Maximum shift(MaxShift)[4]
The general ROI scaling-based method scales coefﬁcients
in such a way that the bits associated with the ROI are shifted
to higher bitplanes than the bitplanes associated with the
background, as shown in Figure 1(b). It implies that during a
embedded coding process, any background bitplane of the
image is located after the most signiﬁcant ROI bitplanes into
the bitstream. But, in some cases, depending on the scaling
value, φ, some bits of ROI are simultaneously encoded with
BG. Therefore, this method allows to decode and reﬁne the
ROI before the rest of the image. No matterφ, it is posible to
reconstruct with the entire bitstream a highest ﬁdelity versionof
the whole image. Nevertheless, If the bitstream is terminated
abruptly, theROI will havea higher ﬁdelity than BG.
The scaling-based method is implemented in ﬁve steps:.
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where α(ν, r) is the e-CSF weighting function that tries
toreproduce some perceptual properties of the HVS. The
termα(ν, r) ω s,o ≡ ω s,o; ρ ,d can be considered the
perceptualwavelet coefficients of image I when observed at
distance d.For details on the CIWaM and the α(ν, r) function,
see [5].
The inputofROI scaling-based methodis the scalingvalue φ,
while MaxShift method calculates it. Hence, the encoder
deﬁnes from quantized coefﬁcients this scaling value such that:

where max
is the maximum coefﬁcient in the BG.
Thus, when ROI is scaled up φ bitplanes, the minimum
coefﬁcient belonging to ROI will be place one bitplane up of
BG (Fig. 1(c)). Namely, 2φ is the smallest integer that is greater
than any coefﬁcient in the BG. MaxShift method is shown in
Figure 1(c). Bitplane mask (BPmask) will be explained in
section II-B.
At the decoder side, the ROI and BG coefficients aresimply
identified by checking the coefficient magnitudes.
Allcoefficients that are higher or equal than the
φthbitplanebelong to the ROI otherwise they are a part of BG.
Hence, itis not important to transmit the shape information of
the ROIor ROIs to the decoder. The ROI coefficients are scaled
downφ bitplanes before inverse wavelet transformation is
applied.

2) Quantization:
We
employ
the
perceptual
quantizer(ρSQ) either forward (F-ρSQ) and inverse (I-ρSQ.
Quantization is the only causethat introduces distortion into a
compression process. Eachtransform sample at the perceptual
image Iρ (from Eq. 3) ismapped independently to a
corresponding step size either Δsor Δn, thus Iρ is associated
with a specific interval on the realline. Then, the perceptually
quantized coefficients Q (F-ρSQ),from a known viewing
distance d, are calculated as follows:

The perceptual inverse quantizer (I-ρSQ) or the
recoveredα’(ν, r) introduces perceptual criteria to the classical
InverseScalar Quantizer and is given by:

II.

B. Perceptual Coding
1) Chromatic Induction Wavelet Model: In order to
generate an approximation to how every pixel is perceived
from a certain distance taking into account the value of its
neighboring pixels the Chromatic Induction Wavelet Model
(CIWaM) is used. CIWaM attenuates the details that the
human visual system is not able to perceive, enhances those
that are perceptually relevant and produces an approximation
of the image that the brain visual cortex perceives. CIWaM
takes an input image I and decomposes it into a set of wavelet
planes ωs,o of different spatial scales s (i.e., spatial frequency
ν) and spatial orientations o. It is described as:

RELATED WORK

A. BbBShift
Wang and Bovik proposed the bitplane-by-bitplane
shift(BbBShift) method in [6]. BbBShift shifts bitplanes on
abitplane-by-bitplane strategy. Figure 3(a) shows an
illustrationof the BbBShift method. BbBShift uses two
parameters, φ1and φ2, whose sum is equal to the number of
bitplanes forrepresenting any coefficient inside the image,
indexing thetop bitplane as bitplane 1. Summarizing, the
BbBShift methodencodes the first φ1 bitplanes with ROI
coefficients, then, BGand ROI bitplanes are alternately shifted,
refining graduallyboth ROI and BG of the image (Fig. 3(a)).
The encodingprocess of the BbBShift method is defined as:
1) For a given bitplane bpl with at least one ROI
coefficient:

where n is the number of wavelet planes, cn is the residualplane
and o is the spatial orientation either vertical, horizontalor
diagonal. The perceptual image Iρ is recovered by
weightingthese ωs,o wavelet coefficients using the extended
ContrastSensitivity Function (e-CSF), which considers spatial
surround information (denoted by r), visual frequency (ν
related tospatial frequency by observation distance) and
observationdistance (d). Perceptual image Iρ can be obtained by

2) For a given bitplane bpl with at least one BG
coefficient:
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B. GBbBShift
In practice, the quality refinement pattern of the ROI
andBG used by BbBShift method is similar to the general
scalingbased method. Thus, when the image is encoded and
thisprocess is truncated in a specific point the quality of the
ROIis high while there is no information of BG.

Thus, when the encoding process achieves the lowest
bitplanes of ROI, the quality of BGcould be good enough in
order to portray an approximationof BG.
Therefore, the main feature of GBbBShift is to give
theopportunity to arbitrary chose the order of bitplane
decoding,grouping them in ROI bitplanes and BG bitplanes.
This isposible using a binary bitplane mask or BPmask,
whichcontains one bit per each bitplane, that is, twice the
amount ofbitplanes of the original image. A ROI bitplane is
representedby 1, while a BG bitplane by 0.
For example, the BPmask forMaxShift method in Figure
1(c) is 11111110000000, whilefor BbBShift in Figure 3(a) and
GBbBShift in Figure 3(b) are11101010101000 and
11100011110000, respectively.
At the encoder side, the BPmask has the order of
shiftingboth the ROI and BG bitplanes. Furthermore, BPmask
isencoded in the bitstream, while the scaling values φ or φ1
andφ2 from the MaxShift and BbBShift methods,
respectively,have to be transmitted.
III. PGBBBSHIFT METHOD
In order to have several kinds of options for bitplane
scalingtechniques, a perceptual generalized bitplane-bybitplaneshift(ρGBbBShift) method is proposed. The
ρGBbBShiftmethod introduces to the GBbBShift method
perceptual criteriawhen bitplanes of ROI and BG areas are
shifted.
This additionalfeature is intended for balancing perceptual
importanceof some coefficients regardless their numerical
importance andfor not observing visual difference at ROI
regarding MaxShiftmethod, improving perceptual quality of the
entire image.
Thus, ρGBbBShift uses a binary bitplane mask or
BPmaskin the same way that GBbBShift (Figure 3(c)). At the
encoder,shifting scheme is as follows:

Hence, Wang and Bovik [7] modified BbBShift method
andproposed the generalized bitplane-by-bitplane shift
(GBbBShift)method, which introduces the option to improve
visualquality either of ROI or BG or both. Figure 3(b) shows
thatwith GBbBShift method it is posible to decode some
bitplanesof BG after the decoding of same ROI bitplanes. It
allowsto improve the overall quality of the recovered image.
Thisis posible gathering BG bitplanes.

At the decoder, shifting scheme is as follows:
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ρGBbBShift method, as the other methods
presentedhere, can be applied to many image compression
algorithmssuch as JPEG2000 or Hi-SET. We test our
methodapplying it to Hi-SET and the results are contrasted
withMaxShift method in JPEG2000 and Hi-SET. The
setupparameters are φ = 8 for MaxShift and BPmask
=1111000110110000, d1 = 5H and d2 = 50H, where H
ispicture height (512 pixels) in a 19-inch LCD monitor,
forρGBbBShift. Also, we use the JJ2000 implementation
whenan image is compressed by JPEG2000 standard[8].
A. Application in well-known Test Images
Figure 4 shows a comparison among methods MaxShift
andGBbBShift applied to JPEG2000, in addition to,
ρGBbBShiftapplied to Hi-SET. The 24-bpp image Barbara is
compressedat 0.5 bpp. It can be observed that without visual
differenceat ROI, the ρGBbBShift method provide better
imagequality at the BG than the general based methods defined
inJPEG2000 Part II[1].
In order to better qualify the performanceof MaxShift,
GBbBShift and ρGBbBShift methods, first,we compared these
methods applied to the Hi-SET coderand then, we compare
MaxShift and ρGBbBShift methodsapplied to the JPEG2000
standard and Hi-SET, respectively.
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We compress two different gray-scale and color images
ofLenna at different bit-rates. ROI area is a patch at the
centerof these images, whose size is 1/16 of the image. We
employthe perceptual quality assessment CwPSNR, which
weights the mainstream PSNR by meansof a chromatic
induction model.
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the comparison among
MaxShift(Blue Function), GBbBShift(Green Function) and
ρGBbBShift(Red Function) methods applied to Hi-SET coder.
512 × 512 pixel Image Lenna for gray-scale is employ for this
experiment. These Figures also show that the ρGBbBShift
method gets the better results both in PSNR(objective image
quality, Fig. 5(a)) and CwPSNR (subjective image quality, Fig.
5(b)) in contrast to MaxShift and GBbBShift methods. In
addition, when MaxShift method applied to JPEG2000 coder
and ρGBbBShift applied to Hi-SET coder are compared,
ρGBbBShift obtains less objective quality (Fig. 5(c)), but better
subjective quality for gray-scale images (Fig. 5(d)).
Figure 6 shows a visual example, when image Lenna is
compressed at 0.34 bpp by JPEG2000 and Hi-SET. Thus, it can
be observed that ρGBbBShift provides an important perceptual
difference regarding the MaxShiftmethod(Fig. 6(d)).
Furthermore, Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) show the examples when
MaxShift and GBbBShift methods, respectively, are applied to
the Hi-SET coder.
B. Application in other image compression fields
The usage of ROI coded images depends on an
specificapplication, but in some fields such as manipulation
andtransmission of images is important to enhance the
imagequality of some areas and to reduce it in others[9], [10].
InTelemedicine or in Remote Sensing (RS) it is desirable
tomaintain the best quality of the ROI area, preserving
relevantinformation of BG, namely the most perceptual
frequencies.
Figure 7 shows an example of the application of ROI
inRemote Sensing. Image 2.1.05, from Volumen 2: aerials
ofUSC-SIPI image database 8 bits per pixel[11], is
compressedat 0.42 bpp. MaxShift method spends all the bitratio forcoding ROI, located at [159 260 384 460], while
ρGBbBShiftbalances a perceptually lossless ROI area with an
acceptablerepresentation of the BG.
Hence, the overall image qualitymeasured by PSNR in
Figure 7(a) is 16.06 dB, while inFigure 7(b) is 24.28 dB. When
perceptual metrics assess theimage quality of the ρGBbBShift
coded image, for example,VIFP=0.4982, WSNR=24.8469 and
CwPSNR=27.07,
whilefor
MaxShift
coded
image
VIFP=0.2368, WSNR=11.33 andCwPSNR=16.72.
Thus, for this example, both PSNR and thesesubjective
metrics reflect important perceptual differences betweenROI
methods, being ρGBbBShift method better thanMaxShift
method.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

A perceptual implementation of the Region of
Interest,ρGBbBShift(), is proposed, which is a generalized
methodthat can be applied to any wavelet-based compressor.
Weintroduced ρGBbBShift method to the Hi-SET coder and
itvisually improves the results obtained by previous
methodslike MaxShift and GBbBShift.
Our experiments show thatρGBbBShift into Hi-SET
provides an important perceptualdifference regarding the
MaxShift method into JPEG2000,when it is applied to
conventional images like Lenna orBarbara.
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Abstract—Temperature forecasting and rain forecasting in
today's environment is playing a major role in many fields like
transportation, tour planning and agriculture. The purpose of
this paper is to provide a real time forecasting to the user
according to their current position and requirement.
The simplest method of forecasting the weather, persistence,
relies upon today's conditions to forecast the conditions
tomorrow i.e. analyzing historical data for predicting future
weather conditions. The weather data used for the DM research
include daily temperature, daily pressure and monthly rainfall.
Keywords—Weather Forcasting; NOAA

I. INTRODUCTION
Forecasting the temperature and rain on a particular day
and date is the main aim of this paper. In the paper we forecast
rain and temperature for Europe; year up to 2051 and also we
forecast temperature of world; year up to 2100.Our paper is
aimed to provide real time weather forecast service at finest
granularity level with recommendations. We grab user’s
location (longitude, latitude) using GPS data service whenever
user requests for our services. Our system will process the
users query and will mine the data from our repository to draw
appropriate results. Users will be provided with
recommendations also and that is the key facility of our
service. Personalized forecast is generated for each individual
user based on their location.
II. SCOPES
The project mainly focuses on forecasting weather
conditions using historical data. This can be done by
extracting knowledge from this given data by using techniques
such as association, pattern recognition, nearest neighbor etc.
 Disaster Mitigation:
droughts

Predicting

storms,

floods,

 Helping those sectors which are most dependent on
weather such as agriculture, aviation also depends on
weather conditions.
III.

TARGET SEGMENT

Some target segments are following.
1) Our target users are mainly normal citizens they can
use our services for their lots of benefits like:

a) Suppose a user is stuck on the way to home due to
heavy rain then using our service, he will be able to know
whether there is any another highway or route nearby where
it’s not raining or less raining.
2) Using our service any individual can get weather
information specially personalized for him irrespective of
what is the time or place.
3) If our service is connected with THERMOSTATs of
some house then temperature of the house can be controlled
automatically using forecast information provided by us using
location of house based on GPS.
4) In transportation industry our services can be used to
take some important decisions like: Which route is better for
transportation, where snow fall probability is quite low etc.
5) There are enormous more areas where our service will
be helpful like tourism, food processing industry, Aviation
Industry, Oil and natural gas exploration and production
activities etc.
IV. PROCESS DETAILS:
The process we have briefed in earlier section can be
depicted pictorially and which is self-explanatory.

We can divide our process in two modules namely:
1) Weather Mining
2) Recommendation
B. Weather Mining:
 Data collection: We have collected weather data from
WORLD DATA CENTER for climate, Hamburg. We
have decided to use NWS API for data collection in
future.
 Data formatting and cleaning: We have converted our
data from .NC (netcdf) format to .CSV (commaseparated values) format because WEKA supports
.CSV format.
 Clustering: Using WEKA, we have performed
clustering on weather data to draw inferences.
 Recommendation: We have planned to use
recommendation
algorithm
as
user
to
locationcollaborative algorithm similar to user to item
collaborative algorithm. This algorithm uses user
location (N*M) metrics.
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C. Recommendation
 Extract the location of the user

Fig. 1. Process details

 Visualization: To generate visualization for user, we
have used NOAA weather and climate tool kit.
For the part of the implementation, on which your project
focused most, which algorithms you implemented or used and
if any modifications were needed to those algorithms or if you
did some initial preprocessing, discuss here For the other
phases of data mining, discuss briey. E.g., if you focused most
on visualization, you can talk about: which data (Example:
downloaded from some website put the URL here; did some
survey, then talk about how you did the survey etc) collection
approach was used in the project?

 Extract the destination of the user
 And then recommend the best path according to the
conditions. (As shown in figure 1)
V. TECHNICAL SKILLS
We haven't implemented software for clustering and
visualization our self, we have used WEKA and NOAA for
this purpose. We have faced some problems to work with
these tools and eventually solved them on our own.
VI.

SOME SNAPSHOTS:
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Fig. 3. Temperature Forecast for Europe in7/2020
Fig. 2. Temperature Forecast for Europe in7/2001

Fig. 4. Temperature Forecast for Europe in 7/2051

 WEKA was crashing initially for large data set.

 We resolved this issue by increasing
heap size of WEKA.
 Since WEKA doesn’t support netcdf format. We had to
convert our data to .CSV format.

 We have written code in C++ to
convert data from .NC to .CSV.
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Fig. 6. Rain Forecast for Europe in 7/2020
Fig. 5. Rain Forecast for Europe in 7/2001

Fig. 8. Rain Forecast for Europe in 7/2100
Fig. 7. Rain Forecast for Europe in 7/2050

Fig. 9. Temperature Forecast for world in 7/2001
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Fig. 10. Temperature Forecast for world in 7/2020

Fig. 11. Temperature Forecast for world in 7/2061

[1]
[2]
[3]
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Abstract—Budgeting, bidding and planning of software
project effort, time and cost are essential elements of any software
development process. Massive size and complexity of now a
day produced software systems cause a substantial risk for
the development process. Inadequate and inefficient information
about the size and complexity results in an ambiguous estimates
that cause many losses. Project managers cannot adequately
provide good estimate for both the effort and time needed.
Thus, no clear release day to the market can be defined. This
paper presents two new models for software effort estimation
using fuzzy logic. One model is developed based on the famous
COnstructive COst Model (COCOMO) and utilizes the Source
Line Of Code (SLOC) as input variable to estimate the Effort (E);
while the second model utilize the Inputs, Outputs, Files, and User
Inquiries to estimate the Function Point (FP). The proposed fuzzy
models show better estimation capabilities compared to other
reported models in the literature and better assist the project
manager in computing the software required development effort.
The validation results are carried out using Albrecht data set.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

According to Dr. Patricia Sanders, Director of Test Systems
Engineering and Evaluation at OUSD, in her 1998 Software
Technology Conference keynote address, 40% of the DoD’s
software development costs are spent on reworking the software, which on the year 2000 equal to an annual loss of $18
billion. Furthermore, Sanders stated that only 16% of software
development would finish on time and on budget.
The dimension and complication of computer basedsystems grown noticeably during the past few decades [1]–[4]
and the tendency will certainly continue in the future specially
in Military Application, NASA Space Shuttle systems, Air
Force and business for huge Enterprises. Some NASA and
Air Force projects have estimated that the cost of software
development could be up to 50% of their development cost. It
was stated in [5]:
Given that software-intensive projects are among
the most expensive and risky undertakings of the
21st century, the investment in weapons from fiscal
years 2003 through 2009 will exceed $1 trillion.
Furthermore, many of the DoD’s most important
technology projects will continue to deliver less than
promised unless changes are made. Improving how
we acquire software-intensive systems is both long
overdue and an imperative.

Although many research papers appears since 1960 providing numerous models to help in computing the effort/cost
for software projects, being able to provide accurate effort/cost
estimation is still a challenge for many reasons. They include:
1) the uncertainty in collected measurement, 2) the estimation
methods used which might have many drawbacks and 3) the
cost drivers which comes with various characteristics based on
the methodology of development.
In this paper, we provide a detailed study on the algorithmic
software effort estimation models. We provide our initial idea
on using fuzzy models to build a Takagi Sugeno fuzzy model
for the software effort. We developed two fuzzy models. They
utilize both the SLOC and FP parameters. Our experimental
results cover 24 software projects based Albrecht data set.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

In 1994, Zadeh presented the definition of Soft Computing
techniques [6]. He mentioned that soft computing is not
a homogeneous body of concepts and techniques. At that
time, the principal techniques which compose the domain
of soft computing were fuzzy logic, neurocomputing, and
probabilistic reasoning. Later on, the domain was expanded to
cover techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Swarm
Intelligence (SI), Differential Evolution (DE) and many others.
In the past, soft computing techniques were explored to build
efficient effort estimation models structures [7], [8]. In [9],
author explored the use of Neural Networks (NNs), GAs and
Genetic Programming (GP) to provide a methodology for
software cost estimation. Later authors in [10], provided a
detailed study on using Genetic Programming (GP), Neural
Network (NN) and Linear Regression (LR) in solving the
software project estimation. Many data sets provided in [11],
[12] were explored with promising results. In [13], authors
provided a survey on the cost estimation models using artificial
neural networks. Fuzzy logic and neural networks were used
for software engineering project management in [14]. A fuzzy
COCOMO model was developed in [7].
Recently, Soft Computing and Machine Learning Techniques were explored to handle many software engineering
problems. They include the effort and cost estimation problems. In [15], author provided an innovative set of models
modified from the famous COCOMO model with interesting
results. Later on, many authors explored the same idea with
some modification [16]–[18] and provided a comparison to
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the work presented in [15]. The idea of using Takagi Sugeno
Fuzzy Logic was primary presented in [19] to see how a
rule based system can solve the software effort estimation
problem. Authors in [20] presented an extended work on the
use of Soft Computing Techniques to build a suitable model
structure to utilize improved estimations of software effort
for NASA software projects. On doing this, Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) was used to tune the parameters of the
COCOMO model. A data set for NASA software projects [21]
were used to test the developed models. Author provided a
comparison between various software cost estimation models.
They include COCOMO-PSO, Fuzzy Logic (FL), Halstead,
Walston-Felix, Bailey-Basili and Doty models with excellent
performance results.
III.

CO NSTRUCTIVE CO ST M ODEL

Many software cost estimation models where proposed to
help in providing a high quality estimate to assist project
manager in taking best decisions for a project [22], [23].
COCOMO is one of a very famous software effort estimation
models. COCOMO was introduced by Boehm in 1981 [22],
[23]. This model consists of mathematical equations that identify the developed time, the effort and the maintenance effort.
The model was developed based on 63 software projects. The
estimation accuracy is suggestively improved when adopting
models such as the Intermediate and Complex COCOMO
models [23]. Equation 1 shows the basic COCOMO model:
E = α(SLOC)β

(1)

E presents the software effort computed in man-months.
SLOC stands for Source Line Of Code computed in Kilo.
The values of the parameters α and β depend mainly on the
class of software project. Software projects were classified
based on the complexity of the project into three categories.
They are: Organic, Semidetached and Embedded models [24].
Extensions of COCOMO, such as COMCOMO II, can be
found [25], however, for the purpose of research reported, in
this paper, the basic COMCOMO model is used. The three
models are given in Table I. These models are expected to give
different results according to the type of software projects.
TABLE I.
Model Name
Organic Model
Semi-Detached Model
Embedded Model

IV.

BASIC COCOMO M ODELS
Effort (E)
E = 2.4(KLOC)1.05
E = 3.0(KLOC)1.12
E = 3.6(KLOC)1.20

A. Albrecht’s Function Points
Albrecht’s function point gained acceptance during the
1980’s and 1990’s because of the tempting benefits compared
to the models based on the SLOC [30], [31]. Because FP is
self-governing and independent of language type, platform,
it can be used to identify many productivity benefits. FP
is designed to estimate the time required for a software
project development, and thereby the cost of the project and
maintaining existing software systems.
In 1979 Albrecht [28], published his article on FP methodology while he was working at IBM. The proposed FP has
no dimension. FP was computed based on the analysis of
project requirements. The requirements help in identifying the
number of function to be developed along with the complexity
of each function. Thus, there was no need to measure the size
of LOC but only concern about project functionality. Once
the number of FP measured, the average number of function
points per month specified and the labor cost per month is estimated; the total budget can be computed. Albrecht originally
proposed four function types [28]: files, inputs, outputs and
inquiries with one set of associated weights and ten General
System Characteristics (GSC). In 1983, the work developed
in (Albrecht and Gaffney 1983), proposed the expansion of
the function type, a set of three weighting values (i.e. simple,
average, complex) and fourteen General System Characteristics
(GSCs) were proposed as given in Table II.
In [32], Kemerer provided a famous study reporting the
results of the comparative accuracy for four software cost estimation models. They are the Function Points [28], SLIM [33],
COCOMO [22], and ESTIMACS. The results were produced
using data collected from 15 completed software projects.
Each model was tested based on its predictive capability on
computing software cost. The results showed that the models
require substantial calibration. Kemer also identified the main
attributes which affect software productivity. Recently, using
Albrecht’s Function Point analysis (FPA) method and using
analogous approach, authors [34] provided a methodology they
claim it is more reliable and accurate in predicting the software
size at an early stage of the software life cycle. Recently,
FP gain more attention as a powerful approach for estimating
software effort [35]–[37].

Time (T )
T = 2.5(E)0.38
T = 2.5(E)0.35
T = 2.5(E)0.32

F UNCTION P OINT M ODEL

Software size helps in developing an initial estimate for
software effort/cost estimation during software development
life cycle. COCOMO model provided this estimate based on
the SLOC. It was reported that SLOC produced many problems
[26], [27]. For example, in modern software programming,
auto-generate tools produced large number of line of codes.
SLOC also changes with the developer’s experience, difference
in programming languages, variation in the graphical user
interface (GUI) code generation, and lack of functionality. The
estimation of SLOC under this condition seems uncertain to
measure. This is why Albrecht proposed his idea of computing
the software size based on the system functionality [28], [29].

Fig. 1.

Function Point Computation Model

In Albrecht FP, there are two parts in the model, which
are Unadjusted Function Point (UFP) and Adjusted Function
Point (AFP). The UFP consists of five components. They are:
•
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TABLE II.

1983 FUNCTION TYPES AND WEIGHTS

Function Type
External Input
External Output
Internal Files
External Files
External Inquiry

Simple
3
4
7
5
3

Average
4
5
10
7
4

•

External Outputs (EO),

•

External Inquires (EQ),

•

Internal Logical Files (ILF) and

•

External Interface Files (EIF).

operation, and If-Then rules. FIS may be summarized
as two processes:
• Aggregation: Compute the IF part (i.e. antecedent) of the rules. The antecedent variables reflect information about the process
operating conditions.
• Composition: Compute the THEN part (i.e.
consequence) of the rules. The rule’s consequent is normally presented as a linear
regression model [38]–[40]. This model has
set of parameters usually estimated using least
square minimization criterion.
Defuzzification: The computed output based on the
fuzzy rules are then converted to real values.

Complex
6
7
15
10
6

3)

There are also 14 GSCs factors that affect the size of the
project effort, and each is ranked from ”0”- no influence to ”5”essential. GSCs consists of 14 factors known as f1 , f2 , . . . , f14 .
These factors are listed in listed in Table III. The sum of all
factors is then multiplied given in Equation 2 which constitute
the Adjustment Factor (AF) defined in the range [0.65, -1.35].

AF = 0.65 + 0.01

14
X

fi

(2)

i=1

Fig. 2.
TABLE III.

The proposed fuzzy logic system

G ENERAL S YSTEM C HARACTERISTICS (GSC S )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

VI.

Data Communications
Distributed Functions
Performance
Heavily Used Configuration
Transaction Rate
Online Data Entry
End User Efficiency
Online Update
Complex Processing
Reusability
Installation Ease
Operational Ease
Multiple Sites
Facilitate Change

P ROPOSED FL M ODEL

The proposed fuzzy model should be able to mathematically represents the relationship between the effort model
inputs x1 , . . . xn and the effort y; n is the number of inputs
to the fuzzy model. The proposed fuzzy model is always
represented by set of If-Then rules. The proposed fuzzy model
equation is given as follows:
y = F M (x1 , . . . , xn )

Then, the Unadjusted FP is then multiplied by the UFP to
create the Adjusted Function Point (AFP) count as given in
Equation 3. The Adjusted FP value is always within 35% of
the original UFP figure. A diagram which shows the process
of computing FP is given in Figure 1.

The fuzzy region in the product space is developed based
on the membership functions and the antecedent of the rule.
The antecedent variable gives the condition of the process
status now. The rule’s consequent is defined as a set of local
linear regression models which relates y with x1 , . . . , x4 given
as in Equation 5.
y = a0 + a1 x 1 + · · · + an x n

Adjusted F P = U nadjusted F P × AF

2)

(5)

(3)

V. W HAT IS FIS?
A block diagram which provide the main architecture of a
fuzzy rule based system is shown in Figure 2. The proposed
fuzzy logic system, used in this study, consists of number of
components.
1)

(4)

Fuzzification: In this stage, the model inputs and outputs variables are defined. These inputs and outputs
are transformed to set of fuzzy domains.
Inference Mechanism: Fuzzy inference mechanism
concerns on developing a relationship between the
model inputs and outputs. The mapping constructs
the system decision making. The process of fuzzy
inference include: Membership functions, Fuzzy set

A rule-based fuzzy model requires the identification of the
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the antecedent,
the consequent structure,
the type of the membership functions for different
operating conditions and
the estimation of the consequent parameters using
least square estimation.

The developed fuzzy models implemented based the
Takagi-Sugeno technique [38], [39]. The proposed technique
does not require any a prior knowledge about the operating
regimes. If a sufficiently number of measurements are collected
which reflects the operating ranges of interest, the developed
fuzzy model will be an efficient one [38], [39].
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VII. C OMPUTATION C RITERIA
The performance of the developed two models; the SLOC
and the FP models based FL shall be evaluated using number
of evaluation criteria. They are:
•

•

Variance-Accounted-For (VAF):
var(y − ŷ)
V AF = [1 −
] × 100%
var(y)
Euclidian distance (ED):
v
u n
uX
ED = t( (yi − ŷi )2

TABLE V.

1. If SLOC is A1 then
E = 3.20 · 10−1 SLOC + 1.57 · 10−1
2. If SLOC is A2 then
E = 2.25 · 100 SLOC − 1.96 · 102
3. If SLOC is A3 then
E = −1.47 · 100 SLOC + 3.24 · 102

(6)

TABLE VI.

C OMPUTATION C RITERIA FOR THE FL
M ODEL

(7)

i=1

•

F UZZY RULES FOR THE E FFORT BASED SLOC M ODEL

VAF
96.158%

Manhattan distance (MD):
n
X
MD = (
|yi − ŷi |)

(8)

ED
2.85×10−13

MD
100.27

BASED

SLOC

MMRE
0.4337

C. Fuzzy Effort Model based FP

i=1

•

Mean Magnitude of Relative Error (MMRE):
M M RE =

N
1 X |yi − ŷi |
N i=1
yi

(9)

where y and ŷ are the actual effort and the estimated effort
based on the developed fuzzy model and N is the number of
measurements used in the experiments, respectively.
VIII.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

A. The Albrecht data set
A statistical summary of the features used in the analysis
of the Albrecht data set is displayed in Table IV. The feature
to be predicted (i.e. goal feature or dependent variable) is effort, measured in work-hours, while the potential independent
variables (i.e. descriptor features) are adjusted function points,
the number of master files, the number of inputs, the number
of inquiries and the number of outputs [41].
TABLE IV.
Feature
Effort
FP
Files
Inputs
Inquiries
Outputs

S UMMARY S TATISTICS FOR A LBRECHT DATA S ET [41]
Count
24
24
24
24
24
24

Min
0.5
199.00
3.00
7.00
0.00
12.00

Max
105.20
1902.00
60.00
193.00
75.00
150.00

Mean
21.88
647.62
17.38
40.25
16.88
47.25

Median
11.45
506.00
11.50
33.50
19.3
39.00

We developed a fuzzy model for the effort taking in
consideration four attribute inspired by the FP model. Three
memberships were used. The set of rules which describe the
effort as a function of FP is given in Table V. In Figure 5,
we show the membership function for the FP based model.
Figure 6 show the actual and estimated effort using fuzzy
logic based FP model. We received a very high VAF reflecting
good performance modeling. The actual and estimated values
of the effort based the FP model is given in Table IX. The
developed model’s performance were computed using three
different criteria as reported in Table X. It can be seen that the
performance of the developed fuzzy models based historical
data were able to achieve significant modeling results.
IX.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we studied the problem of effort estimation for
software projects. This is a challenging problem for software
project manager. We explored the use of fuzzy logic as a soft
computing technique which can simplify the modeling process
of the effort. Two models inspired from the COCOMO and
FP were developed based fuzzy logic. The developed fuzzy
models implemented based the Takagi-Sugeno technique. The
developed fuzzy models were tested using the Albrecht data
set reported in [41]. The models are simple and show the
Membership Function
1

B. Fuzzy Effort Model based SLOC

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

µ

We developed a fuzzy model based COCOMO for the
effort taking in consideration one attribute which is the SLOC.
We used the FMID M ATLAB Toolbox [42] to develop our
experimental results. The set of rules which describe the effort
as a function of SLOC is given in Table V. In Table VI,
we show the values of each evaluation criteria adopted in
this study. In Figure 3, we show the membership function
for the SLOC based model. Three membership functions are
shown which reflect the relationship between the SLOC and
the Effort on three sub-models. Figure 4 show the actual and
estimated effort using fuzzy logic. The values of the actual and
computed effort based fuzzy model is presented in Table VII.
The characteristics between the two curves look very similar
with high VAF criteria.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

SLOC

Fig. 3.

Membership functions for the FL based SLOC Model
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TABLE VIII.

F UZZY RULES FOR THE E FFORT BASED FP M ODEL

1. If Inputs is A11 and Outputs is A12 and F iles is A13 and Inquiries is A14 then
F P = 5.30 · 100 Inputs + 4.52 · 100 Outputs − 8.10 · 100 F iles + 4.54 · 100 Inquiries + 1.08 · 102
2. If Inputs is A21 and Outputs is A22 and F iles is A23 and Inquiries is A24 then
F P = −3.55 · 100 Inputs + 1.23 · 101 Outputs + 1.12 · 101 F iles + 9.29 · 100 Inquiries − 6.48 · 101
3. If Inputs is A31 and Outputs is A32 and F iles is A33 and Inquiries is A34 then
F P = 7.08 · 100 Inputs + 1.11 · 101 Outputs + 1.45 · 101 F iles − 8.52 · 100 Inquiries − 4.18 · 102

1
0.9

0.8

0.8

Actual Effort
FL Estimated Effort

µ

100

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

80

µ

1
0.9

Sorted Software Project Effort
120
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1

1
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µ

µ
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Fig. 4.
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Actual and estimated Effort for the FL based SLOC Model
Fig. 5.

TABLE VII.

Membership functions for the FL based FP Model

ACTUAL AND E STIMATED E FFORT: FL-SLOC M ODEL
SLOC
3
15
20
22
24
24
28
29
30
35
40
40
42
48
52
54
57
62
93
94
96
110
130
318

Effort
0.5
3.6
11.0
2.9
7.5
11.8
10.0
6.1
4.9
8.0
4.1
18.3
12.0
12.9
8.9
21.1
10.8
28.8
19.0
38.1
15.8
61.2
102.4
105.2

Function Point for Software Projects

FL-Effort
1.0333
4.2453
5.6040
6.1542
6.7096
6.7096
7.8400
8.1276
8.4177
9.9177
11.4941
11.4941
12.1397
14.1040
15.4103
16.0532
16.9950
18.4773
24.9212
25.2247
25.9818
60.0224
103.0938
104.7296

2000
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Actual and estimated Effort for the FL based FP Model
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Abstract—Computing statistical dependence of terms in textual documents is a widely studied subject and a core problem in many areas of science. This study focuses on such a
problem and explores the techniques of estimation using the
expected mutual information measure. A general framework is
established for tackling a variety of estimations: (i) general forms
of estimation functions are introduced; (ii) a set of constraints
for the estimation functions is discussed; (iii) general forms of
probability distributions are defined; (iv) general forms of the
measures for calculating mutual information of terms (MIT)
are formalised; (v) properties of the MIT measures are studied
and, (vi) relations between the MIT measures are revealed. Four
estimation methods, as examples, are proposed and mathematical
meanings of the individual methods are respectively interpreted.
The methods may be directly applied to practical problems for
computing dependence values of individual term pairs. Due to its
generality, our method is applicable to various areas, involving
statistical semantic analysis of textual data.

and we have to estimate them from training data. This work
explores techniques of estimation.

Keywords—mutual information of terms (MIT); term dependence; statistical semantic analysis; probability estimation.

Let D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dm } be a collection of documents
(training data), and V = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } a vocabulary of terms
used to index individual documents in D. Denote Vd ⊆ V as
the set of terms occurring in document d ∈ D. Thus, for a
given d, the term occurrence frequency distribution, generally
denoted by pd (t) = p(t|d), is over V , whereas for a given
term t occurring in d, its state value distribution, denoted by
Pd (δ) = P (tδ |d), is over Ω. Obviously, each term t ∈ Vd is
matched to a state value distribution and there are |Vd | state
value distributions in total for the document d.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Analysing and computing statistical dependence (relatedness, proximity, association, similarity) of terms (features, concepts, phrases, words) in textual documents is a widely studied
subject in many areas of science. The subject has achieved
importance and popularity during the past four decades or
so, due chiefly to its demonstrated applications in numerous
seemingly diverse areas of science. One of the commonly
used tools of analysis and computation is the expected mutual
information measure (EMIM) drawn from information theory
[?], [?].
The issue of computing the mutual information of terms
is an active research topic. A variety of methods have been
developed in order to assign dependence values to individual
term pairs, and then some decision is made on the basis
of the values. Many studies have used the measure for a
variety of tasks in, for instance, feature selection [?], [?],
[?], [?], document classification [?], face image clustering [?],
multi-modality image registration [?], information retrieval [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?]. However, it seems that mutual information
methods have not achieved their potential. The main problem
we face in using EMIM is obtaining actual probability distributions, as the true distributions are invariably not known,

Before introducing a series of formulae, let us first clarify
the difference between a term state value distribution and
a term occurrence frequency distribution. A term is usually
thought of as having states ‘present’ or ‘absent’ in a document.
Thus, for an arbitrary term t, it will be convenient to introduce
a variable δ taking values from set Ω = {1, 0}, where
δ = 1 expresses that t is present and δ = 0 expresses that
t is absent. Denote tδ = t, t̄ when δ = 1, 0, respectively.
We call Ω a state value space, and each element in Ω a
state value, of t. Similarly, for an arbitrary term pair (ti , tj ),
we introduce a variable pair (δi , δj ) taking values from set
Ω × Ω = {(1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}. We call Ω × Ω a state
value space, and each element in Ω × Ω a state value pair, of
(ti , tj ).

There exists statistical dependence between two terms, ti
and tj , if the state value of one of them provides mutual
information about the probability of the state value of the
other [?]. The study [?] shows that there is a relationship
between the frequencies (or probabilities) of terms and the
mutual information of terms. Therefore, term ti taking some
state value δi (say δi = 1) should be looked upon as complex
because another state value (say δi = 0) of ti , and state values
of many other terms (i.e., all terms tj ∈ V − {ti }), may be
dependent on this δi [?].
Mathematically, for two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈ V ,
the expected mutual information [?] about the probabilities
of the state value pair (δi , δj ) of term pair (ti , tj ) can be
expressed by EMIM:
X
P (δi , δj )
I(δi ; δj ) =
P (δi , δj ) log
P (δi )P (δj )
δi ,δj =1,0
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which measures the amount of information that δj provides
about δi , and vice versa.
Intuitively, a high I(δi ; δj ) value indicates more of the information that one of two terms ti and tj carries is determined
by the other and thus the terms are more dependent; a low
I(δi ; δj ) value on the other hand suggests that ti and tj are
better able to provide self-information and thus are likely to
be independent. However, the current study does not support
this intuition and instead points out:
1)

one should consider the mutual information of ti and
tj under the individual state values (δi , δj ), where
δi , δj = 1, 0;

2)

one cannot assert that ti and tj are highly dependent
for their co-occurrence from a high I(δi ; δj ) value.

The estimation of probability distributions, P (δ) and
P (δi , δj ), required in I(δi ; δj ) is crucial and remains an open
issue for effectively distinguishing potentially dependent term
pairs from many others and, therefore, the main concern of our
current study. We attempt to establish a general framework for
constructing estimation functions, with a set of constraints, in
order to define P (δ) and P (δi , δj ) meeting some criteria. We
next formalise measures for computing the mutual information
of terms (MIT) under the individual state values and study
corresponding properties of the MIT measures, which is an
underlying basis for practical applications. We then propose
four estimation methods, as examples, to clarify and illustrate
our ideas described in the current study by interpreting their
mathematical meanings and discussing corresponding properties. The four estimation methods may be applied directly to
practical problems for assigning a dependence value to each
term pair.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II establishes a general framework for constructing estimation
functions and defining probability distributions. Section III
formalises the MIT measures and studies their properties.
Section IV proposes four estimation methods and discusses
corresponding properties. Section V addresses some key points
of our study. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

γΞ (ti , tj ), with the form:

>0
ψΞ (t)
=0

>0
γΞ (ti , tj )
=0

t ∈ VΞ
t 6∈ VΞ
(ti , tj ) ∈ VΞ × VΞ

(1)

(ti , tj ) 6∈ VΞ × VΞ

satisfying a set of constraints
0 ≤ γΞ (ti , tj ) ≤ ψΞ (ti ), ψΞ (tj ) < 1

(2)

and call ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ) the general forms of estimation
functions.
Definition 2.2 For arbitrary given terms t, ti , tj ∈ VΞ ,
where i 6= j, suppose ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ) are the estimation
functions given in Definition 2.1. We define PΞ (δ):
PΞ (δ = 1) = ψΞ (t)
PΞ (δ = 0) = 1 − ψΞ (t)

(3)

and define PΞ (δi , δj ):
PΞ (δi
PΞ (δi
PΞ (δi
PΞ (δi

= 1, δj
= 1, δj
= 0, δj
= 0, δj

= 1) = γΞ (ti , tj )
= 0) = ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
(4)
= 1) = ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
= 0) = 1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )

and call PΞ (δ) and PΞ (δi , δj ) the general forms of probability
distributions of state values of term pair (ti , tj ).
Theorem 2.1 Suppose PΞ (δ) and PΞ (δi , δj ) are given in
Definition 2.2. Then PΞ (δ) is a probability distribution on
Ω = {1, 0}; PΞ (δi , δj ) is a probability distribution on Ω × Ω;
PΞ (δi ) and PΞ (δj ) are the marginal distributions of PΞ (δi , δj ).
Proof: Clearly, from the above definition and constraints given
in (2), PΞ (δ) is a probability distribution on Ω = {1, 0}. Also,
by the constraints and four expressions in (4), we have
PΞ (δi , δj ) ≥ 0
for δi , δj = 1, 0 and
X

PΞ (δi , δj ) = 1

δi ,δj =1,0

II.

A G ENERAL E STIMATION F RAMEWORK

In practical applications, the probability distributions of
state values may be estimated from training data. This section establishes a general framework in order to define two
arguments, P (δ) and P (δi , δj ), required in I(δi ; δj ). The
definition of the joint state value distribution, P (δi , δj ), is a
more complicated task and the main concern of this section.

Thus PΞ (δi , δj ) is a probability distribution on Ω × Ω. Also,
it can easily be seen:
X
PΞ (δi = 1) =
PΞ (δi = 1, δj ) = ψΞ (ti )
δj =1,0

PΞ (δi = 0) =

X

PΞ (δi = 0, δj ) = 1 − ψΞ (ti )

δj =1,0

In the current study, the probability distributions are defined
from estimation functions and, therefore, we need to first
introduce the concept of estimation functions. Let Ξ ⊆ D be
the set of sample documents considered, and VΞ ⊆ V the set
of terms occurring in at least one of the documents in Ξ. We
have the following definition.

Hence, PΞ (δi ) is the marginal distributions of PΞ (δi , δj ). A
similar discussion may be given for PΞ (δj ).

Definition 2.1 For arbitrary terms t, ti , tj ∈ V , where i 6= j,
we define two non-negative functions, denoted by ψΞ (t) and

Theorem 2.2 Suppose PΞ (δ) and PΞ (δi , δj ) are given in Definition 2.2. Then, PΞ (δi , δj )  PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj ) for δi , δj = 1, 0.

Let us next examine the absolute continuity of PΞ (δi , δj )
with respect to PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj ), or in symbols, PΞ (δi , δj ) 
PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj ). The following theorem serves this purpose.
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Proof: The proof is trivial: It can be easily seen, by expressions (1) and (3), that it always has 0 < PΞ (δi ), PΞ (δj ) < 1
for δi , δj = 0, 1 if ti , tj ∈ VΞ .

value (δi , δj ), where δi , δj = 1, 0. Thus, we can regard each
item as a MIT measure, computing the extent of the contributions made by the corresponding state value to IΞ (δi ; δj ).

It should be emphasized that in order to speak of the mutual
information of terms, we must verify the two arguments of
I(δi , δi ) meeting the following three criteria simultaneously:

Now, substituting estimates (3) and (4) into (6), corresponding to respective four state value pairs, (1, 1), (1, 0) (0, 1),
(0, 0), we can formalise the general forms of the four MIT
measures by a definition below:

1)

PΞ (δ) and PΞ (δi , δj ) are probability distributions,

2)

PΞ (δi ) and PΞ (δj ) are the marginal distributions of
PΞ (δi , δj ),

3)

PΞ (δi , δj ) is absolutely continuous with respect to
PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj ).

Meeting these three criteria is the major premise when applying I(δi ; δj ) to effectively capture the mutual information
inherent among terms. We will give an example to clarify our
idea here in Section V.
We thus learn from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, under the general
framework, that as long as Pd (δ) and Pd (δi , δj ) are defined
from the estimation functions satisfying the constraints given in
(2), they are probability distributions meeting the three criteria.
Consequently, the difficulty becomes:
•

to construct ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ) that can capture the
occurrence and co-occurrence information of terms
practically appropriate and mathematically meaningful
in application contexts;

•

to verify the constraints given in (2) for each term
pair considered in order to ensure that the probability
distributions, when defined from ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ),
meeting the three criteria.

Thus, the construction of ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ) and verification
of the constraints given in (2), which are relatively simple,
are the core of obtaining actual probability distributions PΞ (δ)
and PΞ (δi , δj ). Section IV will return to this issue and provide
four useful examples, after formalising the MIT measures and
discussing their properties and relations in the next section.
III.

T HE MIT M EASURES

Suppose we are given two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈
VΞ . In order to measure the mutual information of terms ti and
tj , we need to consider the mutual information under each state
value (δi , δj ), namely, we need to measure the extent of the
contribution made by the individual state values to EMIM:
X
PΞ (δi , δj )
IΞ (δi ; δj ) =
PΞ (δi , δj ) log
PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj )
δi ,δj =1,0
(5)
X
δ
=
mitΞ (tδi i , tj j )

Definition 3.1 Suppose PΞ (δ) and PΞ (δi , δj ) are the probability distributions given in Definition 2.2. Then the general
forms of four MIT measures can be defined as follows.
mitΞ (ti , tj ) = γΞ (ti , tj ) log

which computes the dependence of terms ti and tj for their
co-occurrence in Ξ;

ψ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj )

mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) = ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) log Ξ
ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )
which computes the dependence of term ti occurring but term
tj not occurring in Ξ;

ψ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj )

mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) = ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) log Ξ
1 − ψΞ (ti ) ψΞ (tj )
which computes the dependence of term ti not occurring but
term tj occurring in Ξ;

mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) = 1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj ) ×
1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )


log
1 − ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )
which computes the dependence of both terms ti and tj not
occurring in Ξ.
Clearly, each of the four MIT measures is uniquely determined by the estimation functions ψΞ (t) and γΞ (ti , tj ).
Next, we give some interesting properties of the four MIT
measures by Theorem 3.1 below. The properties derive their
importance from the fact that they underpin the methods
proposed in the current study and are essential for guiding
practical applications.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose the four MIT measures are given in
Definition 3.1. Then we have the following properties:
(a)

δ

mitΞ (tδi i , tj j ) = PΞ (δi , δj ) log

PΞ (δi , δj )
PΞ (δi )PΞ (δj )

(b)

(c)

mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) ≤ 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) > 0

if γΞ (ti , tj ) = ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ) then
mitΞ (ti , tj ) = 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) = 0,

mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) = 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) = 0

if γΞ (ti , tj ) < ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ) then
mitΞ (ti , tj ) < 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) ≥ 0,

(6)

can be regarded as ‘mutual information of terms’, ti and tj , in
support of dependence but rejecting independence under state

if γΞ (ti , tj ) > ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ) then
mitΞ (ti , tj ) > 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) ≤ 0,

δi ,δj =1,0

Note that the above expression can be expressed as a sum of
four items. Each of four items,

γΞ (ti , tj )
ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )

mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) ≥ 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) < 0

Proof: The proof of (b) is obvious. Here we prove only
(a), and a similar proof can be given for (c). Consider the
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general forms of the four MIT measures. From γΞ (ti , tj ) >
ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ), we have:
γΞ (ti , tj ) > ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) < ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )

= ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )
ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) < ψΞ (tj ) − ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )

= ψΞ (tj ) 1 − ψΞ (ti )
1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )
> 1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )


= 1 − ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )
which correspond respectively to
γΞ (ti , tj )
> 1,
ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
 < 1,
ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )
ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
 < 1,
ψΞ (tj ) 1 − ψΞ (ti )
1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )


>1
1 − ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj )

IV.

E XAMPLE E STIMATIONS

As mentioned previously, the construction of the estimation
functions and verification of the constraints are the core of
defining actual probability distributions. This section presents
four estimation methods, as examples, to illustrate our ideas
described in the previous section. The first three consider the
estimates in individual documents (i.e., |Ξ| = 1), and the last
one considers the estimate in the set of documents (i.e., |Ξ| >
1).
In what follows, we always assume that 2 < |Vd | ≤ n
(where n = |V |), namely, each document d ∈ D has at least
three distinct terms. Also, for an arbitrary term t ∈ V , we
denote
( f (t)
d
t ∈ Vd
||d||
pd (t) = p(t|d) =
0
t 6∈ Vd
where fP
d (t) is the occurrence frequency of term t in d and
||d|| = t∈Vd fd (t) as the length of d.
A. Estimate in a Single Document

On the other hand, 0 < γΞ (ti , tj ) ≤ ψΞ (ti ) < 1 and 0 <
γΞ (ti , tj ) ≤ ψΞ (tj ) < 1 for ti , tj ∈ VΞ . Thus, we have
γΞ (ti , tj ) > ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ) > 0
ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) ≥ 0
ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj ) ≥ 0
1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )


= 1 − ψΞ (ti ) 1 − ψΞ (tj ) > 0
Hence, the four inequalities in (a) hold.
The properties given in Theorem 3.1 enable us to gain an
insight into the signs of the four MIT measures. That is, we
have


 > 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) > ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
= 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) = ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
mitΞ (ti , tj ), mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j )


< 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) < ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )


 ≤ 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) > ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
= 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) = ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
mitΞ (ti , t̄j ), mitΞ (t̄i , tj )


≥ 0 γΞ (ti , tj ) < ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj )
Clearly, the relation between γΞ (ti , tj ) and ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ) can
δ
infer all the signs of mitΞ (tδi i , tj j ) for δi , δj = 1, 0. Thus,
with the properties given in Theorem 3.1, we can further learn
the relations of the four MIT measures from the signs:
•

The signs of mitΞ (ti , tj ) and mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) are always the same, so are the signs of mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) and
mitΞ (t̄i , tj );

•

The signs of mitΞ (ti , tj ) and mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) are always
opposite to the signs of mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) and mitΞ (t̄i , tj ).

The relations tells us a key point of applying IΞ (δi ; δj ), which
we will explain in Section V.

Suppose each document d is represented by a 1 × n
frequency matrix

 

md = fd (t1 ), fd (t2 ), ..., fd (tn ) = fd (t) 1×n
in which, each element in the matrix satisfies fd (t) > 0 when
t ∈ Vd and fd (t) = 0 when t ∈ V − Vd .
Then, for an arbitrary term t ∈ V , introduce an estimation
function:
(
P fd (t) 0
t ∈ Vd
t0 ∈Vd fd (t )
ψd (t) =
(7)
0
t 6∈ Vd
Clearly, we have 0 < ψd (t) < 1 for every t ∈ Vd ⊆ V .
Next, for an arbitrary given term t ∈ Vd , define a probability
distribution by expression (3):
Pd (δ = 1) = ψd (t) = pd (t)
Pd (δ = 0) = 1 − pd (t)

(8)

The function ψd (t) and distribution Pd (δ) will be used in the
three methods below.
A.1 Method One
For two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈ V , introduce an
estimation function:
(
fd (ti )fd (tj )
(ti , tj ) ∈ Vd × Vd
$
(9)
γd (ti , tj ) =
0
(ti , tj ) 6∈ Vd × Vd
where the denominator of γd is,
X
$=
fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 )
i0 <j 0 ; ti0 ,tj 0 ∈Vd

which is the sum of all the possible products fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 )
for i0 < j 0 ; i0 , j 0 ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, Clearly, as |Vd | ≥ 3, we have
0 < γd (ti , tj ) < 1 for every (ti , tj ) ∈ Vd × Vd ⊆ V × V .
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Next, for two arbitrary given terms ti , tj ∈ Vd (where i 6=
j), define a probability distribution by expression (4):
fd (ti )fd (tj )
= γd (ti , tj )
$
fd (ti )
Pd (δi = 1, δj = 0) =
− γd (ti , tj )
||d||
= pd (ti ) − γd (ti , tj )
(10)
fd (tj )
Pd (δi = 0, δj = 1) =
− γd (ti , tj )
||d||
= pd (tj ) − γd (ti , tj )
Pd (δi = 0, δj = 0) = 1 − pd (ti ) − pd (tj ) + γd (ti , tj )
Pd (δi = 1, δj = 1) =

In order to verify the constraints given in (2):
γd (ti , tj ) ≤ ψd (ti ), ψd (tj )
for an arbitrary t ∈ Vd , let us denote
X
$t =
fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 ) ≤ $
i0 <j 0 ; ti0 ,tj 0 ∈Vd −{t}

Study [?] has proven, for the functions ψd (t) and γd (ti , tj )
given in (7) and (9), respectively, we have:
•

$ti ≥ fd2 (ti ) if and only if ψd (ti ) ≥ γd (ti , tj );

•

$tj ≥ fd2 (tj ) if and only if ψd (tj ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ).

Thus we can write immediately the following theorem [?].
Theorem 4.1 The expression, Pd (δi , δj ), defined in (10) is a
probability distribution if $ti ≥ fd2 (ti ) and $tj ≥ fd2 (tj ).
The above theorem tells us, when the estimation functions
given in (7) and (9) are used, that Pd (δi , δj ) given in (10) is
a probability distribution if two conditions $tj ≥ fd2 (tj ) and
$ti ≥ fd2 (ti ) are satisfied simultaneously. The conditions can
also be verified by pd (ti ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ) and pd (tj ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ),
respectively, which may be easier to compute in practical
application. Next, we give the property of the MIT measures
by the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1 For the four MIT measures derived from
expressions (8) and (10), four inequalities,
mitd (ti , tj ) > 0,
mitd (t̄i , tj ) ≤ 0,
always hold if $tj ≥

fd2 (tj )

mitd (ti , t̄j ) ≤ 0
mitd (t̄i , t̄j ) > 0

and $ti ≥

fd2 (ti ).

i0 <j 0 ; ti0 ,tj 0 ∈Vd

<

A.2 Method Two
Note that fd (t) is the number of time(s) that term t occurs
in d and that fd (t1 ) + fd (t2 ) + ... + fd (tn ) = ||d||. Thus, the
probability that two distinct terms ti and tj are simultaneously
found in d should be
1

1

Cfd (ti ) Cfd (tj )
2

C||d||
||d||!
[fd (ti )]!
[fd (tj )]! .
1![fd (ti ) − 1]! 1![fd (tj ) − 1]! 2!(||d|| − 2)!
2fd (ti )fd (tj )
=
||d|| · (||d|| − 1)
=

Hence, for two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈ V , introduce
an estimation function:
( 2f (t )f (t )
d i
d j
(ti , tj ) ∈ Vd × Vd
||d||·(||d||−1)
γd (ti , tj ) =
(11)
0
(ti , tj ) 6∈ Vd × Vd
which satisfies 0 < γd (ti , tj ) < 1 for every (ti , tj ) ∈ Vd ×
Vd ⊆ V × V as |Vd | ≥ 3.
Next, for two arbitrary given terms ti , tj ∈ Vd (where i 6=
j), define a probability distribution by (4):
2fd (ti )fd (tj )
= γd (ti , tj )
||d|| · (||d|| − 1)
fd (ti ) 
2fd (tj ) 
Pd (δi = 1, δj = 0) =
1−
||d||
||d|| − 1
= pd (ti ) − γd (ti , tj )
(12)
2fd (ti ) 
fd (tj ) 
1−
Pd (δi = 0, δj = 1) =
||d||
||d|| − 1
= pd (tj ) − γd (ti , tj )
Pd (δi = 0, δj = 0) = 1 − pd (ti ) − pd (tj ) + γd (ti , tj )
Pd (δi = 1, δj = 1) =

We may give two conditions of Pd (δi , δj ), such that it
satisfies the constraints given in (2) by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 The expression, Pd (δi , δj ), defined in (12) is
a probability distribution if fd (ti ) ≤ ||d||−1
and fd (tj ) ≤
2
||d||−1
.
2
Proof: From fd (tj ) ≤

Proof: By Theorem 4.1, Pd (δi , δj ) given in (10) is a probability distribution for terms ti , tj ∈ Vd . Also,
X
$=
fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 )
X

Thus, from (a) of Theorem 3.1, four inequalities hold.

fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 ) = ||d||2

ti0 ,tj 0 ∈Vd

from which we have
fd (ti ) fd (tj )
fd (ti )fd (tj )
>
= pd (ti )pd (tj )
γd (ti , tj ) =
$
||d|| ||d||

pd (ti ) =

||d||−1
,
2

we have 1 ≥

2fd (tj )
||d||−1 ,

that is,

fd (ti )
2fd (ti )fd (tj )
≥
= γd (ti , tj )
||d||
||d|| · (||d|| − 1)

A similar proof can be applied to pd (tj ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ).
Next, we can give the property of the MIT measures by
the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2 For the four MIT measures derived from
expressions (8) and (12), four inequalities,
mitd (ti , tj ) > 0,
mitd (t̄i , tj ) ≤ 0,

mitd (ti , t̄j ) ≤ 0
mitd (t̄i , t̄j ) > 0
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always hold if fd (ti ) ≤

||d||−1
2

and fd (tj ) ≤

||d||−1
.
2

Proof: By Theorem 4.2, Pd (δi , δj ) given in (12) is a
probability distribution for terms ti , tj ∈ Vd . Also, we have
||d|| · (||d|| − 1) < ||d|| · ||d||, thus,
2fd (ti )fd (tj )
fd (ti ) fd (tj )
>
||d||(||d|| − 1)
||d|| ||d|| − 1
fd (ti ) fd (tj )
>
= pd (ti )pd (tj )
||d|| ||d||

γd (ti , tj ) =

Corollary 4.3 For the four MIT measures derived from
expressions (8) and (14), four inequalities
mitd (ti , tj ) > 0,
mitd (t̄i , tj ) ≤ 0,

mitd (ti , t̄j ) ≤ 0
mitd (t̄i , t̄j ) > 0

always hold for arbitrary terms ti , tj ∈ Vd .
Proof: By Theorem 4.3, Pd (δi , δj ) given in (14) is a
probability distribution for terms ti , tj ∈ Vd . Also, from
||d|| − fd (ti ) < ||d||, we have,

Hence, from (a) of Theorem 3.1, the four inequalities hold.

fd (ti )
fd (tj )
fd (ti ) fd (tj )
>
||d|| ||d|| − fd (ti )
||d|| ||d||
= pd (ti )pd (tj )

γd (ti , tj ) =

A.3 Method Three
The probability that term tj is found in d after term ti has
been found in d, where i 6= j, should be
Pd (δj = 1|δi = 1) =

fd (tj )
||d|| − fd (ti )

Hence, from (a) of Theorem 3.1, the four inequalities hold.
B. Estimate in a Set of Documents

Thus, for two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈ V , introduce an
estimation function:
( f (t ) f (t )
d j
d i
(ti , tj ) ∈ Vd × Vd
||d|| ||d||−fd (ti )
γd (ti , tj ) =
(13)
0
(ti , tj ) 6∈ Vd × Vd

The above three estimation methods consistently use frequency representation for the individual documents. However,
in some probabilistic methods, one would state that the binary
assumption suffices to specify the dependence of terms. The
method discussed here is under this assumption.

which satisfies 0 < γd (ti , tj ) < 1 for every (ti , tj ) ∈ Vd ×
Vd ⊆ V × V as |Vd | ≥ 3.

By ‘binary’ it is here meant that each document d ∈ D is
represented by a 1 × n matrix:
  

md = tδ11 , tδ22 , ..., tδnn = tδ 1×n

Next, for two arbitrary given terms ti , tj ∈ Vd (where i 6=
j), define a probability distribution by (4):
Pd (δi = 1, δj
Pd (δi = 1, δj

Pd (δi = 0, δj
Pd (δi = 0, δj

fd (tj )
fd (ti )
= γd (ti , tj )
= 1) =
||d|| ||d|| − fd (ti )


fd (ti )
fd (tj )
= 0) =
1−
||d||
||d|| − fd (ti )
= pd (ti ) − γd (ti , tj )
(14)


fd (tj )
fd (ti )
= 1) =
1−
||d||
||d|| − fd (tj )
= pd (tj ) − γd (ti , tj )
= 0) = 1 − pd (ti ) − pd (tj ) + γd (ti , tj )

We need to find out if there exists any verification condition, such that Pd (δi , δj ) satisfies the constraints given in (2),
by the following theorem.

in which, each element in the matrix is a binary number
satisfying tδ = 1 when t ∈ Vd and tδ = 0 when t ∈ V − Vd .
Consider a sample set Ξ, satisfying |Ξ| > 1. Denote
nΞ (t) as the number of documents in Ξ in which term t
occurs, and nΞ (ti , tj ) as the number of documents in Ξ
in which terms ti and tj co-occur. It can be easily seen
nΞ (ti , tj ) ≤ nΞ (ti ), nΞ (tj ) ≤ |Ξ|
Then, for an arbitrary term t ∈ V , introduce an estimation
function:
( n (t)
Ξ
t ∈ VΞ
|Ξ|
(15)
ψΞ (t) =
0
t 6∈ VΞ
Obviously, we have 0 < ψΞ (t) < 1 for every t ∈ VΞ ⊆ V .
Next, for an arbitrary given term t ∈ Vd , define a probability
distribution by expression (3):

Theorem 4.3 The expression, Pd (δi , δj ), defined in (14) is a
probability distribution.
Proof: Notice that fd (ti ) + fd (tj ) ≤ ||d||. Thus,

(16)

The function ψΞ (t) and distribution PΞ (δ) will be used in the
fourth method below.

fd (tj )
1≥
||d|| − fd (ti )

B.1 Method Four

that is,
pd (ti ) =

PΞ (δ = 1) = ψΞ (t)
PΞ (δ = 0) = 1 − ψΞ (t)

fd (ti )
fd (ti )
fd (tj )
>
= γd (ti , tj )
||d||
||d|| ||d|| − fd (ti )

A similar proof can be applied to pd (tj ) > γd (ti , tj ).
It is clear, unlike Methods 1 and 2, that Pd (δi , δj ) in (14)
is a probability distribution unconditionally. Next, we give the
property of the MIT measures by the following corollary.

For two arbitrary distinct terms ti , tj ∈ V , introduce an
estimation function:
( n (t ,t )
Ξ i j
(ti , tj ) ∈ VΞ × VΞ
|Ξ|
γΞ (ti , tj ) =
(17)
0
(ti , tj ) 6∈ VΞ × VΞ
which satisfies 0 < γΞ (ti , tj ) < 1 for every (ti , tj ) ∈ VΞ ×
VΞ ⊆ V × V as |Vd | ≥ 3.
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Next, for two arbitrary given terms ti , tj ∈ VΞ (where i 6=
j), define a probability distribution by expression (4):
nΞ (ti , tj )
= γΞ (ti , tj )
|Ξ|
n (ti ) − nΞ (ti , tj )
PΞ (δi = 1, δj = 0) = Ξ
|Ξ|
= ψΞ (ti ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
(18)
nΞ (tj ) − nΞ (ti , tj )
PΞ (δi = 0, δj = 1) =
|Ξ|
= ψΞ (tj ) − γΞ (ti , tj )
PΞ (δi = 0, δj = 0) = 1 − ψΞ (ti ) − ψΞ (tj ) + γΞ (ti , tj )
PΞ (δi = 1, δj = 1) =

It is interesting to note that ψΞ (ti ), ψΞ (tj ) ≥ γΞ (ti , tj ) as
nΞ (ti ) nΞ (tj )
n (ti , tj )
,
≥ Ξ
|Ξ|
|Ξ|
|Ξ|

define probability distributions and verify the corresponding
constraints for formalising the MIT measures. For suitable
choices of the estimation functions practically appropriate
for and mathematically meaningful to a specific application
problem, the term state distributions, when substituted into
δ
measures, mitΞ (tδi i , tj j ) (δi , δj = 0, 1) and/or I(δi ; δi ), can
be expected to capture the mutual information of terms. The
information may be used to develop a variety of techniques
in order to assign dependence values to individual term pairs
and, then some decision is made on the values. A summary of
the four example estimation methods proposed in this study
is given in Table I. It is important to understand that the MIT
measures formalised by different estimation methods may have
entirely different properties. For instance, let us return to the
four example estimations discussed in Section IV and consider
an inequality,
γd (ti , tj ) > pd (ti )pd (tj ) = ψd (ti )ψd (tj )

for arbitrary ti , tj ∈ VΞ . Hence the estimation functions given
in (15) and (17) satisfy the constraints given in (2) and, thus
we can give the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4 The expression, Pd (δi , δj ), defined in (18) is a
probability distribution.

Then some key points regarding the properties and relationships of the MIT measures of the four corresponding Methods
1–4 can be made below.
•

Theorems/Corollaries 4.1–4.3 in respective Methods
1–3 tell us, when estimation functions (7), (9), (11)
and (13) are used, that the above inequality always
holds, and that terms co-occurring in document d
must be more or less statistically dependent since it
is always mitd (ti , tj ) > 0 supporting a dependence
assertion.

•

Theorem/Corollary 4.4 in Method 4 tells us, when
estimation functions (15) and (17) are used, that the
above inequality does not always hold, and that terms
may or may not be statistically dependent for their
co-occurrence since the sign of mitΞ (ti , tj ) might be
different from term pair to term pair.

Like Method 3, PΞ (δi , δj ) given in (18) is a probability
distribution unconditionally. From Theorem 4.4, we may give
the properties of the MIT measures by the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4 For the four MIT measures derived from
expressions (16) and (18),
(a’)

if

nΞ (ti ,tj )
|Ξ|

>

nΞ (ti ) nΞ (tj )
|Ξ|
|Ξ|

mitΞ (ti , tj ) > 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) ≤ 0,
(b’)

if

nΞ (ti ,tj )
|Ξ|

=

nΞ (ti ) nΞ (tj )
|Ξ|
|Ξ|

mitΞ (ti , tj ) = 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) = 0,
(c’)

if

nΞ (ti ,tj )
|Ξ|

<

nΞ (ti ) nΞ (tj )
|Ξ|
|Ξ|

mitΞ (ti , tj ) < 0,
mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) ≥ 0,

then
mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) ≤ 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) > 0
then
mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) = 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) = 0
then
mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) ≥ 0
mitΞ (t̄i , t̄j ) < 0

The Method 4 is the most commonly used in many areas,
such as, information retrieval, natural language processing,
document classification, sentiment analysis, and many related
areas. More discussion on this method, including its properties
and potential application problems, can also be found in [?].
V.

Therefore, we can learn from the Theorems/Corollaries: for
two terms making the above inequality hold, some estimation
functions ensure them to be more or less dependent for
their co-occurrence, whereas other estimation functions cannot
guarantee them to be dependent for their co-occurrence. This
also clearly indicates, for the same term pairs, that different
estimation methods may result in entirely different conclusions
regarding the statistical dependence for their co-occurrence.
Second, as we all knew, the MIT measures may influence
experimental performance significantly. However, as the probability distributions are normally obtained according to practical
application, it seems that only the “form” of the mutual
information measure has frequently been the main concern of
research in literature, whereas the problem of verification of
the probability distributions is often ignored as an unimportant
matter. This implicitly means that a function with a form
i(x1 , x2 ) = P (x1 , x2 ) log

D ISCUSSION

Some key points, which are helpful to understand the
methods proposed under the general framework, are addressed
in this section. These key points are also important to guide
practical applications.
First, it should be possible, though it may not be easy,
to construct a variety of estimation functions and then to

P (x1 , x2 )
P (x1 )P (x2 )

would be a “mutual information measure” of x1 and x2 for
their co-occurrence, and that the discussion on the three criteria
of P (x) and P (x1 , x2 ) in the function are trivial. This is indeed
not true. It is important to realise that it is not necessarily
that the function, i(x1 , x2 ), is a mutual information measure.
In fact, i(x1 , x2 ) is not a mutual information measure in the
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TABLE I.

Method

Function ψ(t)

1

ψd (t) =

2

ψd (t) =

3

ψd (t) =

4

ψΞ (t) =

fd (t)
||d||
fd (t)
||d||
fd (t)
||d||
nΞ (t)
|Ξ|

A

SUMMARY OF THE FOUR EXAMPLE ESTIMATIONS

Function γ(ti , tj )
γd (ti , tj ) =
γd (ti , tj ) =
γd (ti , tj ) =
γΞ (ti , tj ) =

information-theoretic sense, if P (x) and P (x1 , x2 ) are not
probability distributions and/or, if P (x1 ) and P (x2 ) are not
marginal distributions of the joint distribution P (x1 , x2 ) (even
though they may be all probability distributions). It may not
even converge if P (x1 , x2 )  f1 (x1 ) and P (x1 , x2 )  P (x2 )
do not hold. Therefore, in practical applications, it entirely
makes no sense to use some function, looking like a mutual
information measure, to compute the mutual information of
terms when any one of the three criteria is not satisfied. We
emphasize that the verification of P (δ) and P (δi , δj ) meeting
the three criteria is the major premise when applying I(δi ; δj )
to effectively capture the mutual information inherent among
terms. A simple but interesting example given in our related
study [?] may clarify our idea. We here give a brief explanation
and details of computation can be found in [?]. Suppose we
are given a document d = {t1 , t2 , t2 , t2 , t3 , t4 } ∈ D. This
example considers the estimation functions given in Method 1
and illustrates a specific instance of failing to apply them for
two terms t1 , t2 ∈ Vd :
X
$=
fd (ti0 )fd (tj 0 ) = 12
i0 <j 0 ; ti0 ,tj 0 ∈Vd

and, with expressions (7), (8), (9) and (10), we have
γd (t1 , t2 ) = 41 and
Pd (δ1 = 1, δ2 = 0) = ψd (t1 ) − γd (t1 , t2 ) = −

Conditions

fd (ti )fd (tj )
$
2fd (ti )fd (tj )
||d||·(||d||−1)
fd (tj )
fd (ti )
||d|| ||d||−fd (ti )
nΞ (ti ,tj )
|Ξ|

1
12

It can be easily seen, for the term pair (t1 , t2 ), that the
corresponding Pd (δ1 , δ2 ) is not a probability distribution since
the constraints given in (2) are not satisfied (i.e., ψd (t1 ) <
γd (t1 , t2 )). Consequently, Pd (δ1 = 1, δ2 = 1) is not reliable
for measuring dependence of t1 and t2 for their co-occurrence.
The key points regarding the probability distributions are:
•

There may be many term pairs, of which the corresponding Pd (δi , δj ) is indeed a probability distribution. However, it is possible that not all term pairs
have the corresponding probability distribution.

•

In order to compute MIT of terms, we must verify
the constraints given in (2), that is, we have to check
both ψd (ti ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ) and ψd (tj ) ≥ γd (ti , tj ) to
be satisfied simultaneously, for each of the term pairs
considered.

Thus, those term pairs (rather than two individual terms),
of which the corresponding Pd (δi , δj ) does not satisfy the
constraints, should be discarded immediately and omitted from
the computation of MIT.

fd2 (ti ) ≤ $ti , fd2 (tj ) ≤ $tj
fd (ti ) ≤

||d||−1
,
2

fd (tj ) ≤

||d||−1
2

none
none



fd (t) 1×n , but also for a more general case, where each
document d can be represented by a 1 × n (weight) matrix:

 

md = wd (t1 ), wd (t2 ), ..., wd (tn ) = wd (t) 1×n
in which, each element is a real number, satisfying wd (t) > 0
when t ∈ Vd and wd (t) = 0 when t ∈ V − Vd . The wd (t) is
called a weighting function, which indicates the importance of
term t in representing document d. For instance, the weighting
function in Methods 1-3 is wd (t) = fd (t). The key points
regarding the estimation functions are below.
•

Methods 1-3 should be applicable to any quantitative
document representation.

•

ψd (t) and γd (ti , tj ) should be used to capture the
information of occurrence and co-occurrence of terms.

•

wd (t) should be the main component of the estimation
functions, it is construed by means of occurrence
frequencies and co-occurrence frequencies of terms.

The extension of, for instance, Method 1 can be found in
another of our studies [?]. It is beyond the scope of the current
paper to discuss the issue of document representation in greater
detail, and some formal discussion and technical treatment can
be found in, for instance studies [?], [?], [?].
Fourth, it is certainly true that the MIT measures given in
Definition 3.1 can be used to measure the extent of dependence
of terms ti and tj . Also, it is certainly true that the larger
quantities the measures offer, the higher the extent term ti is
statistically dependent on term tj (and vice versa). However,
the implications of the dependence obtained from the individual MIT measures are different. Remember that we always
emphasize ‘the dependence under the state value (δi , δj )’. This
emphasis is necessary because it clearly indicates that it is the
state value (δi , δj ) that supports the dependence. For instance,
terms ti and tj may depend highly on one another, when ti
occurs but tj does not occur in some document and, in this
case, we are talking about the dependence under the state value
(δi , δj ) = (1, 0). In a practical application, what we generally
concentrate on is the statistics of co-occurrence of terms. That
is, the dependence with which we are really concerned is state
value (δi , δj ) = (1, 1) of term pair (ti , tj ). In this case, what
we need is to apply only the first item of I(δi ; δj ) and to
verify the constraints given in (2). For instance, for Method
1, we need only use the measure mitd (ti , tj ) and verify the
condition:
fd (ti )fd (tj )
$
fd (ti ) fd (tj )
= γd (ti , tj ) > ψd (ti )ψd (tj ) =
·
||d||
||d||

Pd (δi = 1, δj = 1) = Pd (ti , tj ) =

Third, the estimation functions given in Methods 1-3 can
be applied to document representations not only for md =
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to ensure that ti and tj are highly dependent under their cooccurrence.
Fifth, from a high expected mutual information value, we
cannot state immediately that state value (δi , δj ) = (1, 1)
makes a larger contribution to IΞ (δi ; δj ) and, thus we cannot
assert that terms ti and tj are highly dependent for their cooccurrence in Ξ. This is because, with the relations of the
MIT measures learned from their signs, when γΞ (ti , tj ) <
ψΞ (ti )ψΞ (tj ), the positive value IΞ (δi ; δj ) will be dominated
by the positive quantities mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) and mitΞ (t̄i , tj ). In this
case, the higher value the IΞ (δi ; δj ) has, the larger quantities
the mitΞ (ti , t̄j ) and mitΞ (t̄i , tj ) provide, the more it is
indicated that ti and tj are highly dependent under state values
(1, 0) and (0, 1) and that they should not co-occur in Ξ. We
can clarify our viewpoint by an example given in [?]. Let
us consider Method 4 and suppose Ξ = {d1 , d2 , d3 }, Vd1 =
{t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 }, Vd2 = {t1 , t4 , t5 , t7 } and Vd3 = {t4 , t7 , t8 }.
Then, we have: nΞ (t1 ) = 2, nΞ (t2 ) = 1 and nΞ (t1 , t2 ) = 1;
nΞ (t5 ) = 2, nΞ (t7 ) = 2 and nΞ (t5 , t7 ) = 1. Thus, we obtain
(details of computation can be found in [?])
IΞ (δ1 ; δ2 ) ≈ 0.1352 − 0.0959 − 0.0000 + 0.1352 = 0.1745,
IΞ (δ5 ; δ7 ) ≈ −0.0959 + 0.1352 + 0.1352 − 0.0000 = 0.1745.
Clearly, the positive value of IΞ (δ1 ; δ2 ) is dominated by
both quantities mitΞ (t1 , t2 ) and mitΞ (t̄1 , t̄2 ), and t1 and
t2 are highly dependent for their co-occurrence and co-notoccurrence in set Ξ; the positive value of IΞ (δ5 ; δ7 ) is dominated by both mitΞ (t5 , t̄7 ) and mitΞ (t̄5 , t7 ), and t5 and t7
are highly dependent for their not co-occurrence in set Ξ.
In addition, from this example, we can see that term pairs
(t1 , t2 ) and (t5 , t7 ) have the same expected mutual information
and, however, that the implications of for the individual state
values are entirely different: Terms t1 and t2 provide the
information highly supporting for both their co-occurrence
and co-not-occurrence; whereas terms t5 and t7 provide the
information highly supporting for occurrence of one but not
occurrence of the other. It should be repeatedly pointed out
that all the five different measures, the four MIT measures
and the EMIM measure, may give us useful information, but
each tells us different aspects about the dependences of terms
and, in particular, it is likely that IΞ (δi ; δj ) tells us nothing
about the dependences of terms for their co-occurrence.
Sixth, it is worth mentioning that many studies use the
following formula:
I(ti ; tj ) = P (ti , tj ) log

P (ti , tj )
P (ti )P (tj )

to estimate the mutual information of terms ti and tj . It is
‘equivalent’ to the MIT measure for the state value (δi , δj ) =
(1, 1) given in Definition 3.1,
δ =1

mit(ti , tj ) = mit(tδi i =1 , tj j

)

= P (δi = 1, δj = 1) log

P (δi = 1, δj = 1)
P (δi = 1)P (δj = 1)

as we denote tδ = t, t̄ when δ = 1, 0, respectively. The expression I(ti ; tj ) seems simpler to that of mit(ti , tj ). However, we
point out, mathematically, that mit(ti , tj ) is more appropriate
and clearer than I(ti ; tj ) from, for instance, a viewpoint of
the probability space: It is obvious to see that P (δi , δj ) is

over Ω × Ω as its each argument δ ∈ Ω = {0, 1}, whereas it is
easy to cause confusion that P (ti , tj ) is over V × V as each
of its arguments has a domain t ∈ V = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } (rather
than t ∈ {0, 1}). Also, I(· ; ·), when used to expressed EMIM,
is a traditional mathematical symbol, which is the summation
of four items (rather than only one) corresponding to four state
value pairs of each term pair.
Seventh, it is worth mentioning that there are five information measures widely used in the literature for computing
term dependence (or, relatedness): directed divergence [?],
divergence [?], information radius [?], Jensen difference [?]
and the expected mutual information (i.e., EMIM, which is
regarded as a special case of directed divergence) [?]. The
five measures, which are what are generally called information
gain, are by now familiar to many researchers. A detailed
account of the concept of the measures is given in [?], and an
axiomatic characterization can be found in [?]. The five measures are examined in our series of studies: Study [?] develops
the measurement of term relatedness using the information
radius measure, demonstrates how the relatedness measures
may deal with some basic concepts of applications, and
summarizes important features of, and differences between,
the information radius measure and the first two information
measures (directed divergence and divergence), from a practical perspective. Study [?] addresses the measurement of term
relatedness based on the Jensen difference measure and points
out, when Shannon entropy is used, that the Jensen difference
measure is in fact the information radius measure, and that
some formal methods proposed in many past studies in terms
of these two measures are in principle the same matter. Study
[?] proposes a method for estimating probability distributions
required in EMIM, and provides examples to illustrate the
possibility of failure of applying this method if the verification
conditions are not satisfied. Study [?] reconsiders the emim
measure, which is widely used in applications, derived from
simplifying EMIM under a binary assumption, and discusses
some potential but important problems of applying the emim
measure. Study [?] attempts to establish a unified theoretical
framework for applying several information measures to the
measurement of term discrimination information and to define
relatedness measures according to the discrimination measures,
and then discusses some potential problems arising from using
the relatedness measures and suggests solutions.
Finally, we would like to point out that the current study is
further work of study [?], [?]: it focuses on the establishment
of a general framework for constructing estimation functions
in order to define probability distributions required in EMIM
for effectively distinguishing potentially dependent term pairs
from many others. As this paper concentrates on a formal
analysis and discussion, the reader interested in how the mutual
information methods, as well as other information measures’
methods, may be supported by empirical evidence drawn from
a number of performance experiments is referred to those
papers referenced.
VI.

C ONCLUSIONS

This study focused on the establishment of a general framework for defining probability distributions required in EMIM,
which is crucial and remains an open issue, for effectively
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distinguishing potentially dependent term pairs from many
others. Under the framework,
-

[4]

the general forms of estimation functions with a set
of constraints were introduced;

[5]

the general forms of probability distributions under
term state values were defined;

[6]

-

the general form of MIT measures for computing the
mutual information of terms was formalised;

-

the general properties of the MIT measures were
studied and the general relations between the MIT
measures were revealed.

[7]

[8]

Four estimation methods were proposed to clarify and illustrate
our ideas presented in this study by
-

interpreting the mathematical meanings of the estimation functions within practical application contexts;

-

discussing verification conditions for satisfying the
constraints in order to ensure that probability distributions meet the three criteria;

-

presenting the properties and relationships of the MIT
measures given in the individual methods.

The key points of this study were pointed out and emphasised,
some of them are:
-

-

-

The different implications of the dependence obtained
from the individual MIT measures and the EMIM
measure should be carefully distinguished from one
another.
The estimation functions should be constructed using
weighting functions capable of capturing the occurrence and co-occurrence information of terms.
It is possible of failure of using the estimation functions to define probability distributions if the constraints are not satisfied.

Under the general framework, the probability distributions,
when defined from the estimation functions satisfying the
constraints, will meet the three criteria. Thus, the issue of
defining the probability distributions becomes the issue of
constructing the estimation functions and verifying the constraints, which is relatively simple for practical applications.
Due to its generality, the general framework is applicable to
many areas of science, involving statistical semantic analysis of
features (concepts, terms, phrases, words, etc.) and quantitative
representations of objects (documents, abstracts, sentences,
queries, etc.).
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